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Aerodynamic interference between booster and orbiter under conditions
 
representing early (abort) separation vas investigated in the Convair
 
4 ft x 4 ft high speed wind tunnel in August 1970. The 0.0035 scale
 
models represented the North American Rockwell orbiter configuration 
130G (straight wing) and 134B (delta wing), and the General Dynamics/ 
Convair booster configuration BSX (straight wing) and B9J (delta wing). 
The Mach numbers were 1.1 and 1.6. The orbiter and booster models were 
mounted on individual 6-component force balances. The orbiter was 
mounted on a fixed support, while the booster, mounted on the Captive 
Trajectory Rig, traversed the flow field of the orbiter at various 
separation distances. All runs were at zero yaw and roll with zero 
relative lateral displacement, so only pitch-plane data are reported. 
The orbiter angles of attack were from + 50 to -100. The booster angles 





The orbiter model was mounted on a balance supported by a fixed
 
mount attached to the roof of the test section. The booster was
 
mounted on a balance attached to the captive trajectory rig. In each
 
tunnel run the booster was traversed along four lines parallel to the
 
orbiter longitudinal axis, the gap between the models varying from line
 
to line. Although the analog computer which provides the control sig­
nals for the captive trajectory rig normally employs feedback from the
 
force and moment measurements currently being made, that mode of opera­
tion was not employed. The booster model was moved along four preset
 
lines at a preset angle of attack in each run. Relative to the mated
 
position, the lines were preset so that the point at the intersection
 
of the balance center line with the plane of the booster base was
 
displaced in the direction normal to the orbiter center line a distance
 
corresponding to zero, nine, twenty five, and fifty feet full scale.
 
The mated position was set with a gage so that the gap between the belly
 
of the orbiter and top of the booster corresponded to 4.38 feet full
 
scale when the models were at the same angle of attack. See Figure 6
 
for an illustration of mated and displaced positions.
 
All runs were made with both models at zero yaw and zero roll, and
 
the booster traverses were in the plane of symmetry of the orbiter.
 
The installation drawing is presented in Figure 7. Figure 8 re­
produces a photograph of the delta-wing orbiter and the delta-wing
 








MACH NUMBER per unit length 

1.1 7.5 x 10 /ft 





















GD/Convair C-1.0-.55-A, six component, for orbiter
 






NF 100 lb 

SF 35 h___b _b 
AF 1Oib 
PM 170 in-lb















The balance data were corrected for static tares. Aerodynamic coefficients 
were calculated with reference to both body axes and stability axes as 
shown in Figure 1. The model dimensions used in data reduction are tabulated 
below. Orbiter
 
Booster Straight Wing Delta Wing
 
10.732 in2
 Reference area Sr 	 12.674 in2 5.440 in2 





Length t ef 	 10.038 in 1.13015 in 2.8742 in 
Length of body MAC MAC 
of B8 
Span b 	 1.470 in 5.215 in 4.9798 in
 
Width of body wing span wing span
 
2 	 2n i 2.93 
1.679 in 0.9649 	 in 0.7903 in 
2 
Base area Ab 
(including balance cavity)
 




Data Reduction Equations 
1. Normal force coefficient, 	CN
 
FN - Balance tares 
q Sre f 
2. Axial force coefficient, 	CA and CAF
 
+ c AC 
-









3. 	Pitching moment coefficient, C
 
The pitching moments were transferred from the balance moment centers 
to the moment reference points that are shown in Figures 2 through 5. 
n_ -F F 
Cm =S BMMC K(A x) + A(A Z) - Balance tares
 
q Sref I ref
 
4. 	Lift coefficient, CL
 
CL = CN Cosa - CAF sin 
5. Drag coefficient, CD 
CDF = C. sina + CAF cosa 






7. 	Base pressure coefficients, C and C
 
Separate measurements were made of the static pressure in the balance cavity
 
and 	on the base. 
Oc = (PC - PM )/q 
C -- (Pb - P /q 
8. 	Longitudinal position of center of pressure, X/L
 
For the delta-wing. booster, for which the pitching momnt is given
 
about a point which is 6.400 inches .aft of the nose:
 
-- 9 -. 19 = .696- 1.092 Cm
 
\Litrim 
 N 	 CH
 
For the straight-wing 'booster,for which the pitching moment is given
 
about a point which is 6.292 inches aft of the nose:
 
(x) 	 6.292 cm C_ 
trim 10.038 0 0 5 
The orbiter support system was very stiff in pitch, and no corrections
 
to orbiter angle of attack were made. The booster support system (the captive
 
trajectory rig) does require deflection corrections and the X, Z, (identified
 
as XW and ZW) and a values for the booster have been corrected. However, in
 




In each traverse the booster moved along a line nominally parallel to the
 
longitudinal axis of the orbiter, corresponding to a constant value of the gap,
 
Z. The data are collated according to the nominal value of Z. The corrected
 
displacement coordinates XW and ZW presented in this report are taken along
 
wind (or wind tunnel) axes. The units of Z, XW, and ZW are feet, full scale.
 
XW and Zware measured from the mated position, as shown in Figure 6.
 
In all the traverses the data were obtained while the model was moving
 
continously along the traverse path. There is a time lag in the data channels,
 
caused by an R-C filter and an amplifier. There is no time lag in the position
 
coordinates. Therefore, the data points were misplaced along the traverse paths.
 
The higher frequency components of the curves were also attenuated.
 
The transfer function between the balance bridge signals and the recorded
 




output(s) 0 S +  
Input (TS+l) (S2+2 tw ) 
=wherein Wo lO7
 
T = .052 seconds
 
This transfer function is presented so that the data user can perform the
 
inverse transformation of a trace in order to evaluate the input to what­
ever degree of accuracy is desired. The transformation also requires
 
6 
knowledge of the traverse speed, which corresponded to 60 feet (full scale, 
as shown in plots) per second. It also requires knowing the direction of 
motion. The date are identified by the gap between the two bodies, Z,
 
the same four values of Z appearing in all traverse runs. The direction
 
of motion reversed from one value of Z to the next, as follows:
 
Z,Ft FULL SCALE 
4.38 










The phase angle, amplitude ration, and lag in seconds were evaluated 
numerically for the given transfer function. It was found that the theo­
retical lag in seconds varied from 0.142 seconds for very low frequency 
inputs to 0.100 seconds at 3.5 cycles per second, .052 seconds at 10 cycles 
per eccond_.etc, s,, 
A simple approimate correction for the time lag was derived by com­
paring the data for increasing a and decreasing a in dataset BCA 044, 
where angle of attack was varied with time. in that case, the time lag" 
was approximately .108 seconds. If dhe same constant timelag is assumed 
for the traverse data the corresponding.shift, in cachs ata,,Diilt is $ 6.,.5 
feeti along, tbD travere,,i.e. in the X,dreiLVC ,O,,The 7,cowppnpptq,aA 
be . . . . ......... , , pves mae. 0a ,aor.the diferent 
values .of the gap, Z, correlate .niflpenybee:hantheyould ih; 
out such a shift in the curves.. The delay of .108 seconds is a fair ap­
proximation at all-frequencies of interest in the tes. Therefor'e the 
constant time lag of .10 setonds was used and the deta',preoeoted hetroin 
have beenshifted,,in the X-direction'by the 6.5 footamount.
 
7 
The amplitude ratio is substantially unity at low frequencies. At
 
frequency of 2.4 cycles per second, the amplitude is reduced by a factor
 
of 2.0, while at 5 cycles per second, the amplitude is reduced by a fac­
tor of 5.6. Looking at the data, it appears that when such high frequency
 
components as can be recognized are corrected by the appropriate factor,
 
the effect on the usefulness of the data is not important. Therefore-no
 
adjustments to the values of the coefficients have been made to account
 








The tested configurations are shown in Figures 2 through 5. The model
 




Figure Configuration Model Ident.
 
2 Straight-wing orbiter 130G B6WIoHI2
 
3 Delta-wing orbiter 134B B5W13E2V14R4 
4 Straight-wing booster B8X BIW1 5T 90 
1i 3 6 
5 Delta-wing booster B9J BW5 
The model part identifications such as WlO were assigned by the respective 
contractors. The orbiter parts have numbers assigned by North American 
Rockwell. The booster parts have numbers assigned by Convair. In this 
test there was no conflict, but it should be pointed out that a given 
number such as Wl0 may designate either an orbiter part or a booster part, 
as the case may be.
 
Details of the model parts are given on the following pages.
 
The straight-wing orbiter and both boosters would have vertical tails
 
mounted on the body. The models were tested without those vertical tails
 
because of interference with the supports or with each other. Since the
 




The deflections of all control surfaces were zero.
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NASA-MSFC-MAF 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic 9992-130C body. Straight ving orbiter body ith 
attach pointo for a centerline vertical, horizontal, ani lor-mont in,. Also 
included is a canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose. 'Ie model scale 
factor is 0.0035.
 
DRAWING, NUMBER: Lines JArg. 9992-1300. 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length, in. __Q, _,2 _ 
Max. Width, in. 310.00 io86 
Max. Depth, in. 34ow.31 1.191 
Fineness Ratio 6.037 6.037 
Area 
14ax. Cross-Sectional, xt 2 64o.o 0.00r(8 








MODEL COMPONENT: WING-- W1,
 
the 9992-130G positionGENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-1300 straight wing located in 
on bo B6. The totaland cxnQseedala do note _thutZf 
*data wic . The moAel scale factor is 0.0035. 








ft 2Planform (equiv. true), 3084.00 
Wetted 
'5.2114Span (equivalent), in. 1592 
Aspect Ratio 4.9o. 
Rate of Taper 0.397 
Taper Ratio 0.333_ 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 
0.0
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees (about T.Et.) 
To--mt+i.vgre @B.P. 155.06 in. 4.0 
G B.P. 7h5.07 in. 0.0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 2167P 0.0 -Trailing Edge 

16596-0..25 Element Line 

Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. O.0), in. 447.20 
Tip, (equival ent wingSta-750.50n.)i. 148.97 
MAC, in. (ing Sta. 312.68 in.)i±n. 322.95 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 1282.00 
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. -048.87 
310.35













Area (oquiv. true), 









Root (Wing Sta. 156.22 in.)in. 385.12 
Tip (equtr.)6Iing Sta. '(50.50i),in. 148.97 
MAC (WinK Sta. 409.57 in.),in. 2U4.4 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. X10OV;-r°0-

-137.00
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. 

oF9 
LFADII,- RT)3E CUFF 
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. -- b 52 
2 31.79
Arcat, ft
L.E. Interzects Fasellae I (IT,,s.Stajin.1027.46 























































MODEL COMPONENT: HOOIZOIVAL STABTiaKdR - Hlip 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-1300 strai3ht wing orbiter horizontal tnbilizc:.r used 
with bod B6. The surface is located on the vebicle , with the pito ti6izs 
at Fl's. Sts. 39 7.7n, Te ymfeodel scale factor is 0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 Lines Aug. 9992-1300 





Planform (equiv. true), ft 2 i86, o.02225 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) in. 953 .3 
Aspect Ratio 3.,1 -c.0 
Rate of Taper 0.712 o.'O,2 
Taper Ratio 0.228 0.228 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 00 010 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle ________-._ 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 40o.o0 o.oo 
Trailing Edge _ .9 6__0 
0.25 Element Line 	 33.220 20 
-Chords: 	Horiz. 
- Root (44kn, Sta. 0.0), in. 443.05 1.551 
Tip, (equi val ent)loriz.Sta.460.45in in. 101.02 0. 35 F 
MAC, in.(Horiz.Sta. 189.89 in.);n. 307.8 1.. 01T 
Fus, Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 184o.46 6.442 
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. 	 4.12 0.014 
B.L. of .25 MAC ,in. 	 i88.47 o.66o 
Airfoil Section 
Root NAcA 0012-64 NACA o0012-, 
Tip NACA oo12-64 M.CA 0012-6k 
EXPOSED DATA
 
ft	 2Area (equiv. true), 	 __6T-35 0.01)25 
Span, (equivalent), in. __638._8 .3 
Aspect Ratio 2.9 _2.__ 
Taper Ratio o.3 0 " 
Chords 
Root(Horlz. Sba. 156.22 in), in. .4 1.161 
Tip (equ1v)(horiz.Sta. 480.45in.),in. 10,1..02 0.35i 
MAC (Horiz. Sta. 289.52 in.), in. "-82 
__9 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in.-	 19b.3 ]E = 
W.P. of' .25 MAC, in.T6 	 0.057 
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 	 2E7.37 .005 
­
29 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B5
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 992-134B bodj. Delta ting orbiter body incimur<; a 
canopy on the upper .surfacc aft of the nose. Te noaeJ, scale factor, is 
0.0035
 
DRAWING NUMBER: Lines Dt. 9992-lz3l-. 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length , in. 2120.00 7.1120 
Max. Width, in. i62. 3 1.620 
Max. Depth, in. 274.29 0.960 
Fineness Ratio 5.905 5.9O-
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional, ft 2 7025. 0.00350 (-us. Sta. 1215.0 to 109.0 in.) 






MODEL COMPONENT: ;1113- WI3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .£9'n92-1lk delta \;inz located on boy B5 . The total anr1 
e:_osedl data 8o not iUngli.e the 1 r"Oadnge 1 i-ch lintie! br .... 
The model factor is 0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: Lines fl.,F. 9992-134B
 





ft 2Planform , 57I0,oOo 0.070,315
Wetted
 
Span (equivalent) in. 10.00 3.79 
Aspect Ratio .,, z. -11z. 4h1 
_2_Rate of Taper 1. 723 1. 
Taper Ratio 0.237 0._3 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.000 _70 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.000 0.000 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees(about T.-E.-) _ 
I-ri-Ari§ Wing S-a. 241.80 in. O.000 O.ooo 
in#A 4e iinTv Sta. 51 6.07 in. Oo -. 00 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 59-870 59.-870
 
Trailing Edge 0.0 0.0
 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), in. 3232.91 4.3,15
 
Tip, (equi val ent)(ulinsta. 5!6.07in),in. 292.03 1.022 
MAC (Wing Sta. 216.88 in.),in. T59.22 3.007 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC,, in. 75 5.165 
WP. of .25 MAC, in. .. 11 -(-).157 
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 215.26 0.753 
Airfoil Section 
c oDUo1ing Sta. 241.80 in. )in. ICA 000?-6 IACA 0roo-6). 




Area j 2389.59 0. 02927 
Span, (equivalent) , in. 632.33 2.1!.3 
Aspect Ratio 1.09O 1.0)0 
Taper Ratio 0.355 0.355 
Chords
 
Root (equiv.)(lWinzSta. 237.61 in.),in 82"e51 2. (2 
Tifoquiv.)(7ingSta. 546.-07 in.),in. 202.03 1.022 
MAdlin2,S-La. 3 67.34 in.);in 5. "97 2.100 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, in. 5.10.02 
W.P. of .25 AC, in. 62.W1 0.219 
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 3o. £ 12',16 
L.E. CUV? flQA 
ft 2Area ToC..L;' of ThiJ.i.it), 0.00057 
L.',. int ..... c,!Lsi.w:c IL ' Y,'.Sa.,in 0 
_____ I,.1.. jul.y. ,Lsu 1:.n"..... 1kt/'s.8'L.,__in 1I:." 73,".f" '.(.90.3 31 
MODEL COMPONENT: fZVOI1 -, 3. (aIPtLa for one of two) 
iwed rrith t'o99-2-13!- elta idng (winz-u3)GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Elevon 
The model scale fctor is 0.0035. 
Lines ITzg. 9992-134DDRAWING NUMBER: 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
DIMENSIONS:. 
Area , ft 2 464..60 0.0056c 





Inb'd equivalent chord (iTngSta.21139n) 

-Outb'd equivalent'chord17ingSta5) 6 .07i n .) 146.01 0.511 


















Hingel i ne 




MODEL COMPONENT: V;2TICL sa.._T., - Vij1 (Ontn 2cr on.- of t'7o)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: VorLial ' A_Az r fin: located on J,)!c o.jtbo0ard tip) of
 
the 9992-13:J3 delta, ,,iig; (13) 
'The flodel scale factor is 0.0035 
*DRAWING NUMBER: 	 Lines Dg. 9992-134 




ft 2P1 anfonm 	 i24.64 0.005-0 
Wetted
 
Span (equivalent) , in. 3 T.W4 
Aspect Ratio .al 1i51-1 
' Rate of Taper 
-
O.932 _ ,,
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.2-00 
Diehedral Angle, degrees - -
Incidence Angle, degrees - -
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Anis'. aegrees 'L7 -1-817 
Cant Angle ('T Outb'd), cemGrees 20.001 20.000 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 38.CF97 38. 097 
Trailing Edge -) i0. _ 
0.25 Element Line 	 30.a00.2Th.0 
.Chords: ecui-ia.Lent 
Root (4;i -&r-rU.P.T7.58in)in. 335.25 1.173 
lip, (equivalent .- P. 360.32in.)in. Tl3I 0.235 
MAC (W.. .135.71 in. ),in. "2S0. O.0Ji 
Fus, Sta, .25 in. -- b797of MAC; 	 6. 93 
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. 	 3-5.71 0.)50
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 	 5&2.67 2.039 
AirfoiI 	Section (neasm:e&c parallel to 



















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




MODEL COMPONENT: PUD= - R4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ludder tsed Uith t:e 9,2-13)3 delta iing orb Ler 
vertical sta,bi:lizer I!)h. 
Thec al.Ll selae actor is 0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: Lines Dwg. 9992-13fL3 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area , ft2 88.95 0.00354 
Span (equivalent), in. 294.27 1.030 
I nb'd equivalent" chord(WhP. 83.67 in),in. 133.53 0.467 
Outb'd equivalent chord(W-T.P.360.32in)1in. 67.3-1. 0.235 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord o.4- 0.409 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 1.0o 1.000 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 38. 897 38.897 
Tailing Edge -4.701 -4-701 
Ingeline -10.03 -18.833 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge lind),ict"3 3335.90 0.000-L6 
34 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B1 (Booster) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic body for "straight wing" with spacer and 
standard boattail with intermediate nose' at model station -0.546 inches. 
(-13 ft full scale) 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105204 
(0.0035) 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 239 ft 10.038 in 
Max. Width 35 ft 1.47 in
 






Planfotm 7184.8ft2 12.674 in2 
Wetted 
Base (includes balance chamber) 951.8 ft2 1.679 in2 
Balance Chamber 0.690 in2 





Moment Reference Center 
Sta. 136.81 ft 5.746 in 
W.L. 100.00 ft 4.200 in
 
35 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B7 (Booster) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage for delta wing configuration. Same
 
as B1 fuselage with spacer section removed. 
Model nose is at s!taion 0.294 ir
 





)IMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 
 219 ft 9.198 in
 
Max. Width 










Planform 6576 ft 2 ln.6oo in 2 
Wetted 
Base (includes balance chamber) 951.8 ft2 1.679 in2 












 159.38 ft 6.694 in
 
W.L. 




MODEL CO:POrNENT: Wing, 12 , 14 w3 (Booster)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: "Str;ight Wing" located in one of three positions (trailing

edse location, station: -I. L'5.876 in, w @ 6.351 in, w3 -6.825 in) 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105204 









Span (equivalent) 144.8 ft 0.o8 7-in 
Aspect Ratio 7. 14 7.140 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 7327 .. 327 
Diehedral Angle, degrees o 0 -
Incidence Angle,.degrees. 6 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees o o 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 15.85 15.85 




Root (Wing Sta.*O.O). 30.57 ft 1.284 in, 
Tip, (equivalent) 100o ft 4_ 
MAC -TU t -- - 919- in 
Wing Apex to .25 MAC: .__11F02-f -7539 in 
-W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 PIAC 30.10 ft 1.264 in 
Airfoil Section NACA 4416 MOD. 
Root 
Tip "' NAcA -4414 MOD. 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area 2033 ft 3.586 in2 . 
Span, (equivalent) "±2.o X 4.40 In 
Aspect Ratio 6.265 6.265 
Taper Ratio .364 .384 
Chords
 
Root 26.02 ft 1.09 in 
ip.10.0 ft .20in 
MAC 9.1 t .86 in 
Leading Edge 'Exposed Root Chord to 1.. 2 ft 6i88 in 
W.P. of .25 MAC .25 M.c 
B.L. of .25 I.LAC " 40.02 f .1.6U.L in 
37 
MODEL COMPONENT: 	 .eLit Wing, 1I5 (Booster) 
Delta wing equipped with full span elevons 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
 
VIT 70-105204DRAWING IUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE 
TOTAL DATA
 
Area-	 8655 ft2 

Pl anf ormn 
Wetted 
Span.(equivalent) 138.00 ft 
Aspect Ratio 2.200 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 5.3 
_ 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
-. 
I 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 
Toe-In Angle . 
Cant Angle
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 53-3 







Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 109 ft 





Wing Apex to .25 MAC. -3740 ft 
-W.P. of .25 MIAC 














Span, (equivalent)- " - -

Aspect Ratio 2.050 









MAC 59.7k It 
"Leadilhg Edge Exposcd Root Chord to 42.19 ft 
.25 MA-CW.P. of .25 MAC 









































MODEL COAPONENT: HoriTontal Tail T6 (Booster)
 
GEJ'ERAL DESCRIPTION: Se 1c p-1M form as norizontal tail 6 - Cut down from
 
T 'symrmetrical Vee Tail.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: .rT 70-105204 
(0.0035)












































_ - "' 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
-W.F. of .25 MAC 
 "
 













EXPOSED DATA ?-R SIDE 

8±8 ft2 1.442 in 2 Area 
 26.83 ft 1.127 inSpan, (equivalent) 
Aspect Ratio ..... 
Taper Ratio .723 .723 
Chords 
Root 35.41 ft 1.487 in 
Tip 25.52 ft 1.0'w2 in 
MAC 30.74 =t ±.a9J in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 






The Convair High Speed Wind Tunnel is a pressure driven, intermittent wind 
tunnel with a four foot by four foot test section. The Mach number range 
is from M = 0.5 at the subsonic end, through transonic, and up to a supersonic 
Mach number of 5.0. Within this Mach number range, the wind tunnel has a 
dynamic pressure range between 1500 psf and 2500 psf. Under certain test 
conditions, this range is extended to lower or higher dynamic pressures. 
The wind tunnel has a Reynolds number range from 5.0 million per foot to 
25.0 million per foot. It has an equivalent pressure altitude range from 
below sea level to 90,000 feet. The power drive for the wind tunnel con­
sists of an air compressor-storage system. This system includes three 
centrifugal compressors driven by an 8000 horsepower synchronous motor. 
The air is stored in six high pressure tanks with a total internal volume 
of 28,000 cubic feet and a storage pressure of 600 psia. The air is re­
leased from the tanks through a 24-inch rotovalve which is controlled by 
an electro-hydraulic servo system. The aerodynamic circuit of the wind 
tunnel includes settling chamber, a two-dimensional supersonic.nozzle, a
 
transonic test section, and a variable diffuser. The flexible nozzle has
 
a Mach number range from M = 1.0 to M = 5.0. It is remotely controlled
 
from the control room. The variable diffuser is provided downstream of
 
the flexible nozzle to obtain maximum efficiency of the pressure drive.
 
The diffuser walls are movable while the tunnel is operating. A porous
 
wall transonic test section is interchangeable with the variable diffuser.
 
This section is used for subsonic-transonic operation in the Mach number
 
range from 0.5 to 2.0. The airflow exhausts through a telescoping sub­
4o 
sonic diffuser and a sound attenuating stack. The maximum run time for
 
the facility under normal operation varies from approximately 45 seconds
 
at Mach 0.5 to 90 seconds at Mach 3.0, and reduces again to approximately
 






HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNEL CAPTIVE TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
 
The model support, an electro-mechanical positioning system with all 
axes of motion contained within a single mechanism, is independent of 
the launching aircraft. As shown in the sketch below, the envelope of 
translation is a cube about 30 inches on a side. Drive motors, located 
in a case below the tunnel floor, are printed-armature electric motors 
with extremely fast response characteristics. 
The control system for the missile model serves both as a positioning 
control and as an interface between the analog computer and the model 
support. Back-emf from the electrical drive motors is used as a feedback 
to the velocity control system. Two preselected set points are available: 
one is a "home" position for use during tunnel start and stop; the other 
is the "release" position from the parent aircraft. 
Resultant trajectories are computed by the analog computer, using 
model strain gage balance data in conjunction with missile mass, moment 
of inertia, rocket thrust, altitude and other data. This trajectory, trans­
formed into velocity components, is then supplied to the support control 
drive motors, thus positioning the model in a smooth, accurate simulation 
of the missile trajectory. 
SUPPORT SYSTEM ENVELOPE OF TRANSLATION 
30 IN" . . . . . . ---­
5IN.- 28 I -
YAW AN GLE - , ­
: TzMflff TEST30 
Ff~~tt's~~ PITCH -
.30k[ 3077/ ____ ______ 
CAPABILITIES 
Mach Number Range 0.5 to 5.0 
Time, Drive Motor Range of Movement 
Full stop to full speed 0.1 second Axial 28 inches (transonic), 
Accuracy-Maximum difference between 36 Inches (supersonic) 
command and actual velocity ±0.5 per cent range Vertical 30 inches 
Maximum Velocity Horizontal 30 inches 
Axial 2.4 inches/second Pitch - 45 degrees 
Vertical 3.0 inches/second Yaw -4- 45 degrees 
Horizontal 5.2 Inches/second Roll L360 degrees 
Pitch 20.7 degrees/second 
Yaw 20.7 degrees/second 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; 22 m ,ft ,n 2 
a speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT 2aspect ratio, b IS 
b REFB wing span or reference span; in, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or. reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see ref or refl) 
C.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSre f 
oAb CAB base axial force coefficient,(Ab/SPref) [ (Po -pb) /q 
CA 
f. 
CAF forebody axial force coefficient, C - CA b 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 
























drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, F/q ref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis)FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx w/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref Iref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stabilityaxis system, C = C 
=Jfl-~ m,s 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
wysystem, My, q 8ref Iref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 
system, FN/q Sref 
NOMENCLATURE (continued) 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Srefb 
CnCLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability 
n, s axis system, C = C 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M ,v/q Sref b 




C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
Y 
 system) , F/q Sref
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),
 
c F/q Sref 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N,'lb 
FD drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 























side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in (see c) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, 	CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axis 
rolling moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 







SYMBOL, SYMBOL DEFINITION 
M rolling moment in the wind aids system;
XwW 	 N-m, ft-lb 
M pitching moment in the body (or stability)
 
Y axis system; N-m, ft-lb
 





M yawing moment in the body axis system;
 
z 	 N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the wind axis 'system;MZw N-m, ft-lb
 
p static pressure; N/m 
2 ; psi
 
p total pressure; N/m2: psi
 
q 	 Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Q(PSF) 
RN/L Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft.RN/L 
2 




Sef 	 REFS reference area; m , 
T 	 temperature; °K, °C, OR, OF
 










iT tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-ads on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
y ratio of specific heats 







control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
flap - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 








SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
8 	 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
4 PHI 	 roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z--axis; deg 
4' PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 

























elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 







SYMBOLS USED IN GDHST 304-0 WHICH DO 'NOT 
APPEAR IN THE STANDABD SADSAC NOMCLATURE 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ac 	 portion of the base of the model
 
occupied by the balance cavity.
 




X/L X/LTRM 	 position of center of pressure,
 




XW 	 component parallel to wind of
displacement of the MRP of the
 
booster relative to its mated
 
position, positive when displaced
 
forward; feet full scale.
 




ZW zW 	 component normal to wind of dis­
placement of the MRP of the booster
 
relative to its mated position,
 




ZMRP abbreviation for moment reference
 











1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 










Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
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In the mated position the fuselage reference planes were parallel, and tne 
gaps between bodies and the base-to-base dimension were as noted. The same. 
mated dimensions applied to all four combinations of the two boosters and 
the two orbiters. The dimensions are in feet, full scale. 
With the booster in the displaced position that is shown, the displacement
 
coordinates XW and ZW are positive. XW and ZW are the displacement coordinates
 
of the moment reference point (IRP), for which see the general arrangement
 
drawings. 
Figure 6. 	 Identification of the "mated" position and displacement 








































A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 




NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. R. Nelson
 
G/D Convair Mr. R. Lanflisi
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
T. L. 	 Mulkey 
Department 2780
 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 






DlATA DISPLAY INDEX 
6p,
 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
.TRAIGHT-WIN'G ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT oF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INUEPENENTVARIABLE 
DATAsETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT .... PLOT 'PAGE 
PLOTTED --VARIABLE VARIABLF BEIfNNING / ENDING 
OPADOI CL _ALPHA .L..... I 
OPAODI CDF ALPHA 2 2 
OPAOOI CLM.......... ALPHA .. 2 - . 3 
OPADO! CN ALPHA If 
OPAPUD CAF ALPHA 5 
OPAOOI L/D ALPHA 6 6 
OPAO02 CL . . ALPHA 7. . 
OPAO02 CDF ALPHA a S 
OPAOO2 CLM ... . ALPHA . ..... .... 
OPA0O2 CN ALPHA 10 10 
OPAO02 -LAF. ALPHA I I _-_ 
OPAOO2 L/D ALPHA 12 12 
DELTA-iING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT oF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
LATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIlABlE VARIABLF BEGINNING I ENDING
 
OPAO3 CL ALPHA 13 __
 
OPAO03 CDF ALPHA 14 li
 
OPAU03 CLN ALeHA ..... 4 -
OPAOO3 CN ALPHA 16 16 
OPA003 CAF ALPHA 17
 
OPA003 L/D ALPHA is 18
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT oF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT -- DEPENDENT PLoT PAGE- -
PLOTTED _VARIAB[i.E . VARIABLE BEGINNIN./ ENDING 
9_ _OPAOOI CLM .. CN 1. 

OPAOOZ CLM CN 20 Z0
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT oF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT - DEPENDENT pLOT PAGE 
PLOTTEP VARIABIE VARTABLF BFGINNING I ENDING 





STRAIGHTWING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN pRESENCE oF 'DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT MulIo
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLF VARIASLr BVGINNING I EmDING 
OCA019 CL Xw Z2 22
 
OCAOI9 CDF XW 23 23
 
OCAO19 CLH 2q
Xw '  
OCA019 CN Xw 25 25
 
OCA019 CAF XW 26 26
 
OCA02O CL XW 27 27.
 
OCA020 CDF XW 28 28
 
OCA020 CLM XW 29 29
 
OCA020 CN xw 30 30
 
OCA020 CAF XW 31 31
 
OCA02I CL xw 32 32
 
oCAO21 CDF Xw 33 33
 
OCAO2I - CLM XW 34 34
 
OCAO21 CN XZ 35 35
 
OCA021 CAF XW 36 3A
 
OCAOZ2 CL XW 37 37
 
0CA022 CDF xw 38 38
 
0CA022 CLM XW 39 39
 
0CA022 CN Xw '0 40
 
OCA022 CAF Xw q1 'il
 
OCA023 CL AN 'f2 t42
 
OCA023 CDF X' 43 '$3
 
OCA023 CL XW qq 144
 
OCA023 CN Xw '45 '5
 
OCA023 CAF ZW 46 46
 
OCAOZ4 CL Xw 47 47
 
OCAO24 CDF Xw '*8 48
 
OCAO24 CLM XW '49 449
 
OCA024 CN Xw 50 50
 




. 250 CL xw 

OCA025 CDF Xw 53 53
 




OCAO25 CN XW 55 

OCA02S CAF XW 56 56
 
OCA026 CL xw 57 57
 
OCA026 CDF XW S8 58
 
OCAD26 CLH W 59 59
 
OCA026 CN XW 60 60
 






STRA'IGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN PRESENCE OF DELTA-VIING BOOSTER AT Mal*
 
DEPENDENT VARIfABLE VS" INDEPENDENT VAR.JABLEp (FSALFA) ......
 
DATASETS DPEDN INDEPENDENT PLTPAGE........
 
... P.......P-- _Y -AR L5-LE. VARIABLP BEGINNING I ENDING
 
OCA003 CL xw 62 6 _.... . 
OCA003 CDF xw 63 63 
OCAU03 CN xw 65 66
 
OCA051 CL Xw 67 67
 
,. OCA051 CDF xw 68 68 . . . ....
 
OCAOS! CLM xw 69 61i
 
.0CAOSI . ....... ....... 70.7._Z
 
OCA051 CAF AW 74 71
 
--QC AQ53.... -- L ... xw 72 72 
0CA053 CDF Xw 73 73 
QCAQ53 _ .C. . .. ... . . .. .. 
OCA053 CN XW 75 75 
. ... ..P CAU53 . -AE- W. .. ... .. 76 ------ . .. . 
UCA052 CL xw 77 77 
.. .... 0CA9._2-... CDF Xw 78 78 
OCA052 CLM XI 7? 79 
OCA052 CAF Xw al 81 
..... 0 CADD? .eL ....00 .. X¢k_ 
OCA009 CDF Xw 83 83
 
OCA009 CN XW as 85 
OCAQP_% ....--- A F-. . . .. .. 86z . . ...­f. . . . .. . 
OCAQU8 CL Aw .87 87 
OCA008 . .CDF . .. XW 88 __. .. ...... 
OCAOO8 CLM Xw 89 89 
... .. OCA-09. H.X AIN 90 90 
OCAOO8 CAF Xw 91 91 
OCAO-1 0- CL.. .... Aw -2 - - ­. ........ .... 
OCAOIU cDF Xw 93 93 
OCAUIO CN AW 95 9s 
...... .. ....O AELL AF---[ xw 96 9& _ 
OCAO1'2 CL Xw '97 97 
OCAU12 CLM xw 99 99 
..OCAO12- C _ WW__ _ __ O .. .. . 
OCAO12 CAF Xw 101 101, 
.. ... .. .. I1 _..... - xw 10 2 102.  -_AD
OCA013 CO F Xv 1-03 103 
... 09AD13._ LM Xf 1041 1_-f . ... .
 






STRAIGHTeWING ORBITER CHARA'CTER|ST$CS IN PRESENCE oF DELTA*WING BOOSTER AT M=1,4
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEpENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING Z ENDING
 
OCAOI3 CAF xW 	 106 106
 
OCA'Olq CL xW 	 107 107
 
OCAOIf CDF xw 	 108 108
 
OCAOq CLM XW 	 109 309
 
OCAU14 CN XW 	 I10 110
 
OCAOIq CAF XW 	 III III
 
OCADIS CL XW 	 112 112
 
OCAOIS CDF XW 	 113 113
 
OCAOIS CLM XW 	 114 114
 
OCAOIS CN XW 	 £15 lir
 
OCAOIS CAF MW 	 I14 It
 
OCAO6 CL xW 	 £17 117
 
OCA016 CDF XW 	 li 8 It
 
OCAO6 CLM XW 	 119 119
 
OCAO16 CN XW 	 120 120
 
OCAO|6 CAF XW 	 121 121
 
OCADI7 CL MW 	 122 122
 
OCA017 COP XW 	 123 123
 
OCAO17 CLM 	 XW 124 124
 
OCAU17 CN 	 XW 125 125
 
OCAO17 CAP 
 XW 	 126 126
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS' IN PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT Malel 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 















OCA027 CAF -xw- £31 131
 
132 132
OCA028 CL 	 XW 

MW 	 133 133
OCAO28 COF 







OCA028 CAF 	 XW" 136 £36
 
OCA029 CL 
 XW 137 137
 
OCA029 COP xw 138 138
 
0CA029 CLM XW 139 139
 
OCA029 CN xW Ilia qa
 
£41






 CHARACTERISTICS IN PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT MSI.6
 
DEPENDENT VARIAULE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
-PLO.T ED ... VAHJA1tB VARIABLF BEGINNING Z ENDING 
OCA031 CL .... .. XW 142 __1 _._ .-

OCAO31 CDF XW 143 143
 
.CLMQCA03,I XW 114L4 1_'L
 
OCA031 CN XW 145 1'5
 
_ .L.... CAF XW 146 lq&
 
0CA032 CL XW 147 147
 
-.	 OC&(t.32 -CR- _ X1AI 8As114
 








0CA033 CDF XW 153 153
 
OCAO3.3 MCLM XW _,__. i .
 
OCA033 CN XW 355 155
 
OCAO3 CAF.XW 1&&_ .
 
CL XW 157 157
OCAO3q' 
o0CAoP3 COP xw 58 _IseIse_
 
OCA034 CLM XW 159 159
 
QCAO3q CN-- 1Xw . kf_
4 

OCA034 CAF XW 161 161
 
OCAPS 	 CL -XW -_ 162- 12
 
OCA03S CDF AW 163 163
 
. ... .....CA 35_ CLM XW 164 164
 
OCAU35 CN W 65 165
 
__ OCAU3S XW1AF _14k - -
66 

0CA036 CL XW 167 167
 
0CA036 CPP XW J4 ..
 
UCA036 CLM XW 169 169
 
0C 036_ CN Xw 170 17o
 
0CA036 CAF lXw 171 171
 
OCA0 37 CL 172 172
-_X 

0CA037 COF XW 173 173
 
UCA03.7 CLM XW 174 17j4
 
0CA037 CN XW 175 175
 
0CA037 CAF XW 176 176
 
OCA03B CL XW 177 177
 
OCAO38 - CDF XW 178 -- 178 .. .
 
OCAO38 CLM Xv 179 179
 
OCA03- CN XW 180 ISO
 
OCAO38" CAP XW 1.81 181
 
0CA039 CL XW '182 182
 
OCAa39 CDF XW 183 183
 
OCA039 CLM XW 18 184
 




DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERiSTICS IN PREsENCE 0 DELTK-WING BOOSTER AT N.Ih6
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLr BEGINNING I ENDING 
0CAO39 CAF XW 186 ISA 
OCAOqD CL XW 187 487 
UCAO0 cpF XW Iss lag 
OCAOQO CLM XI 189 489 
OCADqO "N XEW 190 f19n 
OCAUq0 CAAF XW 191 191 
OCAaqI CL xW 192 192 
OCADQI
OCqOQI CDF CLM XW XI 193 194 193 9 
OCAoq1 CN XW 195 195 
oCo CAF XW 19& 19A 
OCA0i2 CL XW 117 197 
OCiDQ2 cDF' xw 19519 
OCAOq2 CLM XW 199 199 
OCAO42 CN xI 200 ZOn 
OCA042 CAF XW 201. 201 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARAC. IN PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M0I06
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARI-ABLy BEGINNING I ENDING
 
OCAOq9 CL XW 202 202
 
OCA0q9 COF XW 203 203
 
OCAaq9 CLM xw 20i 204
 
OCA0q9 CN XW 20S 20S
 
OCAOq9 CAF xw 206 206
 
OCA050 CL XW 207 207
 
OCA050 CDF XW 208 208
 
OCAOSO CLM XW 209 209
 
OCAOSO CN xW 210 2i
 
OCA050 CAF xW 211 211
 
____ ____ ______68 ___ 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M.l6
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATAsETS- DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.... PLOTTED VARIAB VARABLF BEGINNING / ENDING
 
OCAOU 3 CL ...... - XW 212 2 ...
 
CDF XW 213 213
OCAOq3 
OCAOUN - CL..... XW 21Q 214
 
OCA043 CN Xw 215 215
 
.qlj CAP X% 216 216
 
OCA054 CL XW 217 217
 
OCAO5 CDF XW 218 _ 2._
1 
OCAOq5 CLM XW 219 219
 
OCAO95 CN X _ _ 220 22a_.
 
OCAOqs CAF XW 221 221
 
OCAO'i6 CL xW 222 222
 
OCAO96 CDF XW 223 223
 
OCAOU 6 CL -- xw ___.... 2 L.......
 
OCAOq6 CN xw 225 225
 
OCAOq6 CAF Xw 226 _-2..
 
OCA0u7 CL Xw 227 227
 
CDF. XW 228 228
QCAuq7 
OCAOq7 CLM XW 229 229
 
OCA047 N XW__ __. _. 2_ ... .. ..... . .
 
OCAU47 CAF XW 231 231
 
OCAO'8 CL 2__3 2 32
 
OCA48 CDF xw 233 233
 
OCAOf8 ( .... ... XW 234 23q
 
OCAOU4 CN XW 235 235
 
OCAOi8 . .CAF XV 236 2 3 ._
 
iHE oRbITER
DELTA.C-INGBOOSTER'AEHOQYNAMIC CHARAC, OUT OF THE PRESENCE OF 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
OATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI1G 
bHAU55 CL ALPHAB 	 237 237
 
BHAU55 CDF ALPHAB 238 238
 
BHASS CL ALPHAS 239 239
 
BHAOSS CN ALPHAS 2qU 290
 
bHAUSS CAF ALPHAB 241 21
 
* HAUSS CA ALPHAB 242 2IZ
 
.. SHA055 L/D ALPHAS 243 2%3
 
BHAUSS XLTRM ALPHAB 2qq 2t
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
- --	 OATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
2i1 zs 





STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AERODYNAIC CArRAC oUT O THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEi
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 














BHAOI' CA L/D ALPHAB ALPHAB 





















DEPENDENT VARI.ABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 






































































































































































































































































OELTAwWINa BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS IN PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT.WING ORBITER AT N.i,6
 
.DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VAR4ABLEi
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT pAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
BHAO03 CON xw 295 295
 
BHAO03 CN XW 296 296
 
BHAOO3 CAF xw 297 297
 
BHAU03 CA XW 298 298
 
BHAO03 XLTRM xw 299 299
 
SHAOSI CLM XW 300 300
 
BHAUBI CN xw 301 301
 
BHAOSI CAF XW 302 302
 
BHAOSI CA XW 303 3U3
 
SHAGS! XLTRM xW 30q 3014
 
BHAO53 CLM XW 30S 305
 
BHAO53 CN xw 306 306
 
BHAG53 CAF XW 307 307
 
BHAO53 CA xw 308 308
 
BHAO53 XLTRN XW 309 309
 
BHAOS2 CLM xw 310 310
 
BHAOS2 CN xw 311 311
 
BHAOS2 CAF XW 312 312
 
BHAOS2 CA XW 313 313
 





BHAG09 CN xw 316 316
 
BHAO09 CAF XW 317 317
 
BHAO09 CA XW 










BHAGOS CAF XW 322 322
 




BHAO08 CA XW 323 323
 
BHA0OG CLM 	 XW 

xw	BHA1OG CN 	 326
326 

BHAOIO CAF 	 XW 
 327 327
 
BHAUIO CA *-Xw 328 328
 
XW	BHAOIO XLTRM 	 329
329 

5HAO12 CLM 	 xw 
 3uU 330
 
"BHAGIZ CN xw 331 331
 
BHAUI2 CAF XW 332 332
 
333


















DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTIC IN PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT MuI.o
 
EPENDEN-T-VARIABLE V INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASET5 DEPENDLNT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
. .BH- ....XTR XW 339 339 
BhAOI4 ' CLM XW 340 340 
b.A.. XW 341 341L_4___ CN 
CA F
BHAOI4 XW 3142 3142 
PhA014 CA XW 343 343 
BHAUI4 XLTRN XW 34'f 3414 
-. AU15 CLM XW 345 31is 
BHAU15 CN XW 346 346 
t3HAUI5 .CAF XW 34 7 347 
BHAUIS CA XW 348 348 
BHAO15 XLTRM XW 3&49 	 349_
 
b$A016 CLM XW 350 	 350
 
BHAO16 CN YX 351 	 3sl __ 
BHAllb CAF .XW 352 	 3b2
 




BHAOI6 XLTRM XA 

355 355
bHAU47 CLM XW 

BHAU17 CN 
 XW 	 356 356
 
BHAOI7 CAF XV 357 	 357
 
358











-STRAIGT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTIC5 IN PRESENCE aF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
BEGINNING / ENDING
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 





SHAO43 CN 	 XW 

362 362
BHA0q3 CAF 	 xA 

363
BHAD43 CA 	 Xvi 363 





BHAO45 CLM 	 Xw 

366 366






BHA065 CA 	 xW 









BHAOQ6 CN 	 XW 

CA F 	 372 37Z
BHA046 	 XW 





BHAOq6 XLTRM 	 374
 
375 375
BHAO'i7 CLK 	 Xw 

376 376
BHAOQ7 CN 	 XW 

377 377
BHAOq7 CAF Xw 

8HAO47 CA X W 378 375
 
379
BHAOq7 XLTR XW 	 379
 
380 380






BHAUqS CAF 	 Xw 

383 383
BHAOq8 CA 	 Xw 

38q 36q
BHA~q8 XLTRM 	 XW 

IN pRESENCE OV DELTAWING ORBITER AT M-j.1
 DELTArWING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS 





































BHAO28 CAF 	 XW 392 
393 393
BHAU2B CA Xw 

BHAO28 xLTRM XI 
 395 395
 





8HA029 CAF Xw 397 397
 










DELTA-WING BObSTER CHARACTERISTICS IN PRESENCE 0F DELTA-W1N U-Ru-tiTER AT II i.;
 
UEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
- ATASET5 UEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 




bHAO31 CAF XW &102 102 
BHA031 CA XW '03 '$03 
BHAU31 XLTM XW qu4 qu0 
BHAO32 CLM vi '05 s 
BHAU32 CN AW 106 4U6 
BHAU32 CAF XW '07 U7 
BHAOJz CA XW q08 'la 
BHA032 XLTRM XW '109 409 
UHAU343 CLM-.- XW '$1I'aIfI0 
BHAu33 CN XW 411 911 
BHA033 CA1 '$21W '12
 
BHA033 CA Xw 413 913
 
BHAO33 ALTRM XW '4q 4'1
 
BHA03q CLM XW '15 '$15
 
BHA03 4 CN xw '116 '16
 
BHA034 CAF XW '17 '17
 
BHAO3M CA XW '18 $18
 
BHAO3q XLTRM XW 419 119
 
iiHAO3S CLM xMkv420 420
 
BHAO35 CN MW 421 421
 
SHA035 CAF Xi 422 422
 





BHAU36 CLM Xbv '25 '25
 
BHAU36 CN XW '26 426
 
BHAU36 CAF xW 427 427
 
BHAO36 CA xM '$28 28
 
BHAO36 ALTRM MW '29 '29
 
BHA037 CLM Xw 430 430
 
BHAO37 CN XW 431 431
 
aHA037 CAF XW '32 '32
 
BHA037 CA XW q33 '433
 
BHAU37 ALCRM XW q34 '$3'
 
BHAU38 CLM XW '&35 435
 
_BHAU38 . CN XW '$36 '36
 
BHAO38 CAF XW 937 '37
 
BHAO3B CA XW 438 '438
 
BHAO38 XLTRN MW '$39 '$39
 
BtiA39 CLM XW qO
'0 
aHAO39 CN XW q'1l lo1 
...HA0 .9 - CAF w '$4 2 'i2 





DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS IN PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER At Muj,6
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
BHA039 XLTRM xW 04 q'q 
BHAoAlo CLM XW qq5 945 
SHAO4O CN xW A06 446 
CAF
BHAO0O4 XW 14Q7 417
 
BHAO'40 CA XW '08 ilia
 
BHAO'40 XLTRH xW '4'19 q&19
 
BHADI CLM xW 'SO 5o
 
BHAO41 CN XW '451 qS
 
CAF
SHAO'i xW 052 'f42
 
SHAOUI CA XW q53 '453
 
BHAOQ'4 XLTRM xW 't5Q 454
 
BHAO'i2 CLH XW q55 '*6
 
BHAU'I2 CN XW 956 '456
 
BHAOl12 CAF XW 457 457
 
BHAOU'2 CA XW '458 '458
 
BHAO2 XLTRM XW '459 469
 
IN PRESENCE oF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT Mwle6
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACt 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
'46O 146U
BHAU'49 CLM XW 

t461 461
BIAO49 CN 	 XW" 

62 462









SHAD50 CLH XW 

&166 166
BHAAOSO CN 	 x 

XW 	 q67 467
BHAOSO CAF 








EFFECT OF BOOsTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT Mal.
 




0 0AD0 9 OOAGOB 0OA012
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM Xw 470 1471
 











CLM 1W 	 q7q '7S 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
cLM XW 1478 479
 
















CLM 	 q82 q83
 






EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT MEI,6
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING 
CLM 
 XW 486 487
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
'VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING 
cLM x w $90 q9i 
_cN 
 xw q92 493 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
0OA03S 00AD36 OOAD38 
-DEPENDENT iNDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING 
CLM Xw q9' q95 
CN xw '$96 q97 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
OOAOq£3 OOAOq5 OOAaq6 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM Xw 498 q99
 






EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS Al Mul6
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 




CLM XW 502 503
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.. VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING-/ ENDING
 
CLM xw 506 S07
 
cN XW SOB 509
 
EFFECT OF BOOsTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT MaI*I
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 510 511
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLN xw siq SIB
 







EFFECT Of BOOsTER ANGLE Of ATTACK ON oR#ITgRcflfACiERhST!CSAtNdI.I 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VIRAOLE1, 
DATASETS PLOTTEDI - -, 
OOAO27 OOAO28 oo0ufl K 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENTl PLOT PARE. 
VARIABLE VARI-ABLU[ .,BEGINNINI-.;0gDLNG 
CLM Xw - G. gi,g)9 
CN Xw. s"2O Sal 
EFFECT Of ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER'C4ARACTERISTICS AT Mle|
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 






DEPENDENT INDEpENDENX.-.---... PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
•CLM 	 xw 524 s27 
CN XW -- 528 529 
EFFECT Of ORItTER ANGLE OF ATTACK.ON iii 7biI6Y4ihYICS ATM"N!.'' 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARWABLEI . - i 
CATASETS PLOTTEDI' 
COADSh . OoADIO OOAOLt.... 
DEPENDENT . INDEPENDflCL . .... ,PLOT PAGE 













EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M*I.6
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW S3q 535
 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE -- VARIABLE
_ BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CLM Xw 538 539
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
..AFIA.L..ER-- VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLM Xw 542 S43
 






DlTPNDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
.ARI ABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLM Xw 5q6 Sq7
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.. ........A LE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CLM XW 550 551
 




STRAIGHToWING ORBITER CHARAC, VS.ALPHA AT flit-jWITH DELTA BOOSTER ALPHAm-1O. 
" 




ORAO12 ORAOB3 ORAO-I4 ORA016
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM ALPHAO ss4 SS
 




OKAOI2 OKA053 OKAOIq OKAOIA
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
cLM ALPHAO 556 656 
CN ALPHAO - 57 557 
DELTAUwING ORBITER CHARAC. VS ALPHA AT Mul.6,WTTM DELTA BOOSTER ALPHAv-IO.
 




ORAO38 oRAO33 ORACqO ORAOq2
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM ALPHAO ss8 558
 




OKAO38 OKA033 OKAOQO OKA042
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM ALPHAO 560 560
 
CN ALPHAO S61 561
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER'CHAR-ACTRI5TIC5 AT M-.#6
 




BOAD0 9 BOAODB 80A012
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 








EFFECT oF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTTCFAT H a-sm . .
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM Xw 566 567
 







DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 574 575 
...-.-. XW. 576 577CN . 
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 
BOA03 1 . BOA032 BOA033
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM AW- 578 579
 CN _______s8 a 
DATAsETS PLOTTED:
 
B0A03 5 B.A036 -BOA038 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 582 583
 





EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTI'CS A'T ta116
 







DEPENDENT . INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 586 
 587
 










CLM MV 590 591 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING-/ ENDING
 
LLM A$ 94 595
 















 X* 600 601
 
ATTACK UNi BdOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT-mSI.I
 EFFECT Of BOOSTEN ANuLE UF 






 BUAO2L ... . . .. .. .. .. - - - -. ... 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 











..... - - ­
DATA PLOT INDLX
 
EFFECT OF BOUSTER ANGLE OF ATTACKONb(0T-ER CHARACT-ER1-TSfS-I-ATiMi'l
 







DEPEN.DENT .. INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING -
CLM XW 606 607 
CN XW 608 609 
-DATASETS PLOTTED; 
BUAOZ 7 BOAOU2 BOAO29
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / END'ING
 
CLM XYi 610 611 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE'' VARIABLE UEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 61'1 616 
CN . ..... XW- .614 7 - --








DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 








-EFFECT OF ORB'IfTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOSTER CHARACTElfSTIcS AT Ml. 7 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 622 623
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING /ENDING
 
CLM Xw 626 627
 
CN Xw 628 629
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=i.6
 




BOA03 2 BoA937 BOA039
 
.DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM XW 630 631 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM Xw 636 635
 
















VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM Xw 638 639
 






DE'PEN ENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM. xw 6'42 6q3
 
GN Xfi 644 6445
 
BOOSTER CHARAC. VS ALPHA AT H-I. 6-WITH CONSTANT ORBITERALPHA
 




BAAOOI ..... BAAOO2 BAAOO3 BAAOOi BNA055
 








LN .. .. ALPHAB 647 '7.
 
bOOSTER CHAHAC* VS ALPHAAT HI.6 WITH ORBITER AT SAME ALPHA A--S-BOOSER ....-.-.--





.AAUO5 BAAOO6 BAAOO7 BAAOUO- BNAOS5
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM ALPHAB- . 6'ia, 6t8 




BUUSILW CHARAC, VS ALPHA AT Mmio WITH CONSTANT ORBITER ALPHA
 




BAAOO 9 BAAOID BAADII BAAOIZ. BNAQSb
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE EGINNLN6 / ENDI N 
CLM ALPHAB 650 u
 
CN . ALPHAB 6b 1 _ 0_ 5 
BO0TLN CHARAC* VS ALPHA AT MwI96 WITH ORBITER AT SANE AL-PHA- AS bOOTEN
 





BAAUI BAAOI BAAUIE BAA0I6 BNAPS5
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT _PLOT PAGE
 


















- -16 -10 -5 	 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
51.80 9ACH FARAMETRIC VALDtS 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 	 1.100 ZETA 0.000 HCRZTL 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SG IN 
R57L 1102 IN 
R F 5,E.50 IN 
XMRP 4 .5255 IN
 
YHRP 0.O0000 IN
Z-0. 0.651a IN 0 TA 40 T.0 ESCALE 	 0.005 
DATA $151. CODE BVMIHHG 	 7CL 0.00 5 
tS 0- STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR -COPAGOI) 23 FEB 71' PAGE 1 




















R1-1 5.40 . s..
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
syH.-"L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.10f; SETA 0.000 HORZTL 0.0C00 rCr. 5.4400 so in 
REFL 1.13t2 IN 
REFS 5.2±50 IN 
XMRP 4.5255 IN 
YMRF D.o00 IN 






SDHST 304-0 SIR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR (OPAOOII 23 FEB 71 PAGE 
 2 





















Z-5 .10 -5 t 15is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMSOc MACO FARAETERIC VALUES .JPrPkNCE INFORMATION 
1.100 BETA 0.0o0 HCPZTL 0.000 REFS 54400 so IN 







YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. CICE OEVHNH*G SCALE 
0.035 
GOHSI 304-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAOOI) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 3 










U -- __ __°_ __ _ 
-0.. 
*q0 -15 -15 -5 E 15 zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREcS
 
Sy'Ct. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES PFWERENCE INFORjAT'ON 
1.100 BETA 0.000 NOZTL 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SO IN 
REFL 1.130a IN 
REFS 5.2150 IN 
XMRI 4.5255 IN 
YMRP 0 a.o0 IN 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
CATA HIST. CCIC *EVHMH*G 
GDHST 304-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAOOI) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 4
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT OF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER 


















-20-I s5 -0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 







COPA00N) 23 EB 
ZMR 
1 
REP$ 0.6510 5.44PLI IN, 
TGE 
30 IN 
REPL 1.1302 IN 
REFs 5.2150 IN 
XHRF 4.5255 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.5510 IN 
AT HVHH6 T, , CALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR (OPAOOI) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 5 
4 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT OF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER

' I--r1-------,--- --- r-I-------r-1- r-,--r-rr­
-23 
-1-
S 19CC MAC. 
11 
-DHST 304-0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREf:! 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
E 0.011 HCRZ T l.rou 
DATA MIST. CICE eymmvH 
STR-WING ORBIIER - FREE AIR - (P01 3F( 
RFFEREN¢E INFORMATION 
REFS S.4400 sa IN 
REFL 1.130Z IN 
REFS S.2150 IN 
XMRF 4. 55 IN
YRr 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.00 5 
1 PG 




. .- 1 
2 0.2 *2. 
L 
-0.0___8___ 
-1.0 20 -13 -10 5 10 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DERE._.
 
Sn-Sc. MACH ?ARANETIC VALUES 	 rrFEMENCE INFOMATION 
1.100 	 BETA 0.000 HRZTL 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SG IN 
REFL 1.13oz IN 
REFB 5.2150 IN 
YMPF 4.5255 in 
YHRF 0.0000 IN
ZMRF 0.6510 IN 
C TA H157. CCCC *EVM*G SCALE 0.0035 
£HST 204-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAQ02) 23 FEB 71 PAGE- 7
 
__ __ 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT OF PRESENCE-OF.BOOSTER
 
































.­ 0o -15 - -10 5 0 0 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
5y"'aC MAC4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1,600 OETA O.aso NORZTL 0.000 PREFL 5.44001.1302 so ININ 
REFQ 5.2150 IN' 
xMra 4.5Z55 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. COE EVH HIG SCALE 0.0035 
.JHS' 304-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAGOO) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 8 






Z -° iiiili i 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGRrES
 
sl BO MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES ";gFZFSN¢E 11FORHATION 
1.600 BETA 0.00b M ZTL 0.000 rEFt 5.4461) so IN 
REFL 1.030Z IN
 
REFB 5.2150 in 
XMRP 4:5255 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 iN 
SCALE 0.0035 
BATA MIST. COCE *EVMMH46
 
SOHS 304-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR (OPAO02) 23 FEB 71 PACE 9 












.20 -15 g 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES-

SYICt MACM FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.600 BETA 0.000 HCZTL 0.000 REF. 5.4.00 SQ IN 
REFL 1.130a iN 
REFS 5.2150 IN 
XHRF 4.5255 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 IN 
DATA HIST. CGE OEVHHHG SCALE 
0.9035 
30rCT '304-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAO02) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 10 






















-120 -15 -10 5 a . is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DECREPS
 
STM6OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.600 CETA 0.090 NORZTL 0.000 RLFb 5.440U SQ IN 
REFL 1.1503 IN 
REFB 5.2150 IN 
XMRP 4.5255 IN 
YNRp oo00 IN 
ZMRF 0.6510 IN 
CATA HST. CCE EVHH*G $CA LE 0.0035 
SR-HST 3n4-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPA002) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 11 







2EF 1 132 I 





~ PT MIST.PCCAErI*VALMHH*RGC 
30 TR 0ING ORBTE 
SDHST04-0 TR-WIN ANLE 
ANGLE~~SAL 
- FE 

























0.4,REL RUDE 	 2672 

-0 .8 	 __ _ *5__ IN 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGPCUS
 
Syx8'X MAClI FARA$ETRLC VALUES 	 1EFHRENCE INFORrATION
 
. 1.600 s TA 0.000 ELVATR~ QAO 	 REFS 10,72 SQ rN
 
RUtOERl 0.000 	 REFL p.8742 IN 
REFS 4.9790 IN 




CATA MIST. COCE 

C3OHST 304-0 DELTA-WING ORBITER FREE AIR (OPAO03) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 13
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT OF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER
 
_ _ _ _ _1 _ _, 











It .12 \ 
.06 
.0S 
0 5 10 152 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DGREZS
 
SmrIf- HACH FARAMrTRIC VALUES E'FrECE INFORiATION 
r 1.600 BETA 0.900 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 






XNRF A.9788 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA HIST, CCDE 4EVHMHO SCALE 
0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 DELTA-WING ORBITER - FREEAIR - (OPAO03) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 14 














z ___ ~~~~ 
_____ 
-'-15 -10 $ 1D is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEq
 
5 a-'L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RM RENCE INFORM.ATION 
1.600 BETA 0.001 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 10'.7320 SQ IN 
RUDCER 0.11,1 !EEL 2.6749 IN 
REFS 4.979a IN 
XMRP 4 ,9788 IN 
YMRF 0,00vu IN 
GUS 3.040 TSCALEETA-WING0ERBATR - RE. AR0000)2 FEFS ZMRP1 0.4550.03532 INSAG15 
"TA-IST_ NG -RBTER-5 F 
0.8 







-U'- -152 0 

fl ~~I fltfil0l is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREr-S
 
sy a MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES R FERENCE !NFORMATION 
Z; 1.90 5TA 0.000 CLVA R 0.000 RZF 10.732 SQ IN 







YHR0 4 .97800..000 InIN 
ZHRP a 455U IN 
DATA HIST. CCCE *EVIItH*G SCALE VDV35 
o DHST 304-0 DELTA-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAO03) 23 FEB 71 PAGE iG 
- DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT OF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER 















-a20" -15 -10 - 5 0±0 15 20 
t L
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 0ERE

Sy t MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
1.610 BETA 0.000 ELVATR 0.001 REFS 10.7320 S IN 
REFL 2.8742 IN 
,EFB 4.9798 I0 
XMRF 4.9798 IN 
YHR 0.00i0 IN 




DATA MIST. CODE *EVmhmH* 
30hS, 304-0 DELTA-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR (OPAO03) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 17 






I-v. t _i_ ___f t_____ 
50 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OECEES
 
5rP: MAC$ FARAMETRIC VALUES iEMPFNCE INCORHATION 
1.600 BETA 0.000 £LVATR 0.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 






XIRP 4.9788 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 1 , 






3D1-ST 304-0 DELTA-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAO03J 23 FEB 71 PAGE 18
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS OUT OF PRESENCE OF BOOSTER
 



















-1.0 -0.0 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1.a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. C,
 
SY"&X VACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 !5F..FNCE INFORMATION 
I.%l0 BETA 0.000 H8 ZTL 0.000 	 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 IN 
XMRF 4.5255 IN 
YNppyHRF 6510o I0.000  TNZNRP 0.65±0 1 " 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CCD *EVNNHtG 
,CHS. 04-0 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR (OPAO0U ) 23 FEB 71 PAGE i9 











.-" . -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0,4 0.6 o.0 1. 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIEN T.CN 
sypolm ACH FARAHETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
2.690 BETA 0*050 HreZTL 0.100 EFS 5.44UD . so IN 
REFL 1 1302 IN 
m 45255 IN 
YMR! F
Z0 90000vF.6510 ININ 
IATA HISi. OE *EVHM * SCALE 0.0035 
30HST. 3j4-3 STR-WING ORBITER - FREE AIR COPAO02) 23 FEB 7 1" PAGE 20 





















.0 -0.8 -0.6 .4 -. Z 0.0 0.Z 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.6 
NORMAL FORCE . C!NT
... CN,
 
syll .DL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RE FPENCE INFORMATION ­
f 2.610 891A C1.000 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 10. 7320 so IN 
gU-IDER 0.000 REFL 2.874Z IN 
REFS 4 9798 IN 
XmRP 4:9768 IN 
yHRF 0.000n IN 
ZmRP 0.4550 IN 
CATA MIST. C _C *EVHmm*G CL .3 
....ST 3D4-0 DELTA-WING OReITER -FREE AIR COPAO03) 23 FEe 71 PAGE 21 
- STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=l.! 








I -1 .0L 
o so 60 4 20 0 -20 -40 - 60 - 80 -100 -I±0 -140 -160 -I8 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED '-PSITION,XWFEET
 
srw.It 6AF z PARAMETRIC VALUES wrrENCE INrORMATION 
z433 ALFHAO O.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 5.440 so IN 
1;:300 MACH 1.150 BETA 0.019 REFL 1.13c2 IN 
REFS 5.2150 IN 
C Z9.ZS0 MCFZTL 0.00O XMRP 4.5255 IN 
A 5s.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
 
GATA HIST. COCE OEVNMP 
=
SCHS' 324-0 130G(ALPHA OJ + B9JALPHA= 0) (OCA019) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 22
 


















X100 80 S60 40 20 0 -0 40 -60 I...P .J&..L. . .LFEE - 0 -0 IO -40 -6 10 -0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS!TION.XW.FEET
 
S tSCi GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES CrERENCr INrORNATION 
4.305 ALPHAO 0.00 ALFHAB 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
S 13.3S MACH 1.100 BETA U.00 REFL 1.1302 IN 
RFe 5.2250 IN
0 29.300 HCZTL 0.000 XNRF 4.5255 IN 





..DHSi 324-0 r306(ALPHA= 0) + B9ICALPHA= 0) (OCA019) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 23 














z 60 40 zo ( -0 40 6 O -19 -120 -140 -10 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATFO POSITION.XWFEET
 
v. MZC, OAF z 
4. W ALPHAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 





13.80 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 11302 1N 
LNGITUDINAL PIN REFD 5IO15 





DATA MIST. CODE *EVMrf SCALE 0.0135 
.01iST 304-0 1300CALPHAr o) + B9J(ALPHA= 0) COCAQIS) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 24 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=i.d
 
















-1000 s 60 40, go a - 0 - 40 - 0 --80 clu0 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED 00SITION,XW.FEET
 
Sy GAP Z FARAHFTRIC VALUES 	 :PFFERENCE INWORNATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.009 ALPHAS 0.00 	 REFS 5.4400 SO IN 
'5.2150 IN2.8 O T .00REFS0 "9.80 H ~b 	 XMRP 4.5255 IN.0 

51 .38B 	 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
Z HRP 0.6510 IN 
SAE 003DATA MIST. CCXE *EVM4H 
SCHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + 89J(A'LPHA= 0) COCAO19) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 2 5 










10 s 60 40 20 0 So0 - 4D -60 - Be- -,ju -120 -40 -160 -180 -200D 
LCNGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED f'ISTl;JNoXW,FEET
 
5"B'% OAP Z PARAMHETRIC VALUES z,,ceqtpcE iNwoamAyrON 
c 4.5a ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0*XV0 REFS 5 4400 so IN 
E2 1 6 HBAC" 2 100 BETA 0.0oD RaFt, 1:13VZ in 
0 2931Z.30D DDXMRPHZ~ OM DDoREFS. 5 2150 4,5255 
IN 
IN 
S..380 YMRF 0 .ova IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. CCID 4EVMMM SCALE 0.0035 
GDHSF 2C4-0 130G(ALPHA= O) + Bg.11ALPHA= O) COCAO19) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 26 
_ _ __ _ _ _ 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT.M:I.I
 
















T 0 0 .00 5.g0APH=050OC00 27 I
jHT34-0 4.3 APA130GLPALP ALIOA F EFS7 5.44E
99(LH 5300 ) E 7140 27
= 0)00 +LHA = 1 ROA S PAG 




















.02 [ - _-­
00 80 0 40 20 0 -20 -40 - 60 - 80 -lcG -120 -140 .160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATE! Po13SIrONxW,FEET
 
SYSH GAP 2 PARAMrTAIC VALUES 4FeRNcE INFORMATION 
r .380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.0011 5.4406 so IN 




0 29.380 MPZTL a.000 pXN 4.5255 IN
 
A 5.380 YHRF 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRF 0.0510 IN 
.. LE .V0035 
CATA MIST. COE M 
=
 GDHST 304-0 130G6ALPHA 0) + BSJCALPHA=- 5) COCA020) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 28
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.I
 











so-- 2BT 4 60 - '100' -'120 -140 -16D -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATFO PTSITiCN,XWFEET
 
SYMst GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES ErENCE INFORHATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.o00 iLrS 5.44jJ SQ IN 
REFL 1.1302 IN
13.380 HACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 
 REFS 5.2150 IN
 
0 29.380 HOCZTL 0.0 0 XNRP 4.5255 IN 
A 5 4.3 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVHHA 
LHST 304-0 130G(ALPHAM 0) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) COCA020) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 29
 






1 .3,MCL .10 BET 0 .. REF 1 u I 




BATA MIST. CCC -IEVHMH 
:304- 0 130G(AI.PHA 0) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) [CC020) 
SAE 








STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT MHI.]











to s 60 40 20 a 20 -40 60 -so. -too -120. -14C -160 18 -o 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.'lWFEET
 
SyH00 GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.80 ALPHAO 0.001, ALPHAS - 5 call : 344z 1Q N
 
3:,80 MACH 1.109 BEA a.0ova 	 L I'3 I 
tSTR EFS 5 2150 IN 
$4.3B0 	 YMRP a . 000 1 N 
ZMRP a 6510 I N 
SCALE 0.06035 
,DATA MIST. CODE *EVMMM 
GC,,S. 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + 83J(ALPHA=- 5) COCA020] 17 FEB 71 PAGE 31 









 REP 15 I
 
DoS 4 -PAE 2 
so0 0 4 20 a -20 -40 -60 -so -IOU -12z 140 -160 -1OQ -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO PCS! Ti I4XW,FEET
 
SYHOC4 GAP Z FARANETRXC VALUES PEFERENCC INFORMATICN 
4.3810 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 NIPS 5.4400 SQ IN 
fl 3.36a MACH 1.100 $ETA 0.000 REEB S.z3so IN 
o 29.300 ncaZTL 0.000 XNRF 4.5255 IN
 
4 54.3aV YNRP 0.0000 [N

Z$4RF 0.6510 IN 
CATA NEST. CCCE rEVHmSAL4.N3 
o~-S340 1300(ALPHA= 0) + 8SJ(ALPHAz-10) (OCAO2J) 17 FEB 71 PAE 3 















.08 	 ___ 
.90 an Go 40' 20 a -20 -4 - O 6 -Ica -120 -;40 .6 -1ea -203 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGSITICNXW,FEET
 
SrI'S. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'.360 AISHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.00D PzFw 5.440L SQ IN 
1±3.300 HACH 1.101, SETA 0.000 	 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 IN0 Z9.38, HORZTL 0.000 
1% 5.8rYHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
.03DATA MI1ST. CODE *EVNHNSAE 
SflrfST 304-0 130GCALPHA= 01 + B3J(ALPHA=-102 (OCAO2IJ 17 FEB 71 PAGE 33 









U -. 2 
Z 
I-i.0.0 40__ So__ a___ so 4 G o -13-10 -60 -80 -
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0S!TI0NXW,FEET
 
SYPSOL GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES F R rCE INFORMATION 
4.399 ALPHAO 0-000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REPS 5.440U SO IN
 
REFL 1.13oz IN
13.380 MACH 1.1 0 BETA 0.000 

0 Z9.390 HCQZTL 0o300 XMRP 4.5255 IN
 





 $C LE 0.0035
H~T.er 

HS1 30"--0 130G(ALPHA= 0) t BgJrALPHA:-1O) (OCA021) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 34 





r 0.4 _ _ _ 
L'iu 
L) 
-qo so---- 60 : ., 20-_.0 	 0' -; "1S .i 10 -4 16 1 -0 
0 Z. 80 NO 6L 0 .040 	 0 - -O -40 4:25 10 ­lO X20 -6 INO-4 






DATA MIST, C *cVHMH 
SO.HST 3014-0 I30G(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=-1O9 COCA021) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 35 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.1
 






.12 	 ___ 
1.2
 
,Do or 60 ,o 20 o -S - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 - -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATFq P, lTfLNW.EE 
S1.9C GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERtNCE'INFORMATION 
1-38D ALPHAO 00 ALPHAS - 10.000 RErS 5.4400 so IN 
1J.300 VACH 1.10 BETA O.Goa 	 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 in0 Z9.389 HCQZTL 0,50 XffRF 4:5Z56 IN
 
A 5.380 YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZR P a16510 IN
 
CATA MIST. CIE *EVHMM 	 SCALE 0.0035 
LjrST 3P4-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + 89J(ALPHA=-1O) (0CA021) 17 FEB 71 PACE :36 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT N=1.1
 1 . D 
, J I 
. .lJ .~ I . , , . . I , ' 
I 












1.01120so - - 40 - 60 . 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATF PQSIfION.XWFEET
 
SYNSOt GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 'FERENCC INFORMATION 





13.380 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 

0 29.3$0 R.000 XHR 4.52S IN 
A 5 300 yHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
CATA MIST. COGE *EVMHX 
13DHST 304-0 1306(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=-15) C0CA022J 17 FEB 71 PAGE 37
 


























.00, 0 6 o 4 0 a 2D 4 0 s 02 -14 1 0 -1 0 - 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRON MATEO POS:T iuN,XWFEET 
5yms GA Z PARAMETRIC VALUES RF=ERENCE INFORMATION 
4,,3.0 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.001 _LF3 5.44UU 
SQ IN
 
13.360 14CH L.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 in REFS 5. als5 1
 
29.380 HrRZTL 0.000 XHRP 4.5255 IN 
A 5 .38.q YHRP a. 0000 INl 
ZHRF 0:6510 1
 
DAT HIST. CCC 4EVHm 

A SCALE 0 .0035 
5DrST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= O) + B9J(ALPHA=-15) (OCA022D 17 FEB 71 AE 3 












-IT DATA OE *VMMSAE 
000 - PA-SC 100 iLPHA= 0) l2 -40 -60 on 2 1i4D -1B -71 2LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATES POSIT IcN.YW.FEET
srhlS eAP Z EARANE RIC VALUES 
4 .500 ALPHAO REFERENCE NF0OMATI0N0.000 ALFHAS 
- 15.0001 5 o380 MACN 1.100 OETA 0.000 CS 5.4400 SQ IN 
0 29.380 REFL 1.1302 INHCZTI. 0.000 REPS 5.2150 INXNRF 4.5255 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 INSCALE U0O355 
.2 C 304-0 I30G(ALPHAt 0) * B9JCALPHA=-15) C0CA022) 
 17 FEB 71 PAGE 39
 












Iv 0 60 40 20 0 20 4U 50 - H) -Ina -120 -140 -160 -LAO -200 
LONGITUDJNAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0S!TI-_N.'XWFEET
 

























A 4.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRFSCALE 0.651000035 IN 
SCHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= O) , B9J(ALPHA=-I5) COCA022) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 
 40 









11-U .12 	 _..... 
Li 
%Do 'D 40 20 a - 20 40 Go - -IUD -120 -140 -160 -190 -20060 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED Pf-SiTit)N.XW,FEET
 
SYMBO OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 4.380 ALPHAO 0.0vo ALPMAZ - 15.000 RF.S 5.4400 $a IN 












DHST 3sl4-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) 89J(ALPHA=-15) COCA022) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 41
 








,1 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .........
.0 . . . . . . ..

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAT".) f ST° NXWFE
 
5 1.sl GAP Z 'PARAMETRIC VALUES -rFEPENCE INFO-11tATION 
f- .380 ALFHAO 5.00 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
REFS 5:2150 IN
 
* 9.380 Hl ZTL 0.090 XHRP .5255 IN 
* 5.350 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN
 
,lATAHIST* C E #EVHmm 
 SCALE 0.0035
 
DHST 19- (OCA023) PAGE 4
30GCALPHA=+ 5) + B9,TCALPHA=+ 5) 17 FEB 71 

















.0,0 s o 40 So a 20 -4a - 0 so8 -1"O -1-0 -±40 -100 -100 -200 
LONGITUD8NAL0ISPLACEMENT FROM MANED . . uONIXWFEET 
SYMSO OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES FLrEPENCE INFORVATION 
0 $ LHQ 5.000 ALPHIAS 5.000 REFS 5,4400 soI 





0 29.300 HOZTL 0.00 XHRP 4,5255 IN 
A 5s.o30 YHRP a.BUBB IN 




,.a... ]30GCALPHA=+ 5) + RSJrALPHA=+ 5) (0CA023) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 43 















Go 80 60 40 go o -20 40 60 go-o-. (10 -120 -140 -160 -18o -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM mATEn,,,So: -ijON,XW,FEET 
S Mal GAP Z PARAMETaIC VALUES EFCRCNCE INF0RMATION 
4.300 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 "LFS 5.4400 so IN
 
13 380 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFI. 1.1302 IN
 
REPS 5:2150 INS 29"30 HIAZTL 0.00 XMRP 4.5255 IN
 




PAT^ MIST. COP _cV.MM 
 SCALE 0.D03S
 
'.:304-0 ]30G3(ALPHA= 5) + BSJCALPHA=+ 5) [0CA023) 17 FEB 71 PACE 44 
L.8 













Go s 6D 40 go a 20 --40 60 8so -too -1ao -140 -1 ea -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATFP,POS{ifJF,IXWFEET
 
syHcB CAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCRENCE 14FORMHATION 
c .380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 r 54400 SQ IN 
0 13.38C MACH 1.100 ZETA 0.000 REFL 1.130E Ia 
5o2150 IN
2.8 OZ4 000REFS0 2°30 ZT 4.5255 IN
0.00XHRP H 
§-.350 YMRP 0 .000 IN 
ZM-p a.C5:0 IN
 
DATA Misr. c2D0 -EV2 -6 SCALE a 0035
 
H30 A 7FP .SCA023)
130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + 89J(ALPHA=+ 5) 










6 . . . . ..
 
.000 so so0 AD 21 a - 20 - 41) - ea - 80 1 e -i20 -140 -160 -180 -20; 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEU POSIT,O.,XW,FEET 
5".$Cc OAF Z FAaAmETRIC VALUES REFEFECF IVFORHATIGN 
4.560 ALFHAO 5 .000 ALPHAS Duo0 P".S 544 00 $0 IN 
13.389 PACH 1.100 BETA alago REFL 1:1302 IN
 
REFS 5.2150 IN
29.380 F-' Z TL 0.000 XMRP 4.5255 Io 
a 5..385 YHRP O.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.6510 IN
 





HS 1j 304-0 1300(ALPHA + 5) * B9Jc"ALPHA 5) COCA023) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 46 












-0 SIT 6) - 20 40 - 6 - 8 -10, -120 -140 -260 -130 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PSIt)uN.XW.FEET 
SrZOL OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ;NFOR!AATION 
4.300 ALFHAO 5.000 ALHAC 0.000 .,5F. 5.4400 so IN 
0.000 R6FL 1.1502 IN
13.380 14CN 1.100 SETA R5F3 5.2150 IN 
0 29.380 H$ZTL 3.000 XMRF 4.5255 IN 
a 51.300 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.6510 IN
 
SCALE 0.0035 DATA HISI. CCE *EVMHH 
SCHST '304-0 13OG(ALPHA=+ 5) + e9JCALPHA= 0) COCA024) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 47 




















o4 S o a -S - 40 - so 16-. -20 -140 -led -180 -200 
___035 $.0L 

LONG ITUDI]NAL D ISPLACEMENT FROM kATEDj P S I T 'O'. XW, FEE f 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.. 300 ALPHAO 5.011 ALPHAS 0.000 

SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
RIF-- 5 4400 se IN 
13.380" MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 RLL 1.1302 iN 
29. _0_p _5255 REFS 5:2150 IN 
YHRP 0.ouvo IN
5..380 




DATA MIST. COD *EVHMMSAL 
jHT3C4-0 130C(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA= 0) COCA024) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 48 













00 do 60 40 20 0 - 20 '- 40 - 60 - 80- -IC ,. -1±0 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSItL!-N.XW.FEET
 
srMZ l. G Z PARAMETRIC VALUES - - REFFRENCE INFORMATION 















t 54.80 YNRP 
ZMRP 
0.00000.6510 IN IN 
DATA Mstsr. cWC *E ME SCALE O.0L5s 
GDHST 304-0 130GCALPHA=+ 5) + BSJCALPHA= 0) (OCAO2A) 17 FEB 71. PAGE 49 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.1
 
0.8 - ­










o40 Z a 0 -D 60 so -IOU -120 -140 .-160 -1U -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSIr.NXW,FEET
 
slya OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.350 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 0o00C &Eb 5.4400 SO IN 
S 29.300 "OZTL 
3.6 
0.000 






6A .380 Y RP 0.0000 IN 
Z14RF 0 .6510 IN 
CaT HI~oC £ EVHHSCALE 0.0035 
GDHS, 304-0 130G'ALPHA=+ 5) + 89J(ALPHA= 0) [0CA024) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 
 50 
5TRAIGHT-WING ORBITER-CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.l
 
.16I 
.18 ____ ____ " 
- .14 












0- s 1 1 
0 TXH|- ______.- _L_ _003 
CDS 0- GAPA+5 :g LH=O CC04 ' FB7 AE 5
 
i10 REFB 5 I 
L>NITUI-A DPLCEE4 FROM ATED 1O'7FE13,71,PAE 5
 
0 0)
4. -0 13-HO G ,ALP APH 5) +'89J(A44PHA= 













10. s 4- s ____ so -1 
- i 
10 80 60 40 20 0 - 20 . 40 - 60 - 80 -. lr -±20 -140 -±60 -180 -200 
LONG.ITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P'OSITIC.XW,FEET
 
SYM'QOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAB - 5000 REt- 5.4400 $0 IN
 
13.300 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 1 1302 IN









DATA HIST. COVE *EVHH SCALE 0.0035 
SDHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) COCA025) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 52
 
STRAI6HT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN-PRESENCE CF-DELTA-WINGBOOSTER A4 M=.1
 
36 	 . . . . . . 
.4 
.32 	 .4 
.30 - - -- - - -- ---	 _______ -- -- -- .-­









.06 	 . .. ._______ 
00e s 60 40 - 20 a - -40 -60 - 8-0 -:00 -I0 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL-DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO 'OSI TiLuN.XW,.FEET 
s$110 1 AP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES -	 RCFERCVCE £NFCMATION 
. 4.380 ALPHAO 5.00 ALPHAB - 5.000 	 REFS 5.4400 so IN 
13.380 MACH . 1.100 TA 0.00" 	 R; 
F L 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 IN0 29.380 HQRZTL 2.000 	 XNRP 4.5255 IN 




SCALE 0.0056 DATA MIST. CCCE" EVHHH 
SIDHST 304-0 I130G(ALPHA=+- 5) + BSJEALPHA=- 5) C0CA025)' '17 FEB 71 PAGE 53
 









I i , 	 J l , . i % l t 1 I
 
-1. . . . . . . a li l. 1 . 1 l 1 f 
00 so G 4a 20 0 - a 40 -60 80 --1 -, -:20 -140 _-1c; -lea -ZOO 
LON51TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEr P0SiT1,,:1,XWFEET
 
S HSO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 P FERENCE INFORMATIONw .389 ALPHAO 5.00 ALPHAS 5.0 	 RE 5 4400 SG IN 
0 1 3.300 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.O0 	 REFL 1:1302 IN 
REFS 5 .2150 IN 
* Z9 300 HCQZTL " .000 	 XMRP 4.5255 IN 
* 5€.300 	 YmRP 0:0000 IN 
zHRP 	 D.6510 IN 
.03DATA MIST. CCC *EVMMHHSAE 
SC.HS 304-0 130GIALPHA=+ 5) B9J(ALPHA=- 5) COCA025) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 54 




i 	 0.2 
z -04 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMeNT 'FROM MA'Er FOIo r (N.XW, FEE T 
R FERENCE INFORMATION
$ MS" GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 




r 500 W 	 A .0 
RP 4.5255O . OO 114OXMRP Z938 . HA . 




V•I MITST. CIX& gVHMH 
£DHST 13AGLALPHA=+ 53 + BgjCLPHAH- 5) CCA025 17 FEB 71' PAGE 55
34-0 








< .06 LII 
iva so SO 40 Wo a 20 -40 6 8 -IOU _120 -140 -160 -180 -200SO 
LONG[TUOI.NAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAT.:1TPOSIT0iiN. XW, FEET 
sysl AP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 . avs 5.4400 SO IN 
1 3.385 MACH 1.100 BETA O.Goo REFL I ,1302 1N 
REFG 5 2150 1N 
0 29.380 HcrZTL 0.000 XMRP 4.5Z55 1N 
6 51.380 YMRP 0.Pc00 IN 
Z1RP O.6510 IN
 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. COC *EVMMM 
mDiST 304-0 13'OGCALPHA=+ 5) + BgJCALPHA=- 53 (0CA025) 17 FEB 71 -PAGE 56 











Z80 MOI I D 
la "EAR"B 10 I
 
5 0 . - - " -000 .F I­
4.500 . A510 IN 
0.0035 -DAA IT.COE *fVHHSCALE 

SDHST 304-P 130G(ALPHA= 5) + BSJ(ALPHA=-1O) COCAO2) 17 FEB 71 57-PAGE 

___ 



















o .6 - ____ ._  0O0 G .4G QI 
oi 2.30 ner 
1±.080 6 0 0 0-2 0 6 BoONN 1VTA 120 -140 -1610 18020 
REFB 5.?'50 IN 
0 939 H ZL.XNRP 4.5255 ZN 
A 54.380 YNRPZRP 0.00000.650 ININ 
ATS 341T, C E EVNMN SCAL" 0.0035 
3DfHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= + 5) .. 83J(ALPHA=-103 COCA02S) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 58 








Z ' ° 
-0.4 
--a "a 00 4e0 20 -20 - 40 - - 80o -i"0 -120 -140 -16 -180 -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MArfEfBOSTW4XWi;FEET
 
-a GAP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES N. - FERENCE INFORHATIogW 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.00 ALPHA- 0.000 RE 5.4;0 SQ IN 
15.380 RAC" 1 00 VETA O.oSL 1.130S IN 
S.Z15 IN0 23.380 ncAZTL 0o000-.54.30, XmRF 4.5255 In
• ¢3 yHRp a 0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
CATA HIST. CCCC QCHN$ SCALE 0.005 
SaH5 304-0 Q30G(HALPHA+ ) LPHA=- ) OCA02S) 17. FEB 71 PAGE 59 
I 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBI]ER CHARACTERISTICS IN.PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.!
 





80 60 40 z0 0 - - 40 a0 80 v:0 - G2 -14D -t6a -18a -200s o 
LONGITUOINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATE-c rosiTIONXWFEET
 
5V.10L VAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1; 4.350 AP 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.090 Ares 5.4400 so IN 
ETA 0.009 REFL 1 1302 IN 
ReF5 5:2150 IN
13.380 MHcH I .10of 
0 29.365 H60ZTL 0.000 X14RF 4 .5255 IN 
a 51.350 YKRP 0.000i IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVHHH ¢L 005 
::HST1 304-0 130GCALPHA=+ 5) + BgJCALPHA=-10) COCA02G) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 60 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.1'
 







.04 It 	 ­
.0s o 4 0 ai l 20~le 40]' 60J s, [ L:01 i- 10 -140 L0 - O 20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT'FRCM MATF,9 POS J,TIN14,XWFEET 
.VO GAT r rFAM TIC{ VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFPRHATZON 
4.300 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 	 qcrr5 5,440 SQ IN" 
1.300 ACH 1.0 BTA 0.000 RFFL. 110 IN 
. LXMRP 9. 0 e TL 000REFS 4 255
5o216O IN 
 
A 51.300, 	 YMRP 0:0000l IN
 




5ri'T 304-0 30G(ALPHA=L 5) - B9J0ALPHA=-00) C:A026) 17 FED 71 PAGE 6QI 












'10 s 60 40 20 a --zo 40 60 8 n -IEbu -120 -140 -- Go -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PCS]T v^WEE
 
5H GAP z FAAHMTRIC.VALUES P.CFERENCF INFORMATION 
0 






0 0001 600 
1AEA0.000 
ALPHASS E AO 0.000 , D 
000REFS 
REFS 




















uJHS T..304-0 130GEALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA= 0) COCA03) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 62 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS -INPRESENCE-F ,DELTA-WING BOOSTER, AT M=1.6
 














.12 	 _.____ __r___ 
.0 
.06 
.04 	 __ _ 
. 800 Go 20 0 20 - 40' 60 - 0 0 ±l a -14 -IO -ea0 0go" 40 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM>MATED POSITi; N.XW,FEET
 
$Y.ect GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES -	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALP$AO 0.000 ALPHAP, 0.000 RFF - 5.4400 S. IN 
O 13.355 MACH 1.600 BETA - 0.000 	 REFL 1.1302 IN REFS 5.21 - IN0 29.389 HORZTL 0.000 	 XHRP 4.5255 in 
54.380 	 YMRP 0.00 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
- 000035 
DATA]CPHAH0 03m + [=SCALE 
UHT31,4-0 130C-(ALPHA= 0) + BSJ(ALPHA= 0) (OCAQO3) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 63 









E -120Ica so 60 40 a0 a -- E - 40 - 60 - 80 -l -11A, -140 ~z -,200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS;ITI0N.XWFEET
 
Sy1sCC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES R FERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO BABBO ALPHAB 0.000 RIPS 5,4400 SQ IN 








0 Z9.l8v H kZTL 0.050 XHRP 4,5e55 IN 
315.38D YMRP 0.0000 IN 
Z14RP 0.6510 IN 
AT HITB E EVHHSCALE 0.0035 
DST304-0 1306CALPHA= 0) BgJ(ALPHA= 0) COCAO03) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 64 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.6
 





O 0.4HA 0.9-LHS 000 s 540 oI 
F 













±00T8 60ST 20 0 -20 -6 -a -Su -a L -1,0 -80550 
4.ST3840 AL0F 0.0LPA=00 F IS SO5I 
40 4 $4 
APHAAO ALFHAO03.000 E PAGE0 C. HST 3040 0)00 +LHA 0).5 17 PGE130G(LPHO BgJCLPHA 5.44003 6 I 

STRAIGHT-WING.ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT Mzl.6
 










.0,0 s 60 40 .20 a 20 -40 -60 So8 -co -120 -140 -160 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATFD POSIT!-'N.XWFEET
 
SY.SOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4:380 	 ALPMA0 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 R F, 5 4400 SQ IN
 
D 1o601.30 HCH 0,0 1:1502 IN
ETA 	 R FL 

160
0 0 MCH ET ~obREFS 5.ZLSO IN
 
0 	 29.380 HORZTL 0.000 XMRF 4.5255 IN
 




ATAH T E =BHHHSCALE 0:0035
 
C-DHST 304-0 130G{ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA= 0) (OCAO03) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 66
 






a 0, 	 " zo -160 -200s8l ." 40 20 - --40 so0 81 -lu, -l D 14U -180. 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS!'TI NXW.FEET
 
SYSSOL GAF 2 FARAMFTRIC VALUES 	 PEFERENCE INFORMATI C 
c .380 ALFHAO - 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.00a 	 K= 5.A460 so IN 
REFL 11 13oz IN 
REFS 5.9150 IN' 
0 	 13.350 RAC14 1.600 BETA 0.000 
0 	 29.380 H ZTL 0.000 XHRF 4 . 5255 IN 
54.*300 YmRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF -. ,6510 IN
 
SCALE 0.0036
DATA HIST. COVE #EVMMH 
0) + 5) 	 17 FEB 71 sQI1.HST304-0 130G ALPHA=09JALPHA=-	 OCA05") PAGE 

STRAIGHT-WING ORBIIER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
.36 r-1-- ,rC -lrr -,-l-r tlmr- ~-,r-,r- r,--r -r-,,-1 ,r-t-r -z.r- .,,r- r,-- -rr 
.34
 





















.o 808 4a ;a a -20 -40 -60'-8 tC -2 10 -6 10-0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAFED POSITION.XWFEET 
SYmSC4 GAF z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
4.7;0 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 PE., 5.440 Sa I 
REFL 1.1302 IN13.38 HACH 1.600 SETA 0.000 

REFS 5.2150 IN
O 29.380 HNCZTL 0.000 XmRI 4.5255 In 
54.380 YHRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRp 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0SENI5 CATA HIS[. CCCE EvmmH 
SDiST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA= 0) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) COCA051) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 68
 




S 0.4 	 " -__ 
Z -0J 
LONGITUDINAL D'ISPLACEMENT FROM' ATEC POS-, " • • E
 
slM£ GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REPEREUCC INFORMATI-ON 
4,390 ALPHA& 0.000 ALPHAS - 6.000 ,!I:Fs 5.4400 so IN" 
13.J80 MACH 1.600O CBTA 0.060 REFL 1:1J302 IN 
'REFS '5.2150 IN 
0 29.380 HORZT 0,000 	 XMRP 4.5ZS5 IN 




DATA MIST. 	CIZ *EVHMMSAE 
GUHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=- 59 COCA0513 17 FEB 71 PAGE 69
 












8W 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -lut -1O -140 -1a0 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSIT ON,XWFEET
 
S5MBO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 RLFS 5,4400 SO IN 
REFL 1.1302 IN
13.380 MACS 1.600 BETA 0.000 

REFS 5.2150 IN9 9.380 HO ZTh 0.00 XMRP 4.5255 IN 
A 54,380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 I0 
BATA MIST. CE *VMH SCALE 0.0035 
SOHST 304-0 ]300CALPHA= 0) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) COCA05 ) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 70
 











.0 " .v s o 6 03 10 2 0 , a0 0 --4 0 - - Iv a , 0 6 0 02- 60 a(; . -14 -1 -18 -2 00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEC4FOSiTl'Or,XW,FEET
 
DATA MIST. CODE EVHMM 

SYBO*L GAP Z ARAETRIC VALUES REERENCE INFORMATION 























GDHST 304-0 130GCALPHA:" 0) + BgJ(ALPHA=- 5) (OCA051) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 71 










so 6. 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -i0D -120 -140 -163 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PoSITIRN.XWFEET
 
SYMSO GAP Z FARAXETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - ±0.000 	 EFS 5.4400 S3 IN
 
1.6a0 BETA 0.000 	 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 INo 13.38, MACH o 	 29.380 HNCZTL 0.000 XMRF 1.5255 IN 
A 54.300 YMRF a.000 IN 
ZMRF 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.00354EVHMSDATA MIST. CODE 
SDHST 324-0 130GCALPHA= 0) t B3J(ALPHA=-10) COCA053) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 72 




















o .16 ___S L . 






10 0 60 
- 40 20 0 
-2 ­- 0 40 -6 0 - 8 0 - < 00 " - 20 40 10 • -± 80 2 0 0 .LONGITUOINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MA-TED RSSITIUI4xw.FEETs r r LbO OAP F7 FA A 4ET R1 C VALUES • 

C.300 Ac-OH O R0.000 ALFHAB 
- 10 00 E IR2C2 ; N FO TMAONO 13380 MACH 1.600 8ETA REFS 5.4400 SQ IN0.000 
- REFL 1.130?O 29.380 IN 
S 5 .8V HQ ZTL 0.000XRp XNRP 52.55S IN 
45 5 IN-YHRF 0;0000 I
QATA MIST. C -Z EV$HH 

C5t-SI 3&i-O S LE5
2300GrALPHA= 
 0) +BSJCALPHA=-10) 

'COCAQ3) 
.17 FEB 71 
 PAGE 73
 














p I p 
-100 0 Go 40 90 a 2-0O - 40 --60 -r 8 -.ow0 120 -140' -165 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEL POCITIGNXW,FEeT
 
sf 30L GAF Z PARAM9TRIC VALUES 	 REFERrNCC INFCRMATION 
4.380 ALPHAC, 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 	 9CFS 5.4400 $0 IN
 
13.3 0 MCH 1 600 ETA 0 000 	 R0 6L 1.5 02
 
* Z9.380 HOGTL 0.000 	 XHRP 4:5255 in 
* 	 5A.350 YmRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0;6510 INATA HI$T. CCE 4EV9HU 	 SCALE 0.0-5 
50HST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=-1O) [0CA053) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 74 
STRA-IGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
I 




(Z3 	 0.4 
1.0g sor so-r r-rr g -o ar -iri 40r -r-- 8-I -rrg - -i-1 140rr -1r 20 
16QslGAP 2 I PARMETICl VAUi I-.EFERENCFII 	 I l li INFORATIO 
I 







0'HS 3 0 I0(LH= O)+BJ.LH=]'] 	 A5) 1 E __A -= 75 
E$ 0.4005 QI
4.38 ATPA MIS . D0 EHMSALHA,-1 .0 

CCST3040 13G(LHA B9,oALH=-1, 	 17OO F E 710L PAGN7H 	 COCTA3 











.08D s 60 40 ou a 20 -40 -60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -1za -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
syve , GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .300 ALFHAO 0.0aa ALFHAD - 10.000 	 REFS 5.4400 so IN 
I3. 	1o60 HCH BTA O. 0 EFL 1.1302 IN 
133o MCEA .0 000REF6 5 2150 I
 
Z 9.300 NORML 0.00, XMRP 4 .5255 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE *EVMMH 
 SCALE 0.0935
 
ZCH5T 324-0 130G[ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=-10) [0CA053) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 76 
0.4 







-1.,1 so Go 4 0 o 0 20 " -0 a - aG-EO-10:! -Iza -140 _160- -180 -2D0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PO I!N-XWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 KEFS 5.4400 $a IN 
13.380 MACH 1.600 SBETA 0100a REFL 1.1302 IN 

















GDHS T 304-0 13DG(ALPHA= 0) B9J(ALPH.A=-153 (OCA052) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 
 77 




























*0109 0 G 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 -60 - 80 -1. -120 -140 -lea -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.X4.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAB - 15.000 RE's 5.4400 S IN 
O 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 INREFS 5.2150 IN 
o 29.380 $OZTL 0.00 XMRP 4.5255 IN 
54.330 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
DAA MIST. CODE EC m SCA=EC57MH 
S 'SI304-0 1306(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=-I5) COCAO52) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 78 










1.10 so so 40 go 0 -.20'• 40 so . so IUJ.- --120 r140 -izoD -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0C3ITi_(N, XW, FEET
 
Sfkll CAP Z "PARAMETRIC VALUES " REFERENCF INFORHATrom. 
r 4 .380, ALPHAO 0.000 ALFMAB 1 5.000 "Er 5.4400 SQ IN 
L! 3469 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 INREFT- 5__ 5 IN 
29.380 MHRZIL 0.000 XMRP 4:52 5 IN 
A 54.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZR. 0.651- IN
 
ATArH|ST. C ET #VAUES SCALE 305.-
I 

,;HST 104-0 130GLALPHA= 0) + B9JALPHA -550 (0CA052) "1-7 FEB 71 PAGE 79
 
*STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 









Do s 60 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - 60 - so -IOU -120 -140 -1 jo -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POS;!TION.XW,FEET
 
S1.90L 6AF Z FARAMMTIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
..380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALFHAG - 15.000 RErb 5.44QU SQ IN 
13.300 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.130 IN 







3508 YHRF a 0000 1 N 
ZmRp 0.6510 to 
DATA HIST. COD *EVHK CL 003 
SbHST 304-D 130G(ALPHA= 0) + BgJCALPHA=-15) COCA052) 17 FEB 71 PAGE so 















4 0 go 0 - Z 
- 100 -120 -14 0 
o - 40 -- So - 8 0Ica so Go 
IJP SIT [N.XW.'FEETLONGITUDINAL , ISPLACEMENT FROM MATE 
EF RNC r NFOR ATION 
Z PARA HERiC VALUES 5,4 UU s I NS "DOL AP 	 E PS 
, . 900 ALPHA S 15I.000

.3 0 ALPHA 

X R F 4 . 255 I N
 
9.380 	 NORML 0.0 Y RP .O0000 IN 
ZRe 0.6110 IN






GHS T 3 4-0 "30G(ALPHA = 0) + 9JALPHA=-15 ) OCA052i 
17"'FE B 71 PAGE 










so.1 60 40 20 a 20O 40 - 6a so n0-to - -120 _4a -160 -loP -2006 

LONGITUDINAL I SPLACEMENT FROM MATEOSIT _,XW,FEET 
5 H04 CAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 390 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 RFS 5 44oO SO IN 




0 0.0 .30 H ZT X/RP 4.5ZSS IN 




GATA MIST. CWE EvMM SCALE 0.0035
 
=+
GCi.5T 304-0 130GALPHA 5) + B9jALPHA=+ 5) OCAO09) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 82 
















oZ4 a 113 10 -10 -e 
o o.1 
.12 Z9.38 MCH____V___ 8 
10 80 60 .40 20 0 --20 - *. - 60 - 80 -*iC0 .120. -140 -160I -100 -200 
- LONGI1>UOINAL O[SPLACEMENT FROM MATED .PfSIIUON,.XW,EEET 
SYrOOL GAP Z PA 1AIHE1IiC VALUES REFERENCE INEOR1ATION 
4.380 ALFHAC. 5.000 ALPnAa 5.00- EIS 5.4400 50, IN 
-o n3o8 jHcs 1.600 eflA . 0.000 REEL 14130? IN 
o 930.0 czL EF 5.2150 'zt 
XRP 4.5255 . IN 
A 54.380 YR 00 I 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVHH -SCALE 
0.,a35 
fDHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=. 5) t BSJEALPHA=+ 5) (OCAO09) 17 FEB- 71 PAGE 83 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
* rr,- '---rr rtr -r-r1--1-r -r-rr- -- ,- -rrr-,-r-r t,rri-




"_1100 , 8D, '60 40' ZQ a --20 - 40' -- 1) 80 -IOU' -120 -140 -169 -180 -2OU 
• LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0S!TWONXWFEET
 
sy"DBt GAP 2 FARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IrFC HATION 
"- .380 ALPHAO 5 UOU ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 S IN
 
S 11.380 MACH 1:600 BETA 0.000 
 REFL 1.13az IN
 
REFS 5 9150 in
 
2 9.360 MOZRL 0.090 XMRF 4:5255 IN
 
54.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRF 0 6510 IN 
DAT MST COE EVHNSCALE 0.0035
 
ZDHST 304-0 ]30GEALPHA=+ 5) + e9JCALPHA=+ 5) COCA009) 17 FEF3 71 PAGE 94 

















*30 so 60 40 -20 4-1 6 - C a -140 -1,50 --00 
LONGITODINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MArEO POSITION.'XW. EET
 
SlBCt GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 

0- 29.380 H,:AZTL 0.000 X"R" 45255 . IN 
A S.o60 .yRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA H$ST. DCE ' EVMHX 
SDHtST 334-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9JCALPHA-+ 5. COCA009)-'17 FEB 71 PAGE 85 ­
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.G
 
.20 r-1- ---- - rr1 .-ri.rr .r-,-1-














00 so S 40 So a So2 - 40 so on -1po -120 -140 -1 so -80 -2.0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,.W.FEET
 
s5ZO GAP Z PARAHET91C VALUES NEFER50NE INFORMATION 
4.38 0 ALPHAO 5.00 ALPHAS 5 BOB REFS 5.440U so IN 
13.38" MACH 1.600 BETA 0:090 REFL IN1.1302 

5,2150 IN 
Z9. 9 H TL 9°90XHRP 4:5255 IN 
54.38V YHRP 0 .o000 N 
ZRP 9.6510 iN
 
CATA MIST. CCE 4eVHmm 

0 TL0 2.U00REFS O 
SCALE a00 35
 
50HST-104-O 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) COCA009) 17 FEB 71 PAGE BG
 











an 80 G 40 .20 0 " - 40 --60 -$a -400 10 -140 -160 -100 -200 
-, LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROMMATED HSIT iON.XW.FEET­
srmO OAP Z PARAMETIC VALUES RERENCE INFPRNATION 
. 4.380 ALFHAO 5.000 AIFHA 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ'IN 
O 3.300 MACH 1. 6110 8gTA 0,000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
o .	 RF S.2150 IN
 
S'9.360 1AZTL 0.000 
 XHRP 4.5255 IN.
 




DATA MIST. C GE EV3 	 SCALE 0,.0035 
S.CST 3!4-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) e2gJ(ALPHA= 0) . (OCAO08)" 17 FEB 71 PAGE 87 























0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - S -0 J -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEP POSITJN.XW.FEEj
 
sYHB GAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO "5.000 ALPHAB 0.000 -_Fs 5.440U 30 IN 
REFL 1.1302 IN
o 13.380 MACH 1.609 BETA 0.00 REFS 5.2150 IN
 
o 29-330 $"RZTL 0.2012 XNRP 4.5255 IN
 
A 5,.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CCE *EVHHN 
SDHST 104-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + BSJ(ALPHA= 0) COCAO08) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 88
 








0.2 so Go V ' -20 -40 -60 80 -100 -1zo -140 -160 -180 -20U 
LONGITUDINAL DI.SPVACEMENT FROM MATEO P0SIl!ONXWFEET
 
SYMBO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFEk NCC INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPMAO 5.000 ALPHAB 000 ,REFS 5.440a SQ IN 
13.38G MACH 1 600 BETA 0.000 OEFL 51,1502 in
 
0 Z9.380 m09ZTL 0,009 	 XMRF 4,.5255'" IN 




SCHST 3n4-0 130GCALPHA + 5) *B9JCALPHA= 0,) [OCAO08)' 1.7 FEB 71, -PAGE e9 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OFDELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
0.8 A 









100 80 60 40 20 a -	 0 - 40 - 60 - s0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -1 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI'IONiXW.FEET
 
SynBat GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIN 
c C.380 ALPHA'S 51000 ALPHAD 0.coo 	 Ntrs 5.4400 3e IN 
O.oD 	 REFL S.1302 IN 
RES 6.2150 IN13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 
0 Z9.380 HIZTL *,ODD 	 XMRP A.5Z55 IN 
5.50 	 YMRP 0.000a INZNRP 0.6510 IN
 
SCALE -0.0033 
DATA,MIST. C-YE *EVMM 
SDHST 304-0 130G(ALPHAv+ 5) + BSJCALPHA= 0) COCAO08) 17 FFB 71 PAGE 90 




















e l .'1 , I IN lFET Il"qll~~~~~~~~~ f t t OSO t XW-
LONGI1TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM M E
 






























ZHRP 0 6510 IN 
DAA IS.vmm'SCALE OC 0:U035 
_fHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + BgJCALPHA= 0) COCAOO8) 1,7 FEB 71 PAGE 9] 










S so 60 AD 2 0- 20 -40 - 50 80 C -120 -140 -16- -180 -2o 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATES POSIT:ON,XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 9EFEgENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 	 AEFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
f 	 13.53a MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5. 2150 IN0 29.380 HcP2TL 0,0d0 	 XHRE 4.5255 IN 
54.380 	 YRP a0.00o00 IN 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.tI35 
DATA MIST. COD 4C VH 

ZDHSI 304-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + BSJCALPHA=- 5) (OCA010) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 92
 















Uf , i__ 	 t i J i i l - ~ f , _ __,*_**_
-

.010 0 Go 40 20 0 " -20 40 60 an80 £U 1 -140 -10 -lam, -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS IT I N, X W,FEE.T 
syMz CAP z FARAMETRIC VALU95 REFERENICE INFORMATkON 
-.300 ,ALFMAQ 5.0va ALPHAV - 5.000 5.4400 so IN 
0 	 13.300 MACH 1.600 BETA 0,000 AEFL 1.1309 IN
 
0 930.0 gp 0ZT 
 5also IN
 O*DOXMRP H
0 2,3 ZT 	 - 4.5255 IN
 








SDHST 304-0 130GIALPHA=+ 5) + B9JCALPHA=- 53 COCAOIO) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 93
 
0 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT MI.G 
0 






100 G 40 za 20_ 4 _0 so 0 --p_ -40' $60 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT iFROM MATFD POSIT!ONXW,FEET
 
DATA HIST. COD *VHmm 

XSOL OAF Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















54.300 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 in 
SCALE 0.0035 
5CHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) + 89J(ALPHA=- 5) (OCA010) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 94 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER.AT lI',G













So. 00 so 40 20 -20 - 4 - Go 80 -1C, -120 -140 -±E0 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM NATE) POSIT0NXW,FEET
 
SYBOL &A 7 PAFAH TRIC VALUES 	 RErSRENCE-INFORMATION 
4.500 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 "-, 	 $ 5.4400 SQ IN 
o 	 13.o0 MACH 1.6U0 BETA 0.0011 RiFL 1.130 IN
 
REFS 5.2150 IN
o 39.300 $eZTL 0.00NR 	 4.5255 -IN 
5A.zoo 	 Y"RP 0.00 IN 
'ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
G'AL H 5H g ,SCALE 	 0.0035ST 4"-0 = + L 

SUDHST 304-0 I3QGC'ALPHA=+ 5) + 89JCALPHA=.- 5) (OCAOIQ) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 95 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
.14 














-010 80 w0 40 20 0 20 -40 -0 8O-0 -iV3 -120 -140 -1-0 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM HIATED POSIT.'n,XW.FEET
 
S Y.BOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.385 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 	 P ,. 5,4400 50 IN
 
13.380 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REF L:13oz IN
 
REFv 21 50 IN
 
2 9.380 HoRZTL 0.001 	 XHP 4.5255 I 
54.300 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. CtXE *EVHMM SCALE 0.0035
 
5DHST 304-0 ]30GCALPHA=+ 5) + BgJ(ALPHA=- 5) COCAOIO) 17 FEB 71 PAGE "96
 







LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEC P0SIT0.OXW,FEET
 
syg CL GAP Z- PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATIQN 
9.380 ALPHAO 5i.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 5.4400 $a IN 
13o3BV MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL =.1302 IN 
• REFS 5:Z,50 . IN
 
0 Z9.380 MORZTL 0.0clo XMRF 4.S255 IN
 
51 .30' yHRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZRP 0.6510 IN 
DATA MIST. CWA EVH SCALVLEE 0 O35. 
SDHST 304-0 13OGQALPHA:+ 5) + B9J ALPHA=-1O') COCA012] 1.7 FEB 71 PAGE 97 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING'BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 





















o1 so 4 0 S O a 2 0 4 0 - s o -1 D -1 E -1 4 0 - 1 et) - 1 8 0 -20 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAIEn POSITION.XW,FEET
 
51.3 	 CAP Z FARAHeTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.360 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 Z:Fa 5.4400 so IN 
Cl 13.300 MACH I.Gag BETA 0.000 REFL 1132 IN 
HRTL 000REFS 5:2150 IN
 0 Z9.380 Z O.O XmRP 4 .5255 IN
 
A 5380 





DATA HIST, C E *CVMHH 

"04-03DHST 1.30CALPHA=L5) t BJ05ALPHA=-O) 17 5CA012) 98
FEB 71 PAGE 

STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=L.6
 










D0 so 40 20 a 20 40 So - so 11-0B- -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMIENT FROM MATED PoSITIONf.XW,FEET
 
SslHa GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .300 ALPHAO 5.00 ALPHAD - 10.00 	 ALFS 5.44GO so IN 
c 	 13.360 MACH 1.60!) " BETA 0.000 RFL 1 11302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 "IN 
C, 9.380 HORZTI, 0.000 XMRP 4.5255 IN 
5 .500 	 YHRF " .000 IN
 
zHRP 0.6510 .IN "
 
DATA MIST. C E *EVMHM 
 SCALE 0.0035
 
''PH T 304-0 130G(ALPHA:* 5) + B9JCALPHA:-I.0) COCA'012) 1.7 FEB 71 PAGE 99, 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 









00 So 40 20 0 -20 -40 ;a - 8 So -0 -!Zo -1,40 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO FL.,OXF_
 
syn GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 4EFERENCE INFORMATION 
390 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.0,10 REFS S.A400 so it. 
I 3.50a MACH 2.60D BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REPO 5.215a IN
* Z9.380 HOQZTL 0.050 	 XNRP 4.5255 IN 
* 	 5..380 yHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510. IN 
SCALE 0.0035CA TAIST, COC *EVMMM 
C-DHST 204-0 130GCALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA=-1O) COCA012) 17 FEB 71 PAGE ]00
 










L,_ . 12I 
00 
.010 so 6 40 zo a 20 -40 so60 - 80 too -120 -140 -160 -18D -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEP P3Sl7ION,XW.FEET',
 
5 S GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES KE ERRFCE INFORHATIDN 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 10/.000 REFS S.A4A0 so IN 
"13.3if) MACH - .GINI BETA 000 -REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS Z150 IN­
0 Z . 8 V H ZTL 0 000 X R P 4 :5255 I 0 
5,.380 YMRP 0.",a IN< 0 Z5Rp 0 6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035OATA.HIST. CfCE AEV"H 
GDHSI 3',4-0 + B9J (ALPHA=-:O' COCA'012) PAGE130G(ALPHA=+ 53 101 17 FEB 71 10] 
'STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 






tJJ 	 IL 
-,-ia so s 40 20 a - 20 --40 - - sPo -Ina -i-D -140 -160 -180 -20D 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P,0S!TTONXWFEET
 
S .BCA 	 AF Z PARAMET91C VALUES .EFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
4.38D ALFHAC, - 5.000 ALFHAB - 5.000 REFS 5.4400 so IN 
13.380 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.z150 IN 
0 	 29.389 MCAZTL 90o XMRP 4 SZ55 IN 
54°3ag YMRF 0:9000 10 
ZRF 	 0.6510 IN
 
SCALE 	 0.0035
DATA HMT. COD EVMHM 
uDSI 3n4-0 130G ALPHA=- 5) + BCJ'ALPHA=- 53 	 17 FEB 71 PAGE 0.OCAL3F 	 In
 













- zo - - 0 -10o"- -14 c1o -100 -zoo*Ila-s Go. 40 O 20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PO5TiC N,XW,FEET
 
syH. *AF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RLpb 5.4400 $0 IN* 1.350 ALPHAO -- 5.000 ALPHAS - .D REFL 1 130 - N
* 13.3 0 A H - 1.6 0 E TA 0.00 5 50 I N
 9 H_* 0.0REFS 

4 .5255 IN 
-0.0000 IN 
Z~3 HOZL OODXHRP 

430YHRPH=-O)-ALPDAOI3-5.17 LP.A-05 FEL. 71 .PAGE 504.ST3840 130GALh-9J 1" 
LONGIDATUDIN-ALMST DIS8PLACEMEN*Emm SCALE PAFE0.0035 
HRP 0.6510 

CDE FOM ATED 17 ITIO.1X 103 










0 -G 3.3 MC 1.0 BT009 -EL 4160 1 IN­
. REFB 5:2140 S IN
0 Z9 350 AL HAL -- .0jo AP A 0RF 4525 IN
 






-HST '34-0 130CALPHA=- 5) + B-dCALPHA 5) COCALA3) 17 FEB 71 - PAGE 104 













100 8 60 40 20 a - 0 - 40 - 6 - 80 -100 -10 -140 -160 -10 -.20o 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PkSI,FIONX'WFEET
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.3680 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.0f) aErS 5.4400 SQ IN 
5MOCI GAP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFL 1'.1402 IN13 .80 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.0000 RErB 5.P150 IN 
0 ZD.300 HCTL _0.0- XHRP 4.5255 INA- 54.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
GATA MIST. CODE 4VH 
GDHST 304-0 130GCALPHA=t 5) + 89J(ALPHA=- 5). COCAOI3) 17 FEB 71L PAGE 105
 














.010 s 60 40 'a a --20 - 40 Go --So DU-P - -140 -160 -180 -R OD 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED, P5'-117!N,XW,FEEfT
 
S"ZCL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES PCEENCL INFORMATICN 
0 4380 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 so IN 
0 1.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 





S 5..35 YMRP 0 . 000 1 N 
ZMRP 0.6610 IN 
PATA MIST. COC *EVHMM' SCALE 0.0035 
GDHSI 3-14-0 130G(.ALPHA=- 5) + BgJ(ALPHA=- 5) (OCA0I3) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 10G 













10,to 0 so 40 20 0 20 -40 s sa o-90 'JO -120 -140 -56 -1OU -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED -0c" !N. XWFEET
 
SYMBOL OAp z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.300 ALFHAO - 5.S00 ALPHAB 10.000 	 REFS 5.4400 S LIN 
0.000 	 REFL 1.130W IN 
REF6 5.2150 - IN 
XMRP 4.5255 IN 




13.380 MACH - 1.609 BETA 
"SCALE 	 0.005 
OEVHMH

DATA MIST. CCCE 

SDHST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA=- 5) + BRJ(ALPHA=-1OJ (OCAOI4) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 107
 




























Sao s0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -IGo -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENI FROM MAIED POS 1 IONXW.FEET 
SHCCA. GAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 0.D00 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 














ZHRF 0.6510 IN 
DATA HIST. CCCE *VH SCALE 0.005 
GDHST 304-0 1306(ALPHA=- 5) 4 O9JCALPHA=-1Q) (OCA014) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 108 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT K=1.6
 
I_i I Fi _ I 












0 6%] go 20 o 0 0 -200"8D1 " " 40 0 - 60 -LOU -120 -140 - G -180 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS!TIONXWFEET
 
sy ,_C GAP 2 ' PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IMIFOR ATION 















O 93O0 XMRP 4 .5Z55 IH 
3, .380 YHRP 0.OO00 IN 
2MRF 0:6510 10 
CATA MIST. CCCE *EVHMH SCALE 0.00 5 
30H:; 304-0 130G(ALPHA=- 5Y + BgdCALPHA=-i0) COCAOI4) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 109 














60a80 40 20 0 -20 -40 - 60 -00 -p00 -120 -140 a60 -10 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI!CN.XW.FEET
 
SYHCt GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













54.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
OATh just. CCE 4VN SCALE 0.0035 
sJHST 3024-0 130G-ALPHA=- 5) + BSJ(ALPHA=-10) COCAQI4) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 110
 







0 SP 40 20 0 20 40 60 so -100 -120 -140 -160 -i0f 
LONGITUDINAL 'DI.SPLACEMENT FROM r4AUUJ POSIrI1ON[.XW.FEET
 
SYNslt OAF Z PARAMEThrC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A .380 ALP$4AO - 5.000 ALFfIAB - 10.000 	 REFS - 5.4400 SQ IN 
'13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
0 o~voREFB2.30 CRTL 5.2150 IN0 0.00XRn9.0 HRZL 	 4.3255 IN 
A s.300 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.651a IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVMMm 	 SCALE 0.0035 
SDHST Q04-0 1305(ALPHA=- 5) + B9J(ALPHA=-1O) tCAO]4) 17 FEB'71 PAGE I 






o -0100 So__ 60__ 40 2 4 - a s D 10 10__o-80 _2 -







0 AL4HAB - .­ - 2 
REFErENCE1 INFORMATION 
REP1 5.4400 - 0 IN 






0 29. so H ZTL 0.090 XMRP 4.5255 IN 
54.30 YMRP 0.0N0 IN 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
BATA HIST. CCE 14EVHHH SCALE 
0.0035 
SAHST 304-0 I3OGCALPHA=- 5) + B9J(ALPHA=-153 (OCAOI5) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 112 













.06 -	 _"__ 
sr - sj 	 1t 20 4M so - so8 -1t' - - - -ooV a4 0 	 21LONGITUDINAL 01ISPLACEMENT FRDM.MA)ED PfiSIT!ON, XWFEET 
SYMEI.€, GAF Z PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 AEFiRENCE,INFORMATION
 
0 4.380 ALFNAO- 5.000 ALPHAB - 15.000 	 a 5.4400 59 IN 
13.580 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.130 IN
 
REFS 5.2150 IN
29.580 H T. 0.050 	 XMRF 4.5255 IN 




ATA HIST. CCGE N4EVHHH 	 SCALE 0.005
 
GDHST 304-0 I30GCALPHA=- 5) + B9J(ALPHA=-15) COCAQI5) 17 FEB 71- PAGE 113
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 











00 so G 40 zo 0 --20 40 so -- IT _-160 -190O -140 -160 -lea -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT F:ROM M^rEo POSITION,M@FEET
 
sy.00L GAP Z PARAMET91C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c .300 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 15,00 RceS 5 4400 Sa IN 
13.300 HACH 1.6D01 DETA 01000 REFL 1 1302 IN 







51.38tI YHRP 0.11900 IN 
ZMRP 0,6510 IN 
DATA HIST. COD H*EVHMM SCALE 0.0035 
CDHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=- 5) + B9JCALPHA=-15) COCA0153 17 FEB 71 PAGE 114
 





1.4 Q0loo flat 1-.20 a r ' ,----l 60 80 -rTl -140-r i, - -160 -rr-- a -cr
 1
 











- . SC LE 0. 
4.S]3840 AL3HO - 5.0P AL$AS - tsgJoALPA - I ' E ROCOSFS PAGE0 SQ1I
 
LFA 5)aO -5 .5 F PAG
-OHI34 -0 13GALH= ALH B -OA059JAPA E 7140 115
 















,010 so G 40 go a --go - 40 -60 so Loa00 - -140 -160 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRON mATED POSITION. XW, FEET 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




9 3 0 
MACH 
H OZ TL 
1.600 
0 .00 
BETA 0.000 RVFL 
REFSX NRp 
1,1302, 
5,21504 ,5 55 
IN 
INI  
S 54,380 YNRP 0 .DODO IN 
ZNRP a .6510 IN 
BATA MIST. =E M*EVMHm SCALE 0.0035 
C-DHST '304-0 130GIALPHA=- 5) + 99JCALPHA=-1S) (OCAOIS) 17 FEB 71 PAGE I11. 













10 60 4a 0 0 -20-40 -o- t±z2 -160 -Z00 50 	 -U -140 -180 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT i-ROM MATEO POSITION.XW.,FEET
 
5YMSHt OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE IHFOQIATION 
4.580 ALFHAO 10.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 -	 *L .5.4400 SQ IN 
1.500 	 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
-REFB 5.2150 IN 
13.380 MACH ETA 
Z.385 IC-ZTL 0.000 
XHRF 4.5255 IN54.380
34.380 	 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 . IN 
SCALE 0.005 
DATA NEST. CODE OEVHMH 
SDHST 304-0 130GCALPHA=-i0) + 9JCALPHA=-10) COCAOI6) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 117 






















1.00 80 80 40 20 0 -20 -40 - 60 -80 00 -20 -14a -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSfTON.XW.FEET
 
syp c GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 RKFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
0 13.330 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFLREFS 1.13025.2150 ININ 
0 29.380 NCAZTL 0.050 XHRp 4.5255 IN 
a 54.380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.6510 IN 
CATA MIST. CCCE *EVHNI SCALE 
0.0035 
CDHST 304-0 130G ALPHA=-10) + B9JCALPHA=-10) (OCAOIB) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 118 









-So'0 B.,6 40 20 a -,e0- 40 . 61) a a -ADO -120. -140 -ISO -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT ROM MATE'n'-P0 1IO(NXWFEET
 
syHz OAP z FARAmHrRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFQRMATION 
S 4.380 ALFHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS 10.000D REFS 5.4400 so IN 
1 3,380 MACH 1.600 BETA O.O0a REFL 1,1309 111 
Z930 HEZI 000R rB 3:2150 IN
 0 9,8 ,O 4 535T -XHRP . IN 
A 5,.60 ymRP a ODDO INZRF .0.6510 .IN
 
SCALE . 0035
DATA HIS.T. CC #EVHH 

GDHST -104-0 I'30GCALPHA=-10) + BgJ(ALPHA=-1O) COCAO1G) 17 FEB 71 PAGE '119 
I 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 















Uo~o-____ ___ ___ 
G 40 ou a - 20 4a So so-80 -O -120 -140 -16D -180 -20009 00 Go 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSFT;0N,XW,FEET
 
5"EOL 6AF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFFRENCE7 INFORMATION 
4.300 ALPHAO - 10ova ALPHAS - 10.000 IEFS 5.4400 SO IN 
3.359 14ACH 1:690 SETA 0.000 REFL 1°1302 IN 







54.3$0 YMRP 0,o000o IN 
ZMRPSCALE 0:65100 .0035 1H 
DATA MIST. COD *EVMMM 
3DHST 3C4-0 130G(ALPHA=-10) + 89J(ALPHA=-10) COCAOI6) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 120 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBiTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELIA--WING BOOSTER AT M=I.6
 










so 60 "40 20 0 - 0 4D -to - 800 -10T -12a -140 -160 -180 -2COlog 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT ROM MATED POS II ONXWIFEET
 
Sy "9GL{ GAP Z. PARAMETRIC VALUE S " 	 R FEENC !NFOR ATION.E
5.4400 so, IN 
< .08 4.3:0 ALPHAO 10.000 APHAS - 10.000 





0 2 .3 90 H CZ TL 0 .000 	 X RP 4 .5 5 5 IN 
YHRP 0 .ova IN 
Z.R0 06510 IN 
SCALE 0 ;0035 
5 .380 

DATA MIST. COD *EVMHM 

3GCALPHA=-10-)OjH"30- + BgJCALPHA=-IO) (OCA01G) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 121
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBIfER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.6
 











1.0 s0 60 40 20 0 _20 -40 - -80so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGLTUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAtED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYMBVt GA Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




13.38 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 

o Z9.3a0 HCAZTL 0.000 XNRP 4.5255 IN 
54.340 YNRP 0.00 0 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 IN
 
BATA MIST. COCE Evmm SCALE 0.0035
 
SCHST 304-0 I3DGCALPHA=-I0) + 9J(ALPHA=-15) COCAO17) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 122
 


















1C5 . HC 
95 H ZL 















.EFL 1:32 I 
C;H 3GAPA 0 gCLH=I] [CO7 7FB7 AE 2 
Li 3 4­
5.80 0 - a -G '- 0 - 0 ,lg Yma-14 .1uO000 -8 IN -
S MDATA MIST CODRAETRICVAHUH SCAL E OC FORHT3 O 
SHT34 -0 130G(ALPH0 FA=0 -9[LHA -5 COCA01" 17 FEB' i4 PAG 123 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.G
 











LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PDSITTON,XW,FEET
 
SyMaC' OAF z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR,:ATION 
.. 30o0 ALPHAQ - 30.000 ALPHAS - 15,000 R, 5 4400 so in 
1 3.38'a ACH 1o601, BETA 0.000 REFL 
ReFB 
1:1302 
5 . 150 
IN 
IN 
Z 9.38, MORZIL 0.000 XMRF 4 °5255 1, 





DATA MIST. CCCE #EVMHH 
GD,,S 304-0 130GLALPHA=-10) + B9J(ALPHA=-15) COCAOI17 17 FEB 71 PAGE 124 




00 so BI 40 So D • - "- 40 "60 80 -in -190 -140 -iba -160 -900 
LONGITUdINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSIT N;XW,FEET
 
S MEOL GA'PZ PA .AMETRIC VALUES - REFETZENCE INFORMAT1ON 
C 4390 ALOHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS_ - 15.000 PEF$, 544J00 SQ IN 
REFL .1:1502 IN 
0 930 HFZL 
0 3:380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 
5 .250 IN,
000REPS
0 OPOXMRF2.3 HZT 4.5265 IN
 




DATA MIST.-*COD IEVM 
SO5HST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=-]O) + B9J(ALPHA=-15) COCAOI7) 17 FEB 71 pAG '125 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 













< .08 ___ 





00 00s 0 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 6 - 80 -:ao -120 -140 -teC -180 -z00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SyHBCtL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 4.380 ALFHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 11.000 cFS 5.4400 s3 IN 






o 29.300 HORZTL 0.000 XMRP 4.5255 IN 






DATA MIST. CCCE OEVHMS 
SCALE 0.,0035 
£3CHST 304-0 I300(ALPHA-I0) f B9J(ALPHA=-15) (OCAQI7) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 126 













10o 00 60 4 20 0 -2 - 40 60 - 80, -100 -12a -140 -1S -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSviu0N;XWFEET
 
SYNDOt GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
n 4.0 ALFnAQ 0000 ALPHAS 0.000 kero 10.7320 SQ IN 
O 13.380 MACH 1:400 BETA 0o00 REFL 48742 IN 
REFO 4.9798 INo 29.380 ZLVATR S.000 RUDDER 0.000 

"XRP 4.9788 IN





DATA MIST. CODE .rVMHm 

JDHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + BgJ(ALPHA= 0) (0CA027) 17 FEB 71- PAGE .127
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.1
 






h'- .24 _ _ _ 
z 












0 0 0 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -0 o -10 -120 -140 -160 -±80 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT!ON.XW.FEET
 
sYN.a oAFG FARAMETR[C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALFHAS 0.000 RLF$ 10.7320 so IN 













ZMRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVMMM SCALE 0.EVH5 
5-HST 304-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + BSJCALPHA= 0) (0CA027) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 128 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS-IN PRESENCE.OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.
 
1 flrr 1r.iJ






S - 0.0 00__ so So 4 
-GO 1$ ' 2 
REP 4 04AT 

-.- 0 20 4 so 8 -;U -20, -140 --
LONGITfUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO P-OSJ~tlN.XW.FEET'
 
S '_C GAP 2 PARAPETRZC VALUES REFERE£NCE INFORMA71ON 
4.00 0.000
r oB APHAO ALPHAS O.Uva .4FS 10'7320 "Sa, IN 
0 13 . sa HACH 1o10D 8CTA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 
S Z9.389 I 0ODDP RUDDER 0.009 XHRF 4.98 1 
5 o80YHRP 010000 INZRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA H-ST. C0. *Evff* SCALE 0.0035 
4.HST 134BALPHA= LCA027)+ .0.0 17 FEB 71 PAGE 129
304-0 LFJ$ALPHA= 0) 
OCT B9yd IL 85J Ll (LZOV3O) CO =VHd2V)P68 (0 WVHdV)StEt 0-tOE j3H35-
HHWA2* 2*0D -±SIN yiv52CO*0 31v3s 
N1 0000*0 dvNA 0S' 
NI g9946f dvNX D 0 Vi~aof 0100 flIYA13 vGOCEZ 0. 
NI $6L6' oily 
V139 aorz1 09V9o-CI 0000.0
NI ZPLO'z li3UN S OUCV0! SA29 COOd gYndlY 00010 oWr~iV nor., c 
NOX1VWFAOSNI tN3.33 SSIYTVA :JYh1WVIY Z 4tO i.SHAi 
lB3Jr/XeN;isld0 (3iIVW W0&J iNBWBJV~dSfIO lVNioflhIONw
 




I*I= IV831S00JO3JNS38dNI 3 0 1M 9IA-II3
NIAVII3 OUS13IM 








" .. L 
.0,0 o so 40 20- 0 20o 40 I0 Ios -loci I120 -140 -16. -180 -900 
LONGITUDINAL 0ISPLACEMENTFROM MATED POSI Ti-.WFE 
SYPEOL OAP Z FARAHETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 10.7520 $ IN
 
REFL 2.8742 IN
13.380 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 
A .9798 IN
0 009930 ELAAUDR .0.REF80 O,, RUDER A:9788
O AT .0D-XMRF IN 
A 39380 YHReP 0 .0000 IN 
ZHIRP 0.4550 Ili 
SCALE 0.,0035
DATA HIST_ C E 4EVHHA 

30AS T 304-0 ]34B(ALPHA: 0) + 89JCALPHA= 0) COCA027) 17 FEB 71 PACE 131 














a 8 60 40 20 0 -20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -±00 -00 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
Sr.BOL GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





















51.380 YMRP 0.0000 1N 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EVHHM 
SCALE 00035 
GDHST 304-0 1346(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=- 5) COCA028) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 132 












a 60 40 0 a go 4 0' 6S - ,8E !06 20 -14 U -160 -
80 -2 00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0SITION.XW;FEET
 
s y CO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.360 . AL FHAO A LPHA S 0 gr 3 a. 0 0 - F l 7D. SQ IN -
REFL 2:s74? INS.300 A cH 1.100 SCTA 0.000 4.9798 IN
 0 00935 E RUD R 000REFS9 VAR 
 4 9788 IN
0.00 ELAIR D
29.80 U OR 0XRF 





SCALE 0 .035CATA HrST. -OE *rVMR. 

=
 FE13 71tDHS T 304-0 1346(ALPHA 0-] + 9J(ALPHA=- 5) {0CA028) V1" PAGE 133 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.]
 










...~~ ~.. .=.i . 1 . .i l , J : i I 
go° 80 60 40 0 0 - 20 --40 Go -' 8 as -120 -140" -160 soB -900 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT!ONXWFEET
 
5YMEOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 .3 8 0 A L-O . 0 0 0 A L P H A S - 5. 0 0 0 	 R t 5 1 .7 25 SQ I N 




13.38B MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 

2930REFS
293 CLVATR 0.000 RUBBER 0.000 	 XmRP 4 9788 IN
 




SCALE 	 0.0035BATA MIST. CrXE *EVMMM 
- ,:HST 304-0 134BCALPHA= 0) B9J(ALPHA=- 5) COCA028) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 134 














LONGITUDINAL D ISPLACEMENT FROM MATED Ft S











n  S 10 7320 
 sQ IN

















 0 035 -
GDHST304-0 134B(ALPHA= 
 ) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) 
 (OCA028) 

.17 FEB 71 PAGE 135
 







0- j. -, 0 40 60,- - 20-, - - 1-- -i n =6 - rr j-r-- 00 
00 
.02 
- 44.99 I 
U! .10.. aS 
_ .____2 
S01, 
DATA HIST. CCDE *EVHMA 
'304-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) t B9J(ALPHA=- 5) {0CA028) 
XMRP 
SCALE 














LONGITUDINAL 'O-S. AC MN./FO MATED PLSITION,XWFE 
Sym3C GAP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFP.REN4cE INFORATI 
.390 ALPHAO 0.00D ALPHAS .10.000 REFS 1o.73ZO S4\IN 
RCFL 2.874C IN
 






DATA HIST* CODE 46VKH
 
S 4HS 134BALPHA= G) B.JSALPHA=-00) CEA029) 1- FED 71 PAGE - 137304-0 

__ __ 
















.00 00 60 40 20 0 20 -40. -60 -s0 ±00 -120. -±40 -16(1 -180 ,-200
 
L'YGIrUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITi!ON.XW;FEET
 
SYXOC GAP Z PARAETR C VALUES 	 REFERENCF INFORNATI CN 
Z 4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAS - 10,000 	 .EFS 10.7320 SO IN 
a 13.380 MACH 1.100 CETA 0.000 	 REFL 42,87429 9 IN
REPO 










VATA HIST. CODE *EVHMN 
GCHST 304-0 1348(ALPHt,= 0) + BgJCALPHA= -O) COCA029J 17 FEB, 71 PAGE 138
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCEOF DELTA-WING&EOSTER .AT NzIl1
..
 







Wa so w 0 2 0 L4 0 s 10 -,0 -4 10 - -o 
NW E
LONGITUDINALBISPLACEMENT FROM MA TED#S 

INFORMATION






YHRF 0:0000 IN 
ZMRP a .4550 IN 





SCHST 3 n4- 0 134B(ALPHA=" O) + B9J(ALPHA=-1O) (,0CA0291 17 FES"71" -PAPE 1-39 

















so0 'a 2 'a4 - 20 - -, 60 -,Sri _100, l120. -140 -160 -1 200 
LONGITUDINAL OI-SPLACEMENI FRrP'f MATED P0SVION,XWFEET
 
sYrSCIL GAP Z PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.30 ,AIHAO 0.000 ALPHAS' - 10.0004 REFS 10.7320 s­o 3.380 ACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 -T 
29.380 £LVATR 0.900 RUDDER 0.060 RERP 4.9788 IN
 





DATA MZST. CODE OEVMHH 

SDHST 304-0 1,34BALPHA= Q) + BSJCALPHA=-10) (0CA029) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 140­
















*tO , ,.! 
XX 
so 6 40 20 0 -. 20 -AD -60 -IN -In0 -120 -t40 -160 -±80 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITGN;XW,FEET
 
SyY.B, GAP Z PARAETRIC VALUES PFERENCE INFORMATION 
.300 AtFHAO 0.00c ALPHAB 10.000 - REFS , 1T1E7320 SN 
13.380 HACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL. 2:8742 IN 
29 300 ELVAIR, 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFS 4.9798 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0. 50 IN 
DATA HIS . CCCE *EVNMM SCALE 0.0035 
GfHST 3C4-0 134BCALPHA= 0) t B9J(ALPHA=-10) (OCA029"] 17 FEB 71 PAGE 141 










w -0.20__ ___ 
-I 0.4 __ 
-0.6. 
,I03 80' 0 40 20 . 0 20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -129 -140 -160 -180 -. 200 
LONGITUOINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED0 POS-ITPO0N.XW.FEET 
SYBL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c C.3aO ALPH4A' 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 10.7520 Sa IN 
0l 13.380 MACHl 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFI. Z,8742 IN
 
0 29.380; CL VA IS -0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
 REFS 4.979$ IN XNRp 4- 788 IN 
51 0YHR P 3.0000 LM
-ZHRP D .4650 in 
SCALE 0.0935DATA MIST. COCE *EflM 
.2CHST 304-0' 134(ALPHA 0) t BSJCALPHz 0) COCA Gi) 17 FEB 71 PAGE, 14?
 


















00 8 60 40 20 , - 20 -40 - 6 - st -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20C 
LONGITUDINAL D-ISPLACEMENT FROM.'MATEO POSIT1ON.XW';FEET
 
srnOe GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE. INFORMATION 
c 4.360 ALPHAO O.0 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS I0,7320" SQ rN 
f i3.3s0 MACH 1.600 $ETA ".0oo REM 2.6742 INREB 4,9798' tN 
R 4.9& 'N





OATA MIS . CCCE *EVHH 
dDHST 404-0. 134B(ALPHA= 0) + BgJ,CALPHA= 0) COCA031" 17 FEB 71 PAGE'. 143 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF'DELTA-WINGBBOOSTER AT M=1.6
 








LONGITUO'INAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POStI:1N XW,FEETI
 
syms GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORMATION 
rEFS 10.7320 . Sa IN 
4 380 ALFHAO 0.0136 ALFHAS 0.000 3.8D"150 ~ 8t A OQ REFL a. a4a, IN 
* .033o MCEA 000REFS :9799 IN
 




CATA MISS , E ' EVMM 
-DHSJ 3 4-0 1348(ALPHA= 0) + BgJ(ALPHA= 0) (OCA0ai1) 17 'FEB 71 PAG 14 












-',G 's 00 .40 go 0 20 AD 60 - 80 -,n -120 -140 -160 -1-0 -a00 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATES PDSIVF&ON;XW,F.EET
 
5Y1D OAR Z PARA1ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 10.7320 So IN 
n 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA o.Odo REFL REFt 2.STfZ4.9798 IN IN 
Q 29.400 .ELVAI 0.000 NUCDS. 0.000 XNRP 4.9788 IN 
51.380 YNRP 0.0009 IN 
ZNRPSCALE 0.4550 *0.005 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE 4VVHHS 
3DHSF204-0 134BALPHA= Q) + B9J(ALPHA= 0] (OCA031) 17-FEB 71 - PAGE 145. 
____ 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WINS BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 









< .0-4 -8 -1 ____
 
o f . . . . . I . . . .. . . . . .... .. . . . . . . 
.02
 
00 00 0 40 a 20 .40 -80-0 -x00 -12FO -140 -160 -180a -2 00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSJTION.XWFEET
 
SYMC4 GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES PEFERENCE INrORNATION 
'.300 ALPHAO 0.000 ALF$AB 0.000 REFS 10 s7320 SQ IN 
f 3l1.3 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL d.8749 IN4EB INt
.9799XMRF 4.9789 IN0 29.500 ELVATR 0.010 RUDDER 0.000 
a S.380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.4550 IN 
SCALE 0.O035CATA MIST. CODE EVIMM 
-DHSt 394-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + BSJ(ALPHA= 0) COCA031) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 146
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF OETA-WING BOOSTER AT tt1.6
 
*. J -tr, , ii-,-- - ,l--- ri-r - 1 rr*1 -,-r -v--T- -,- rr ,-r --- T ,,-rr -rll-,,, K..2 
D.8~
 




&i 1. 55- mp a U I 
- ? Io 0 Go 'AD 2 0 0 0 4 0 s o - s0ro - 1 0O, - 1 2 0 - 1 4 0 - 60 - 1 8 0 - 20 0LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED Pf!SLI,'IN.XWFEET .
 
ST S - GAF- Z, PARAMETRrC VALUES rfEFFRFNCC "FCRNATICN 
Z; .. Js ALpNAO 0.000 ALPHAS - . 000 "REFS 10.7320 sa IN 
c: 13.38S MACH 1.600 BETA 0.1100 REFL " 2.874Z IN 
REFS 4.STS6 IN0 Z01380 ELVATA 0.000 RUll- ER 0.000 XmRp 4.9T88 IN• 
ZMRP, 0:4550 INA L
 
DAA HIST. CODE - 4VHHM 'SC E U.0035 
C-0HS1 304-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + B9J(ALPHA=- 5) (0CA032) 17 FEe 71 PAGE 147
 














.18P 4.968 in 
.04 
.02I 
so 60 40 20 a - 20 -40 -60 so8 -- Us -120 -140 -150 -lea -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PO5I! NNXW,FEET 
51 50,L GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
.381113.380 ALPMACMACH 0.0001.600 ALPHASBETA - 5.000U.000 REFSReFL 10.73202.8742 SQIN IN 
0 29.380 CLVAT 0.090 RUDDER 0.000 XRF 4.9708 IN 
51.300 YHRP 0.,000 IN 
ZMRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CCC 4EVHM SAE .0 
JWS1 '314-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + B9JCALPHA=- 5) [0CA032) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 148 








100 so 6 40 20 a - o 40 - 60 -80 -X0 -120 -140 -16r -1d8. -200 
LONGI'TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POS TUON;XWFEET
 
SyIPSQ GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES EFVERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 4.300 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 ,EFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
REFL 2.8742 INC 13.38, MACH - 1.600 SETA 0.000 
0 29.300 9LVATR 0.000 RUDDER oD.Uoo REFS 4.9798 IN XMRF 4.9708 IN 
A 5s.380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.4560 IN 
SCALE .0035 
DATA MIST. CODE *Evm 
SCHSI 204-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) - B9JCALPHA=- 5) COCA032) 1'7' FEB 71 PAGE 149 














- n soG00 	 2 0 -0 6 u -v 10 -4 - -e -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PZSI 'IoN.XW,FEET
 
SYXCSL GAP z FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 rrrERENCE INFQRNATION
 
4.580 ALFHAO 0.000 ALFHAB - 5.000 	 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN
 
15.300 NACH 1.s00 BETA 0.000 	 REFt. 2.8742 IN 
REFS 4.9798 iN
 
29.180 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER a.000 	 XHRP 4.9788 
 IN
 
A 54.389 	 YHRF 0.1000 IN 
ZHRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE v 	 SCALE 0.0035
 
SDt-iST 'J4-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + B39J(ALPHA=- 5)' (0CA032) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 150
 











0L s o 0 4 0 g o 0 2 0 4 0 - -- s o ; - 1 2 .9 - 140 - 1 6 0 - 1 8 0 - 2 0 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED PdSIl'dlN,XW,FEET
 
STM91DL -GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALVES - REFERENC iNFORHlATION 
4.300 ALPMAO 0.000 ALFMAG 5.000 REPS 10.7320 SG IN 




54.305 " YMRP" 0. 000 IN
 
ZMRP 0 ,4550 IN
 
DATA MIST. Cc{ *gVHHmM ,0
 
.:uHSF 2,04-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) BSJCALPHA=-,5).. COCA032Y 17 FEB 71 PG 5 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.6
 






. . . . . . . . . ...&4... . . . .... LJ .L. j . . . . . ...cj.. 4.. . . . . . 
00 so 6 40 20 0 -20 - 40 - 60 - 0 10 -12 -140 150 -18a -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO PCS11i5N,XWFEET
 


















0 29.380 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.009 REFS XHRF 
4.9798 
A.9788 IN IN 
54.380 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA HIST. CCCE 4EVHHI' SCALE 0.0035 
W,_HST 33-0 134BCALPHA= 0) 4 89J(ALPH=-1O) (OCA033) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 152 
DELTA-WING RBITER CHARACTERISTICSINPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER Al M=I.6
 
.36 rr-,-i -,--r -,w-r 1-r- r,- -,-t- -'w--r 'r-. r-r- -,-r-, 	 -i i-,-- r-nr .it 
.34
 
.30 __1... 	 . 
.28 
o 	 .26" ___" 
F--	 .24 ­
z 









100 60 60 40 20 - 20, - 40 - 60 -s 0 -00 -1201 -140 -16a -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIf ON.XWFEET
 
svss, GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REVERENCE INFORMATION 
- .300 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHiAS - -10.000 	 REFS 10.7320 $a IN 
o 1.3 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.006 	 REFL 2.0742 IN 
, 	 REFS 4:9798 Z
 
20.36 ELVAIR 0.000 RUBBER o.Do 	 XRPF 4X90 ZN 
54.30 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550, IN 
CArA 	 IST. C4LC *EVHN SCALE .0.003 
GDHST 204-0, 1242(ALPHA= 0) + BSJCALPHA=-10) COCAO3SJ 17 FEB 71 PAGE 153
 
___ 















00 o 60 40 o a 2 -40 60 0o -jOG -120 -140 -600 -10 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSLiION,XW.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAF z PARAMETRIC VALUES RqFSRCNCE INFORMATION 
















51.380 YURP 0..I'D IN 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. C3BH Evmmm +A 0.071A 
5-CHST 3C4-0 I34BfALPHA= 0) + 89J(ALPHA=-103 COCAO33) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 154 
DELTA-WING ORBI-TER CHARACTERISTICS IN.PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER-AT M=1.6
 
1 	 ,-,-







so 	 -180IG o 60 40 go a66 20 -40 -60 80 -£ -teo -140 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO] POSIFION7.XWFEET 
SYM-C GAF z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 Flr_'RENCE INFORMATION 
41.3006 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 	 -REFS 10.7320 $a, IN 
13.380 	 MACH 1.660 BETA 0.o00 REFL 2.8742 IN 
REFB 4:9798 IN S 29.380 ELVATA 0.09V RU FR 9.000 	 XHRF 4.9788 IN, 
54.389 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CIX *EVMM $M ,0 
GDHST :301-0 134B(ALPHA= O) + B9J(ALPHA=-1O). COCA033) 17.FEB 71" PAGE- 155 







.0 D 80 ' 60 ' 40 z u a BIT - a 60, 8so 1 0 D - lva -140 -16 0 --I a o -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPL'ACEMENT FROM MATED PCSIi.*N. XWFEET
 
ST8ZO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 'RFF RENCE INFORMATION 
c; .38c; ALPMA0 
Z 
0.001) ALPHAB, 













29.380 ELVATE 01.000 RUDDER D.000 rXMRP 4.98 IN 
A 5.o3ao YHRP 0:'o o IN 
"ZMRP a .4550 IN 





3HST 304-0 134BCALPHA 0) + 89J.1 ALPHA=-]O 17 FEB 7 1' PAG 5G 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN.












80 60 40 20 "0 -20 -40 -60 - 0 -10 -- o -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO P0i1ION.XW.FEET
 
SYHec GAP Z FARAXETRIC VALUES . 2FrR:NC' INFORHIATION 




















5:.3S0 YHRE 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF a.4550 IN 
0AfA HSLT. CCOC 4EVHHN SCALE 0.0035 
- GDHST 324-0 1348(ALPHA= 00) + B9JCALPHA=-15) (OCA034) 1'7 FEB 71 PAGE 157 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTER'ISTICS INPRESENCE-OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT-M=.6
 
*34 .34 ______ 
1A 













.010 so Go -4 20 a 0 4I0 a 1 0 1 0 -4 1V - ,0 
C3 .3 C .0 E6 000RF "0 72 I 
L4-4...t-± L5-.4 fl.±.RUD4ERI L4A 44.4. I 78 
5 80 6Y4 2 0 -4 -6 0 -0 -2 14F a 0000 - in 2 
LRF4 04550 IN
 
DATA BIST CZE AEv Smm SCALE 0.035
 
,OHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA= 00- BgJ(ALPHA=-I5) (-CA034 17 FEB 71 PAGE 158
 








S -498 I 
c4 0 . 8 ALF14AO d.0 AfA 5.0 RF 0 30 Q 
S 339 HC .9 .999RF ,7 I 
z EB d,7 . I
 
t 939 VT .9 UgR 999.XR .78 I
 












4.5T0I0 ALP4AO dALPH ALPF00B - 15.0 HA-00COA043 1 F E 70.PAGEFS SQ-AL 'B 9JAPA S PAGE-15
50HT S1- 48(LPHA 0 0, ) -OA -5 4 1799 F E 71.










-1 -0 0 s 60 40 20 D 0 -40 60 - 80 -1 - -40 -6 -80 - 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PCSTT:ON,XW,FEET
 
5y B. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES RF CRENCE INFORMIATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 15.000 REFS 10.7320 SO IN 
3.305 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.874Z IN 








ZNR0 0:0000 0.4550 IN IN 
DATA MIST. CC,0 *EVHHR SCALE 0.0035 
CHST :5 1-C 1349(ALPHA= 00) + 89d(ALPHA=-151 (OCA034) 17'FEG 71 PAGE 1 CI 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCEIF fELTA'WING-BOOSTER"hT M=1.6













Do4 . . .
 
Ic ' 60 40 20 go2 - Air - 613 - so80 -0 -190 -140 -260 -180 -20 
LONG.ITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0SIT0NXWFEET
 
sySl GAP z PARAME TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
c .300 ALPHAS 01000 ALPHAS 15.00 REFS 10.7320 so IN
 
23.380 MACH 1,C00 BETA 0.000 REFL 2 8742 IN
 
REFS " 4,979: IN
Z9.3809 EVATR 011109 RUDDER 
 0.000 XHRP 4978 • IN
 
54.300 





DATA HIST. COD *rvmm SCALE 0-.0035
 
DHST 3.14--0 134B(ALPHA= b0, + B9J(ALPHA=-15) COCA034) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 161 
0.8 
0.4 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 






co so Go If g 0 - D -40 -60 so8 -Ica -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED P0Si I0NXW,FEET
 
syta4c CAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORMfATION 
4.300 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
13.38.0 MACH 1.600 13ETA 0.000 REFL a $742 IN 







5..300 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CCC *EVMHM SCALE U.VU35 
SjDHST 334-0 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) C0CA035) 17 FEB 71 PAGE' .162
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS-IN PRESENCE OF DELIA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1. , 








LL o .1 	 .___ ___i_ ___i_ 
.04 
10 60 40. 20 0 - 20 - 40 -_60 80 -100 -- ±20 -140 -160 - -180 -20W 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM-MATEO POST IkONIXW.FEET
 
SYRZt OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C.3$Q ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.00 -RFS 10.7320 Q IN 
O 3.380 MACH 1.600 BETA- 0.000 	 REFL 2.8742 IN 
REFS 4.9798 INO 20.380 ELVA7R 0.00 RU0R 0.000 	 XNRF 4.9760 IN 
" .300 	 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 
SCALE 0.0035DATA M7ST. COE *EVNIMm 
GDHAST 304-0 1342(ALPHA=+ 5).+ BSJ(ALPHA=+ 5) f0CA035) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 163
 







- 6 0 -1 41 -2*E 00
-10 -1- - tli 
- 40 - 60
D 20 a ­o5 Go 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PSI.1iNXWFEET
 ..
 S 1 0.7320 AT I O N 
S Y . 3 0 L G A PZ PHAO 5 .000 ALPHA 
R FR F E R EC E 1 4FOR S IN 
PA RAME TR I C V A L UES 5 .000 z. 3 o. AL 
R FL .8742 IN 
0 1 3 0 ACH .G 90 aTA .000 IN 
4 979: 
REFS-




0.4 550 IN 
AA IS. SCALE 0.0035£VHHZMRP 
= + PAGE' 164
SDHST 324,-0 34B(ALPHA 5 + B9J(APHA=+ 5) [0CA035) i7 FEB 71 
______ 
______ 















-1 8 60 40 20 0 -20 -4 -60 - 8a -00 -1 0 t140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSiTIONXW4EEET'
 
srASO GAP Z *PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 



















54.359 YXRF a.0U00 IN 
ZXRF . 0.4550 IN 
DATA HSlr. CO0g 4EV4M SCALE 0.0035 
SDHS 1314-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5) + B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) (0CA035) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 165 
















a80 .60 40 20 0 -'20 -40 -60 -80 *100 -120 -- 140 -160 -I80- -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI N.XW.FEET
 
SrroL. OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAB 5.000 REFS I0.7320 sQ IN 
13.380 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFLREFS 2.87424.9798 ININ 
29.380 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 mRF 4.9788 IN. 
54.380 YURF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. COCE *EVMI4 SCALE 0.0035 
SDHSI 324-0 I34BCALPHA=+ 5) + BSJCALPHA=+-5).. COCA035) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 166 











09.8 a_ _ 	 REF 4179 I 
I'­




4 2 0-J-.J..46--2 4LA 4 -A- A -4. i- - -4--A- -4-LJ -6S-.4-4 -4-4-A 
- LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED FOSj.TION1XW,FEET-

SYNB t OAP 2 FARAMETRIC VALUES" 	 PEFERENCE INrORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAC) 5.000 ALPHAB 0.000 	 REFS 1t7320 SQ IN 
D 	 3.300 $ACH 1.600 -BETA 0*000 REFt- 2.8742 IN
 
,E " 4,9798 IN

0 9.380 I-tLVXp 0000G WUCER LLOO XNPP 4.0780 IN
 




CAA rs. ov on~sSCALE 	 0.0035 
S3QHST 304-0 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA= 0-) C0CA036) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 1S7 
























.010 s Go 
 40 go 












DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POc'I,-ON,XW,FEET










Z930 EgSLVATR . 0.000

" RUDDER " 0.000 RE L 2 .8742 IN 
HRPO







DAA IS. OP *VMMSCALE 0.13035ZDHS! 3c4 -0 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA= 0) COCA036) 
 17 FEB 71 PAGE 168
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS-IN PRESENCElOF DELTAWING BOOSTER AI-M=l..
 






so Go AD go a0 - 20 -40 -60 0 0 -230 -120 -140 -16D "--se -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED ROFIjI'ON.XW,FEET
 
sylPa GAP Z PARiMETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.3e9 ALPHAO 5.000 ALFHAD 0.000 REFS 10.7320 sa IN 
c 13.8," MACH 1.600 SETA 0.000 REFL 2 8742- IN 
REFS 4.979: IN 
0 29.360 ELVATR" 0.000 RUDDER 0.00D XHRP 4 .097 IN 





DATA MIST; COC *cVMMA 
' 0HST '_C4-0 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) + BBJ(ALPHA= 0). fOCA036) 1-7 FEB 71 PAGE 169 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6­




LdU 0.4 ___ 
Li 
.00 so S 40 EDZ 0 20 --40 --60 80 -190 -120 -140 -160 -160 -2'00 
LONGITUDINAL.DISPLACEMENT FROM fHATED POjSli0NO,XW,FEET
 



























"5..380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0,4550 IN 
DATA MIST. COD *Evmm SCALE 0.0035 
C4T 304-0 1'348CALPHA=+ 5-) + 8gJ(ALPHA: 0) (OCA036) 17 FEB-71] PAGE i70 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.G .
 










.0898" - RCF 
°cZ
 
.06 .906 I 
sol at 0 40 zo a 20 -40 -a60 o-u -IlUD -Izl -140 -160 -180 -200 
S .130 OAF z PARAMETRIC VALUES 9RERNC "NFORMATION 
0 4.380 ALPHAO 5.Dou ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 10.7320 so IN 
c 3.360 MACH 1.600 SETA - 0.000 REFL .- 8142 IN 
RF 4.9798 IN
0 29.380 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
$4,380 YHRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZMRP 0 4550 is
 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. OD " *EVMM 
CDHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA=+ 5) + 69J(ALPHA= 0) ,CXA036) 17 FEB 71. PAGE, 1-71 







-0.6 ~ t t- 1 g it * ____ 	 ____ __l__irl l l t 
100 s 60 40 20 0 	 20 -40 -60 -8 -Da0 -J120 140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DI.SPLACEMENT FROM MATEG'POSI,IiON.XW.FEET
 
SYIMBOL OAF Z . PARAMETRIC VALUES . PEFERENC INFORHATION 
Z 4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 10.7320 S3 IN 
r 13.300 rIAC"4 A.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8740 IN 
REFS 4.9798 IN0 	 29.380 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XMRP 4.9780 IN" 
5..380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550. IN 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE NOEVHHH 
GOHST 304-0 134BCALPHA=-' 5) + BSJCALPHA=- 53 COCA037) - 17 FEB 71 PAGE 172 








[-- .24 141LL 
LdI 
t) .224-­kL ­







. --- . . ... 
U.a 
"LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEDPOS!TiON,XW,FEET
 
$yMBOC{ GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES iEVERENCP INFORMATION 
- 4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAE 5.000 REFS 10.732 SO.IN 
C3 3.385 MACH 1.600 BETA ooon REFL a 8749 IN 
RF- 4.9780 IN
 
S 54.300 YMRF 0.0000 IN
 





GDHST 304-0 1348(ALPHA= 5) + B9J(ALPHA=- 5) COCA037) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 173•
 
PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER ATIMI.,'
DELTA-WING ORBI-TER CHARACTERISTICS IN-

1.0 -ri-f ,. ~ r- r r--... r,-r - -... ,jn. . . . ., 





Do 0 $0. 40" 90' 0 9!05 40 - 0 so50 .. o -120 -140 .-160 -180 -zoo 
LONGI]TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEC POSIT:f'NXW,-FEET
 
symax GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* .380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 	 REFS 10 7320 SG X14 
Z~30 	" EH "16D BEA . 000REFL 2:8742 IN
 
3.8,STMC .00 .0 FF 4 9798 IN
 
* 	 Z9.380 ELVATR 01.000 RUDDER 0.000 RIMRP 4:9788 IN 





DATA M15To COD ll.EVMHH 

GDHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9J(ALPHA=- 5,) COCA037) 17 FEB 71 PAGE V'74 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE-OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M:1,m
 






to.qo an AoD4 20 (1 go 40 - so an -10 - 2 - 140 -i a - a0 -2aa 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO FZSV-,lnN.XW.FEET
 
SYMBOLX OAF Z * ARANETRIC VALUES 	 IrFERENCE 1NFOR NATION 
5.0 	 10.-flaG 
IREFL 2.8742 *1N , 
4.350 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS gooF 	 so IN
 
13.30.0 nIAC .1.600 BETA 0.000 
-o 29.500 ELVA19 0.000 RUCCEa BABB0 	 XMRF 4. 97:8B IN 





COD .IEV$H8DATA ill  C t 
,HST 34BCALPHA=. 5) + 	 COCAO7) 17 FEB 71. AE
1-0 	 89J(ALPHA=- 5) 
 75 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.6 






.i44a 4 -14 o O B) -2 -16r -10__ 
s8, 60 aD 20 0 -20 O -6 0 -a 12 10 -6 10 -
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P-SIT O_:_N, 
XW FEET
 






5 000 ALPHAB 



















54.300 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M.-VHH S L .05 
' _HSI 3,24-0 134B(AI.PHA=+ 51 + B9J(ALPHA=- 5) (OCA037) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 176 
















0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 89 -100 -120 -140 -160 -100 -200 
UONGITJOINAL- DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PSITON,XWFEET
 
Syrst GAP Z PARAI4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c .351 ALeHAO 5.V00 ALFHAB - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
- 3.350 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.0742 [N 





A 54.380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 
CAT. 3MIST. CAP =4 m +=3SCALE 0.0135 
.PHS' 304-0 1348(ALPHA=. 5) + 89.JCALPHA=-I0) (0CA038) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 177 
































.00 8 60 40 20 0 - 20 -40 - 0 - 80 -200 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO P0SII0N0XW.FEET 
Syr'C- GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOMATION 
1.$50 ALPHAO 5.00o ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 S0 IN 
13.360 MACH 1.600 aETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 







54.380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE 5EVHN7 
SCALE 0.0035 
SrJMSI 304- 0 I34BCALPHA=t 5) + 88J(ALPHA=-10,) COCAO3B) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 178 
_ _ 














0 6 0 - ' s o " i v o - 1 2 0 " - 1 4 0 - 1 6 0 - 1 8 0 - 2 0 0 D o' S O Go 4 0 - 2 0 a - Z - 4 
FEETLONITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEL; FGS5T "N, XW. 
R E F E E N C E I N F O R M A T I O N 
$ y .M Z 0 A P Z P A A ET R C V A L UE 7320 . IN 
.380 0 .0 0-
REFS L 1G11 4 S -
ALPHAO 5 0 0 ALP A S 0 .0 00 
6 0 B T A 
A C H 12 .36 2c 4.96 I 
- 0.12060 -0 REF .9798 in. 
.. 20 -20 -40 0 0 .40'00. 
v 0.000RF .70 IN 




CATA MIST. CCVE 
SDHST 304-0 1342(ALPHA=+ 5) + B9JCALPHA=-10- COCA038) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 179
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER ATM=i,.6






0 o0 60 40 20 a -20 -40 a - soD 100 -2T -140 -160 -180 -
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM ,AE, ,T iS3T7:N. XW.FEET 
S VGI GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR1ATION 
1.380 ALPHAO 5.000 'ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 so IN 
13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 







54.380 YMRP U OUGO IN. 
DATA MIST. CE *VHM ZHRPSCALE 0:45500.0035 IN 
"CHST 31- 34B[ALPHA=+ 5) + 9gJ(ALPHA=-!0 [,OCA038) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 180' 





.18- -: . + t 
.1o -0 As. Soa _ 40 s .s -3 -14 -6 -28 -4 
.0.
 
LONGITUDINAL DTSPLACEMENT FROh MATEU P35!-,i0N,-XW.FEET
 
sy s, GAP Z PARAME TRIC VALUES P.FFCR6tC INFORMATION, 
10 REFS 4 2  4.380 ALPFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS I;D, 0 10.7520 SQ IN 
c: 13o3an MACH 1.600 SETA 000 REFL 2.87 1 IN 
0 Z9.350 ELVATR 0.000 RUCGER 0.000O REFS 4.9798 IN,XRP 1 978 IN 
fi 300YMAP - 0.10DD IN 
•ZmRP 0 .4550 IN 
SCHST --CA'0 1348CALPHA= 5) + , 9JCAI.PHA=-|0) COCA038) '17.F-eB 71 PAGE- A181 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN,
PRESENCE OF DELTA4WING BOOSTER AT M=..6
 










0 80 0 40 20 0 20 -- 4a - 60 - 8 -100 -120 ".-40 -160 -180 -23D 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEC POSiT'IONXWFEET
 
S.a CAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFRHATION 
4.380 ALFHAO - .5.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 S IN 
13.ll HACH 1:6I0 BTA . 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN RFB 4.t779 INo 29.s$8 ELVATR 0.010 RUDCER 0.000 	 XMR? 4.9780 IN 
54.380 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0.4550 INSCALE 0.0035
 
DATA HNST- CE tEVmNM 
-

-fDHST 304-0 134B(ALPHAz 5.) + BSJ.XALPHA'- 53 (OCA039 - 17 FEB 71 PAGE 182
 



















.010 S 60 40 20 111 - 0 40 60 so'0 -100 -11- -140 -16D -190 -200 
LONGITUDINAL .01-SPLACEMENT FROM -uPOS11IMATM lON.,XW.*PEET 
sypl.,L O.P Z . PARAMETRIC VALUES , REFEREPICE INFORHATION. 
.380 ALPHAO - 3.00D 5.- REP;? 10.7320 SQ: INALpHAB *O 
3 60 MACH " 1.600 eeTA 000' JRFL .8749 IN 
0 29.35, . LVATR 0.000 RUDDR 0.000 .XRP 149798 IN 
'M8RP 4.978$ IN 
ZHRP 0.4$50 IN 
.;DHST 334-0 1348(ALPHA=- 5) + BgJ(ALPHA=- 53 COCA039) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 183
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER .CHARACTERISTICS IN.









a0 60 40 2 D - 20 -40 a - at) 100 -120. -140 -160 -fao -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT'FROM MATED POSjT-1, , XW, FEET 
S Mc GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEEZ INFORMATION 
.. 380 ALPHAD, - 5.000 ALPHA$ 5-.000 
 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
1-381, MACH 1.600 BEYA V.oo REFLS , 2.8742 1 N,4 9 9a IN
 
29.38 " ELVATR . O RUDDER 0.000 
 %HRP 4.9?88 IN
 
• 51.381, 
 YMRP 0 .DDU IN 
ZMRP 0.4-50 IN 
-CATA MIST. CIZ *EVRMM SCALE 0.0035 
= -SDHS T .304-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5J + B9J(ALPHA 5-) (OCA0399) 17" FE8 ,71 PAGE"- 184" 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF EELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
C-)









c 3. 8 MAH 16o SEA .0 	 5F 72 I 
-0.32 8 	 C 1100oYR L I
 
-- OC 00 60g 40 20 C - 20" - 40" - 60 - SO -l00 -12i -- - 140-. "-±60 -±80 - -200 
LONGITUOINAL-OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEU P6SiI-ION,;XW.,F[ET
 
5Y46. 62 Z FARAMETRIC VAHUISS. 	 R EO NCEINfORATION 
400 ALAO ALPJ4AB f .00 	 R5FS 00 INP-5 	 0.7320"O 13.380 145CM 1.600 BETA" o.ono 	 REFL 2.8742 IN 
RU B 4.9798 INo 292380 CLVATh 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XNRP . 4.9788. IN. 
A 54.300 -YMRP ,0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.4550 IN 
- ATA flSt. CO O V.*0 	 SCALE 0.0038 
JDHSI 2124-0 1348(ALPHA=- 5) "%B9JCALFHA'- 5) -COCAQ3-2 4.T7FEB,7,. -PAGE 1-85
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WINGBOOSTERAT M=1.6
 











1 0 80 Go - 4 -0 20 a AO-- 6 -so ___ - _ _ -1 4 I u -10 -20 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PO',! I'ON,XW FEET
 
5 .a OAF Z FPARAMETRIC VALUES "REFE ENCE INFORMATION 
4 .36D ALFfHAO - 5.0DO ALFHAV 5.000- REFb lo, 320 se IN 
REFL , 742 IN 
REFS 4:19798 IN 
0 9 .38D LVA R 0 0 0 RU DDER 0 .00 0 X MF 4 .978 0 IN 
5.o38" YMRP 0.D00o IN 
ZMRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA HIST. COD'* EVMMW 
cl 13.3851 MACH 11600 BETA 0.0ou 
SCALf- 0403 
,-DHST 3rC'4-0 "]-34B(-ALPHA=- 5) 0gJCALPHA=--5I GOCA039,) 17 FEB 71' PAGE 186 
0.2 










1o0o 0 60 4 0 G - 20 - 40 - 80 80 -100 -120' -140 .- 16 -180 -2o. 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT!ON,.XW.FEET
 
Symo. GAP Z PARAHMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE.INFORMATION 

















54.380 YHRP n.0000 IN 
ZmRPSCALE 0.4550005 IN 
DATA MIST. CoP 5rVN L =N1 EA S. 
SCHST 304-0 1348(ALPHA=- 5) *. B9JCALPHA=-1O) (0CA040) 17 FEB 71 PAGE '187 


















.0100 60 40 20 - 0 £- - 40 I - 60 - 80 -00l' -120 -140 -16d . -180' -d 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSJ :ON.XW;FEET
 
srsmB.. OAF Z FARAHSTRIC VALUES RrERENC INFORMATION 
c 4.380 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 So IN 
13.380 MACH 1.60a BETA .0.000 	 REFL " 2.8742 INREFD 4.9798 IN 
0 Z9.300 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XMRp 4.9789 IN 
A 	 .580 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRF 0.4550 IN 
SCALE a 0035 
DATA HIST. CODE 4EVN$4N 
GOHST 3C4-0 -I34BCALPHA=- 5) -29JCALPH-A=-I1t0j t0CA0405 17 FEB 71 PAGE 188 









-- so o 40 20 a.0s 	 D -;L, IRu -4 t0 10 ­
-LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM ?1AFE0 POSI TION,-XV.,FEET 
SY.SC 4AP 7, PARAMETRIC AUWES 	 REFERENCP INFORMATION 
0 1.3:0 MACH 1.600 SETA 0.000 	 REFL -1 ,0742 IN 
V Fs 4:979a IN 




...HST. 304- 0 134B(ALPHA=- 5) (3gJ(ALPHA=-10) COCA040) 17'FEB 	71 PAGE 189 
0.4 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
"0.6 	
_ _ _- - ­
z U 0.2 
z - L 
Lu 





Pa J0 60: 40 20 a - 20 -40 60 -0 -100 -12a -140 -1 6D -180so 	 -200 
LONGI-TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM .AfL0 P0'c;!- ;NXw,,FEET 
5yMgl CAP Z PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE iNFORfHATION
 
* A-.300 ALFHAO - 5.0 ,ALPHAR - 10.000 	 REFS 10.73z0 so IN 
* 1..80 -MACH 1.600 SETA G*DDU 	 REFL 2.8742 IN 
•REF-_ 	 4.97:8 . IN
 
* Z9.365 ELVATR 0.00 RUDDER 0.1100 	 XHP.P 4.97 8 IN 






CATA HZST. CCO *EVHH
 
CGHST 3.14-0' 134BCALPHA=- 5) + egJ(-ALPHA=-]-O) COCA040) 17 FEB.71 PAGE 190 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTAkWING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
•.14
 .12 LLI 










so -1.80,a s 60 40 20 a -- 0 --40 -60 80 100 120 -140, -z6D- -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRWMMATED PoIS!TIO0N.XW.FEET
 
SY"SOL 'GAP•Z PARAMETRIC VALUES XEFERENCF INFORMATION 
a
.0 .3801 3. ALFHAQH - 5.000 ALPHASBETA - 10.6000.000 REFSREFL 10.,7320,2.8742 •so INIn" 
0 004,380 80ALP*O 01.640 - .V 2DAUP$EB 0. - '±000 - REFSRRp 4 979849,788- INI 
54.380 YNRP 0.00oo IN 





0.45500.0035 . IN 
OHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5). + E9J(ALPHA=-10) COCA040) 17 FEB 7.1 PAGE 191­














100 s0 60 40 20 a -20 - 40 60 - 0 -100 120 -14a -160 -lea -200 
'LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED'POSIT-1ON.XW.FEET
 
SHBO CAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.;EFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 3.50 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 15,009 REFS 10.7320 so I 
13.359 MACH 2.600 BETA 0.000 R2FL 2.8742 IN 
o 23950 , ELVATa 0.000 RUDDER, 0.000 XMRF 4o9798 IN 






DATA MIST. CODE *rVMM ,.17]E SCALE 
=SaiT. 204-0 134F3CALPHiA= 5) + B9J(ALPHA=.4153 06AO041) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 192 


















'n-10Y all 60 40-- -- So a So--40 on SIT--- 1- 0 -12 11 10 10 -0 
n .14 I l t l l l r [ t L _ ____I__I _l 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMElNT FROM MATED iOS!T!ON, 'W,FEET 




















0 29.300 ELVATF 
•REFS 
0.000 RUBBER 0.00 XmRp 
4.9798 j .9789 IN IN 
A .360 YHRP 0 .000, IN 
4.H7304- ALFHAO HA= 5)ALFAHA1S B9.090A=5 17 FEB00 XmRPSCALE7lF 6 4550 I0.00J5VI7PAGES- I93 
AT0AS4 CLPHA=- M _ A -A 










Do s 60 40 20 a -- 0 40 SO-- 6 -­ 8 a -120 -140 -160 -180, -ZOO 
LONG1TUDINAL 01SPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS IT 1 N.X, FEET 
5Yms AF Z PARAMETRIC VALVES PFFEREtCE INFORMATION 
c 4.380 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS 15.0D RLF . 10.7320 sa IN. 
0 3.380 MACH, 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 
0z Z9.380 5.35d ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XRF YHRP 4.979S 0.0000 
-IN 
IN 
DATA MST. COD EVUM ZMRP-SCALE D.A550.0.0035 IN 
GDHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA,=-"5) B9J(ALPHA:.15-) C, 1"7 FEB 7'1 PAGE 194
-OCA0413 






< W 	 • -­
-'-Sa 80 SO 4D So a 20 -40 -60 so0 .IOU -123 -140 -16C -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS'ITION. XWFEET-

SMEOt GAP Z PARAHETRIC VALUES RFFERENCE INFORNATLON 
0 '-4.380 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 15.00 r 10.7320 So IN' 
0.000 	 REFL, 2.8742Z 3.300 MACH 1.600?9300.BETA 	 4.9798 ININ0RFS 
E9.380 0.00 0.000 XHRr 4.9788 INLVATR ,RUDDER 





MCALE S 0.0035 
DATA 30-T. 1V1HFBCC 
-195

-SDHST 104-0 I34B(ALPHA=- 5) B9JCALPHA=-15) fC0CA041) U- FEB 71 PAGE 

:DELTAAWING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN'PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER ATW=i.6:.
 
6 I LI I I I I I I 1I jI ~I1 I. II II I1 II I 1I -11 .I ­
.14 ­









so 2 ' 4 a - D 0' 60 80 vl -120 -140 -1 s9 -180 -Z0O 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSIV C,'.XW,FEET
 
$yHmz GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUE REFERENCE INFORMATION 




























"" SCALE 0.0035 
TAU3IST. Cc.E 5EVM19 
SDHST 304-0 I34BCALPHA:- 5) + B9J(ALmHA=-15) (-CA04IY) 17 .FEB- 7"1 PAGE -196 









100 8a 00 .4D0 0 .40 61-8 soIZ '140 -1 0 ..- i80 -200IND ) 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROiM MATE0I X
 


























a 54430 YHRp a.Go0 IN 
ZNRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CCD. *EVHHH SCALE .03 
5-HSI :304-0 134B(ALPHA=-IO) + 89JCALPHA;-10. COCA042) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 197 


















IUD so 60 40 '20 0 20 40 -60. -100 -120 -140 -1 So -480 -z0o 
LONGITUDINAL DISRLACEMENT. FROM'MATEO POS3TION.XW.FEET
 
yM&OL GAP Z" PARAMETRIC VALUES REaERENCE INFORMATION 














45.369 Y$RF 0.000a IN 
ZNRF 0.4550 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EVNMM SCALE 0.0035 
"GDHST 304-0 .4348(ALPHA=-1O) t B9JCALPHA=.-tO) COCA042) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 198, 
- -
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS'INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING BOOSTER AT M=LG
 





-1 G 80 SO 40 0" 20 , -- 4 -4 SO -- O8 -100 -120 -140" -160 ,-ISO -SOO 
• -	 3 I:NXWFEET-,
LONGITUDI.NAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MNTEJ rOSTN 

Sy.S .X 	 OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES f. REF.NCE 14FORHkT10N 
13 385 M"ACH 1.600 SjTA - .000 REFL 9.742 IN'
 2:49798 I
 
1930EVT .0 RUDR 
 000REFS 
9o6 0LVAR XHRP 1N
0 ~deR D.O 4.9788 

54.o30 YMRF a 0090g IN
ZHRF 004550 N
 
S DAT.-" IST. COE *Cvmgm 
 SCALE 0 -. 003S.,. 
. DHSI 304-0 1348CAL:PHA=- 10) - B9J (ALPHA=-IO0) "(OCA0W2) 17 FEB 71 PAGE '199 
_____ 
__ 






L­z - I 
U 
-0.4 
100 s0 60 40 20 0 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -10u -120 -140 -e00 -1±0 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITitN,.XW.FEET
 
Syraax GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES RFFFRENCE INFORMATION 
Q .300 ALPHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 E EF_ 10.7320 SQ IN2938 

0 13.30, MAC" 3.600 BETA REFS 4.9798
0.000 L 2.0742 IN
IN
 
o 29.380 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XHRP 4.9788 IN 





4EVM4HSEDATA MIST. CODE 
S.DHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA=-J0) * B9J(ALPHA=-103 COCA042J 17 FEB 71 PAGE 200 















.0 1D o , Go 1 , ,0 212 a , go l40 l so 1 il -100,l i_I o 401- 80 i i , 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED wOriI0IN,XW.FEET
 
S"COL. 4AF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
tEERVXE INFORMATION360 ALPHAQ - ZO.000 ALFHA5 - 10.000 

REFS 10 732D SQ IN







 0.000 RUDDR 
 0.000 

XMRP 4 978 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE, *cv HmK 	 ZMRP 0 4550 IN SCALE 0:, 35 
C.,HST 304-0 1348(ALPHA=-10) + 8J(ALPHA=-1) 
 (OCA042) 
 17 FEB 71 PAGE 201
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT Mzl.G
 









.a so G 40 20 a 20 40 60 80 -100 -1ZQ -140 -161 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PrjS'Ti.-ONXW.FEET
 
sy-CC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES RrFERENC5 INFORMATION 
Z, .309 ALPHAO 0.001) ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 5 4400 SQ 1.N 
:1 1330 HACM 1.600 SETA 0.000 REFL 1:1302 IN 
REFS 5 2150 IN 
* Z9.380 HCIZTL 0.000 XMRP 4.5Z55 IN 





DATA MIST. CODE Evmm 
.HS-0 A30GALPHA= LACA049-B0XCALPHA= 0) 17 FEB 71 PAGE0 202 























"00H 0 60 40 20 0 -20 40 Go - so -I00 -120 -140- -It -180 -20o 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRM MAFRD 0SITIONXW.FEET
 
SYNCO CAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES PFR9NCE INFORMATION 
" 4.300 ALPHAO 0.00 ALPHAB 0.000 REFS 5,4400 SQ IN 
0 13.30a MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
ROFS 5.2150 IN 





BATA MIST. COCE EVHHH 

DHST 3014-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) * B8X(ALPHA= 0) COCA049) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 203
 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
1.0 n-rt-Jl -i-1-r -rr-t- -rr-r -rl--,-j -r,--r rr-1- -rrr rr- rr-rrT 
0.0 _____­






Go 8so 60 40 20 a --So - 40 -60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P0S;TIGN,XW.FEET 
$Y.CL GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES 7EFERENCE INFORMATION 




13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1,1302 IN
 REFL 5.2150 N 
0 29 380 HORZTL 0.00r XHRP 4 .5255 IN 
S 5¢.389 YHRP 0 0000 IN 
Z-RP 0.6510 in
 
SCALE 0.0035CATA HIST. COCE #CVHHM 
-;-HST '4.L4-0 O3UGDALPHA= D) 0 FEB 71 E7
+ B8XEALPHA= FROCA049) PAGE 204
 









- . 1 / 
Zoe s 60 40 20 a 20 -40 GoD 8a -100' 
-IRV -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS!':ON,XW.FEET
 
sy.,Ct GAPHAz.D PHr T L/ 1-CrENCE TNFORIIATION-

R E F S 5 4 4 0 0 s o I N
 
4 .L 8H O a 0 E C L H A . 0 0 0 
13.38, MACH SE
1.600 0.000 
 REFL 1:1352 IN
 







 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0651i0 , in 
ZCHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= O) + B8X(ALPHA= 0) ,COCA049) "1'7 FEB 71 PAGE 205
 











60 -80 -ell -120 -140 -161, -180 -200
-"ao s 60 "1 20 a 20O 40 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XMFEET
 
REFEr.EVC5 INFORMATION
STve 6 c Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .35 ALFHAO 0.500 ALPHAS 0 Elan hLF 5 44UG $a in 
REFL 1:1$02 IN
 
r Fs 5.2150 IN
 
0 1 .380 MACH 1.600 BETA :000 
0 930 HR.0
0 E.30 4.5255
O.ODXMRP HZT IN 
6 $.3605 YRF 0 Doug IN
 
ZMRF 0:6510 IN 
SAE .03 
DATA MIST. CCWE *EVMM 
r-:r!H- '304-0 1BOG[ALPHA= 0) -88X(ALPHA= 0) [0CA049) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 206 
STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6­
1_ .. 









too 8 6 4u 20 ( * - 20 -AD- - 60 - 8 -IOU -120 -140 -16,i . -180- -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED ,OS"'ONXWFEET

SyrNlt GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 R'-RENCE TNFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALIIPAS - 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SO IN1 3.380 MACH i.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN0 Z9.38 UZTLM0.00 
a 54.380 REPO 5.2150 ItSXMRP- 4.5255 IN
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZRF 06510 " IN04TA MIST. CCCE OEYVMA SCALE 0.0035 
SDHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0).+ B8X(ALPHA=- 5) (OCA050) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 207
 


































G 40 20 0 
.j0f
-20 40 - 60 -so -as -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGlSTIUN.XW.FEET































£DHST 304-0 I30GCALPHA= 0) + BSX(ALPHA=- 53 COCA050) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 208 









-200 60 ca 40 a ZIT 40 'a so -IOLO -120 -140 -16 -1"o -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P SJ7'.1N,. . .
XW,FEFT 

SY-5. GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES FSFERENCr INFORMATION 
4.o380 ALPHAO 0.500 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFb 5 4400 SQ IN 
13.3:11 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1:1302 IN
 
REFS 5 .z15 IN
0 29.30 MORZTL 0.000 XHRP 4 5255 IN 
A 54.380 YMRP 0:0000 IN




IATA MIST. COE Svmmm
 
.SCHST 304-0 13GO ALPHA= 0) BBXCALPHA=- 5) OCA050) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 209 
i 

















so0 0 20 a So -40 -Go -s0 -Ivo -120 -. 40 -. 60 -±0 -20080 40 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRO t MATED POSITJ:N.XW.FEET 
syrr.t 0A? Z PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORtATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 ,EF 5.4400 50 IN 
13.380 HACH i.600 SETA 0.000 REFL 1.130 IN 
Z9.380 HfRZTL 0.000 Xmrp 4.5255 IN 
YMAP 0.0000 IN54.380 ZH P 0.6510 IN
 
SCALE 0.035
 CATA MIST. CcCE *VM 
0DHST 130GCALPHA= 0) + 88X(ALPHA=- 5) COCA050) 7-:FEB 71 PAGE 210
334-0 

STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6­














60 -20Go80 40. 20 0 -40 -60. -80 *.tO -52o. -±40 -10 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISRLACEMENT rRO,, MATED PSITION.XW, FEET
 
5YMa.> GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.38o ALFHNO 0.000 ALPHAB - 5,000 -r 5.4400 SQ IN 
O 13.U8 lCH BETA REFL INA 1.6 0 0.000 1.130a 
REFS 5.2150 IN0 Z9.380 N$RZ7L 0.000 XMRP 4.5255" IN 
A 54.300 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNpp 0.6510 - IN 
CATA MIST, COIl aEvi*H SCALE 0.0035 
G-iS:T 304-0 0) + B8XCALPHA=- 5) 17 PAGE
130GCALPHA= FEB 71 OCAOSOJ211
 









DO 4D - - -OU -140 -1808 60 20 0 - 20 40 60 I0 -120 -16V -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEDt'rSIT!ON.XW.FEET
 
OrM4 Z REFC NCE INFORHATIONAF FARAMETRIC VALUES 
t,.ao ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.OOEY kEF 10.7320 so IN 
2.$74Z
.000 REFL 4 °9 79 43 Iti no .580 MACH 1.600 BETA' R E F S 
o 29.380 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.00 XmRF 4.9786 iN 




CCCE E.V05DATA MIST. *VHHM 
SOHST "%04-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + BSX(ALPHA= 0) (OCA0433 17 FEB 71 PAGE 212
 
















.00o 00 Go 40 go 0 -20 -40 -6o -- 0 -too -sea -140 -28v -180 -g00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROI MATEC POS!TIONXW.FEET.
 
srat A Zz FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.00 , ALPHAB 0.000 ­ 10.7520 SO IN 
. 13.380 HACH 1.609 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.0T42 IN 
REPO 4.9798 IN 
0 Z9.500 eLVATR Vavu RUDDER 0.000 XHRP 4.9788 IN 
5A.380 YMRPZNRF 0.00000.4550 ININ 
DATA MZST. CODE 4EVHNH SCALE 0A035 
S5DHST 304-0 1348(ALPHA: 0) + B8X(ALPHA = '0) C0CA043) 17 FEB -71 PAGE 213 











-00 so so a0 20 a go -40 -0 so -105 






syHul GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES AFFERENC5 rNFCRHATION 
14SB ALFHAO O.G00 ALPHA$ 
MCI~oB16U HAC5£A 
0.000 
.o SEAVvvRCEt-O UREFS 






139.300 E[LVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XmRP 4.9788 IN 







DAA HIST. (00 *EVHH 
.0HST304-0 f34BALPHA= L) + SXALPHA= COCA043) 0. 20 Q 

















-50 80 Go 40 20 -20 - 40 60o- -s -o 14 -jIG -a00 -200 




SriBP, GAF Z PARAMETRfC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 4.380 ALF$AO 0.000 ALFHAB 6.0100 "a F : 10.7320 so IN 






0 . 380 ELVA7R 0.000 rUDcDeR 0.00, XMRP 4.918 IN 
A 5 .380 YMRP 0.00No IN 
ZMRP 0.4550 , 11 
CATA MIST. COCE *EVMHM SCALE 0.0055 
.D.-,ST 364-0 1348(ALPHA= C) + 138XCALPHA= 0) C0CAQ43) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 215 
0 


















334-0 134B(ALPHA O + BSXCALPHA=
 
. , e .J.-*ci1 x1, 1 .t.-L-4 zr± i , i4JJ. , ..-- LL . , t -
Iva so 60 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - - 00 -00 -120 -243 -160 -180 -7:00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIXW,FEET 
SYnB . GA Z PARAMETRIC'VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















a YMR 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 




GOHET 0) COCA043) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 216 
54.380 
DELTA-WING ORBITER-CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.6
 













-0I: _ _ _ " 
a so 0 -- -100 -140 -ISO100 So 40 a0 20 -40 61) 8 -120 -lbo -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAfF PflS!TION.XW.FEET
 
Srfa GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERrNCE INFORMATION 
4.30 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.0130 EFS 102I20 $ IN 
REFL Z0.8742 N
O 13.381, MACH 2.600 BETA . 000 REFS 4.9798 IN 
o 29.381 ELVATR 0.000 RUDOER 0.000 XMRF 4.9786 IN 
a 51.300 YHRp 0.0000 10 
ZHRP 0.4550 IN -
SCALE 0.0335EVMMHSCATA MIST. COCE 
,DHSI 304-0 -134BCALPHA= 0) B8XCALPHA=- 5) COCA045) 17 FEB.71 PAGE 217
 














1o0 80 Go 40 20 a -20 40 60 -8o -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGATUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATE-; 9S 1 ION.XW.FEET
 
vmC.U GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.300 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 $a IN 
13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 
o 291.380.380 LAHE VATR *.Goo0 000 RUDETAC£ 0.0t;00 REFSXRFMRF 4.'97984.9r689100 I NININ 
A S .SO YNRF 0.000 IN 
ZNRF 0.4550 IN 
VATA MIST, COVE #EVMHH SCALE 
. 5 
J)HS3 34-0 J34BCALPHA= 0) + B8XCALPHA=- 5) " 0CA045) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 218 
--













go go 4) 20 a 20 40 60 So 100 -2 -20 140 --In -180-20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT PROW MATEP2 POSITI!N.XW.FEET 
S ,D GAP Z FARAMrTRIC VALUES REFCRENC-,INFORMATION 




















5c.3B0 YHRP 0 00 - IN 
ZmRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA HIT, CODE *CV m SCALE . 0:0935 
53HS7 304-0 134BALPHA= 0)'-+ 8X(ALPHA=- 5) C0CA'045) -1-7-FEB 71 -PAGE 219
 







alo so aG 40 ,0 aa -ED 40 60 - 0, -irr -19 -140 ,ae -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPL'ACEMENT rRGh KATFQ POSIT;3.,XW.FEET
 
SlYa. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .38, ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAB 5.000 lElS 10.7320 Se IN 
kEFL 2.8742 IN0 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 
REFS 4:,8798 IN
 
S 29.300 ELVA7F '0.000 RUDDER 0.,01, XMRp 4,9788 IN 
A' $4.380 YMRF 0.0000- IN 
ZMRF 0l.4550 IN 
SCALE U.,0035
 
DATA MIST. COCE *EVMHH
 
-,0,97,'304-0 134B(ALPHA= 0) + 88X(ALPHA=- 5) (6CA045) 1-7 FEB 71 PAGE 220 














.02 1 " 
so 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 - 60 - 0o0 -±20' -140 -1C-- -L0" -200 
,LONGITUDO!NAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEr POSJT!-N.XWFEET
 
Sr'8o0- GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCRENCE INFORMATION 

















A 51 .38, XMRPYMRP YNR 




ZNRF 0.4550 , IN 
ATA MIST. CrVE EVYMNH SCALE 0.0035 
.3CS-ST 304-0 1348ALPHA '0)t 8SX(ALPHA = - 5) (CCA045) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 221 
DELTA1WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE 'OF STRAIGHT'WING BOOSTER AT.M=1..G
 
4 











40_ 60 j. s - -0 -2 -,-0 ."0 
,LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATE- POS,41 1,O0.XWFEET
 
5YMC GAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOEATION
 
4.380 ALPHAQ 0.000 'ALFHAD - 10.010 RE's 10.7320 so IN 
fl 13 .3ev MACH °L.600 BETA 0.00o REFL 0.8742 . IN 
0 29.30 EVATR 0.000 RUdocR 0.000 .RNRF .9790 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.4550 IN 
SCALE . 035
.DATA MIST. COCE EVMMH 
:CHS T 304-0 1342(ALPHA= 0) + BBX(ALPHA=-0) (OCAO4E) 17 FEB 71 - PAGE . 222 
54.3500 























Sao so 60 40 20 0 - 20" - 40 - G - 80 "--t0o- -02f- -140 -tbu -180 '-200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT- FROM MATEZ COSFT7UNXW.FEET
 
SYPS0t GAP Z FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENC INFORIIATION 















A 5.300 YHRF 0.0000. IN 
ZHRF 0.4550 IN 
CATA HIST. COCt VEV$NI SCALE a.0035 
.OHST 304-0 134OCALPHA= 0) +'B8XCALPHA=-I0) COCAQ4G) 17 FEB -71 PAGE 223 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN'
PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M14.l6
 
*I =il1 .0 -r-rr- -1-t- r l---r- .- rI-- -r--,- -1--r-r* rfrrl II 
Z 0.2
 
- . 0 H
 









100 as 60 40 20 a 20 40 - 60 80 -GOU -120 -*40 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRO" MrLTEl P('ST CNrXW.FEET 







































ZHRF 0.4550 IN 
,E mmm SCALE 0.0035 
SdST 334-0 I348ALPHA= 0) +,BBXCALPHA=-0 - COCA0463 17 FEB 71 PAGE 224 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WiNG: BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 
1 .0 r-w-- -r-,--r I-n . -hi l-r- -p-I-- a -- r- n'-nr rr-1 -tI . r,,,vI, 












LONGITUD'INAL DISPLACEMENT FROM,MATE:-' POST7!0N,XW.FEET
 
$YHSI GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES " PEFEPENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 4 9798 IN
 
za .3801 ELVATQ 1100D RUDDER ODoo XMRP 4:97da IN 
A4..sq YMRP 0,00,10 iN 
ZMRP 0.4559 IN
 
• SCALE 0.00 5 
CAT' MIST. COV "#EVHHM 
-::H.SI 3---0134B(ALPHA 0) + BSXCALPHA=-10)" COCA04G) 17 FEB 71. PAGrf 225 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS IN;PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=I.G
 
.18 - - ­
.14 











LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRom MATEn POS-,TIN.XW.FEET 



























DATA MIST. CCCE *EVMMM 
SCHST '304-0 .1-34B(ALPHA= 0) f BBXCALPHA=-1O) COCAO4G) '17 FEB 7'1 PAGE 226 









_$ . I . . . . I . -.A. . L... . . . I. .~d . .L..L .. . . ... 4 . . . . .. . . . . .... 

,00 00o 60 40A~ 20 a - 0 40 -60 _- o -jiiu -120 -1.0 -i.W. sdo -zoo 
LONGITUDrNAL.DISPLACEMENT FROM MAIEO POS!T':rM%. XW.,FEE
 



















0 Z9.560 ELVAT 
. 





ZNRP 0. 550 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
tTA MIST. CCE ECV0MP 
T~.r:304-0 IJ4BLALPH-A=- 53 ' B8XCALPHAZ- 5) COCAQ47) 17' FEB 71 PAGE 227 
.04 












8oos  60 40 20- 0 0.240 60 so8_u -120 -140 -_l_ -180 -ZOO 
LONQITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT ROM MATErl P0S!ITI0..XWFEET 
5'ZOI OA z FARAMETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE rNFORMATION 
1 3.380 MACH 1.00 BETA 0.000 ,REFL Z.8742 "IN 
0 29.389 T 0CVT.0.0 RUDRRU ER .00REF6,D XMRP* 
A.9798 
4.978$ in IN 
5 .380 YMRP 0.000V IN 
ZHRF 0,4550 IN 




I.Q J b 
 Ji 
 jj 
 J l.1i 

' 1
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=l.6
l j J . l 


























LONGIfTUDLNAL DISPLACEMENT F-ROM MA:IED5Y BCL 64F z P~sIT!0%XW FEETPARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATI-ON 
0 20.300 9LVATA 0.0EH) RUPOER 0.000
4 .350 IREF
It 4 .9 8XHp IN4.T8-
."4 YHRP 0 ,O0000 IN

• -NR P 
 0 4 550 
 1 9
 
CH .i3 34 ­ ..1 40_ AL HA 

- 5), 'B X .ALPHA=-5 ) COCA'047 ) 1 7I'FEB,71 PAGE 229
 









-0.6 --	 ___ ___ ___ 
80 ,0 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 80o! ! a: -120 140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUOINAL DI'SPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI F.XW.FEET 
5srs0a OAP Z PARANETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE INFORATION 
r -.380 ALHAO - 5.090- ALPHAB - 5.000 '.'FS 10.7320 SQ -ii 
.13.380 MACH, 1-600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.874Z IN 
REFS 4.9798 INZ9.389 ELVATR 0.900 RUDDER D.000 

A 54.380 	 ?$RF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 0.4550 IN 
SCALE, 0.0035.DATA HIS-. CCVE 4EVAM* 

.ZHSI 304-0 "134B(ALPHA---.5) + BBXCALPHA=-, 5) COCA047) 17 FEB 71b PAGE 230 















-Ic al Go 40 20 If - 20 "-40 -611 so8 -100 -120 ,-140 _:ea -180 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT PROMi MATFn POSIION4,XW.FEET
 
syKo GAF Z FARAMETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE ItIFfORMATION 
r 1.300 ALFKAO - 5.000 'ALFHA5 - 5.000 A rs 10.7326 $a' IN 
0 13.2410 HAcN 1605" OCTA 0.000 REFL 2.6742 "IN
 0 DEFS 4.9798 IN
 
2 .8DODDLVARUCER ~ aO XRp " 4.97 8 IN 
Ayfp 5 30YR' O.ouv IN 
ZHRP. a 4550 in
 
DATA NIST. CrCE *EVgMM 
 S ALi 0,005
 
DHS! 3C4- 0 ]348(ALPHA=- 5i + B8XCALPHA=- 5) COCA047) I17,FEB 71'-" PAGE "231'­
DELTA-WING. ORBI.TER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHTWING BOOSTER AT MI',6t
 






1o0 so Go, 4M± 20, 020- 40-60- 80 -100 -120 -140 -O -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,.FEFT
 
*SYpt Gp Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 389 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALFHAS - 0.9D $ II SQF ±0,7320 IN 
C 13.380 ,MACH 1.600 BETA C.000 RCFL 2.8742 IN 
CFO 4.9798 IN

0 29.385 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XMRP 4.978$ IN
 
A 5.3S0 YMRF a.0000 IN
 
ZNRF V.'455D IN 
SCALE 0.0035DATA HIST. CODE #EVHMH 
GDHST 204-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5) + BSX'(ALPHA=--10) COCA048) 17"FEB 71 PAGE 232 
___ 
DELTA-WING"ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPREgENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 































loc 'D 0 AD 21 0 --20) -- - 61) - 0 -100 -120 -140 - o€ -180 -2 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT iG;, XW,FEET -" 
sym '% OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN¢FORMATION 
-. 380 ALFHAO A__AD - LU.000, __5.000 rE s- la.7320 so IN 
" 26742 IN 
1336 ETAC 160.00REFS 4 .9796 IN 
0 9.3$0 E VATR O.U:; RUDDER 0.00 XMRI 4.9788 1 N 





ATA MIST. Cc *EVHHM" 
-ZT'4-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5) BOX(ALPHA=-IO) (OCA048) 17 FEB 71 "PAGE 233 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AT M=1.6
 












SYVBX ohr Z PARA$ETRIC VALUeS 
4.380 ALFHAO - 5.005 ALFHA& - 10.0VU 
13.385 MACH 1.600 OETA 0.000 
0 Zg.IaS ELVATR 5.00 4005CR 0.500 
a 54.380 
DATA ISTP CCE *EVmm 




R FECECE INF0 NATION 
R FS 10.73E So IN 
REFL Z.8742 IN 
REFO 4.9798 INXHRF 4.97$8 IN 
ymRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.4550 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
17 FEB 71 PAGE 234 








os 60 40 	 0 4a 60 s -100 -Z -140 .060. -10 -goo 
LONGITUDINAL- 0'ISPLACEMENT .ROII' MATEr POSIT IC5NXW,.FEET*" 
SypDOL GAF Z PARA14ETRIC VALUES 	 'REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
a 4.300 ALPHAO- 5.000 ALPHAS -10.000 kL,'S lo732a - so IN 
3 13.3115 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.00a 	 'EFL g:874Z IN
 
•REFS 	 4 " 79: IN 





DATA MIST. COGE EVMHH 

SDHST 304-0 134BCALPHA:- 53 BBXCALPHA=-'IO.) COCAO48) "17 FEB 71 PAGE 235 








.0q il0 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 so0.-O -120 -IAG -1en -ISO -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAIFF1 POSITION, X. ,FEET 
Y aOL OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.380 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 icrs 10 7320 $a IN 
11 80 MCH 1.690 BETA 0.000 REFL 9:6742 1.4 
A.9796 IN
0 93:.0 LVT UCE. 000REFS0 2.3o LVAR £R . 0XHRP A .788 IN
RU 

A $.300 YMRF 0:10000 IN
 
•ZHRP 0.4550 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *VMMM SCALE 0.0035i
 
'-i HS 304-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5) + B8X(ALPHA=-1O3 COCA048) 17 FEB 71 PAGE 236 










-I -10 a 	 2tzo10D-15 	 -5 

B300STER ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHAB, OEGREES
 
$Y"OO MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1,6Gao OETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
REFL 117:0380 IN 
REFS 1 .4700 IN 
XMRP 6.4000 IN" 




CATA MIST. COC #GmHv
 
GDHST 304-0 OELTA WING*FREE AIR 7W5 CBHA055 23 FEBA7A PAGE 237
 
DELTA-W.ING B0OSTER AERODYNAMIC CHARAC. 'OUT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER
 
.34	 


















-20-15 -10 -	 15 20 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES.
 
SyMaL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.600 	 BETA 0.009" ELEVO 0.000 - REFS 12.6740 so IN 
REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 HI 
XMRP 6.4000 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
BATA MIST. CODE *GMIV 
GDHST 304-0 - DELT-A- WING FREE AIR B7W5 (BHA0551 23 FEB 71. PAGE . 238 


















- 7 Co 

- -10 5 10 R5 .5 I N
 BOOSTER ANGLE OM ATTACK. ALPHAB, QEGREES
 
5Y T 304-0MACH 
1.600 BETA -
FARAHETRIC VALUES 
. 0 ELEVO" 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
REFS "12.6740 SQ' IN 
REFI 10.0380 IN 








ATA NST. C E G MV CALE 0.0 35 
GOF-ST 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR 87W5 C6HA055) ,23 FEB 71 PAGE 239 






Lii i I l 
- 20 -15 -I1- 1 15 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
SYMB MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14TION 
0 1.600 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS IZ.6740 $a IN 
REFL 10 0380 IN 
REFB 1:4700 IN 
XMRF 6 .4000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COG *GMPV SCALE 0.0035 
GDHS, 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR B7W5 (BHA055) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 240
 
20 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER AERODYNAMIC CHARAC.OUT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER.
 















BOOSTER'ANdLE OF 'AT'TACK.'LH8 DEGREES
 
syms ,t, MACH PARAMETRIC'VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








XmRP 6.4000 IN 
ymRP Oo:003 I,£ 
7HRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA HIST, COD #ommV SCALE 0.0036 
GDHST 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR 87W5 CBHA0551 23 FEB '71 PAGE .241 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER AERODYNAMIC CHARAC. OUT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER 












--- -15 -10 5 a 5 1a is 20 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB. DEGREES 
S ABOL MACH 
1.000 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 
DATA MIST. CC.E *GMHV 
0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 12.6740 sQ 
REFL 1.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRF 6.4000 IN 
YURF 0.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
IN 
GDHST 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR B7W5 CBHA055) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 242 








- 0t f 
.7a -15 -10 5 IS isz zu 
BOOSTERANGLE OFATTACfK, ALPHA8. DEGREES 
..HC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC lNrCVMATIC 
1.600 SCTA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SO:ZIN 
REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XmRP 6.40OU in 
YHRF 1.000 u IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 INE 

DATA HIST. CODE *Gmmy 
 SCAL 0.003$
 
GOHST 304-0" DELTA WING FREE AIR 87W5 -(BHA055) 23 FEB 71 "PAGE' 243" 
0.8 


















BOOSTER -ANGLEOF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
MYBACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
!.600 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 01000 REFERENCE: INFORMATION 
REFSREFL 12.6740111030 SQ,IN IN 





DATA MIST. CCCE *GMHV 
YMRPZ0RP 
SCACE 
0 . 0D00.8610 
'.035 
IN1N 
G-DHST 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR B7W5 VBHM055) 23 FEB 7.1 PAGE 244 
______ 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER AERODYNAMIC CHARAC.. OUT-OF THE PRESENCE-OF THE ORBITER
 















I-, l . e Ii '
 
-z -08 -. 04 -. .O02" 04 • 08 . w R__LFCEC__FFiEN_, C 
REP 1.700I
 
.. jSY X 'AHPRHTI AL{ RFRNEIFDi $CIO HTOIN_ 
0o 0 ,EA OOO EEO . 0"E5 1°70 *GZ
 
.0HT 0-0___ DELTA___ WING___ FREE AI ___ 9W5CHA55 23F 7 PAE 4 
.06 
____.____'__ 
CATNIT O5 *m. CL '03 
DHTWNG34-0REEALRDELA 7W CB 0REP!."F .7"PAG30 IN5.
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AERODYNAMIC CHARAC. OUT OF THE PRESENCE OF 'THE ORBITER
 










BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHAB. DEGREES
 
5 131 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.600 BETA V.oDD ELEVON 0.000 REFS 12.674D SQ IN 
REFL 1.0380 IN
 




YRP 25 n 
ZXRF 0.8680 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. CODE "nV 
GDHST 304-0 STR. WING FREE AIR, B4W3TS-9.O (BHA044) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 246,
 




















S-15 10 -5 a 5 1a 15 20 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB. DEGREES
 
Syr"8O. MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE [NFORMATION 
1.600 BETA .000 ELEVN" . .00G " REFS 126740 SQ, IN, 
REFL 10.0360 IN 
REFB i.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000- IN 
ZNRF 0.8680 IN 
DATA MIST. CCCE HV SCALE, 0.0035 
-GDHST 304-0 STR. WING FREE AIR BIW3TG-90 CBHA044) 23 FEB 71 PAGE- 247 


















BOOSTER ANGLE OF .ATTACKL, .ALPHAB, DEGREES 
SyMZOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
S 1.690 SETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 12 6740 so -IN REFL r 1.0180 IN 
REFS 1.4700 -N 
XMRP* 6.2920 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE MMV SCALE 0.0035 
GDoHj' 304-0, STR. WING FREE AIR BIW3TG-90 (BHA044) 23 FEB 71 PAGE- 248 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER AERODYNAMIC CHARAC. OUT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE ORBITER
 
1.0 	 -r---r -rrrr r--r -rmf
 
L 0.4 








-- -15 5 	 IS' 15 
•BOOSTER ANGLE.OF-ATTACKI ALPHAB, DEGREES.
 
SYMBO MACH '[ARAHeTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE riFORM.ATION 










YHRP 0. 00 " 	 IN
 
ZmRP 0,8%so 	 rN
 
.- SCALE.. . 0.0035
DATA MIST. CODE . MV 
GOHST 304-0 STR. WING FREE AIR BIW3T690" (BHA044'1 -23 FEB 71- PAGE 249 ­
__ 





















-2.0 -15 -10 S - 5 b 10 15 20 
'BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
syMBCC. HACH, PARAMETRIC'VALUES REFERENCE INFOR6ATION 
2.600 BETA 0.000 ELEV* 0.000 REFS 12.6740 30 II 
REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1,.4700 IN 
XMRP '6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0. 0000 IN 
ZERF 0.8680 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE "MY SCALE' , 0.0035 
'GDHST 304-0 STR. *WING 'FREE AIR B1W3T6-90 C3HA044) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 250 
--- ---------

















BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATT'ACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
SyMSOL MACII PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE- INFORMATION 
1) 1.690 ZETA 0.000 gLEVON 0.0M" REFS,' 12.6740- '3" laI 
REFL 10.0360 - IN-
REFS 1".4700 IN 
-XMRF ,gzzU IN 
"IMRP" a , 00.- IN 
_ZMRP " .,680 IN 
DATVSCALEHITC 0:0035 
GDHST 304-0 STR*. MING FREE AIR'BI IW3TG-90 CZBHK'4'4) _23'FEB 71l. "PAGE- -251 
-3 




BOOS-TER ANGLE,OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
sy.00t HACH PARAHETRIC.VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, I.Soo $ETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
SREFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1 -47,0 IN 
XNRF
YHRF -.. 6',Z92000 IN,IN 
DAT 
A 
-CHST304-0 HIST. CCC mmySTR. ,WINGFREE AIR BI-W3TG-90 
'ZHRP' 
SCALE 






























BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
51"a"O MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 .o6f0 OETA 0.000 ELEVON (1.00]0 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
REFL III, 380 IN 
REFS 1,47UU IN 
XHRP , 2920 IN 
YMRP :*0900 IN 






ODHST 304-0 STR. WING FREE AIR BlW3TG-90" CBHA044) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 253 






















-.0 -0,8-a -0.4 -D,2 j oD 0.,' 0.4 0.,6 0.8 1.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN 
SYMCC, MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






REFS 1 4700 IN 
XHRP 6:2920 IN 
ATA IST. C-E H-V 0SCAL. 
YHRPZMRP a .DODO0.86800.0135 
ININ 
2.HST304-0 STR. WING FREE AIR (BHA044) 23 FEB R1WETS-907  PAGE 254 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.1
 
.10 ,J*J l l -iii -r-rr -rT-r -lrr r-rr -ri-f rr, ni-, rl -i­























-. 07 ___ 
-. 08100 800 60 4a go~ a -20 -40 all -80 -10G -120 -140 -sea -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM HATED POSIT-ION.XW.FEET
 
SMD0t OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUJES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.300 ALF$A& 0.000 ALFNAB 0.000 REFS 1t.6740 so IN 
13.3 0 MACH 1.100 CETA 0.00a REML 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
Z910 L a00XMRPe 6.:400054.300 YfRP 0,00o0 ININ 
ZMRP 0.865' INSCALE 0,0035MVDATA HIST. CODE 
GDHST 304-0 0) 130GCALPHA= 0) CBHA019) 23 FEB 71 PAGE
29J(ALPHA= I 255
 










0 Z.6 LVN0.00 
10.0 00R 66 20U 
o 15380.100BETCN 
o LO. * 1 ,=ELEVO4 0.00IXH1 
GIHST 304-0 BSJLALPHA= 0) + 
4 
ll el iOO 
I306CALPHA= 0) 


































8) 40 0 0.Go a 6 20 - 40 -60 -80 -LOU -120 -140 -160 -1e8 -2no 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
S1.80t 6AF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q .380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAB 0.000 	 REFS 12.67AU SQ IN 




S4.30D YHRP 0.0000 IN 
2HRP aosula IN 



















L 1 " o I
-C .1 3.380 MAH 1.0 ET .00R 
.02 	 ___ ___ 
10 80 60 40. 20 0 -2 0 . 40 - 60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDOINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
Syi4S GAP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.300 ALF*IAO 0.000 ALPHAB 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 50 IN 
o 13.380 IIACH 1.100 SETA 0.000 	 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.47 , " IN 
0 zo.380 ELEVON 0.000 XHRP 6 .4,00 IN 
51$ 580 	 Y4RP *0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MV 
GDHST 304-0 89JCALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) (BHAOI9) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 258
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT Nzl.1
 








IO s s - 40 - 2 U 4- 60 -80 -10 -120 -140 -16 -1-. -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
5¥msD GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATrCN 
a .380 ALPHAO O.0DO ALFHAD 0.000 RCFS 12.6740 $0 IN 




0 3.300 MACH 1.10 BETA 
1 4700 10
 
0 2.38oOO LV MRp 6:4000 IN
 





CATA MIST. Ccc MV 
5DHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA= 0) + 130GCALPHA= 0) (BHAO19) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 259 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.1
 




_ _ _ _ 
.05 
z 
-. .04 	 __ 
.01bi -.0 
-. 0 
-.005__ 	 ___ 
-. 0
 
100 	 4 ,O0 -N20 40 -6D) 8so -100 -1za -140 -160 -180 --?DD 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
S HDO CAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0.900 ALPHAS - 5.000 	 REFS IZ.6740 SQ IN 
13.38, 	 MACH 1.100 SEA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1 4700 IN0 Z9o380 ELEVONX 0.000 	 XHRF 1*4000 IN
 





DATA MIST. CODE HV 
GDHSI 3n4-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) + 130GCALPHA= 0) (BHA020) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 260 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS IN.PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.1
 












11m so G 40 Zo a 20O 40 Go - 600 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION.)(WFEET
 
syma GAP Z / PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.350 ALPHAQ O ALPHAS - 5.000 	 REFS IZ.6740 so IN 
0 	 13.380 MACH 1.100 SE:TA 0.000 REEL in 0380 IN 
0 930 EEVN 1.4700 in
000REFS
0 .30 V 	 6.4000 IN
D.ODXMRP E 

S.530 	 YMRP 0,0000 IN 
ZRP 0:8610 IN
 
DATA 915r, CO MV 
 SCALE . .0035 
GDHST 304-0 B-J0A.PHA=8 5) + 1306(ALPHA= 0) (BHA020) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 261
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER'CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M:Il1
 










E - I I 
-J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.010 80 60 41 20 a -- 0 -40 --60 - BET -100 -I2D -140 -160 -1 00-200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SYMBO GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.. 380 ALPNAO 0.000 ALFHAO - 5.030 REFS 12.6740 $0 IN 
13*80 ACH 1o100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0360 IN 
0 000 0 'ONEFS _R_ 1 4700_LE_ 640 0 IN
 
54.389 YHRP 0.,000 IN
 
ZMRF 0.8610 IN 
CATA MIST. COVE MV SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 8gJCALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA= O) CBHA020) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 2G2 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT W=I.l
 








-JS 0- 3JAPA-5 3GALH=0 BA2)2 E 1 PG 6
 
too Do Go a 20 a . - 40 Go so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SYMBOL. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4,380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
0 13 380 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 Rf.FL la 0380 iN
 
0 OOO-XMRP2°38 E£V # 6 4000 IN 
A, 380 yMRP 0o0000 IN 


















tn0,0 so__ so__ 40 S ) 0 4 o t ,, 12 14 10 -10 _v 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SV.S OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.300 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN
 
1 3.380 MAC14 1,1va SETA 0.000 R5FL 10.0380 IN 
4700 IN 
X14R 6:4000 IN 
0 29.380 ELEVON; 0.000 REFPS 1 
54.380 





DATA MIST. CODE Mv 
GDHST '04-0 89J(ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA020) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 264 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.I
 













-. 06 	 _ _ _ _ 
.0-o..±.4.. 	 W LL -La i.
,07,	 I 
100 s0 60 40 20 0 o20 40 - 60 -80 -1 D -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SrnOt. OAP Z PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.00a 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 




0 13.380 MACH 1.100 
0 Z9.380 ELEVO 0.000a 54.520 	 XmRP 6.4000 IN 
5.380 	 YNRP 0.0±10 IN 
ZNRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE C.005 
DATA MIST. COC V 
=
 COHSI 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-1O) + I30GCALPHA 0) (BHA021) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 265 









lao a0 1 40 20 0 -20 -40 - so -s ,0-to -ga -140 -L60 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI.ONXW,FEET
 
Sy.SOL OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1300 ALFHAO 0°0au ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 so 10 









CATA HST* COI mv SCALE 0:0035 
GDHST 3034-0 8gJ(ALPHA=-]O) + ].30GCALPHA= 0) CBHA021) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 266 














< .08 _.0_R S4 0 
°mC ' . 1 
m 330 AH IJD BT o0 L 1,3 Z 
.0 LiB YM __ .__,iDD 0 I1 
cc g O V OODMR ,DD I 
DHT040 8J(LPA=LOGITUDIAL0DISLPACEMEN ROM.AT21D POSITION XW.FE'E 2
 
'3040 89JAPA 00 = 0 ) +LHA10(LH= 0) CH 01) 2 E 71S PA.GE 267 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.I
 
















Ion so 60 40 20 0 0 -'40 - 60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYMBOL OAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
O 4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 S IN 














54°3SO YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRp 0.8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COVE fv SCALE 0.0035 
GfHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-I0) + 1300ALPHA= 0) (BHA021) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 268 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.I 








2 80 CL 0O 0 2 0 0 - -0 -2 - 40 -600 - in ZO 
DATA MIST, COCE MV 
SPHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-1O) + 130G(ALPHA= 01 CBHA021) 
RFB 
SCALE 
23 FEB 71 


























, .. ... I ... ... I ..... I . . . .L. . . . . . . 
- . 40 20 a -20 -A0 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
s5Hr,, OAP z PARAHTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
f 4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALFHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 











ZUR? 0.8610 IN 
DATA HIST. CCVE mV SCALE 0.003$ 
GEHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-15) + 130G(ALPHA= 02 (BHA022) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 270 




















100  60 40 ZO 0 -- 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 --±00 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
$SOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.350 ALPHAO 0.000 ALFKAB - L5.00 RErS 12.6740 SQ IN 
















ZHRP 0.6610 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE NV SCALE 0.035 
GDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-15) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA022) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 271 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.1
 
.20 I r, ,r ,l ,,. 'p 4,. 	 , 
.18
 











.00 80 60 40 20 - 20 - 40 -60 - 0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYHO.C GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 4.360 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
13.580 	 PACH 1,100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.D80 IN 
RCFB 14700 INo 29.380 ELEVM 0.000 XMRP 6 .4000 IN 
A 51.580 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
Z$RP 0,8610 IN
 
SCALE 0.0035CATA MIST. COCE MV 
GDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-15) 4 1300('ALPHA= 0) CBHA022) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 272
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M='I.
 











.9,0 al g 40 - 20 - 40 6 so -100 -120 -140 -160 -8D-O0 so 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITICNXW,FEET
 
SY.SO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
0 4.380 ALPMAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
E3 3.3 MACH 100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN
 1 4700 IN
 2950REFS




 OR P 0 610 - N 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST, DOS MV 
+
GDHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA=-]5] 130GCALPHA= '0) (2HA022) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 273 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WINS ORBITER AT M=I.l
 
tX . 
















''0 80 60 40 20 0 -20 40 -60 -"a -100 -120 -14O -160 -180 -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYCMB. OAF Z PARAHKETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 	 REFS 12.6140 SQ IN 
0 13.300 HACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 	 REFL 10.0380 INREFS 1.4700 INo 30.500 ELEV ~ 0.00 	 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
A 	 SJ.30 YNRP 0.000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
BATA HZST. CCE .v 	 SCALE 0.0035
 
CDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-15) 1 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA022) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 274
 
.09 




















-100 a0 60. 40 20 - 20 -40 -60 -60 -100 -10 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
SYMBcj GAP Z PARAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















A LC.S80 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
CATA IST. CCE gv - SCALE 0.0035 
SDHST 304-0 99J(ALPHA5+ 5) + 130GCALPHA=+ 5) CBHAQ23) 23 FEE 71 PAGE 275 















103 so Go 40 20 0 -20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYCC CAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






















ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
DATA $151. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
GCHST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA=+ 5) + 1300CAIPHA-+ 53 CBHA023) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 27S 











LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POS'ITI'ONXW.IEET.
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
c 4.3aa -ALPHAO S°au0 ALPHAD 5.000 REFS, 1E 674U 506 IN 
13.300 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.060 R9FL 10:0380 IN 
0 29.300 ELEVON 0.000 XMRF 6.4000 IN 
51.300 YMRP 0.000D IN 
ZMRF O,6G O IN, 
DATA MIST. CCCE HV SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 3?4-0 B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) + 1303(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHA023') 23 FES 7L. PAGE 277 

















.0 Go' so G 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - So - So -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PCSI'TION,XW,FEET
 
STMB GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 .380 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
M558 1.100 0.000 REFL 10 0360 INACH ETA REFS 147 IN 
S 29.380 ELEVON 0.000 XMRP 6 .4000 IN 





CATA MIST. COC MV 

GDHSl 3n4-0 B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) + 130GCALPHA=+ 5) (BHA023) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 278 
___ 




cn 0.7 ," "__ 
) 0.95__
lo so g 
0.4 
0 0 0-4 6 - 0 -D -I REF-4 16470 - 1 -,
0 9. 80. EL O 
XRPF 6.4000 1"
 





DATA MIST. CGE MV 

50HS 2-24-0 B9J(ALPHA= 5) + ]306(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA023) 23 FEB 71 - AG 7"
 














1 00 $a 60 40 20 a S20o 40 -60 so0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION.XW.FEET
 
Sy*404 GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.800 ALPHAO 5.0o0 ALFHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 So IN 
o 3.5 0 MACH 1.100 SETA 0.000 REFC 10.0380 IN REFS 1.4700 INo 29.Sao ELEVCt 0.000 XHRF 6.4000 IN 
YMRP O.Dano " IN 
ZNRP 0.8610 ISCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE VS0 
GDHST 304-0 BgJC,ALPHA= 0) * 130GCALPHA=+ 5) (BHA024) 23 'FEB 71 PAGE 280 
DELTA-WING.BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITERAT M=I.l
 






so 140 -160 zoo-olo so w 40 20 a -- U - 412 G 6-0 .-loo -1zo -- 1G -
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FRbM MATED P0SiTl0NXW,FEET­
$rYcC OAF Z FARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 3:0 .ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 0,000 .REFS 12 6740 SO IN 
E3 .3:30a MACH ,AGv 86TA 01000 REFL 10.0360 IN 
$1 .300 YMRP 0.O0000 IN 
ZRP 0.8610 IN 
DAT H1,MCALr. $SE U.0055
 
C-0HST" 304-0 -8gJ(ALPHA= O-) + 130G.IALPHA5 + 5) (BHA024) 23 FEB, 71 PAGE, 2.81 
___ 











U.S .P __ _ 6  
<MR .08 la___ 
.020, s 60 40 20 a 20 -40 -60 so8 -Iva -120 -140 -160" -180' -900 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
REFERENCE INFORHATIONSTy3g, GAP Z .PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 12.6740' S6 IN 
4 300 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS REFL 10 0380 1IN0.000 13:380 MACH 1.100 SETA& 0.000 1:4 700 ra 0 2,8 .00REFS"LVN XMRp 6 4000 1 N 
54.350 L£ QO 0:0000 1N5450YMRF 

SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. COC 1V 
,jHSr304,-0 B9J(AL HA= 0) *130G(ALPHA= 53 CBHA024) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 282.
 










0 - . 0 Ld 
Or
 





qua ad 00 40 Uz a go -40 - 86 -s0 -lW ±1t0 -140 16$0 -100 -zo0 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT'FROM MATED POSIT'IONPW,FEET
 
SYM&C GAP Z . . PARAMETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
d.380 ALPHAO 5.000 'LPHAS 0.000 REFS .12.67I 5 IN 
1t3.580 - HACK 1.100' OTA 0400 REFL, 101.0380 IN 
o ..54 380 XRPXNRP 0.40000.Oo IN"-00IN 
ZMRP, 0.8610 IN 
T157. g C LP L + 5H 02 ,- ,F 7SCALE' . E05 
GDHST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHAr 0-) + 130GCALPHA=+ 5-) CBH4A024)-. -23 FEB71 'PG 283­
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER'AT M=1.1
 
14 P- I Ir-r-,--r1-, r , -,-r- r -,--i---r- , - , r-, -rr-r- r -r-r-r 
12 











- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
00 80 G 40 20 0 20 49 603 80 -100 -L20 -140 -160 -180 -200J 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMEJTRIC VALUES REFERENCE" INFOR MATION 
4 *380 ALtPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 0.000} REFS 12.67'40 S IN 
13:300 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10:0380 IN 







A 38}YMRF 1.0000 IN 
ZMRP O .810 IN 
DATA MIS;T, CODE HV S;CALE 0.0035 
CDHST 304-0 BgJ(ALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA024) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 284 

















LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYMB@t GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.300 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.00(1 REFS L2.6740 SQ IN 
0 13.380 MACH 1.100 05TA 0.000 REFL lo 0360 IN 
A 5 3 0 









ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
aAT Misr. CO My SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA = - 5) 130GCALPHA = 5) (SHA025) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 285 



















20 a - 0 66-' - 808- -100 0 -140 -160 -18 0 - gooISOGQ So 60 4AN 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XW,FEET
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFS 12.6740 SQ IN
 
c 4380 ALPHAO 5000 ALPHAS 5000 

0 1S}B ACH BETA 0.000 
 REFL 10.0380 IN
 L.4700 IN
38 1.100 
2.s LVN .00REFS 
29.80 {LV OOOXHRP 64000 IN
 
S 54.380 




SCALE 0:81U35DATA MIST. CODE MV 
SGHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA025) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 286 










.00100 so 60 a N 60BE 0 	 -140 -160o 0 20 40 - -100 "12 	 -180 -20; 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SYME.X CAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES. REFERENCE INFOR1MATION 
0 ,380 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAD - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 $0 IN. 
0 	 13.300 MACH I.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0300 IN
 
29Z.380 ELEVOW 0.000 
 RF 2.4?00 IN 
51 .180 	 YHRP 0:0 '00 IN 
ZRF a .S61 IN 
DATA. MIST. CODE mv SCALE . 0035 
SOHST 304-0 BgJ(ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA025) 23 FE13 71 PAGE 287 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS IN-PRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.1
 









LD5 0- g(LPA-5 3GAPH= ]iH05 2 E 1 PG 8
 
.02 
ISO 0 GO 40f ?.u a -- 40-tO 60 so IQDo -120 -140 -160 -Ian -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SfMEC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .ISBO ALFM 0 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS J2.6740 SQ .IN 
0 13.300 MACH 1.1as BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
1 4700 IN
0 9.8 ON000REFS L 
XMRP 6 4000 IN
5'.9380 £ O D 










DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT MI.I
 














023 3 M t 
 o 0 
 { A . 0 




500 8 0 0 4 0 0 -0 -0 -0 -80 10 - RO±4 -.1 0 -10N20 
ZRr flENCE I R TIN 
3840 PHA=.000ALHA4.ST ALFHA -5000LP A= 5 7G H T 34 0 BLPHA 5HA0- 5)HA + 1 .30CL EB rH02E PAGE74 2O8 I= 5) CHR2) 2 E 71.45 PAG 289
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORB[TER AT M=I.I
 




















00 0o 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 -So -o -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
sMSO4. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.800 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.00 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
o 3.380 MACH L.100 BETA 0.010 	 REFL 10.030 IN 
0.000 REFS 1.4700 IN 
54.3a8 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
oaSBO ELEVON 





DATA MIST. COCE IVH#ANHV 

GDHST 304-0 BSJCALPHA=-10) ,30G(ALPHA= 5) CBHA026) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 290
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.!
 













o 1. Go 4 0 )6 s 1u ____ 
100 so4 E 20 -40 0 -8 10 -2 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
Q 4.360 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 20.000 REFS L2.6740 SQ IN 
0 35*80 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 IEFL 10.0300 IN 
REF .4700 in 
,::93$0
S..389 





ZHRP 0,$610 IN 
DATA MIST. C C HVM*MV SCALE U.0035 
GOHST 304-0 BgJ'CALPHA=-1O) + I30GCALPHA=+ 5) (BHA02G) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 291
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.1
 
-T-,-r -,1--l -,--r-r -rrt rrrJ l -l,l
















- 43w .*04 ­
.06
 
' 	 1 
0 -16 ' -180 ' -2 0 




LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SyMbOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN
 
o 	 13.340 MACH 1.100 BETA .000 REFL. 0.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
o zo°soo ELtVON 0.000 
 XRP 6.4000 IN
 






DATA MIST. CDIE MVM*AMMV 

GDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-I0) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA026) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 292
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.1
 











a 80 0 40 20 a 20 40 -so -s0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYM5s OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ I 
O 13.380 MACH 1.100 aETA o.aoo 	 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 INo 29.380 ELEVO 0.000 XMRP 6.4000 IN
 
$1.300 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
. SCALE 0.0035CATA MIST. CcCE 4VOAMMV 
GDHST 304-0 89JCALPHA=-I0) + 130GCALPHA= 5) CBHAO2S) 23,FEB 71 "PAGE 293
 














- 0.1 _ _ _ _ 
Ito 
z 
Ic a 60 40 20 a 20 --40 --6 -BE) -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SyMBI OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.389 ALFHAO 5.000 ALFHAB _ 10.000 REFS 12.6140 SQ IN 
13.380 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 RC.FL 10.0380 IN 
5. 380 








ZRP 0.2610 IN 
LATA NIST. DCSPA MVEAHN O SCALEN F 0PI 5 
ODHST 304-0 L9JALPHA=- ) + 130GALPHA=+ 5) CHA026) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 294 

















-500 - - -- - 000 -IN 






PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORATIO1' 
REFS 12.6743 . SO IN 






Z930O OXNRP VN 6,4000 IN 
A <30YNRP 0.0003 IN 
ZNRP 0 .86±0 IN 
DATA HIST. CCCE EVHNV SCALE 0.0035 
GIJHST 204-0 BSJCALPHA= 0) + I3OGCALPHA= 0) CBHAQO3). 23 FEB 71 PAGE 295 

















"0--zo aa Go 	 So aD0 20 40 -0 SS -100 -190 -140 -160 -180' --
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
S Ma GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENfCE INFORMATION 
* .380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 	 REFs 12.6740 Sa IN
* 	 13 38a MACH 1.600 SETA 0.000 RErL 1003eo IN
 
0930 EEVN 000REFSB 1.4700 IN
0 2 ,30 £EV
OODXRP 
 6 4000 IN 
4,30 
 ,HRP O:OOO0 INZ-R. 0.8610 IN




GDHST 4304-0 BgJCALPHA= 0) + 130G.ALP0A 0) CBHAO03 23 FEB 71 PAGE 296
 
7200 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF ,STRA-IGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 








0 . a6a- .-.0 - 2- -. 4 0 - 6 0 0 0 n0-i - 1 4 0 -I S O - 1 8 0 -z o o -
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,.XW,FEET"
 
syMc GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES ftEFERERCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPMAO 0.000 ALPHAS O.ODU REFS IZ.6740 SQ IN

<REFL 10 038 0 1
 
.30 MAH 110 000REFS
BT 
 1.4700 To
0 29.380 ELCVON 0.000 XHRP 6.4000 IN
 




BAIA MIST. COCE 49VHHV 
 SCALE O.C3035
 
GDHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA= 0) 130G(ALPHA= O-) (BHAO03) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 297 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACiERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 











.0 alo so 60 40 go a -'20 - 40 --6U .-0 -ion" -120 -14EI. -160 -10 -2;On 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYHzC& GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 .380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAS 0100 REFS 10.6740 so IN 
S 1 380 MACH 1.600 BETA .00 R5FL IV.0380 IN 





51.38a Y14RF 0.0000 IN 
a-I- T._ ZNRPSCALE 0.8610 
r 
0.0 IN 
GD 1CT304-0 J 0ALPHA=0)+ 130G-ALPHA= 0) 23 -BHA103)FEB 71 PAGE 298 














So ou 60 40 200--E 40 -- a so0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -18D -200 
LONGITUO.INAL DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED.POS'ITION,XW,FEET
 
SYHZ" GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
41380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAVO 0.000 REFS 12.6746 so IN 
13 300 MACH 1.600 .BETA O.Doo REFL 10.0380 " IN 
REFS 1.4700 -'IN 
S 29 360 ELEVOM 0.000 XMRP 6.40OU IN
 




DATA MIST. CE *EVHMV SAE O0
 
GDH I 304-0 BgJ(ALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA: 01 (BHAO03 23 FEB 71 PAGE 299 
_ _ 

























10 0 0 40 ,20 0 - 20 40 - 60 -00 -100 -120 -140 -160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL 
DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS1TIONXW.FEET
 
srflC' OAF 2 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE XNFORNATXON4.300 AI.FUAO 0.000 ALFAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 30 IN 
0 13.380 HACH 2.600 85TA 0.000 REFL 10.030 IN938 L ON 000REFS 1:4700 IN 
o 29. 0 ELEVOH 0.000 X RP 6.4000 I. 
54.380 YNRP a.0000 I" 
ZHRP 0.0610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
 
.DATA HIS, CODE HHHVHMV 
GDHST 304-0 BSJCALPHA=- 5) + 130G('ALPHA= 0) CORA05n1 23 FEB71 PAGE 30.0
 













--. 0 00 Go 40 " 90 a 20 -40 so so--8 -100 ' -120 -1 o led1 -18 -?00 




•SYSU GAP Z PARAHgTRIC,VALUE$S 





13,350 MACH 1.600 BETA v,000 
•REFS 	 1:4700 IN
 





BATA HfST. COC mmmvmmv 
GDHST 304-0 egJ[ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA= 02 (BH30651) 23 FEB 71.'.- PAGE- .301­















100 80 6 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 .. 100 -120 -140 -160 -i80 -zo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
5sHrLA OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 400 ALPHAO 0.000 -ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS IZ.6740 50 IN 
o 13o380 MAC 1.600 BETA 0.000 RCFL l00380 IN 







A S.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP a 6810 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE mmvmv SCALE 0.0035 
ODHST 30420 B9JALPHA=- 53 + 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA051) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 302
 













1.00 o 0 40 20 . 0 -20 -40 -60 -00 -100 -120 -140 -160 .- 100 -2a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.,XWFEET
 
Sr.90f- GAP Z " PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE !NFORMATtON 
o 	 4.380 ALPHAO 0,000 .ALFHAO - 5.000 REFS- 12.6740 SQ-IH 
-REFL 10.0380 IN0 13.380 MACH 1,600 BETA 0.000 	 REFS '1.400 IN 
o 29.380 'ELEV* . 0,000 	 XRP 6 .4000 IN 
A. 54".380 -	 XRP - .4000 IN 
YMRP 0.00Gb IN ZNRP O;t610 IN-
SCALE 0.0035OATA HIST. CCCE MHVHHV 
Gf-HST 304-0 29JCALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) £BHA051-) -23,FEB 71 .PAGE 303
 
0.9 














. . . . . , . . t. .i .l 1. -140 I-200 -160 -1 040 917D{ so 60 AD 20 a go0 so 8 -100 -120 10 -6 10 -0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, XW,FEET
 
5fAPZ ARAMCTR IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4 3 80 AL HAO 0 .000 AL HA D 000OO REF L 12 .67080 IN 
13 $3.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0o000 REFS I .,4700 IN 
0 09.3BO ELEVON 0.000 XMRP 6 .4000 IN 
54.300 YHRP 0.O0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.$610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. COCE MHVMHV 
GDHST 304-0 BgJ(ALPHA=- 53 + 130G(ALPHA= 0) (BHA05I) 23 FE13 71 PAGE 304 
--
___ 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 



















-0 so80 60 4 B20 20 - 40 - so s0- -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 4.380 ALFHAO 0.0 ALPHAS - 1O.000 REFES IZ.6740 SQ IN 
REFL 0.0380 INo 1.58 ACH 1.609 BETA 0.000 REFS 
 1.4750 IN
o Z9.380 ELEVON; 0.000 XMR 6.4000 in 




QATA MIST. CODE MV 
GDHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-IO) + ,30GCALPHA= 0) (BHA053) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 305
 










o o s s 40 20 0 20 40 - - 180 -0 -120 -140 -16SIT -180 _200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SYmaO_ OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q .3:0 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS iZ.6740 SQ IN 
l 13 a MACH 1,600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
Z9.360 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1o4700 IN 





Z-R. 0.2610 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE MV, SCALE 0.0036 
GuDHS, 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA=-I0) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) (BHA053) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 306 














< .04 	 ___ ___
.04 
.100 so 60 40, 20 a 20 -40 Go s0o -100 -120 -140 -±60 180o -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SrMSaa OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 4.380 ALFHAQ 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 So IN 
o 13.30 MACH 1.60o BETA 0.000 	 REFL. la.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
o 	 Z9.80 ELEYC" 0.0600 XMRP 64000 IN
 






GDHST 3404-0 RSJCALPHA=-I0) + 1306(ALPHA= 0) CBHAOS3) 23 FEE 71 PAGE 307 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT =1.6
 














8100 60 40 20 0 -2O -40
0 
 -E -80 -100 -120 .140 -160 -00 -200
 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYHOL GAP Z PARAHMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4:300 ALPHAO O.O0 ALPHA5 - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 






9.380 ELEVO* 0.000 )XRP 6.4000 IN 
A 5.380 Y$RP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
BATA MIST. COE MV SCALE D:035 
GDHST 304-0 89JCALPHA=-10) + I30GCALPHA= 0) (BHA053) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 308 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 






















10, 8s 6 40 0 0 - o - 40 - 60 - 0 -ma 120 -140 -10 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
s rj. GAP Z PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATIC4 
c 4.50 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.00a 	 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
REFL 10.0380 INo 13.380 MACH 2.600 BETA 0.000 REPB 1.4700 INNXKRP 6. 0o 29.3s0 ELEV 0.000 





DATA HIST. CODE mV 
G-DHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-]0) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA053J 23 FEB 71 PAGE 309
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.G
 



























0 60 40 20 0 20 40 so 0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
o 13.380 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 




 YHRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
SDHSr 304-0 BJALPHA=-15) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) ceHA052) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 310
 













Go s 60 40 20 a 20D 40 -60 SO8 -100 -120 -140 -160 So -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SYMBOL OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1,3.80 ALPHAO 0.0co ALPHAS 15.000 REFS 12.6740 Se IN 
8 M3ACH 3.600 ETA 0.000 RerL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1 47000 29.500 ELEVN 0.000 XMRP 6. 0  IN
 
4 54."0 YMRF O.,OoO IN 
ZHRP ao8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COD MV SCALE O.DO35 
GDHSf 304-o egJ ALPHA=-15) + 130GCALPHA= 0) (9HA052) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 3-11
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 

















log 80 60 40 zo -2 0 -40 - 60 -0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
Sr&OCL OAF Z FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c .300 ALPHAO 0.0a ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
O 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA o.00v REFLREFS 10.03801.4700 ININ 
o 29.380 ELEVO4 D.GO XHRF 6.4000 IN 
54.300 YMRP a.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
BATA HIST. CODWE V SCALE 0.035 
SEHST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA=-15) + I30GALPHA= 0) CBHA052) 23'FEB,71 PAGE 312 




















100 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -18a -ZOO 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
SYML GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0,000 ALPHAB - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
1 3.3G MACH 1.600 BETA 7.00c REFL 10.0380 IN 
29.580 ELEV 0.000Z93 {LVDDXMRP nReF* 1.4700&,.400 ININ 
A 54.380 YMRP a.0000 In 
ZNRP 0.8610 In 
CATA MIST. COCE 14V SCALE 0.0035 
C.OHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-15) t 130GALPHA= 0) CBHA052) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 313 









0-00'al G 40 20 20 40 60 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XW,FEET
 
sy-BO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 se IN 
0 13-380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.O330 IN 





54.38D YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP O.S610 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE mv SCALE 0.0035 
SDf4ST 304-0 89J[tPHA:-15) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) (18HA052) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 314 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 















-aIca so So 0 20 a --60 00 
-160go0 40 so 100 -120 -140 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
sy"CO GAP 2 PRAMTRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-.360 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12 6740 Se IN 





000 0 IN IN 
ZERF 0.8610 IN 
ATA HIST. CEE MV 
SCALE L).0035 
ZCHST 304-0 BSJCALPHA=+ 5) T I3OGCALPHA=+ 5) (BHAO09) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 315 
__ 
__ 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6

a.-il . .
 S.0 . . , .j. r 




















10 'B) 40 a 20O 40 -Soo 20 -60 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180'-0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWoFEET
 
SYMBO GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.390 ALPHAO 5.000 LFHAB 5.000 
 REFS 12.6740 so IN
 
13.380 * MACH 1.600 
 BETA 0.000 REFL 10o0380 IN
 
0 Z9.380 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.4700 IN
 
5 3 
 XHRF 6.4000 IN
I 130YMRP 0.0000 IN
ZR. 0.8610 80
 
DATA IST. CPC EV 
 SCALF 0M0035
 
30HET 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) + 130GALPHA=+ 5) (BHAE09) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 31I
 




















0 S 0 60 40 20 0 - - S0 -100 -180- 20 40 - 8  -120 -14D -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SfHSOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 4.380 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAB 500 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
0 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0o:o0 REFL 10.0380 IN 
o ao.3aO0 £LEVY' 0.000 REFS XMRr 1,470 6.4000 IN IN 
54.380 YRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 018610 In 
BATA HIST. COCE MV SCALE 0,0035 
S-DHST 304-0 BgJALPHA=+ 5) * I30G(ALPHA=+ 5) (SHAO09) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 317 














t- .04 	 _ _ __ _ _ 
BO 60 40 20 a SoD 42 - 60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -LSUL -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT PROM-MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
$ MSO_ GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONISOM
4,30 ALPHAO 3.000LOGTUIAALPHAS 5.000DIPLCEEN MAE0PSTINXWFEREFS 12,740 so IN
 
S 13.50 MACH 1.600 BETA o.o00 	 REFI 10.0360 IN REFS 1.4700 IN
 
A S9.5OO 	 XNRF 6.4000 IN 
5.380 	 YMRP 0.0OU IN
 
ZMRP 0. 610 IN
 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. COCE MV 
CDHST 304-0 BJCALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHAO09) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 318 
-- 
-- - --












CD0.1 ___ ___ ___ 
0.9 so 6 40 .20 0 - O 40 " 60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, XW,FEET
 
SIMSID GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF HATIO 
4.38a ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5,000 REFS 12.674D so IN 
13 .380 MACH 1.600 BETA 6'aaa REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1 4700 IN 
29.380 ELEV,0 0.000 XHRP 6:4000 IN 
A 54.380 YMRP 0 ovan IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN
 
BATA HIS/, CICE mv 
 SCALE .0035
 
CDS 04-0 B9J(ALPHAz 5) + 1306(ALPHA=+ 5) BH 09 .2 FE 1 PAGE- 319
 
____ 

























-140 -180 0oC20 0 -20 -40 - -0 o -100 -120 -160 -­'c so 60 40 




S, O'st GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 12.6740 SQ IN
O 4.380 ALPHAO S.00 ALPHAB 0.000 
REFL 10.030 IN
 0.000
13.00 	 14ACH 1.600 BETA REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6,4000 IN 
YXRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.610 IN 




DATA MIST. COCE MV 
3DHST :304-0 8GJALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA008) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 320
 










80 4 0 O 20 40 -60 80 -100 :-120 -140 -16" so8 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONWXW,FEET
 
S MBG GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION4 
REFS 126 740 so IN
4.380 ALPHAO 5.00 ALPHAS 0.000 

REFL 10.1380 IN
0 1 3.380 4ACH 1.600 BETA 000 IN

.47







SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. COCE MV 
0) + PAE
DHSi 3C4-0 BJ .ALPHA= 30GRALPHA=+ 5)O0S 3
 
























00 80 60 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - 6 - 80 -100 -12I 140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET"
 
SYMOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALFHAB 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
O 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
0 29.380 ELEVO 0.000 REFS 1.4700 INXoRP ,4000 IN
 
54.380 
 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COCE Hv SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA= 0) + 1300GALPHA=+ 5) (BHAO08) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 322
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 













0 80 6 40 20 0 - 20. - 40 - 60 - so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 4.380 ALFHAO 5.100 ALPHAB 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
0 	 13.380 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL - ±0.0380 IN 
REFS 1.470U IN 
0 29.380 CLEVCJ 0.000 	 XMRP 6.400P IN
 




SCALE . 0.0035 
DATA MIST. COE mV 
£fJHS1 3S4-0 BSJCALPHA= 0) + I30GCALPHA=+ 5) CBHAOQ8) 23 FEB.71 PAGE 323
 









too an SO 40 go a - 20 --40" Go so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYMBO.L OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALOHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
13.38, MACH t.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 







51.300 YHRP a.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0:861, IN 
DATA MIST. CC-PC AV SCALE a ,0035 
CDHST 204-0 89J(ALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) fBHA008) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 324
 




















-. 05 _ _' 
-. 05 1 4100 I 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, XWFEET
 
SYM0 OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 4.30 AFHAO 5.Dou ALFHAS - 5.000 REF 12.6740 SQ IN 
13 313ai MACH 1.600 'BETA 0.000 R5FL 10.0380 IN 






COHST 304-0 BAJLALPHA- 5) + 130LHALPHA=+ 5) BHAOO) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 325
 








UBA10 3FE 1 PG 2
 
Do so G 40 SO 0 EDO 40 60 -80 -160 -120 -140 -160 -aB -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
syms GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






















ZHRP 0 o 610 IN 
0.0035
DAT HST CDE MVSCALE 

GDHST '304-0 Bg9J(ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) [HO-]2 E 1 PG 2 
____ 











-C .08 ___"_________ -'­
.0 
100 80 s0 An 20 a - - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
0 13.350 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REF. 10.0380 in 
REFS 1.4700 IN
 
0 29.00 ELEV ~ 0.000 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
A 54.300 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0:8610 IN
 
CSAA HV5 EIST, 

3DHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) + I30GCALPHA=+ 5) CBHAOIO) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 327
 












.8000 so so 20 0 - a 40 -60 iO 100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20080 

LONGITUD[NAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
°361, ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
13:380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10 0380 IN 





54 .380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
SDHST 304-0 8BJ(ALPHA= - 5) - 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHA010) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 328 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6 








0. '1Fso G 40 20 a - 2D 40 60 - 0 -100 --1 a -140 -160 -1Ou -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SIMBO GAP X FARAME191C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.300 ALFMAO S.U00 A LPHAB - 5.000 REFS 1Z.6740 SQ IN 
23.300 MACH f.600 BETA 0.O001 REFL 10.0380 IN 
0 930 CEO.029oG LVD,6DXMRP EFV 1 4700 6°4000 
IN 
IN 
S $1.300 YMRP" 
ZR F6.8610 
0 .0000 IN 
IN 
BAA IS. C~, VSCALE 1.1036 
e;DHS-i 304-0 09JCALPHA=- 5) + 130GCALPHA=+ 5) (1BHAOIO] 23 FEB 71 PAGE 329) 











-Xao s 60 40 20 1) - 20 - 40 - 60 8so -100 -120 -14a -160 -180' -2,00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW_,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4. so ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS' - 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SO IN
 
13.380 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10,0380 IN 
0 Z.8 ON 1.4700 IN
000REFS L0 OD0XMRP93g LV 	 6 .4000 IN 
5-.080 	 Y1RP a.0000 IN
 
ZHR0 0 610 IN
 
SCALE 0.18035DATA MIST. CODE mV 
GDHST 304-0 BgJLALPHA=-10) 13GALPHA=+ 5 FCBHAE2) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 330
 










i u 0.0 
10 so do 40 21) a 20 -40 -60 So8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYMBO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.38a ALPHAO 6.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 1 2 6740 SO IN 
13.380 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0,000 REFL 11:0380 IN 
0 930 1 4700 IN
000REFS LV140 2.}00 XMRPEEV 6.4000 IN 
54.ou YHNP 0 Qooo INZoRF a8610 1N 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. COC MV 

GDHST 204-0 89J[ALPHA=-1O) + 130G(ALPHA= 5) (BHAO|2) .23 FEB 71 PAGE 331
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WiNG ORBITER AT M-1.6







L,- .12 ___ 
of 
LL. 




.0 o 6os 40 20 a - 20 -40 S-I - so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
sy.00 GAF 0 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r, -30 ALFHAO 5o00D ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12o6740 SQ IN 
E) 13.300 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10:0380 IN 
1 4700 IN
0 9.000 REFSLCNZ9}6 {{ 6 :4000.00XMRP IN 
51.300 YMRP 1.000V IN
 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COC HV SCALE 0.0036 
T
GDH!; 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-IO) + I30G(ALPHA=* 5) CBHAO12] 23 FEB 71' PAGE 332 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.G
 







o .10____ ___ 
L.0
 
.000 80 60 40 20 -I -14 -60 -80B -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYHEO OAFG PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c0 4.38013380 ALPHAQMACH 5.0003.600 ALPHASBETA - 10,0000.000 REFSREFL 12.674010.0380 SCIN IN 
o 0.000 REFS 1.4700 IN 
29.0 ELEVJ 0.000 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
A 54380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 






GOHST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA=-10) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHAOI2) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 333 
_ _ 












- . S ALPHA 5.0 LPA 0.30RES _I 1.74 
0.FS 14700 I
 
2900o 00EI 0 .040 80R 0 0 -0 6 0 -0 14 10 -00 10 -2N 
54.58 LHA$90 A~A 1.0 YRF 12.60 0 IN
 
XMRF 6.4000 IN 
DAT HST CCC mvSCALE 0.005
 
.PAGE
SDHST '304-0 89J(ALPHA=-1O) + I30GCALPHA=+ 5) (BHAOI2J 23 FEB 71 334 
















38.-. -____APHS-_._ ______ RF 2,70 0I
-. 02 ___ 
C-°, 
REFS 1 4700 I
 
100 23 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 - -14 -160000 -200G0 4  -180 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
BATA MIST. CCCC nv 
SV$BO. GAE Z FARAXETRXC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
O .3811 ALPHAO - 5.00 ALPNAS . 5.1011 REFS ±2.6711 SQ TN 
o IS.SB ,4ACN 1.600 OETA 0.000 REVL lU,0Z011 IN 
29.380 ELEb'Of 0.0110 XEF 1.4700 IN 
A 54.380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
GOH-T 334-0 BgJCALPHA=- 5) + 1306(ALPHA=- 5) (BHAOI3) 23 FEB-71 PAGE 335 
0.4 
D.4 












so so 40 20 a 20 40' 60 80 -100 -1Z20 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 4.3 0 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALFHAD - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
0 13.3:0 HACH 1.600 BETA U.000 REFL 10 0360 IN 











DATA MIST. COCE MV SCALE 6:,35 
GODHS T 304-0 B9J(ALPHA= - 5) + 130G(ALPHA=- 5) (BHAO13) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 336 
_ _ 
_ _ 














'100 0 60 4 0 '0 - 2 -40 - 60 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
Sy.S GAP Z FARAMCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHMATION 
4.3860 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 In 
0 Zl.380 
S..300 








ZHRP 0.0610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA 915T. CCE KV 
;DHSI 304-0 B9J[ALPHA=- 53 + 130GALPHA=- 5) (BHAOI3I 23 FER 71 PAGE 337 















.0 1010 0 45 20 
 (1 2a 4B -- 8O- - 100 - 1200 - 140 - 160 
--1eo -200 
LONGfTUDINALDISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 

1.380 ALPHAO 




13.380 MACH 	 REFS 19.6740 Q in
1.600 BETA 
 0.000
S 29.380 CLEVON U.000 	 REFL IV0380 IN 
REFS 1:4700 IN5450YMRP 








5DHST :304-0 BJ(ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA=- 53) (BHAO3) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 338
 










0 0 .4 
z 
0.2 
60 20 so a0 -140 -100 - 00oio 80 All O 20 --GDa - v -190 -100 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROMKMATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 























2g3 EE ,OgXMRP 6,4000 IN 
43OYHRP D.u0vO in 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COD MYSALV.03 
L-CHST 304-0 -B9JCALPHA=- 5) + 1310r'CALPHA=- 5) (BHAOI3) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 339 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
.09 _ _8- ­
.06
 

















1o 8s 60 40 20 a -- 0 -- 40 - 00 - 80 -LOS -120 -±40 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITrON.XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















A 54,380 .)RP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.8610 IN 
DATA MI1ST. COE my SCALE 0.0035 
CDHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-IO) + 130G(ALPHA=- 5) (BHA014) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 340 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 











r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
 
" .D o Go 40 20 a g-o - 40 -Go - 0 -100 -190 -140 -100 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL: DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SYMCCL OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFNIAJ 5.000 ALPHAS 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
SETA 0.000 REFL 10 0360 IN 
1:4700 IN 
13.380 MACH 1.900 
0EC .00REFS 6 4000 IN 
A 54.380 "YMRP a ouvo IN 




SDHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-1O) + 13OG[ALPHA=- 5) CBHAO14) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 341
 
DATA MV 






















10 80 60 40 0 0 20 40 - 60 - 00 -100 -120 -140 -160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONsr'4,.?X GAP 2 FARAMETRIC VALUES 
REVS 12.6740 50 IN 
fl 3.380 MACH 1.'600 OETA 0.000 
- 4.380 AUPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 
REFL 10080 IN 
REVS 1.4700 IN 
o 29.380 ELEVCC 0.000 XMRF 6.4000 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN54.300 ZNRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0035 
DATA MIST. COCE MV 
SEHSI 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-I0) + 130G(ALPHA=- 5) (BHAOI4) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 342
 








.0 quaso w d 0 a -za "40 So so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYA -J GAP Z PARAMERI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
r 1.36a ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 1D.000 .REFS 12 6740 so IN 
13 13 09 MACH 1-600 SETA 0.000 REFL 10.0360 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
Z9 ELEVON XMRP 6.4000 INg380 0.000 
A 54°5380 YMEP nova0 IN 
ZMRP 08610 IN 
SCALE 0.0036DATA MIST. CODJE MV 
GDHST 3040 B9J(ALPHA=-]0) 4 130G(ALPHA=- 5) (BHA0141 23 FEB 71 PAGE 343
 
0.9 






so 60 4' a0 zo- - 40 60 go--8 -100 -- 0 -1AU -160 -180 -ago0 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI'ON,XWFEET
 
ST.5CC OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .380 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 112.000 REES 12.6740 $0 IN 
0 3.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1 4700 IN 
5-.380 YmRF 0.0000 IN 
MCALE ZMRF 0.86100.0005 10 
-;DHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-IO) + ]30G(ALPHA=- 5) CBHAO143 23 FEB 71 PAGE 34-4 














lug a 0 40 20 a - 0 --40 so -8au -100 -120 -140 -160 -100 -Zoo0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
syMaO Ap z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.3au ALPHAO - 5,000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REPS 12.si4a so IN 
23.380 MACH 11600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0Mao YM 











DA~ H17,¢ E HVSCALE 0.0035
 
SFS. 304-0 BcIJ(ALPHA=-15) + 130G(ALPHA=- 5) CBHAO15) 23 FEB 71 'PAGE 345
 













8u 60) 40 20 a - 0 - 40 60 - so 1Da -120 -140 -160 -180 -20D 
/ LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
" /0 
S!yS GAP Z L PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 -5.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 SG IN 
13.389 4-C 1.60a BETA 0.000 REFL 10 0380 IN
 
0 Z9.380 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.4700 IN
 XRP 6.4000 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE M SCALE 0035 
GDH 304-0 A9JL ALPHA=-15) + 130GALPHA=--BHAOA 5L 23 FEB 71 PAGE 346
) 





.. .' .l .l















1__ _ _ _ _L I--. 1 2 
X/ 
so -100 -120 - LAO -1602d 44 20
.1 s 





sy-a AF z PARAMETRIC VALUES IN F O R T I O N
 
gREFL 1Z 4 ' 1 
8 s o3 AC H 1 6 0 0 E T A 0 0 0 0 R F S 
.4 38 ACPHAO - 5.000 ALPHA$ - 15000 

X R P 6 :4000 IN 
YHRF 0 .0000 IN  






DATA MIST. C E MV 

GDHST 301-0 BgJALPHA=-IS) + 30G(ALPHA=- 5) BHAOI.,5) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 347
 












.0,0 t 60 40 ga 0 -213 - 40 -60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXW,FEET
 
5IMECC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR MATION 
4.300 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 1 2.6740 $Q IN 
13.380 MACH 1.60D BETA 0.000 REFLREFS 10.03801 4700 IN 
0 29.300 ELCVON 0.000 XHRF 6:4000 IN 
54.300 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP a $610 IN 
BATA MIST. CCCE MV SCALE U0. 55 
[:P ST 304-0 89J(ALPHA=-I5) + 130G(ALPHA=- 5) CBHAO15) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 348I 















0-0 o 60 40 20 a 20 al 60 so8 -100 -12D) -140 -160 -180 -20i 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
5y-eOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 'REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A 5o a ALPHAO -5.000 A LFHAO - 15,000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 















GDHS, 304-0 89J(ALPHA=-IS) + 130G(ALPHA=- 5) (SHAOIS) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 349
 
fELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 


















.0e 40' 	 0 is I a 1___ Do 
-3, 
o Go 40 go0 0 -20'- 4 60] 80 -100 -12[0 -'VA -0;: :S 21 
LONGIlTUD iNAL\ 01SPLACEHENT FROM MATED POS IT lON.X"','FEET
 
. A ZPRAMETRIC VALUE$ 	 .. REFERIEOC FORHATION 
, 4.380 ALFHAO R-F 1000.H64I SO IN 
13.301, MACH 1.600 BEA .00 .'D EFL ... 8 IN 
REF4TI 1.01..40 IN 





51.8 	 ..... IN
 
DATA HIST._ COSCALE 0.0035
 
.SCHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-1O) + 130G(ALPHA=-tO) (BIHAO16) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 35-0 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT 1=1.6
 
0.8 







10 80 60 40 20 N 0 -20 - 40 - - so0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL D1PLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.,k.FEE
 
SY'480I.SAP 3 A6AnET rC VALUES 	 CIF~A1I 
4.380 ALIAO - 10.000 ALF$AB -	 REFS rg,140 SO7, IN 
13.360 	 MACH 1.Go0 ITa.iq .. 0 IN 
REFB 1.410 IN 
29.3$0 ELEVC 
 0.00 "XHRP 	 6.4000 IN 
a $4.360 YMRA 0.0000 IN
 
ZNRP 0.6610 . IN
 
OATh ni$To CCC MV SCALE 0.0035
 
GDHST 304-0 B9d(ALPHA=-10) + 13OGCALPHA=-t0) (BHADIS) 23 FEB 71 PAGE .351 





























SDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-,10) + 130G(ALPHA=-10) (BHA016) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 352 










wo so G 40 20 a 2 - 40 - SET - so -100 -120 -14a -160 -%So -goo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYMBOLt GAF- Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- .360 ALPHAO 10.00Q0 ALPHA$ - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
13 13.350 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0300 IN 
t REFS 1:4700 IN0 Z9.380 ELEV"O 9.000 XMRP 6.14000 IN 
A6 54.360 YNRP 0 .vou IN 
ZMRF 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0355
CATA MIST. CCCE 
GDH!;T 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-IO) + 1306CALPHA -1O) -CBHAO16) 23 FEB 71 PACE 353
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 









le so B 40 20 a 20 -40 -69 so8 -100 -Ian -140 -160 -180 -2,00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SY-DOL GAP I PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.3 0 ALPHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
0 15.3:9 MACH 11600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10 038a IN 







a 5A.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
DSCALE 
ZHRF 0o8610 0.035 IN 
040BJ(ALPHA=-1O)9GS + 130G(ALPHA=-10,) CBHAOIG) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 354
 

















9 80 ELVC 0 N 0 -80 O 10 -10 -1.400 -28 -, 
-. 1RP 0.000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
CAA IT.C E ySCALE 0.0035
 
-OHST '304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-15) *130GIALPHA=-10) {WHA0IT) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 355
 














80 60 41 20 V go 40 - so -100 -120 -240 -160. -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
sy.&Cc GAF Z PARAM4ETRIC VALUES 
REFS IZ,6740 3Q IN 
10038a IN0 .380 ALPHAO - 10400 ALPHAS - 14.000 0 330 MC EA 000REFL.0
13.80*O0 AC ET O.00REFS 1.4700 IN
 
XMRP 6,.4000 IN
0 29.380 ELEVCH 0.000 

YHRP 0 .0000 INS.530 
ZmRP 0 ,$61 INSAL.2 .35
 
CATA HIST. CCC mv 
,;DHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-15) + 130G(ALPHA=-103 cBHAOI7) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 356 










I .1 29 3___ ELVO '0 F 
.0010f so as 40 za (1 - 211 -40 6D 0 al -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL GISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 A 3 ALFMA0 10*00. ALFMAr _ 15.000 REPS IZ:6740 SQ IN 
0 1 3 Sl AC . 1 6 0 E T A 0 .0 0 RE 8 1 ' 4 7 0 0 I N 
6ER 1.4T00 IN 
5co3av YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 in 
CATA MIST, COG MV SCALE U.O355 
00H5T 3C4-0 B9J(ALPHA=-153 * 130GLALPHA=-1O1 CBHAO171 23 FEB 71 PAGE 3b7
 









ion 611 40 20 a So - 40 6O0 --80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
Sf.BOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 
A° 813 ALPHAO 






ALPHAS " 15.000 REFS 


















DATA !,,ST. COD MV SCALE 0.0035 
CDHCST 304-0 Bg9JCALPHA=-I5) A 130GC ALPHA=- 1-) CBHA'O17) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 358 












d o s o a A 2 0 a 2 0 4 - 6 0 a - 1 20 4 0 - 6 0 -1 8 0 - 2 0 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













DATA MIST. CODE Mv 
CDHST 3C4-0 Bg9J(ALPHA=-I5)" + 130GCALPHA=-10) CBHAO17) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 359­
___ 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=.6
 











T2 -. 03 
-. 05 	 ___ 
l 	 ~~~ e r e~ ~~ ~~~ 	 .. .. I, .l~ .~.l Il .f .e.~~ t r 
0 60 40 0 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYPatC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O .. 360 ALPHAO 0.00 ALFNAB 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
BETA o.0oo 	 REFL 10.0380 INO 13.300 HACH 1.500 	 REFS 1.4700 IN 
0 29.381 ELEVOt 0.00 	 XRRF 6.4920 IN 
A.380 	 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.8680 IN 
SCALE 0.0035VAT., I ST. COVE NV 
CD-tS- 304-0 BBXCALPHA= 0) + 1348CALPHA= 0) (BHA043) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 360
 
_ _ 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
0.8 











F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
-0 . 0 20 40 60 80 -- 00 -10 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYMBO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.o300 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0,000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
13.300 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.03su I 













DATA HIST, CODE AV SCALE NO. NT3 
ODHST 304-0 BBXALPHA= 0) + 134[ALPHA= 0) CBHA043) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 361 












_ _ __ __ __ _ _ 











.04 .000 I 
1 3 s 6 0 a S 8 -100 -120 -140 -160 - D -O / 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACC"MENT F M MATED POSIT]ONXW,FEET .
 
syva GAP Z *PbH PARAMETRIC VALUES ./REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3,80 1.,O 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 TTO , 
3 360 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000EL 0080 I
 
1,47 IN
2. 0 L ON .00REFS0O°OO2.38 EEV HR 920 IN
 
ZHRF 0.8680 IN
BATA HI.T, C2E AV SCALE 0.0035
 
GDHST 304-0 ABLXALPHA= A) + 134BALPHA= (HA 2 E
 
GCS 0408XALH= 09+14(LPA ) (8 l.b)23 FEB 71 PAGE 382
 
___ 

















.0G 60 4 go a - - 40 s so -100 -120 -140 -166 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SHBOL OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 0,000 ALPHAB a.00 REFS 12.6740 $a IN 
1 3.380 MACH 1:600 BETA 0.000 EFL U0.80 IN 
0.000 REFS 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.2920 1N 
5e.300 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.86680 IN 
SCALE 0.0035DATA HIST. CODE MV 
GDHST 304-0 BBXCALPHAz 0) + 134BCALPHA= 0) (BHA043) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 383
 

















20 a 20 -- a 160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMrENT F7M MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
S .Zr GAP Z " PARAMETRIC VALUES. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 X6MAO a 000 ALPHAD 0.000 REFS 12 6740 SQ IN 
1 3 380 MACH 1:600 BETA 0.090 REFL 10.0380 IN 
5-.300 
00 .38 LON000REFSZ.30 EEV. QXHRP 
YMR. 
1.4700 




ZMRP 0.680 IN 
BATA MIST. COC£ MYSALV.0 
GDHST '304-0 BBXCALPHA= 0) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) CBHA04, 6 23 FEB 71 .PAGE 364 























-,Sa 80 0 40 20 0 - 20 40 - so - s0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
$YM4C GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .I80 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.9740 So IN 
0 13.380 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0dso IN 
RFB 1.4700 IN 
LEVC .XRP 62920 IN 
54,380 YNRP a.01O0 IN 
ZNRP 0.860 IN 
DATA IgSr. COOC MV SCALE 0.0035 
.DHST 304-0 BBXCALPHA=- 5) + 134BCALPHA= 0] CBHA045) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 365 











so Go 40 go 0 -- a0 - 40 -60 so -loci -120 -140 -160 "180 -0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYMBO GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.300 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 $0 IN 
13.360 14ACH 1.60a BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 10 





51.300 YMRP .OcoO IN 
ZMRP 0.8680 IN 
DATA MIST. COVE Mv SAE 005 
GDHST 304-0 B8X(ALPHA=- 5) + 134B(.ALPHA= 0) (BHA045) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 366 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 















loo so 411 go a - l '0-40 so 'a -100 -120' 40 -L60, 80 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,×W.FErT
 
SYMBO OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 5.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SG IN 
13o3so 	 MACH 2.600 BETA O.,na REFL IV 0380 IN 
REFS 1:4700 INZS2.380 ELEVON 0.00 XHRF 6 .2920 IN 
S 54."o YMRP 0.O0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0680 IN 
T IST C HVSCALE 	 0.0035 
'30HST 304-0 BBXCALPHA=- 5) + 134BCALPHA= 0) CBHA045) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 367 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=4.6
 


















10 80 60 40 20 0 - B - 40 -60 - so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
Sy.x0L GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.585 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
REFL 10.0380 IN
1 3.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.4700 IN
 










BATA MIST. CODE MV 

GCfHSf304-0 B8XCALPHA=- 5) + 134BrALPHA= 0) (BHA045) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 368
 














0.1 . . . . .. I ... I .. . .. 
10 6 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - 60 - s0 -100 -120 -141 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 





























54.380 YHRPZNRF 0.00000.8000 ININ 
CATA 8 ET.CcE 5) F SCALE 0.0035 
SCI-i, 304-0 B8XCALPHA=- 5) + I34BCALPHA= 0) (BHAO45) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 36S 








-3 .04 	 _______ 
U 





-,06 	 ___ ___ __ _ 
8) 60 40 20 0 -20 - - 60 -8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -10 -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SY$BCA GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
..360 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
o 	 3.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 INo 200 ELEV' 0.000 	 XMRP 6.2920 IN 
S 	 4.3$0 YXRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.8680 IN 
SCALE 0.0035CATA MIST. CCO MV 
GDHST 304-0 B8X(ALPHA=-10) + I34BCALPHA= 0) CBHAO4S) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 370
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
0. ­






so 0. 40 	 40 s Go -100 -12 - -140 -;,o -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
3 ,S OAF Z pARAHCTRIC VALUCS 	 R{FERENCE INFORMATICK 
4.360 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHA13 - 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
13.380 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10 0380 1
 
REFs 1.4 '00 1
0 Z9.369 ELEVIO 0.9179 XMRP 6 .2920 IN 
54.350 
 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8680 IN 
DAAHIT CI vSCALE 0.0035
 
G9HST 3,^4-0 BB8XCALPHA=-1O} + 134BVALPHA= 0) CBHAO46) 23 PEB 71 PAGE 371 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
*20 -r-r-,1 1rr-ii--i-i- -t-t-l- -r--l -,-1--i -r-rr -r-t- -rrr rt, -rrr -tr-t 












8'6 ', - -40 --GU SU -IUD -120 -140 -260 -18060 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
STH.I GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 .360 ALPHAO 01000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN
 
13.o'0 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.050 IN 
REFS 1.4700 in 
zaZ300 CLVVD 0.900 
 XHRP 6.2920 IN 
5,.:300 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8680 in 
aATA MIST. CCCE MV SCALE 0.0035
 
SDHST 304-0 BBXCALPHA=-1O) 134BCALPHA= 0) (BHA046) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 372 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I;6
 




















60 Ad 0 - 20 - 40 - o - S -100 -10 i4O -t60 -IO -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
SIMSr OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAVIrt 
O .38D ALFHAO 0Oo00 ALFHAB - 1.0000' REFS 12.&740 sQ IN 
O 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4.00ELEVC4o 9.380 0.000 XMRF 6.2Zl IN 
A 51.3o YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8680 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
MIST. COCE4ATA - MV 
CDHSt 3C4-0 BBXCALPHA -IO) + I34BCALPHA= 0) (BHA046) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 373
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 








Mae so an 411 oil a 20 -40 -60 -at) -100 -120 -140 -160 -18D -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
SYM0% OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r 4.80 ALPHAO O.o ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 1Z.6740 so IN 
13 13.30 ACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFS 1 07,0 
ELEVO 0.040 1 IN 0 930 6.Z920
000XMRPLV IN
 




DAA ISCOE VSCALE 
 0.0035
 
GDHST1 04-0 B8X(ALPHA=-10) + 1348(ALPHA= 0) (BHA046) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 374 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
























-07 	 _ 
100 80 60 40 20 0 20 - 40 - o - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -10 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SIM&t GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 4.300 ALfHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 	 REFS 12.6740 se IN 





 XHRP 6.2920 IN
 





 DATA MIST. Cc0.E MV 
SOHST 304-0 BBX(ALPHA=- 5) + 1348(ALPHA=- 5) CBHAO47) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 375
 







L .. . .. . ... ... ... . ... .... .. .. . . . . .. .
 
-00 s0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -±20 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S4.360 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALFP4AS - 5.00 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
0 15.300 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
0 29.300 ELEVCI 0.000 XHRP 6.2920 IN 
A 5..380 YRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8680 IN 
DATA HST. COE MV SCALE 0.0035 
SOHST 304-0 B8X(ALPHA=- 5) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) CBHA047) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 376
 





























10 8 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
sHa-OL *AP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.360 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALFHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 So IN 
















DATA MIST. CODE NV 
SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 3C4-0 8XALPHA=- 5) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) CBHA047) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 377
 
.10 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.G






.010 a 60 140 20 a --20 - 40 oa - 80 --100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
$y RO GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1; 380 ALPHAO - 3.000 ALFHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
4:3 a ACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 R5FL 10.0380 IN 













ZNRF 0.8680 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
= -
C-CHST 304-0 B8X'LALPHA 5) + 134U(ALPHA=- 5) (BHAO47) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 378
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS. INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 











Ll -Ot 0.95 
0.75 
o.5 
. . . .
0.70 
tv 80 G 40 20 a - 4a 60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP" Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.. o A LPHA0 - 5.£00 ALPHAS - 5 .DO{ REFS 6740 $a in 
I 336 EA °(DOREFL lo 0380, LI{ HCH IN
 
60
E .  $EA.00REFB 1 .47,0 IN 
0 Z9 300 ELEVC0 0.000 XHRP 6 2920 IN
 
S 54 .30V YHRP 0000 IN
 
EmRp 0.8680 .8 
-SCALE .035 
= - = -
DHST 304-0 8XALPHA 5) + 0348ALPHA 5) CBHA0-47- 23 FEB 71 PAGE 37 ­
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 
.09 











D so0 60 40 zo af -0 --ALI46-E 0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -ISO -206 
LONG-ITUDtNAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
syHB30L GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
1.36D ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.900 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 




.10REFSL0 Z.8 C40 Z.30 6.2920 IN
0.00XMRP LE~* 

A .8 YNRP 0.00ou IN
 
ZHRP 0,8680 IN 
BATA HI$T, C0DE mV SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 B8X(ALPHA=-1O) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) (BHA048) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 380
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 





0.41.4700 	 R IN 
z 





0R 	 0i 0000_ IN__ 
SCALE 0.0035
 
10 80 60 40 20 0 --20 -40 - 60 -008 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P(S[TIONXW.FEEI
 
Sr'4tt GA; Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNAT[ON 
O 4.300 ALFHACI - ALPMAB - 10.000 23SQ 	 RFS 1 .6740 INC 1.580 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 	 REFL I0.0300 IN 
REFB 1.4700 TNo 29.300 CLEV d 0.000 XHRP 6.?920 IN 
A 54.580 YNRP (3.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.8680 IN 
CA H T*C HVSCALE 0.0035 
GOHST 30'i-O B8XCALPHA=-1O) + I34BCALP-A=- 5J (8HA048) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 381 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M.6
 






















- 100 Go GO 40 20 a -20 40 -60 -8an -1001 -120 -140 -. 160 -180 .'200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
S,-BOt GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO - 5.600 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 So IN 





29.380 ELEVO 0.000 XHRP 6.2920 IN 
.5300 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0680 IN 
- DATA MIST. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
2!JHST 304-0 BBXCALPHA=-1O) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) (BHA048) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 382 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I,6











o a s s 40 20 0 -o 40 G f80 -100 -120 -140_ 60 _ 180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MA'TED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
$ .t. GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 so IN
 




0 000XMRP9 8 L O 6 .2920 IN 
S..380 YMRP 0.OO00 IN 
ZMRF U;0600 IN 
SCALE 0.00S5
DAT MIST. C¢'E HV 

= ­
-j0HST304-0 88X(ALPHA=-]0) + 1348(ALPHA 5) (8HA04S] 23 FEB 71 PAGE 383
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 

















00 80 60 40 20 V -go - 40 - 60 -80 -0 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXW.FEET
 
syslo GAP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 	 REFS I2.6740 So IN
 
13.380 HACH 1.600 $ETA 0.000 	 REL 10.0380 INREFO 1.4700 IN 
0 Z9.385 ELCVC4 0.000 XNRP 6.2920 IN 
A 54o80 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8680 IN 
DATA M-ST. CO+E 1H 	 SCALE 0.003 U IN 
GDH-CT 304-0 B8XCALPHA=-1Q) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) (8HA048) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 384
 
















.00 GA ___RIRCVLVSREEECZIFRMTO 
-°
 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,.XWFEET
 
$talb$4 GAP Z rARAMtTRzC VALUES INrORMATZONRErFtECE 
4.3aO ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB 0.000 REFS 12.6740 S IN 
13.360 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 







DATA HIST. CICE mv SCALE 
0.0035 
50HST 304-0 89J(ALPHA= 0) + 134SCALPHA= 0) (8HA027) 23 FES 71 PAGE 385 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.l
 








(J .0 8 ALPHA_ 0.0 APAS 000 	 EF 2 70 o 
091ELEV 0.0 	 -6 0 -1O -2 IMR-4 6 . 40-0 IND 20 
A 13. 0o 8EA O DRFL 	 YMHllO 10.0000 IN
 
ZMRP a 8610 IN
SCALE 0:0035
 
GGHST 304-0 89JCALPHA= 0)-+ 134B(ALPHA= 0) (SHA027) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 386
 















too so 40 go a - 21) - 4a so so -100 -120O -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
sy a GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c; 4.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS D.000 REFS 12 6740 Sa 'IN 
S 13 0 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000. RF 8 IN 
1.4700 IN2:36 LVW .00REFS 






A 5 .Jac4.300 ALPNALP.00 AL+F3$ALBA O 8H0792 F.00 R7F PA670GE I 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA WIT . COD Mv 

09-AG - - 0) 80 - A E087C CC!2 4-0 0) a - - 10 -4 160 0 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.1
 















.00 1 . . . . . . . 
100 so 00 40 20 a - 0 40 -so 80 -100 -120 -140 -10 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c .38 ALPFAO a.Duo ALP$A5 0.000 REFS 12.6740 50 IN 
o 13.3:0 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 










ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
OATAMIST. CODE NV SCALE . 5 
GOhST 304-0 BSJCALPHA= 0) + 134BCALPHA= 0) CBHA027) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 388 














-I S 	 4 0 "20 ---- - -- 60 -0 1D -2 10 -6 %0--2 
z 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSJTIONXWFEET
 
5 .S OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALVE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .360 ALFHAQ 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 	 "REFS le.6740 SO IN 
f3 	 3.U 9ACA 1.100 SETA V.Vou REFL 10:0380 IN 
REPS 1 4700 IN 
0 9.300 ELEVON 0.000 XMRP 6:4000 IN 
A 6.309 YMRP 0 oDOD IN 
ZHRP 0.8S1u IN 
DATA MIST, COCI KV SCALE 0.0035 
SOHST 304-0 BgJCALPHA= 0) + 134BCALPHA= 0) C8HA027) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 389
 















-. 04 _____ ____ 
., .l . * -1
, .t ., .t Ill I .r .l , 1 3I 

-Sall so 60 40 20 0 -20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
5188(.X GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
4,380 ALP$AO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
O 3.380 MACH L.100 BETA 0.000 REFLREFS 10.0301.4700 IN 10 
Z9.360 ELEVCW 0.300 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
A5.380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.6610 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE V SCALE 0.0035 
CDHST 304-0 B3J(ALPHA=- 5) + 134SCALPHA= 0) "CBHA028) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 390
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.l
 
* -o 11- '=,i ,= r-rr -r-r-r r'rr, n-rr -rrr -rtr -t--r -rr- -,-rr -rr 
0.6 






olo So so 'o 0 a -20 --40 so so--8 -100 -120 -140 	 -1G0 -190 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
$fm .- GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATICN 
S 4.560 ALFA 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 1Z.6740 se IN 
580 WACH 1.105 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1 4700 IN 
0 29.380 CLEVC" 0.00 	 XMRP 6:4000 IN 
a 	 4.100 YHRP O. 000 IN 
ZmRp 0.8610 1AITA HISto C. AV 	 SCALE 0.005
 
GDHST1 304-0 89J(ALPHA=- 5) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) (BHA028) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 391 
























P }OYRF 1.4 00O IN 






5DHST '304-0 BJ(ALPHA=- 5) + 134BCALPHA= 0) (BHA028) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 392 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.l
 


















*00 8 60 40 20 0 - 20 40 - 6 -80s -100 -120 -14D 160 -180 -ZOO 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
SYHSt GAP Z PARAHETRZC VALUES 	 REFEREHCE 1NFRUATIXO 
o 	 .3O0 ALPHAO 0.00 ALHAB - 5.000 REFS 19.6740 SQ IN 
13.3B MACH 1.10 BETA 0OD REFL 10.:036 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
2930 L 000XNRP 6.4000 INS 	 54.380 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MI$T. CCE mv 
SDHST 304-0 B39JCALPHAz- 5) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) (BHAO2SJ 23 FEB 71 PAGE 393 


















....~~~~~. . . . . .. . .. . . ~.f~~... . . .- - .. .. 
8alos 60 40 20 a - 20 --40 60' so'8 -100 -120 14 160 -180 -z0a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SYMBO GAP Z PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
..390 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5 ova REFS 12.6740 so IN 
13,380 MACH 1.100 
S 29.380 ELEVON 0.000 









a S.380 YMRP 0 DODO IN 
Z14RF 0:8610 IN 
DATA MIST. COCE 14V SCALE 0.0035 
Z'HSI 30-4-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) + 134BrALPHA= 0) (BHA028) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 394 


















I 	 -. 03 
-. 04 
-. 07 
'0 	 10 "40 -s 6' - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -lea -800 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
DATA MLT) CD2 

St3cCL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAC 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12,6740 SO IN 

















.DHST 3C4-0 B9J(ALPHA=-1O) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) (BHA029) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 395 











10 5 60 40 20 0 - 2 -40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -. 40 -260 -280 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PGSITION.XW,,FEET
 
SYMB l (MP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES RERERENCE INFORMATION 
4.500 ALFHA' 0.000 ALFHaB - 10.000 REFS 12.5740 SQ IN 
O 15.500 MACH 2.100 ZTA o.vor RE;L 10.0360 IN 
o 29.500 ELEV f 0.0 XRF 6.,700 IN" 
A 54.300 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZM&P 0.OSIO IN 
TAH T. E HVSCALE 0,0035 
GDHST 304-0 29J(ALPHA=-I0) + IS4GCALPHA= 0) LSHA029) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 392
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.l
 
J*r 	 -,-C
















LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
5,1.0L O:F z FARAMETRIC VALUCS 	 RCFERENCE INFCRHIATIONW .380 ALFHAO 00 ALPHAS - 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
0 	 13.30 MACH 1.100 13ETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
0 930 EEIN 1.4700 in
090RCF6
0 O8.3GXHRF{£V.,w 	 6.40DO IN




CATA HIST. CODE mv 
 SCALE 0.0036
 
SOHST 3C1'-0 B9.IrALPH^r-]O) + 134BCALPHA= 0-3 (BHA029) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 397 
DELTA-WINGBOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT MI.l
,,n, ,,,, 












100 0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 0 -100 -120 -140' -160 -Ba -.200 
LONG-ITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,.FEET 
SNBC. GAP Z 


































SDHST 304-0 BgJfALPH6=-lO). 4 134B(-ALPHA= 09 CBHA029) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 398 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA2WING ORBITER AT M=I.1,
 
0.6 






U) 0.74 	 ___ 
0 . 
0 	 -200va s 60 40 io ra go An" 60 .- 8 -1foW -Izo -140 -160 -180 
LONGITUD-INAL OISPLACEMENT'.FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET:
 
$y"51 GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHA$ - 101.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ. IN 
C 	 3.380 M AC14 1.100 BETA, 0',000 RCFL 10.0389 ,IN' 
ReFU I A700 IN 
54.390" 	 Ymp- 0 .00 IN 
ZHRP 0",610 IN 
DAA I~. OD m 
 SCA LE .0035
 
5DHS, .304.-0 .BgjCALPHA=-1.O) + 13413(ALPHA= 0) (BHA029) 23 FEB, 7f" G 399 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 








tJ .04. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . 
I o 80 66 41 20 a 0 - 40 Go8 80 -1I00 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SBO GAP Z 
• .380 ALFHAO 
1.3.30 MACH 
- 29389 ELEV.0.03o 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE NCE INFORMATION 
0.000 ALPH4AS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 so 
1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10,0380 IN 
REFa 1 4700x RF 6: 0  IN 
IN 
S .360 









GDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA= 0) + 1348(ALPHA= 0) (BHA031) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 400 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 
*0 -I-,- -r---r *-1-, -rr, -r--w -,--, rrr l~- -r irr rn- -,-r --rrr rr ll 
-EF 









,Go 80 60 40 20 0 -20 40 -60 -80 -1la -t20 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
s$yS 6F Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q A.3O0 ALFHAO 0o.OU ALFHA8 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
15.380 MACH 1.60D0 BETA 9.00 REFL 10,0380 IN 
.REFB 1.4700 IN 
o ag.S0 ELEVC* 0.000 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
A 5.380 . YNRp 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
C4fA MIST. COE MV SCALE 0.0035 
SCHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA= 0) + 134BCALPHA= 0) (BHAO31) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 401
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
.16 1 1 1 
iJ. 











• 100 so 60 40 20 a 20 40 -60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIFON,XW,FEET
 
S-CQ GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 0. ao ALFHAB 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
13.365 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.o0 REFL la '0380 IN 
ELYU 000R FB 1,4700 IN




ZMRP 0 8610 IN
 
DITA MIST. COC.E MV 
 SCALE 0:0035
 
f50HST '304-0 B9J(ALPHA= 0) + 1348(ALPHA= 0) CBHA031) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 402 
54.380 







Soo so G 40 20 a 20 -40 -60 80 -100 -120 --40 -10 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
Sy"SrA GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
c 4.385 ALFHAO 0,001) ALPHAB 0.000 " REFS 12 6740 so IN 
0 	 13.350 MACH 1,600 'BETA 0.000 REFL 10:0380 IN 
EEFS 1.4700 IN0 29.380 ELEVIl 0o000 RHRP 6.4000 IN 
A 5..300 yMPP 0,0000 IN 
ZMRP 0o8610 IN 
- AT MST mySCALE CCE 0.0035 
SCHSf 3N4-0 B9J(ALPHA= 0) + 1348(ALPHA= 0) (BHA031) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 403
 











00 s 60 40 20 a 20 40 - o -80 -Ica -190 -14U -1fo -180 -2.. 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
51H. A, Z PARA.5TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.300 ALFHAO aloup ALFHAS 0.000 REFS LZ.674 0 Q IN 
0 1 3.380 MACH 1.600 SETA 0.009 REFL 10.0380 IN 
0 Z.0 EON.00REFS 1.4700 IN 
A 51.380 ELVN ,0PXRP 0:4000 IN 






{:H T 1-04-0 F39J(ALPwA = O) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) CBHA031) 23-FEB 71 PAGE 404 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 















Sa so0 Go 4 0 1 2 U G o -10__ 34 10 -8 _2v_ 
-. 06 __ 
-. 07 
-. o . L.4. ... L.4. .LS.L .4..L.L. .... L.L. .4..L.L- .JL.4 .. l.S.. .J-J.L .-.. L.J. .t.LA. ... W4. ... t... 4..L.. 
-00 80 60 4D 20 0 -2 0 - 40 60 00 100ID -120 -240 -460 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SrfeOt GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 30 IN 
C 2330 MACH 1.600 6TA 0.000 RCFL 10.0300 IN RE S 1.4700 IN 
0 	 Z9.380 ELEVC$ 0.000 XMRF 64000 IN 
5.4380 yRP 0.0000 INZMRP 0.8610 IN 
MV
 
DATA MIST, CCE 
SDHST, 3n4-0 BJCALPHA=- 5) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) (BHAO32) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 405
 
___ 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 














so 20 0 - 20 -40 - 60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SY'48C GAP Z FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.350 ALFpAO 0.000 ALFHAD - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 5 IN 
f 13.3ZS MACH 160 6ETA 0.009 REFL 10.0380 IN 
.REF IN147000 29.580 ELEVa 0.000 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
A 54.3a0 YHRP 0.0000 INZRF 0 .8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. COE lV 
SGHST 304-0 89JCALPHA=- 5) + 1348ALPHA= 0) CBHA032) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 406
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 














08Z9.3 0 0 -4 6 40-0
ELVN40 0 -6 0 -20 XNR 1 0 IN0-S9 
A 5.380 P .0 5O NR S 0L:B- IN1.70000 





DATA MIST. COPE£ mV
 
5HDHST 304-0 BgJ[ALPHA=- 5) + 134BCALPHA= 0) (BHA032) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 407
 



















100 80 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -a60 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYgEO- OAP Z FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALFHAB - 5.090 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
o 29.300 ELCVn 0.000 REFBXMRF 1.4700 64000 IN IN 
. 54.350 YHRP 0.000 IN 
ZHRF 1.8610 IN 
CATA HIST. COCE HVSCALE .0035 
.SDHST 104-0 BSJCALPHA=- 5) + 1348CALPHA= 0) .CBHA032) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 40S 

















-0 g 40 20 a 2 - 40 60 SO -100 -120 -1_ 160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
vmcl GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.380
.EFL ALPMA0 0.000 ALPMAO - 5.000 REFS " 12.674010.0380 SG ININ 
S 10 38 Z9:300 0 HACHAL.VAN 1.0 0.000 2ETA 0. -40 - - REFSXRF 16479064000 ININ 
A 54.380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
GATA MIST. COE MY 
SCAL 0.0035 
CO-HST 204-0 B9JCALPHA=- 5) + 1348(ALPHA= 0) C8HA032) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 409 




















-. 00 	 40 0 0 20 40 -60 S -100 -120 -140 -160 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
syrsa GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















5..380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.8610 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE V SCALE 00035 
SDHST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA=-IQ) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) (BHA0333 23 FEB 71 - PAGE 410 















Go so go 40 20 IT 0 -40o SIT -6 -1o0 -2a -140 -160 -ISO -2oo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET 
sy GCC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES RE[FERENCE INFORMATION 
4,36 ALPHAO 0.0oD ALPHAS - 10.O0 REFS 12.6740 Sa IN 
I 13:0B 















S 54.300 YMRF U.uOU IN 
ZHRF 0.8610 IN 
DATA HISI. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
SOHST 3.04-0 B9J(ALPHA=-1O * 134B(ALPHA= 0) "CBHA033) 23 FEB 71 PACE 411 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 



















10 80 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
;YMSat GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 S0 IN
 
13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.010 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
0 8REFB 1.4700 INXNRF 6,4000 IN
 
A 4.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.8610 IN 
BATA OnST. COCE MV SCALE 0.0035 
SCHST 304-0 89JCALPHA=-10) + 1348CALPHA= 0) CBHA033) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 412
 

















0101 So G 40 20 0 -20 40 -60 - 80 -S0o -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SIICCL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VAL.ES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c ..380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 0.0010 REFS 12.6740 So in 








ELsVs 0.000 XmRYKRP .6 400 a . Don ININ 
4N&p 0.8620 IN 
DATA HIST- CHVE LV SCALE 0.0035 
'iDHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-1OI + 134B(ALPHA= 0) CBHA033) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 413 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE IFDELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 







6.0 60 40 20 a 20 -4CI -D6 so -100 -120 -140 -160 -18D -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITfON,XWFEET
 























5'.389 YMRP 0 0 00 IN 
ZMRFSCALE a:86100.00.5 IN 
CDHST l3r4-0 B9J(ALPHA=-]O) + ,134B(ALPHA= 0) (BHA033) 23 FEB 71 PA6E 414 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M1.6
 
-r-rr r-r,,r.10! r-- r1-r -r-r -r--r -r-t-r -r---r i-r-r -r--r -. 



















-8 0 60 40 20 a -0 go 40 60 -80 -100 -120 -440 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW..FEET
 
SY'C4 GAF Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.300 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - L5.099 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
REFL J0.0$8Q IN
 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
0 Z9.380 ELVN .000 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
a 54.380 Y4FW 0.0000 IN 
13.300 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 
zMgr ossto INSCALE 0.8605
 
VCCPEBATA MIST. 
GDHST 304-0 B9JCLPHA=-I5) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) CBHA034) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 415 
0.4 




Lu -.- L 
. . . . . .
 
1. 60' 40' 20 a - 20 - 0 -60 So8 -Ina -lzo, -140 -160' -1;0 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
sy _,C OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REMEENCE INFORMATION 
:1 -.3511 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 SG IN 








Z9.8 EbV 0.00XMRP 6:4000 IN 
A 54.385 YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 0:8610 IN 
VATA MIST. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
-OHSl 324-0 8gJ[ALPHA=-15) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) CBHA034) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 416 

















.010 s 61 40 20 a 20 --40 soD 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -18D. -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET­
sylwv GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
. 3 8 0 A L P H A O . 0 0 0 A L P H A S - 1 5 .0 0 0 R E F S 1 .6 74 0 s e I N 
13.80°60 PAH O.ODREFL 10.0380 IN
 
BEA.00REFS
.80 MC 1.  
 o4700 IN
 







.2SCALE 0. 35 
4DHSF3n4-0 89J(ALPHA=-15) + 134.0ALPHA= 0) (0HA034 23 FEB 71 PAGE 4 7
 



















00 80 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 -0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
sYrB,6. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
n .380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 se IN 






0 S9.380 ELXVON 0.000 XMRF 6.4000 IN 
YMR? 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.610 IN 
OA7A MIST. CCE Mv SCALE 0.0035 
GfJHST JC-0 B9JCALPHA=-15) + 134B(ALPHA= 0) (8HA034) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 418 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 
1.0 tr,, -r , r ,-,--,t .,.-- -.-,, -1--- -rr -r-rr - l-t i
rr -. ,r -r-r-r ,l. flr-Jt 

















F-R 0.20U 4N__ 
Go s 60 40 20 0 go20 - 40 -o so -100 -120 -14a -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,'XW.FEET
 
S uC' GAp z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFRENCE INFORMATION
 
-. 80 ALFAO 91000 ALPHA - 15.00 REFS 2.6740 so IN
 
El 13.300 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10:0380 IN 
E{FS 1.4700 IN
0 .0P30 CEO 






4D.ST304-0 BAjIALPHA=-15 + 34BCALPHA= 0) (BHS034) 23 FEB 7S PAGE 419 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.g
















-*Sa 'a 49 2" a -A 40a 6c, 8 -10 -120 -14 10 8 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SIPSOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .380 ALPHAO 6.001, ALPHA$ 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 





2 9-380 ELI7VON 0.000 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
54.380 YHRP 0.000D IN 
ESCALE ZMRP 0 861000035 IN 
,DHST '304-0 Bgd(ALPHA=+ 5) 1349(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHA035) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 420 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT 111.6
 












-1. 00 I 40 20 0 20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INF MATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
E 13.380 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 INREVS 1.4700 IN
 
o 29.380 ELEVcM 0.000 	 XHRF 6.4000 N 






DATA MIST. COE fFV 
GDHST- 304-0 BSJfALPHA=+ 5) + 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) C8HA035) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 421 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 




















Sao so Go 40 20 D -20 -40 60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 Go0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
5Y-BC,4. GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
<0 4.390 ALPHAOMACH 5,ODD ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.6740 IN3.381 SQ1.600 ETA 0.000 REFL - 10,0360 IN
 
REFS 1:4 700 IN0 29.380" ELEVON 0.000 XNRF 6 4000 in
 




CATA MIST. CODE MV 
 SCALE 0.00355 
=DHST 3n4-0 B9J(ALPHA=+ 5) + 134BCALPHA=+ 5) (BHA035] 23 FEB 71 PAGE 422
 
PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=ILG
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS IN. 









ULL . G 
< 
.04 
.000 so 60 4 20 0 - 20 -40 - GD - 80 -±o0 -120 -140 -160 -Ian -2a0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
Sf14.) OAF Z FARAIETRIC VALUES 	 - REFERENCE INFORIATION 
r .380 ALFHAO 5.000 ALFHA0 5.000 	 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
a 31380 MACH, - _.600 BETA 0.010 	 REEFL 10.0380 IN REFB 1'.4700 IN 
o 	 s.300 ELCVC4N 0.000 X ~ 6o I 
.30 Y.XNRP 6.4000 IN 
ZHRF 0.8610 IN. 
SCALE 0.0033 
D4TA HIST CODE 	 L2
 
SD sT 304-0 BgJCALPHA=+ 5)-+ 134BCALPHA'-+ 5,) (BHA035) 23 FEB, 71 PAGE 423
 












- 0.4 _.___ 
so Go AD 20 a - 20 a - 60 - so -0 1D 1D -6 -8 ­o 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
REFERENCE INFOR9MATION
$yMGI GAP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 




4.3SO ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 F L  












DATA MIST. COD HV$CL 
SODHST 304-0 BgJ(ALPHA= + 5) + 134B(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHA035) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 424
 
__ 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M:I.6
 

















- . L. 	 .
 
go s Go8.. " 40 20 a - 20 - 40 -60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -60 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT'FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
S?'Ot. -OAF Z FARAMETRiC VALUCS 	 . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.380. ALFHAO . 5.000 ALFHAB 0.000 	 REFS 12.67 0 So IN 
i3.o0 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1o.OSD IN 
1.4700 IN
-REFB
09.580 ELEVC 0.090 XNRP 	 6.4000 IN 
3.30 	 ZYNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.10.0 35 ICAU HIST. C~VE 	 SSCALE AG
L
DATA MIST. C0LD 

T34-0 B9J(ALPHA= 0) i34BLALPHA=t 5) C'BHA036) 23 FEB 71. .PAGE .425
 
i 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 








8 a so 1 -140 -180so 60 40 20 -- 0 - 4o - so0 -120 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
-n.y ___-_ __ ___Sy-SO T GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION L 
c .350 ALPNA0 5.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.674a so IN 
c 13,380 MAIM 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1Do03$0 in
 
XRF 1,4700
I E~56 0.000 INLEVON 




DATA MIST. C MV 
,DHS- 304-0 B39JCALPHA= O) 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA036) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 426 















LONGITUD'INAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET,
 
5frc, GAP Z PA HTRXC VALUES REFERENCE INrORHATION 
4.'3&0 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12 6740 " SO IN
 
13.380 AACH 1.600 ECTA 0,000 REFL 1v.038u IN 
1 .47DO IN
 
O O.ODXmRp.39. {EV 6.41JUD IN
 
$4 YHRP IN 
0 939,EEON000REFS 

5.300 0.0 00 

ZHRF ,P oJ IN' 
PAA IS. ~f VSCALE 0:0035
 
GDH 30.4-0' B9,TCALPHA= 0) + 1,34B(ALPHAI-+ 5) (BHA036) 23,FB 71 PAGE 427 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 














to 80 Go a0 zo a 20 --40 --60 --80 -Lou -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI.TION.XW,.FEET
 
SYMECL OAF Z FAgAAHERIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
..300 ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAD 0.000 REFS t2.6740 so IN 
I .8 HAC16 0 DEA o~oREFL 10.0380 IN 
0 9.38v ELEVOM 
.30 HCCA .O OasREFS 





$1,4380 YHRF 0.0000 in 
Z1RRF 0.6610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MY 
_DHST 304-0 BgJCALPHA= 0) + 134B(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA036) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 428 







00 60 40 go a o 4 0 s -10 -120 14 -6 -18 -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM-t ATEQ POSITION,XWFEET"-
SYMBOL . F~ Pa'ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 *300 ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 0;000 REFS 12., 74V so in 
0 3380 MACH 1.600 BETA 000 REFL 10:,380 IN
 
AEFB 1 4700 IN
 







.GDHST j04-0 0BJAPA (1HA036) PAGE 429.
) + 1348(ALPHA=+ 5') 23 FEB'71 




















60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200-00 80 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
DATA MIST. CODE 

3YNS. GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























COHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=- 5) + 134BCALPHA=+ 5) (BHAO37) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 430
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICSVIN'PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 










co s El 40 g go 40 60 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
• LONGITUDINAL D'ISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION;XWFEET
 
SYMBOL GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4:d380 ALFHAQ 5.000 ALPHAD 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
1, 360 -HACW 1.6110 BETA 0.000 REFL la 0380 IN 










DATA MIST. CQB MV 
§ B9JCALPHA 5) 134B(ALPHA= 5) 23 FEB 71 'PAGE 431
HT 3C4-0 - CBHA0373 

__ 












oO!~ ~.l .. .. .* .. .v . .. .* .l . . .t . ~.l ... g 

. so s 40 0 a - 20 - 40 - 60 so -100 - 20 -140 - 60 -180 2O0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWoFEET
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SI.SOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 12.674U SG IN
0 4-38 ALPHAO 5.VV9 ALPHAS - 5.000 
REFL 10.0380 IN
 
0 REFSXNRP I6.40007CO INio

a.o 0 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.001, 









'20HST 3-24-0 89J[ALPHA=- 5) + 134B(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA037) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 432 















4O 20 -20 4060  0 - -60 -8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIIIONXW.FEET
 
Sf'Nt OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
























CATA HIST. CODE NV 
SCALE 0.0035 
GL'HST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) + 1348CALPHA=+ 5) CBHA037J 23 FEB 71 -PAGE 433 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 
0,9, 









og 60 4D 20 a -- D 40 -6', 8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYMa GAP z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO 5.000 ALFHAD - 5.000 REFS 12.674B SQ IN 
I138T6 AACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL la03850 IN 













BATA "IST. COCC mv SCALE 0:0055 
CDHST 304-0 BgJ(ALPHA=- 5) + I34B(ALPHA=+ 5) (BHA037) -23 FEB 7"1 PAGE 434 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=I.6
 

















-. 010 so Go a 0 60 8 -Ca40 20 - 40 so I -120 -140 -16sa -16D -20a 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYMSL LAP 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.380 ALPRAQ 3.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 $0 IN 
13.3aa HACH 1.609 DETA OXU O REFL 10.0300 IN 





51.380 YHRP U.0000 in 
TSCALE ZMRP Ua6lo0.035 IN 
af 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-O) + 134BALPHA=+ 5) BHA038) 23 FES 71 PAGE 435 











Do s 61 40 20 a --za - 40 60 8so -100 -100 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
Sy43,% GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
c .38s ALPMA0 5.000 ALPHAS - 111.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
E3 1.30 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.00a REFL 10.0380 IN 
A 3 . 389 
0REFS0 .50O*OOXMRP E£V 
Y H RP 
L.4700 
6.4000 
. 0 0 0 0 
IN 
INI N 






S-2H S, 304- 0 B9J(ALPHA=-1O) + 134e(ALPHA=+ 5) CBHA0383 23 FEB 71 PAGE 436 






800,00so 20 - 20 --40 so so-- -100 -120 -140 a-5 -a8 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
SYVD Z ARAMCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO0N
G 

.32-0 ALPHAO 5.000 ALHAB - 10,00 
 REFS 12.6740 sa IN
 
REFL 10.0380 IN
S 13.380 MACH 1.600 35TA 0.0or 

1.4700 IN
 9.8 LVC .99REFS 
Z938 £ * XHRF 6.4000 1 , 










SO .,T 304-0 B9WCALPHA-1O) 134B(ALPHA 5) (BHAO38) 23 FEBf 71 PAGE 437 













00 80 6 40 C 0 - 20 - 40a 60 -$ a -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
sYrrEL GA Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















A 3.3 YHRF00aZMRP 0.8610 ININ 
CATA 3C40.CQE 5V SCALE 0:0035 
.2HST 304-0 BSJ(ALPHA=-1O3 + I34BCALP-A=+ 53 CBHAO38) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 438 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 


















so 60 40 20 -20 - 40 -60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -±60 -±00 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYMOC GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r 1.360 ALFfAO 5.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
VCTA 0.000. REFL 10.0320 IN13.350 MACH 1.600 
 REFB °7o I
XNRV 6.4000 IN 0 Z9.380 ELEVIf 0.000 
A 5C.300 YOP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
0434 MIST. Co 5V
 
ZuHST 334-O Bgd(ALPHA:-t0) t I34BCALPHA=+ 5) (BHAO3S) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 439
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
.00 _ _ _ 
.08 





.1~ O 0 cl ,r r-r 20r-r 40---1 60t-I-r-- r-10 r-10 -140t n-1r r-180r- 0 
.0? 
- 0 - 0 - 0 -1 -1 6 00 IN8 - 0
-

.38 ALH.ALHABO - 5DORF 10,6741 S IN
 





.TA HIST. CC mv SCALE 0.0035
 
SCST 334-0 BgJ(ALPHA:- 5) + 1348(ALPHA=- 5) CBHA039) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 440
 
_ _ 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS'IN PRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
t~ .0 	 r1- -r-r,  -t,- ,-,-- ,--.,--r -------- r,- -r-r-
.-r-tr-rr rrr-rT 











_ _ _ 
-0. 
CBA3)2 	 E 1 PG 4
 
-1000 40 Go 40 SO 0 20 40 60 so8 -100 -12D -140 -160 -180 -Edo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION.XW,FEET
 
SYMBO CA Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
c 4.380 ALFHAO 3.000 ALPHAS - 5.00013.380 MACH 	 REFS 12.6?40 So IN1.600 BETA 
 aluo 
 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
0 9.380 ELEVON SACS 	 REFS 1.4700 IN 






DAA ZS.COE VSCALE 	 U.0035
 
Ot-j T '304-0 B J(ALPHA=- 5) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) B N 3 ] 2 E 1 P G 4
 













" 0 40 20 (1 20 --41) - 60 - 83 -100 -120 -140 -160 So0 -Zan 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
srmal GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
S 4.3$0 ALPHAO -- 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 	 REFS 12.6740. $0 IN
 




13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 

0 29.380 ,LEV 0.000 	 XMRP 6. 0 IN
 
54.300 	 YMRP a 0000 IN
 
ZMRP 0:8610 10
DATA MIST. CODE -V 	 SCALE 0.0035 
O"ST 304-0 BJCALPHA - 5) + 134ALPHA=- 5) (BHA039) 23 FEB 71 P
 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 














*d. Go _40 go -0 -40 -e60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -80 -0'e 
.LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYB.X OAF 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCRENCE INFORMATION -
O .4.380 ALPHA* - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS - 12.6740 ad IN 
0 13300 MACH 1.600 BETA - 0.000 REFL 10,0389 IN 
12#.340 ELEVON 0.000 XRF 6.4000 IN 
A 54.580 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.,610 IN 
TA A MIST. COCE MV SCALE 0.00 35 
2IDI-T 304-0 R9d(ALPHA=- 5) + J34RCALPHA=- 5) CRHAO3S) -23 FEB 71 PAGE 443, 











so 60 40 20 a --20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -10D -1 0 -160 -160' -9008 	 -140 
LONG ITUD INAL DIlSPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS IT ION,XW, FEE T
 
SYMBOJL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 .380 ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.QDU 	 REFS 12 6740 SQ IN; 
n 	 13.38, MACH 1.600 BETA O.aua REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS I .47,0 IN 
0 29.385 ELEVON 0.000 	 XNRp 6.4000 ]rN 
a 54.30O 	 YMRP .0.*000O IN 
ZNRP 0.8610 INSCALE 00035
 
'5D IST 304-0 f3gJ(ALPHA=- 5) + 134BCALPHA=- 5) (BHA039) 23 FEB 71 PACE 444 



















a 6U 40 20 fr -20 -40 -6 -80, -00 -1 20 -140 2160 -180 -20U 
- LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.,XW.FEET 
SrHCIA . A Z PARAMET9IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















5 .380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP" 60.610 IN 
'CATA MIST. C M *SCALC 0.03 
fDHST 334-0. BSJCALPHA=-IO).+ I3AECALPHA=- 5) RCHA04-0) 23-FEB 71 'PAGE 4-5
 
______ 



















-180 2T - 40 - 60 - 80 -i0 I20 -140 -16 I -200
-1.100 so 60 41 20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SrXBC_ OAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEgENCE INFORMATION 
O 4.360 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 






o 29.380 ELEV. 0.000 XMRP 6:4000 TN 
5 .380 YMRFZHRP 0.00000.8610 ININ 
OATA 143. CCCE V 
SCALE 0.0035 
SOHST 334-0 BaJ(ALPHA:-10) + 1346(ALPHA=- 5) CBHAO4O) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 446 






.0s6 10 6 _4 
(31
 
LONGITUDI'NAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POST-TIONXW,FfEET
 
SI.S" GAP Z -PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ,380 ALFHAO -- 5.000 ALPHAO - 10.000 REFS " 12.6740 Sa IN 
0 13:360 MACH 1.609 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0300 IN 







" 5$.360 YMRP 0.0000 10 
2MHlP 018610 IN 
GDHST 304-0 B9J[ALPHA=-1O) + I348(ALPHA=- 5] " BHA040-)' 23 FEB 71 PAGE 447' 
















s 40 20 0 - 20 -40 - 60" - 80 -10 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SY 6C4 GAF Z FAfAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 	 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
REFL i0.0380 IN13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1.4700 IN 
0 29.380 ELEVON 0.000 XNRF 6.4000 IN
 
A 5.30 YRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
 
0473 Coot +IST. 	 )VGDHST 304-0 BSJCALPHA=-1O) + I34BCALPHA=- 5) CBHAO40) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 448 





















Do so G 40 20 a - go 40 -60 soB -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -2uO 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSfTION,XW,FEET
 
DATA MIST. CCC MV 

SYMBOL OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 4.3C ALPHO -5,00--.- AL-HA- - 00 REF- 1.674U SO IN 
0 13.350 MACH 1,600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10 0380 IN 













n-DHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA=-10) + Il34BCALPHA 5) CBHA040] 23 FEB.71 PAGE 449
 
003 
























- 04 - 0 12 0 - .4 0 -16 0 -1 0 -20 0 
. 08,0 o 60 4s 2 0 2 ( - 40 - 6 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SYIBC& GAF Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.3580 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 sQ IN 
135,380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 100380 IN 
0.000 	 REFS 1.4700 IN
 
29.580ELEVO 0.00 	 XNRF 6.4000 IN
 




SCALE 0.0035 CATA H ST. COVE MV 
GDHST 204-0 B9J(ALPHA=-I5) + 134BCALPHAF.- 5) CBHA041) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 450
 













LIDall CI 4D 20 0 -0 4 0 - 60 so0 _10a -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGI1TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SYMBO 6AF Z PARAMETRIC VALUes REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.300 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 16.000 REFS 12 67, 0 So IN 
D 3. so MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REML Io30 I 














oDHGr 304-0 B9JALPHA=-S) +51340CALPHA=- 5) CHA041 23 FE 71S PAGE 451 















Io s 60 40 zo a --za - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 --1 0 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
SYM3.0L GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE JNFORHATION 
4.380 ALFHAO - 3.000 ALPHAB - 15.0011 	 REFS 12.6740 $a IN
 
13.300 	 HACH 1.600 BET
A 0.00.1 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
0 29.380 CLEVC 0.000 XMRP 6:4000 IN
 





CATA HIST. CODE mV 

0DHSTB9J604-04ALPHA=-15) -BHA041) 	 PAGE 452
+ 1348-ALPHA=- 5) 	 23 FEB 71 


















. tl _______-- . , f, l _______,. 
%00 8 6 40 20 a 20 40 60 -"a -100 -120, -140 -160 -10 -.200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI:TIONXW,FEET
 
s$.s GAP Z PARAHCTRIC VALUES ErSRENCE INFORMATION 
3 .380 ALF$AQ - 5:oo ALPHAB - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
O 13.300 HACH 1.600 -BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFa 1.4700 I1 ­o 29.30 ELEVl 0.000~IRP 6.4000 IN
 








CUi-CT '304-0 BS9JtALF'HA=-1-5) + I34BCALP-A:.. 5) CBH1A041) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 453 
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 











10 so 60 40 2 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -00 -10 -140 -160 -180 -DO 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSrTIONXW.FEET
 
SYH.EL CAP Z PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.500 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 15.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
a 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA B.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN
 
29.300 ELEVCN 0.00 
 XMRP 6.4000 IN
A 5.3B0 Y4RP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.8610 IN 
DATA HIS'% CWE mv SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 B9JCALPHA=-15) + 134B(ALPHA=- 5) CBHA041) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 454
 














54.380 AYHO- 1 .0 0 A P A - O DRF$ 1 .670000 IN 
ZMRF 0,8610 in 
BA TA M IST . COB MY AL . 
-;OHST 304-0 99J(ALPHA=-1O). +.I24BCALPHA=-.10)- ceHA042) 23 FEB 71' PAGE 45 ­
DELTA-WING BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS INPRESENCE OF DELTA-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 















0.2 	 ___ 
-0.4
Lii 
-o s s 40 20 a - 20 40 60 s -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSTTION.XW.FEET
 
SYhOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.300 ALPHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
o 	 13.300 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
Z9.380 ELEVON O,0 
 XMRF 6.4000 IN
A 54.380 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRp 0.610 IN 
DATA MIST. COE MV SCALE 0.0035 
GDHST 304-0 BSJCALPHA=-IOJ + 134BCALPHA=-10) CBHA042) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 456
 
















.G 60 40 2 20 40 6 --80 -100 -12D -140 -16 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XWFEET
 
5 .DOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.380 ALPHAO" - 10.0DO ALPHAS 10,000 REFS 12.674U SO IN 
13:09 3 a MACH 1. 600 .REFS SCTA 01000 
R&FL 1a 0380 
1.47 0 
1 N 
Z930 LV000XMRP 6 .4000 1N 
S 54.380 YMRP a. Do0 IN 
ZMRP ,.861a I N 
CATA MIST. COC 1V SCALE :.8035 
CC-H:, 3C4-0 89J(ALPHA=-IO) + 134BCALPHA=-IO) CBHA042) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 457
 












o 	 ___Li .1:!__ 	 ___ 
-j 
< 
u- .08 	 ___ ___ 
.00 s0 	 s0 40 20 - 20 - 40 -s o - 80 -100 -$2D -140 -160 -180 -z00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SYMOOL CAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 380 	 ALP$AO - 10.000 ALPHAB - 10.001 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.080 IN13. 30 	 REFm 1:47,H) 1. 
o Z9.50 	 ELEVC*J 0.000 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
54.380 	 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRp 0,8610 IN 
SCALE 0035 
CATA HIST. CrC,E V 
GEHST 304-0 B3JtALPHA=-I0) + 134BCALPHA=-1O) C8HA042) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 458 















*-'IO so so 40 za - D 40 -- D so8 -100 -120 -140 -IGO -180 -ZDU 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION.XW,FEET
 
syms OAP z PARAM9TRXC' VALUES; 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
11 4.3 0 ALFHAO ZO.000 ALFHAO - 10.000, 	 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
0 	 1.3:0 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.00a REFL 10.U380 IN
 
0 000REFS 
 1 4700 IN
93, CEVO
0 OOODXMRP29360 L£V; 	 IN
164D
S0 .300 	 YRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRp U.8610 IN 
SCHs, 304-0 B9JCALPHA:-1O) + 134B(ALPHA=-1O) CBHA042,) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 459
 













Li -. 03 
-,no s 60 40 20 a 20 ta40 - 60'- 8 0 -1ao -120 -140 -160 -18a -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET 























0 2 9 . S o L V . 0 0 0 X R P 6 .2 9 0 I N 
A 5 .300 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
.0OSCALE ZMRP 0.8680 0.0035 IN 
DHST 334-0 BBXCALPHA= 0) + 130SCALPHA= O) (BHA049) 23 FEB 71 PACE 460
 

















lop so G 40 20 0 --20 --40 --go - -,00 -100 -140 AO -O -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 .380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12 6740 SO IN 
13.8D1°D AC T D,0 REFL 16,0390 IN 
1330 MCEA .0 000REFS 1.4700 IN 
Z9.380 CLEVON O°voU XMRP 6.2920 IN 
$1,l380 Y~PF 0.0000 in 
DATA MIST. CODE V. ZMRF V.8680 IN 
H 204-0 BBXCALPHA= 0) + L 0.HA049 23 FEB 71 PAGE 461
030G00LPHA= 

















.00 4 N a0 20 - 40 - 611 - so -10l0 -lao -140 -160 "a8 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSfTION, XW,FEET
 
SYMBOL GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q ..380 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.67AU so IN 
0 3.580 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REEL REFS 10 0380 1.4700 IN .N 
1 9.38a ELEY 0 0 XMRP 6 .29 0 IN 
a 51.380 YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.8660 IN 
BATA MIST. COC MV SCALE 0.0035 
.0FT334-0 B8XCALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA0490 23 FEB 7- PAGE 462 
















, , J . . .. . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . 
100 80 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -190 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
SY$B34 GAP Z FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.360 ALFHAO a.001 ALFHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN1 3.380 MACH 1.600 BETA .00 REFL 10.0360 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN
 
o 29,380 ELEYVC 0.000 XMRF 6.920 IN 
a 54.380 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8680 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE v SCALE 0.0035 
CGfHST 304-0 BBXCALPHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) (BHA0493) 23 FEB'71 PAGE 463
 













-MR 04266 IN_ 
0.U 0 6 0 
Z9,360 .00RF 



























STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 
.09 __ _ _ _ - .__ _ _ _ 	 _ 
.04 	 I" 
.03
 












7	 . .. . ..
 
±00 8 0 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -Zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SYM&Ct GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r 4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALFHAB - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ ZN 
f 13.380 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 RErL 10,0380 IN REFa 1.4700 IN 
XNRP 6.2920 INA 54.380 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.8680 IN 
SCALE 0.0035DATA HIST. COCE mV 
130HST 304-0 B8XCALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) CBHA050) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 465
 
STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER AT M=1.6
 















,Do e en 4o 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDrNAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
SrMCct OAF 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ' So ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
o 135.380 MACN 1.600 BETA .O0o REFL 10.0380 IN 
L29.300E EC'O 0.000 REFSXHRF 1.47006 .2920 ININ 
5.380 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.8680 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE MV SCALE 0.0035 
QffH-jT 304-0 B8X(ALPHA=- 5) + I3OGLALPHA= 0-) (BHA050) '23 FEB 71 PAGE 466 













log 4 D 0 D - f 60 - 2 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
SVMZOL OAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






2 9.300 CLYON 0.000 AMRP 6.2920 IN 
S 54.300 YMRP 0,0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.8660 IN.DATA MIST. COD MV SCALE 0.0035
UHi t3040 MAHC50 BETA 2.30 710 PEFCE 46.78I
 
CSIO.20 BSXAALPHA=- 5) + 0)-.0003 C7 PE SQ.30(0AAALPHA= E 

STRA-IGHT-WING BOOSTER CHARAC. INPRESENCE OF STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER-AT M=1.6
 












.9" o 60 c) 20 a ED -40 -60 -80 -10" -20 -140 -160 -Sao -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
sy e GAP Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORttATION 
r 4.380 ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAD - 5.000 	 REFS 126740 so IN 
REFL 10,0360 IN
0 13.380 MACH $.600 BETA 0.000 REFS 	 104700 IN
I 0 i 	 XmR 6.2920 IN 
A 54.380 	 YHRP 0.6000 IN 
ZHRP 	 0.8680 IN
 
0.0035
DTIT OE- mvSCALE 

=
 3DHST :304-0 BBXCALPHA=- 53 + 13OG(ALPHA 0) LBHA050) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 468
 



















CDS 0- BCLH= )+10(LH= O BA5) 2 E 1 PG G
 
CODMLOGIUDNA DMSLACMEN MAEMVIIOWFE 
CDS .304-0 BLFBOX ,ALPHA 5 -3GA A 0)05 CBA5) 2 E F PAG
71.4 469
 
















Do so 6G 40 go a - 20 -40 - 60 £Y- -100 -12 -1-141' -160 -1 -
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
IIATA SET symsO COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






















YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 9.6510 IN 
OFZ .30SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 470 



























10V 00 60 40 g0 0 - g0 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -10 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
DATA SET SY14OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 







13OG(ALP A 5) 













YNRP 0.0000 10 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 
OAP Z 54.38D SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 471 















1 a 60 40 20 0 - 20 40 - 60 - ( -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -ga 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CNF[GURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




Co,0o0j [ GGRST 304-0 13OGCALFHA + 5) + 69J(ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.600 BETA o.ogo REFL 1.1302 IN
 
(OOA12) 0 GCHST 304-0 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) 4 a9J(ALPHA=-10) 0.000 R 5.2501ORZTL IN
H O.OOxmrpTL 4.5Z55 IN 
YHRP 0,0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
GAP Z 4.70 
PAGE 472
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 













Sao so a 4n to a -0 -- 40 -a0 -0 -100 -120 -140 -16D -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DOESCRIFTIcN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(COAOO#J Q GDHST 304-0 1300(ALFHAr- 5) . BSJ(ALPHA=+ 5) ALFHAO ' 5.000 ALPHAB 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SO IN 
C00AO0 0 G05ST 304-0 I300(ALFHA= 5) - 09J(ALFMA= ) MACH 1.600 BETA 0 REFL 1.1302 IN 
CO012) 0 GCIIST 304-0 130G(ALFHA*+ 5) . B9J(ALFHA=-IO) HOeZTL 0.000 REFS 5.2150 IN 
XMRP 4.5255 IN 
?HRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP D.6510 IN 
OAF z 54,380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 473
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
lo --- ~ -rr'7 -rr -~-r--l-- -r'--- -r---r '1llT -r--1- -r---r rrr- nr'r 'r-rr rr 
0 .4. 





Ica s 4L a a go 40 Go s- -10 -1-40 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
rATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION rARA.ETRIC, VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C.OA003) 0, GCM57 304-O 13OG(ALFHA= 0; + 0BJ(ALPHAP 0) ALPHAO U.000 ALPHAS 0.0o REFS 5.4400 so IN 
iOOAO51)1 GOMST 304-0 13OG(ALFHA= 0) - 59J(ALFHA















YMRF o.uUOO IN 
ZMRP 0 .6510 IN 
SCALE a . 035 
PAGE 474
 







zo0. 1_____o4_o o -00 - o t4 10 1 0
-3. 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 06D003) 0 GDOST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + 85J(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 5.4400 so IN 
LOCA051)1 GDMST 304-0 13OG 'ALPHA= 0) + 69JfAtFHAz- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA O.va, REEL 1.L302 IN 
I DO 053 1 0 GOMST 304-0 13OP(ALPHA= 0) + S9gJ ALPHAz-10) REFS 5.2150 in 





GAP 2 54.380 




EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6















0 60 2 0 - 20 40 - o80 -100 -120 -140 -160 *.160 -ZOOso 40 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0OA003) C GOST 304-0 130&(ALPHA- 0W + BSJ(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SG IN 
I CA05±) 0 GOST 304-0 1300(ALPHA= 01 - 69J(ALFHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.00 REFL 1.1302 IN 
(,O0jA,53 0 OQHST 304-0 130,(ALFHA= 0? 69J(ALPHA=-10) 0REF 5.150 IN 
NORZTL 0.000 X$RP 4.5255 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRE 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
GAP Z 4.380 
PAGE 476
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 















100 80 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 41 - 60 - so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COCA003) 0 GCOST 304-0 130GALPHA= 0) . BSJ(ALPHA: V) ALPHAO 6.000 ALPHAB 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
(OcA051) 0 GOSST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA= 0) - B9J(ALPHA:- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA a.0o REFL 1.1302 IN 
IWAO531 0 G0HST 304-0 1300(ALFHAZ 0) + B9J(ALPHA=-10) REFS 5.2150 IN 
HORZIL P.UOO 







 GAP Z 54.380 
PAGE 477
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.6
 











'ao008 6Go 40 So a -- So - 40 Go . 80  -100 -10 -140 -1;0 -ISO -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFL,URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COOA0131 0 GOHST 3b4-0 1306(ALPHA=- 52 - 8gJ(ALFHA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SO IN 
(CoA011) 0 GOHST 304-0 1300(ALF.A=- 5) + 89J(ALPMA=-10; MACH 1,600 BETA D.caa REFL 1.1302 IN 
(OOA915) * GONST 304-0 1306(ALPHA=- 5) + B9J(ALPHA=-I HRTL 0,0 REFS 3.2150 IN 
H O,00XmRPTL 4.5255 IN
 
YHRP ,0Do IN 
ZHRP 0:6510 IN
 
OAF Z 4.360 
 SCALE 0.0035
 
PAGE 4 78 


















so0 60 40 BIT 0 -20 -40 - 60 -80 -100 -10 -140 -160 -180 -20580 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYRBC- CCMFIURAjCJ CESCRIPTIC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
: 1 C013;c OCIHST 304-0 £SOGALPHA=- 5) - B9J(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 5.4400 S IN 
(CIAOL C 0 OCHST 304-0 130G(ALFHA=- 5) - 9J(ALPHA=- 0) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
(QA05) 0 -G CHST 304-0 130G(ALPfHA=- 5) - 89J(ALPNA=-±5) .REF 5.2150 IN 
HORZTL 0.000 XHRF 4.5255 IN 
YMRP U .10000 IN 
ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
OAP Z 54.380 
PAGE 479 








_ _ _ __ _ 
-0.4 
00D an 60 40 20 a 20 40 60 - 8? -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
, ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
coc013 ) GOMST 304-0 130G(ALFHA.- 5) . BgJ(ALPHA = - 5) 
t0OA0143 ( 0 14ST 3D4- 1300(ALPHA-- 5) • S9J(ALPHA=-12) 
' aOj , .:ocH3T 3-0 13G ALFMA - 5) + 39J(ALFUA=-1S) 
GAP Z .. 38, 
PARAMETRIC ,=LUES 
ALPHAO - 5,QUQ ALPHAS -





REFS 5.4400 $0 IN 
REFL 1.1302 IN 
XRF 45 250 IN 
XHRP 4,5255 to 
ZMR. 0 6510 IN 
SCALE O voz5 
PAGE 480 















SD 00 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 -80 -ID -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IQAD3I) C) GDHST 304-f 1304(ALPHA=- 5) - BSJ(ALPHAz- 5) ALPHAO - 5.0 0 ALPHAB - 5,000 REFS 5.4400 SQ fN 
CcA04) LI 0GHS 304-0 13U(ALPHA=- 5) + 89J(ALPHA-10) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN' 
ICQO0I5I 0 GHSr 304-0 I39GCALPHA=- 5) - 89J(ALPHA=-15) REFS 5.2150 IN 
HO7L U.000 XMRF 4 5256 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.6510 IN 




EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT MI.
l










-0.0 a-,__ 0' 0 20 
-0.8
 
- .c . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. .. 4 '.' 
6 40 20 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 2 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:OOAOIGI C GDHST 304-0 130G(ALPH.A=-10) 89J(ALFHA=-iV) ALFHAO - 10.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 5.4400 so IN 




EYZTL 0.000 XMRP 4.5255 IN
YNRP 0.0000 IN 






EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT MI.6











0, _ 40 	 SO - 2 - 4_ - o -10 -120 -140 -lea -.. 0 -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VAUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, OAO16) 0 GDJNST 3OA-0 3300(ALFHA=-10) . 6gJ(ALFHA=-10) ALPHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 5.4400 so INL 
(1 17 E3 GCHST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA=-10) - 99J(ALFHA=-15 ) MACH 1.600 BETA .,,a0 	 RlIF 1.2302 IN
 
REFS 5.215a IN
HORZTL 0.000 	 XmRP 4:SZ55 IN 
yM, P . 000 IN
ZORP 0.661 IN
 






















-1 0 o 60 40 20 a -ED 40 -60 -n i Do -ta0 -140 -160 -180 -0 
LONG[TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM .MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 


























REFS 5.z150 IN 
HORZTL 0.000 XMF 4.5255 IN 
YS4RF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF a.6510 IN 
GAP Z .380 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 484 
























0.2-, c go 20 01 4 (s 4 0 1 - so S ' 20 -40 - 60 _o - ,0
_K.06- s .,. 
10 0 60 410 20 0 -2 0 - 4C - 60 - SD -.100 -±20 -140 4161 -±80 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYM4BOL Cc*NFrGURATrC* DESCRZFTICAt PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICOCAI6) C GOHST 304-0 130G(ALFHA=-I0) . 89J(ALPHAz-1O) ALPHAO - 10.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 5.4400 S IN 
c,.asr, 0 OCanHST304-0 1500CALFHA-±0) t 89JCALFHAI-5l HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFI- 1.ZO3a IN 
HCEZ1L Dn.00 . REFS 5.2150 IN 
XHRP 4.5255 IN 




- 51.0 SCALE 0.0 435 
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I 0 Is 40 20 a 20 - 4 - 60 - -113 -- 120 -140 -160 -180 -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OD31 3 GDHST 3174-0 t346(ALFHA= 0) 09BJ(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS IV.7320 so IN 
, .032 GUMDST 304-0 Z348(ALPHA= 0) 89BJ(ALFH ) HC . EA OOO RF Z.8742 IN 
= AP33) 0 GONST' 304-0 1346(ALPHA= 0) 89BJ(ALP,0A=-tO REFS 4.9798 IN 
ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XHRP 4.9788 IN 
YMRF a 0000 IN 






















80 40so0 60 0 - 0 - 40 - 60 - SO -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
;ATA SET SYH CCHFIGURATIC* DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICOA0S3) 
lC)AP32 







0) + B9J(ALPHAS 0) 
0) + 69J(ALFHA2- 5)

























YmRF 0.0001 IN 
ZNRP 0.4550 IN 
GA? Z s4°so SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 487 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 









Ica0 so0 so 40 aO a 2-0O - 40 -60 - 0 10 -120 -110 -160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHAS U.000 REFS 10.7320 so In 
100.32) 0 6MSr 3,14-0 134SCALFHA= 0) . BgJ(ALFHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA .,, REFL a.8742 IN 
(00,33) 0 GDHST 304-0 2340(ALFHA= 01 B9J(ALPHA=-I0) REFS 4:9798 IN 
I OOA31) 0 GHST 304-0 134SIALPHA= OP . 8gJ(ALPHA= 0) ALFHAO 0.000 
























80 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 -100, -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,'XW,rEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCIFLrURATION CESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LO.jA0Z1J 0 GOUST 304-0 13A(ALPHA= 0) . B9J(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB 0.000 REPS 10.7320 sQ IN
 
(OQAOZ) Q GGH0T 304-0 13A6(ALeHA= 0) . 09J(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL - 2.874E IN
 
(CCA033) 0 GDHST 304-0 134B(ALFHA= 0) 1 6J(ALPHA=-10) ELVATR ELVTR0.000 US a.o0D REFSYMPP 4.97984.97aS






















no so8 69 411 20 (3 - - 40 -D 6 so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -900 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
C.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I O039)I 00HST 304-0 1346(,LFHA=- 5) - 69J(ALPHA=- 51 ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 10.73zo so IN 
0O~OO GOHST 3DA-0 l348{ALPHA=- 5) . D9J(fLFHA=-I0) MACH 1.600 BETA o.UUO REFL 2.$742 IN 
( 1| 0 GDOST 304-0 1348(ALPHA=- 5) + 9J ALPHA=-15) REPB .795 IN
 0O01 0ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 HP 497 I 





















0o v 60 40 go a 20 40 60 so -10D -120 -140 -160 -too -20D 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
DATA ZET 5Y.5QL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OA039J 1 GvHST 304 -a 134&{ALPHA=- 5) . 69J(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 so in 
(OOADO) , GDHST 30A:0 1348(ALFHA-- 5) + 99J(ALFHAZ-101 MACH 1.600 &ETA 0.000 R FL e.8742 in 














EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6









100 so Go 40 20 a 20 -40 -SO So0 -100 .- 120 -s0o16 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1&URATICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICJA39 1 GDHST 304-0 1348CALPHA=- 5) + B9J(ALPHA=- 5) ALFI4AO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 10.732O $a IN 
(004040) 0 OCHS0 1 304-0 t3iB(ALPHA=- 5) + e9J(ALPHA-10) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.0742 IN 
[004041 0 ONS] 394-0 I34O(ALPHA 5) .9J(ALP 5 ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XHRP 4.9788 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZNRP 0 .4550 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
 
GAP Z 4.380 
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SO A;dO ,2.0 a - go - 40 - 60 - 80' -too] -120 -140' -160 -180 -en 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PO3SITION,XWFEET
 
OVATASET SYCOt. CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION; PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IOCAO39) 


























109JA9 I) 0. CD4ST 304-03 134f)(ALPHA=- 5Y . 09JCALFHA -16) 













OAF Z $4.380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 493
 









lo o 60 40 20 a 20 --40 --60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
CATA SET $YHBO CO rIGURATIONDE$CRIPTICC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN4CE INFORMATION 
f 05 l 60HST 3DA-0 134B(ALPHAZ- 5; 1 9gJ(ALPHA=. 5) ALPHAO S.000 ALPHAS 5.D000 REFS 10.7520 so IN 
fOO036 , 0 60HST 309-0 1348(ALPHAZ 5) + 89J(ALFHA= 0) HACH 1.600 BETA 0.0og REFL 2*8742 IN 
IOA038) 0 OCHST 304-0 134P(ALPHA=+ 3) + 0gJ(ALPHA=-10) REFS 4:9798 IN 
ELVATE 0.000 RUOPER 0.000 XMRP 4.97aS IN
 




GAP Z 1.360 


























I*- f. I___I 
-0P 4 97$8 I 
-'-Sa so so 49 20 a - 20 N) 60 so -100D -120 -140 - -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS,ITIONXW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMSOL* CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREINCE INFORMATION
 
(00*A,35) C GOMSTS304-0 1340{ALPHA= 51 + 89J (ALPHA=. 5) ALPHAS 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 10.7330 so IN
 
(OOAV36) 0 6CHST 304-0 134S(ALFHA=+ 5) + BSJjALFHA= MACH RSRTA 5000..5798 IN
0) 1.60 05F .72 
1348(ALFHA=+ 5) . 89J(ALPHA=-10)
(OOA0303 0 GCHST 304-01 
ELVATR 0.000 RUDVER 5.000 XRF 4 9798 I 
.YHRP 0.000 IN 
ZMR. 0 455 to 
( ~.C 1 S4 51.A OL SCALE 0.005 
PAGE 495
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 








to so0 _a__ _ __0_go_  __0_40__ 60 so -00 -20 '10 _ 0 -in _ Zoo_ 
Ii. 




GONST 3V4-I L348(ALFHA=- 5) + DJ(ALFHA=+ 51 










REFS 10.7320 SO IN 
RE L 2.8742 IN 
XRPF 4.9788 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 INZ0R? 04550 in 
0.0035 
PAGE 496 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
0.4 
' r ' " 









Z -0.4LI 0.03_____ 
-L.I
 
SOJ 60 4U 2U a - 0 40 60] - -IOU -120 -140 -160 -Isv -2 00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT!ON,XWFEET
 
DATA SET SINSOL Cc"FI[GURATIC.W DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REF6RENCE"ZNFCRHATI0N, 
I ,A, 35) 0 OCHST 304-0 1348 CALFHA.= 5) . 89J (ALPHA=. 3) ALPHAO S.UCOU ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 1C.7320 SO IN 
.
 (00A36) [I OCHST 304-0 134B(AIPHA= 5) . 69J(AL: IA= 01 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN
 
( 'AO38) 0 GDHST 304-0 1348(A; PHA=+ 5)| + SgJ(ALPHA=--- EVTR 0,0, UDE a REFS 4.9798 IN
 




Z-RP 0.4550 IN 






















L.-so 61 41 i0 a -O 40 60 so -100 -120 -14) -__6C -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. XW,FEET
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURA/ICNq DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(GOA04 }) 0 GGH.ST 304-0] 1348(ALPHA= 0) - BSX(AL-PHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB 0.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
1.600 BETA 0:000 REF. 28742 INI OAD5) 0 GVHST 304-0 1349(ALPHA= 0) - B9X(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1',0096) * GUHST 304-0 1345(ALPHA= 0) SSX(ALFHA--LU) EVT 0.0RUDR 00REPO 4.9798 in 
ELV0.130RLJDETR O.OOXHRP 4:9788 IN 


























lol s 60 40 2a a - 0 --40 60 8so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 2-00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
CA A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ,'ARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C~OAD13 0 GONST 304-0 1340(ALFHA- 0) - BOXCALPHA= 0) At-PHAO 0.000 ALPHAO 0.000 REFS 10.7320 Sa IN 
O"A015) 0 GCHSr 304-0 1340(ALFHA. 0) + SaX(ALFHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 PETA O.Doo REFL 2.8749 IN 
OOAC0s5 0 OCHST 304-0 1340(ALFHA. 0) . 98X(ALFMA=-I(1) EVT .0 RUDR .0 REFS 4.9799 IN 











EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=L.G
 
- a 6 1 11) r-rr -I---r- -r--r -r---, -1-I--- -rt- -I-r- -rr-rr-t---r­















io 80 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUEb REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fOA043) 0 G0ST 304-0 1340(ALPHA: 0) + BSXtALFHA 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
AOJ [I G0NST 304-0 1340(ALPHAZ 03 + SSX(ALPHAz- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.0o0 REFL 2.8742 IN 
CCOA0C63 > G01ST 304-0 1340CALPHA: 01 + S8XCALPHAZ-10) ELVATR . R REFS 4.9798 IN 
XHRF 4.9788 IN 
YNRF a.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.4550 IN 
SCALE Q[735














o o so4 Go 4 0 114 0 00 -0 12 10 a 10-
LONGITUOI,NAL 'DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PO 'ITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMB CC6fIGURATICW DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
EVIA043) 0 GDMSX 304-0 1346(ALFMA= E)) - B89(ALPHA= a) ALPHAO UXU0 ALPHAB .000O REFS 10 7326 so IN 
O.0,, REL 2.874Z IN
 
I AO. 6 0 GONST 304-0 1345 ALFHA= 0) 589(ALPHA=-10) ELVATR 0.000 RUBBER 0.000"R'F 4.9798 IN
I 'A,145) 0 OST 3D4-0 148(ALPNA= 0) - f)SX(ALPNA=-
5) MACH L.600 BETA 
YMRP U.0000 IN ­
- 100.4550 






















CATA SE -- 1.1SYMBOL COwFIGURAT ~LONG ITUD INAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POS ITION XWFEET]
[ ,NDESCRIPTION 

I A.7 ) 0 PARAMETRIC
001 HST VALUESOO.A048) 0 ] 304-0 I34SJALFHA=- 5) . REFERENCEGINST j9A-0 1540(ALPHA=- SSX(ALPHA- 5)'- ALPHAO INFORMATION 5) . BSX(ALPHA - 5.000 ALPHAS 
- 5.000'-0) REFSMACH 10.73201 600 BETA SO ING.UBV 
 REFL 2.8142 
 INELVATR 



















EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 












-1. 80 6 0 0 D -2 -40 -6 -8 - 0 -1 -140 -160 18U -200 
LONO-ITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MAT ED POSITION,X.WFEET
 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFI URATICV DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
7 aA OD' St 30"-1 3}41ALPHAA- 5) + 66X(ALFMA=- 5) ALPHAO $ .000 ALFHAU - .UVV RCF 10.7320 80 IN' 
I ARA8J a GDHST 304-U IS D tALPHA=- 5) . BSX(ALPMA=-I(3) MACH 1.600 SEIA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 
" 







OAP " 4,3 'SCALE 0.0035
 















-1.0,00 61 60 40 20 0 20 -411 so6 so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 










ODnST 304-0 134S(ALPHA = - 5) 












REFS 10 .7320 so IN 
REFL 2.8742 in 





































100 80 60 40 20 0El 20 - 40 - 60 - 8 -1±00 -120 -140 '.160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
DATA SET SY48I CC*HIGURAIC ODSCRIFTIG FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
CXIAO(47) 
IOOAO4 I J 




- 88X(ALPHAM- 5) 




















YMRP 0.0000 I 
ZHRF 0.4550 IN 















IO so 6 40 SO a - 20 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -IO -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SE:T SYMBOL CONFZCURATION CCSCRrFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OOAO 9 ) 0 GaHST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA= 0) + BSX(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 5.4400 Sa IN 
(=AO5O) (3 GCHST 304-0 1300(ALFHA= 0) . BOX(ALFHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA O.U,, REFL 1.1302 in 
REFS 5,2150 INHORZTL 0.000 XMRP 4.:525 5 IN 
YHRP 0 . ou' IN 
ZHRP .6 510 IN 
6 Z 43 SCALE 0.0.35 
PAGE 506 































. 40 go 0 - 20 -40 60 -80 -100 -120 -14 -160 -180 -2o 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
CAT SET SYMBOL CtFIGURATION DESCRIFTIa4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,COA049J C GGHST 304-0 130GALFfHA= a) BSX(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAB 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SO IN 
(0AS0) C OcHST 304-0 1300(ALFHA= 0) + SSX(ALPHA=- 5) HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.Z150 IN 
HORZTL 0.00 XMRF 4.5255 iN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.6510 IN 












00 s 61 40, 20 20 40 so so--8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW FET
 
CAT SET SYMBOL CONF16URA710 DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONi 009 ) 0 GDHST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA= 0) - 0SX(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0,000 ALPHAS 0.000OOA5) 0 00HT 304-0 	 REFS 5.4400 so IN1300,( HAZ 0) . BSX(ALFHA=- 5) MACH 
 ,6UO BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1309 in
 
HOZLUWREFS 5.2150 IN
 .T 0L0X 
 HRP 4 52 5 5 IN
 
OAP Z 1.380 	 YHRP 0:000 IN 
ZMRF 0 .6510 INSCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 508
 




L, - .2 
•11a GOo0 Go 40 20 .0 20 40 cc 8so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
C,TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OOA049) 0 GOHSI 304-0 V300(ALPHA 0), - 099(ALPHA-" 0) ALPHAO U000 ALFHAO 0.000 REFS 5.44OU Sa IN 
I00 591 0 GOHST 304-0 13OGtALPHA- 01 . 8BX(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 'VETA 0,000 RErL 1-.1302 IN 
REFS U 5J2150 IN 
























,0 o Go 40 20 a -2o 40 -60 -E) -100 -120 
-14 -160 -180 -20LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
CATA SET SYMBOL CCOFIGURATIONDSCRIPTIO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
I A*19) 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. Vzo) 0 GCHST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA= 0) 09J(ALFHA= 0)GDMST 304-0 13OG(ALPHA= ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHABf AOZ1) 0) - S9 ALPHA=- 5) MACH U.O0 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN0 GVHST 3114-0 1300(ALFHA= 0) I.LUO VETA 0.000 REFL. 0 9ALPHA=-10) 111302 IN 


























LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM-A OHNXWFE
 
VIT SET * -SOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARA4ETrrc'VALUJC REFEREOCC INFORMATION 
-XIAOIg1 Q GcMST 304-0 1306(ALPHA= 0) -'89J(ALPHA= 0) ALFHAO 0.0110 REFS 5.440D SO IN Mc9A202 00 304-0 0) . BgJ(ALFHA=- 5) AFHAO, I.100 A' .00 REFL L.1302 INCST 130&(ALPFHA= 

(001020) 0 00HST 30 -0 I300(ALPHA= 0) + gSj(ALPHA=- I) REFL 5.2150 IN
 
H0 *ZTL XNRP .5255-. IN
 
RP , ,00001 IN 
RP 0.6510 IN 























-0.6 1 , l l , d _____i___~l , ti i i W 1
 
sO 60 40 20 0 -20 40 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -80 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
CATA SET SYsOL CONFIGURATIO C9SCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
('0A019) - GOHST 304-0 1300(ALPHA= 0) 4 69J(ALFHA= 0) ALFHIO 0.000 ALPHAB 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
IOA020) [ O6HST 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) + B9JCALFHA-- 5) MACH 1.100 &ETA Q.Uo, REFL 1.1302 IN 




























0 60 40 S0 0 - 20 -40 - 00 - 80 -100 --120 -140 -160' -180 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 








































G? 2 54.380 SCALE 0.0035 
'PAGE 5"1'3'
 

















-ICl so so 40 0D 2'a 40 so --so -0 - 2 -140 -160 -160 - U 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS]TION,XWFEET
 
9ATA SCT SMOL C FIGURATICWD0CSRIPTICW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOAMATION 
= + 
(r U2 j ) GUST 304-0 I30G(ALPHA 5) + 9J(ALFHA=+ 5) ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
OOAV2 0 OCHST 304-0 1300(ALFHA: 5) B9J(ALPH4A= 0) MACH 1.100 BETA 0.0147 REFL 1.1302 IN 
= +
CCCAOZO) 0 GOHST 304-0 I30G9AI.FHA 5) + 9gfALPHA=-lU) NCZL 009REFS 5.2150 IN 










-EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.1
 












-10og 5 60 40 ,20 a 20 40 -0 80-U -100 -120 -140' -160 -180 -200, 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET"
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(COAO3)' 0 GONST 304-0 I3OG(ALPHA:+,5) 89BJ(ALPHAP4 5) ALFHAO ' 5.5U0 ALPH4AS 5.'000 REFS 5.4400 SQ in 
,O<D024) 0 GOHST 304-0 13OG(ALP1HA= 5) 09BJ(ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.100 OETA _0.00Q REFL 5.2150z------------------------------------------------------F- 1 1302 IN
 




























so 60 2 a40 a0 -2 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
DATA SET SY4BOL CCNFZOURATIqN CESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-
(O AO23) 0 &HST 304-0 130(ALPHA 5) 1 69J(ALFHA=+ 5) ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
0CACZ 0 0CHST 304-0 1300(ALPHAS 5) - B9JCALPHA= 0) MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 IN (00A026 0 GIHST 304-0 130(ALFHA%# 5) - S9J(ALPHA-I0) NORZTL 0.000 RF 5.2150 IN 
XRP 4.5255 IN
yM~pF o ouL IN
 
ZMR P 0.6510 IN
 




EFFECT OF BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.1
 










SO 60 . 40 20 a 20 40 -60 -81) -100 -120 -140'" -16a' -lea -i00 
•LONGITUDINAL 'DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION..MW'FEET
 
C ATA SET SYHSOL CONPI URATION VESCRJ TION PARAMETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE -INFORMATION 
1 ,DZ3 ) 60"ST 304-0 13061ALPHAv+ 5) 1 UgJ(ALFHA= 5) ALPHAO 5.UOU ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 5.4400 a& IN0Az) GCHST304-0 13OG(ALFHA= 5) '9JOALFHA= () MACH I.IOU SETA 0.000 EFL 1.1.302 IN
 
cocl 26) 0 GONST 304-0 13EIG(ALFHA=+ 5). 69J ALFIHA=-10) - . REFU 5.ZI50 IN
 
HORZTL- 0.000 XMRP "4.5255 
 IN
 
YMR- 0.0000 IN 
Z.RP " 0.6510 IN 
OAP Z 54.380 SCALRE 0.00 SI 
PAGE 5 7
 
















--lo s 60 40 20 a - 0 --40 6a 80 -10 -10 14 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMSL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCA9Z7) 













1 09J(ALPHA= 0) 


































EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.1
 

















CAP Z.. . .. 	 S . . . .

-0.0000 	 UDR O.0 HP .78 I
 
w _19	 PAG 
-'0.8P_ 	 _ ___.  __N
 
tONInSPLGEMNT ROMMATO PSITO PAW.ET 1 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT =I.I
 











- 6 0 - 0 - 1UD - 12 0 ' - 4 0 1 0 2 .8s0va 60 4 0 2 0 a - Do , 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLAC-E.MENT.ROM ATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
REFERENCE NFORMATION\ PARAETRICVALUES
DATA SET SY BOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 87 2 I 10
= 0°O AL A . 000 R FS 10 .7320 SQCAo ? ) 0 GHST 304- 0 134 (ALFHA= 6J (ALPHA= 0) A tR L I HA D 1346(ALFHA 0)0) + S9J(ALPHA=- 5 

-0v As) 0 GDHST 304-0 
499$I
( OCA929JI GDHST 304-0 134S(ALPHA= 01 + C9J(ALFHA=---F .996IEAVAR U0 RUDDER 0.00R0 6 
 4.9788 IN
 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.4550 in 
•XHRP 

S A LE . 0 5
 
















-Iqu 0 so 40 BO a 40 go so- -100 -1.20 -240 -180 -100 -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 











- 89JCALPHA= ) 















0 9 *v.OHsT 3oA-0 134D{A(.FHA= 0) - 09gJCALPHA. .10) EVR .0 RUDR .00REF5 4.S969 ZIN 







GA P Z 54.300 SCALE '.,0U35 
PAG E .21 













ES64 0 O I
9 (LH = 0 LHA .0 LH B 000 _CA___)
I-I 0.A1 GVH__9)0 3U-




-10 0 00 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 -00 0P -20 -140 -160 -580 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SiTA SET SrsH60 CC*FIGLURArIct OESCRIFTICN PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(CCAO10) C 00146T 304-l I300CAL4A= 0) 4 S9J(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAQ 0.000 ALP$AB 0.000 REFS 5.4400 SO IN 
= 1C0A024) U GOHST 304-0 1ZO6tALF$A 5) 4. SSJCALFNA: 0) MACN 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 1.1302 114 
HQZL~RF 5.2160 14







EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=II
 






















Li -.. 2 • IN,_, 
_lo~~~~~oD O 0 "4 HCLT -00
0 20 - 0.  -M8p 4.523 -SD IN0-10
0
 
Ir/jOtg}38 (LPHA 6CST 34-0BgJALFH: Q) ALPHO AMHA .40











EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.1
 
0.4 








-1 'a 0 0 20 a SO 40 SO - So 00 -lea -140 -16D -180 -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS]TIONXW,FEET
 






























YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRPSCALE 0 65100:0035 IN 
OAP Z 4.300 
PAGE 524 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.i
 









. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 
-o105 so Go 40 90 0 - -040 So so' -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
.LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM HATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
CAT SET SYMS0, CWtIGUnATION CESCRIPTrON PARAMCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0 9 c; GCHST JUA -0 130*(ALPHA= U) 89BJ(ALPMA= 01 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHA5 OUUO REFS 5.44DO SO09 IN 

























Ina 60 40 213 a --90 - 40 60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160l -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CCFIGURATICV E$CRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








NORMT 0.00f REFSX14RF 5 2150 4:3255 IN IN 
YHRF 0.O0000 IN 
ZMRF 0:.6510 IN 
6 P 4.50SCALE 0.01035 
PAGE 526
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT =I.1
 




-1000 s Go 417 So a - 0 40 6So f so -10at -120' -140 -10 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 1ADZI GONST 5154-0 13OG(ALPHA= 0) . B9J(ALPHA=°l0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - IU.DD REFS 5.4400 SQ in 
(*OAOZ6) 0 GOMST 304-0 1300(ALPHA=. 5) . S9J(ALPHA=-IV) MACH 1.100 BETA U.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
REFS 5.2150 INH 0.0G,00 6HRP 4 ,55 IN 
YHRP U.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 IN 
Z 5. .380 SCALE D°0035 
PAGE 527
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.l
 







0- so so 40 20 1) - 20 --40 SO - 800 -100 -120 -140 -16a -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 



































YHRP 0.O000a IN 
ZMRP 0.6510 in 
G P 4.80SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 528
 










-- 1 00 80 00 40 BEY 0 ED -40 -60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -oa' 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
BATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION ESCRIPTIO 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








ZMRP a 6510 to
 









z 0. II, .0 ! 
-20,0 0 Go 40 20 a - 20 -40 --60 --80 -100 -120 =140 -160 -100 -200 
-. LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FECT
 






































YHRP 0- 0.0 
7MRP 0:6510 N 
GAP Z 4.380 SCALE 0.0035 
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LL -a.2 LUL 
0­
-o.4 
a 6 Go 20 0 ZO -40 Go so -100 -120 -140 -1 6a -150 -200 
LONGITUDINAL.DISPLACEMENT FRGM MATED POSITION,-XWFEET
 
DATA 56T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I O ASJJ 0 GSOT 304-0 130G(ALPHA= 0) - 89J(ALPHAZ- 5) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 5.4400 so IN
 I Avloj 0 GONST 304-0 1300(ALFHA:+ 51 - 09J(ALFHA.- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA V.,,, REFL 1 1302 IN
 
(COA0133 O C45T 304-0 13OG(ALFHA:- 5) . B9J(ALFHA=- 5; REFS 5.2150 IN
 
HORZTL a.UvU XHEp 4.5255 IN
 
ZHRP 06510 IN 
SCALE DDD35OAF z 54 .30D 
PAGE 531
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 







ca s 6p 40 20 a iU 40 - 60 0 0 -100 -120 -140 -160 7180 -Zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 











. 89J(ALFHA=- 5) 




















YHRP 0.6000 IN 
ZNRP a ,510 IN 
GAP Z 4.300 SCALE 0,5035 
PAGE 532
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
I *0 ii i ill -rrr -r--r -r-r-,- -1-r -t--r- 1Tr -rr- ,rr- -rn 
0.0 











'lo 0 Go 40a 'w 1 - 20 40 Go so--6 -100 -12D -140 -160 -180 -O00 
~LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
CATA SET S0L =N'W TICW CESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C A05S_1 0 OC 3O- 13OG(ALFHA= 0) - 89J(AL.FHA=- 5) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 5.4400 SQ IN 
fCT 3D101 Ht REFL{ jA;01 I 13066 ALPHA= 5) + 5gJ(ALFHA - 5) , T o.oaa 1,1302 IN
 

























so0 60 40 20 Q - 20 40 -60 - 8 -100 -140 -160 -10 -20080 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
OATA SET SYMBOL, COtIIGURATIONCESCRIPTIOH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(COAOL33) GDHST 304-0 1±OG(ALPHA= 01 . B9J(ALFHA=-10) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 5.4400 $0 IN 
CCJOAO12J 0 GBHST 304-0 1S0GCALPHA=k 5) + BSJ(ALPHA=-10) MACH 1.600 BETA a.000 REFL 1.1302 IN 
CAOIO) 0 GDHST 504-0 130G(ALFHA=-i0) + S9J(ALPHA=-10) REFB 5.2150 IN 























an 80 Go 41) 20 0 i 0 4aO 60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
. --- LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
AASET SYMBOL z URATJON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COA053I) 























( O16) 0 OCHST 304-0 1300(ALPHAZ-101 89J(ALPHA=-10) 










a.65tO IN IN 
AP z 54-30. SCALE o05 -. 
PAGE 535
 










-1,.0 80 6 £ 0 0 -20 --40 -60; 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATAt SET SYMECCL CCOFIGURATICN cE$CRrPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN4CE INFOR41ATION 
=' A953) GOHST 304-0 13OG(ALFHA= ) B9J(ALFHA=-10) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.,00O EFS 5.4400 SQ IN 91,~zE) [ OGHST 304-0 1300[ALFHA=+ 5) + 9J ALFHA=-1f0) HACH 1.600 BETA O.000 REEL 1.1300 IN 
lC*A01I6) 0 CVHST 304-0] I30G(ALPHlA='0) + 9J ALFHA=-10) HOZL 0.0 FB 5.2150 IN
 
HOZT 4 5255 IN
(.00XmRP 

YHRP 00000 IN 
ZHR-0 *. 650 in
 






















-. 4 -4 -0 
so0 GO 40 ZO 8 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 860 -100 -120 -140 -160 -1$0 -zo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSJTION,XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCFXGURATIC OESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORFAT±ON 







130G(ALFHA= 5) + 89J(ALPHA=-10)














YNRP 0.0000 IN -
ZNRP 0:G510 IN 
GAP Z 54.380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 537 




LL 0.a 2 





Ciao 0 at) 40 20 20E - 40 - Go - 81) -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
DATA SET SY-aO- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE rNFORtHATION 
, OA1321 0 OPHST 304-0 1340(ALFHA= 0) - 89J(ALFHA=- 57 ALPHAO ALPHAS0,000 - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ INtCO037) C) GDHST 304-0 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) +89J(ALPHA=- MACH 1.600 BITA a 000 REFL 2,742 1 N
) C,03 GCHS T 3174-0 P A - 5 B J A F A - 5




OAP Z A.300 "ALI 0:0035
 
PAGE 538 








00 Go 40 20' 0 20 - 4D - 60 - 80 -to0 -120 -140 -6o -18 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
OATA SET SYM8 CCNFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0 032) 0 G0*ST 304-0 1348(ALPfA= 0) + 89J(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5,000 REFS 10.7320 se in (OAOS7 0 G0HST 304-0 1349(ALFNA= 5) + &9J(ALFHA=- ) MACH 1.600 BETA 0000 R6FL 20742 IN 








 OAP Z 54.30 
PAGE 539
 



















-1-10 80 Go - 0' 20 a - 20 - 40 So --so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -18 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
DATA $ET $Y.8L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
= -
 REFS 10.7320 sa IN
I(OA3Z0} 0 GCHST 304-0 1345(ALPHA= 0) . 09J(ALPHA 5) ALFHAO (1.000 ALPHA5 - 5.000 I AI37}, 0 HST 304-0 134DIALPHA=+ 53 + 09J(ALFHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 S A 0.000 REFL E 8742 IN 
IOO03) C, GCHST 304-11 1343(ALPHA=- 5) - BgJ(ALPHA=- 5) REF5 4,9798 IN 










EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
0.6 ­
u 0 .4 
-Q r - ­
-0.2 
_ _ _ __ _ 
Z '- 0400 
0 
Orl Be 60 40 20 El - 20 40 Go0 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PCSITION,XW,FeET
 
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 AO323 0 GDRST 301-0 1318(ALPHA= 0) BJ(ALFHA=- 5) ALHAO G.OVO ALP14AS - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN lOOA037) 0 ODM3T 304-0 1549(ALPHA= 5) B~J(ALPHA=- 5) MACM 1,0 BETA 0.000 REFL Z.a?42 IN
 
(OCA039) 0 ODHST 304-0 114F,(ALFHA=- 5) 0gJ ALPHA=- 5) EVI 0.0RU0R .0 REFS 4 97:8 IN
 
VAR RUDE 4:97 8 IN
00 6,00XMRP 
YHqF a .avo IN
 
ZMRP 0 .4550 IN
 












. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
 
-1. Div " 60 40 20 a - SO - An 60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -,,a -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAM4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(00033) GDHST 304:0 1346(ALPHA- 0) . 8RJ(ALFHA -LO) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN
 
C00A361 GONST 3C4-0 134B(ALPHA= 5) . 09J(ALPHA=-I) HC ,0 E4 ROORF .?2 I
 2.8798 1N( AfMZ) O CHST 304-0 134BCALPHA=-10) . 8gJ(ALPHA=-: .1) AH 160BT : REFL 
a.O X00 4.9798 IN
ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER RF 




















UJ -0.2 E 
-0.4
 
-110 so ED ASJ ED0 a ED 40 SO -OS -100 -120 -1,40 -160 -180 -2CrO 
LONG ITUD I-NAL D ISPLACEMENT FROM MATED P]S I T ION, XW, FEET
 
CATA SET SYMB}OL CONFIGUR ATIONJ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 0114O3) a GoHST 304-a 13413(ALPHA-- () . S9J(ALPHAl-1U) ALFHAO 0.000O ALPHAS - 10.000O REFS 10 7320 $a IN 
'Ao3a); 0 *DH3T 30 :-0 1340(ALPHtA= 31 . 09JCALPHA-1l) 1606T o ; ,AHRZFL" E:874R IN 
IO.OAOIZ 0 0 HST 30A-0 1340(ALFHA=*D "BJALA-I) REFS 4 9: IN 
ELVATR 0 .00e RUDDER 0.000 	 XMRP 4.9786 in 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
Zm f 0.4550 IN 
SCALE 0. 005




EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 















00 80 406 2 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 -0 -100 -20 
-140 -160 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
DATA SET SYMflO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
COCA033) 0 GDHST 304-0 134S4ALFHA= 0) . B9J(ALPHA=-I0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN( CA038) 0 GDHST 304-0 1341CALFHA=+ 5) + 69J(ALPHA=-±0) MACH 1.60G BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 INCCOA042) 0 00157 304-0 1346(ALPUAZ-10) . B9JCALFNA:-10) REFS 4.9798 IN 
ELVATR 0.D00 RUDDER 0.000 XMRP 
 4.9708 IN 
YMRF a.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.4550 IN 
CAP Z 4.380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 544
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 












Do Do s 40 20 a -- 0 40 --60 0a 10 -120 -140 -60 -180 -200 
LONGITUOINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(1,Q0531 GDOSHT 304-0 1340(ALPHA= 0) 09J(ALFHA=-10) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAD 10.000 REFS "10.73Z0 sa IN (1,3) GDOST 304-0 1348(ALPMA=+ 5) + 93(ALFHA=-10) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.00I, REFL 2.8742 IN 
| €3 0 GONST 309-0 13AS(ALPHA -10) + 69J{ALPHA=-10 LAR .O UDE .0 REFS 4.9798 IN 
ELVTR 0,00XMRP INO.OORUDER 4.9788 
YMRP 0:000, IN 






EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 














Ia 80 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 - S0 -100 -12E -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COSFIGURATIC" CESCRLPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LOOA45) 0 001T 304-0 1348(ALFHA= 0) . BSXCALFHAZ- 5) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAS - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 so IN 
(COA047) 0 GONST 304-0 I34BCALPHA=- 5) +BX(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA D.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 
REFS 4.9798 IN 







GAP 2 4.380 
PAGE 546
 












-3"a go So 40 20 g -]40 - 60 So8 -1D0 -120 -140 -160 -180 -2DO' 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSfTION,XW.FEET
 
VATA SET SYMBO C FICUAATION D"CRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ZkA .$) 0 OCHST 304-0 1340JALFHA= 0) . 68X(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 $a IN 
COOA047) [] 00HST 304-0 134StALPHAAP- 5) - SSX(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0 900 REFL 2.8742 IN 
REFS 4 9T98 IN 
ELVATR 0.000 RUDD£R 0.000 XMRP 4:9788 IN
 




















80 60 40 20 0 20 40 - 60 - S0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -10 -200 
LONGITODINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
DATA SET SymBC CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MOAJ5 1 0 GDST 304-0 1345(ALPHAX 0) + BBX(ALFHA=- 51 ALPHAO 0.300 ALFHAS - 5.000 REFS 10.7320 Se IN 
ICA0 7 ) 0 GDHST 304-0 134B(ALPHA=- 5) + 88X(APHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA U.000 REFL IN4 701 2.0742REFS 4.9798 IN 
ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XMRP 4.9788 IN 
YMRP 0.00o0 IN 
ZHRP 0.4550 IN 
'GAP Z ..380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 548
 
EFFECT.OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
0.8 









D 400 EaD a 20 -40 -- 60 -- o8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DI.SPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
CATA SET S SOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPION@ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE- INFORMATION 
- REFS 10.73203 SQ in 
(,OJDA047 CJ GVHST 304-0 1348IALPHAI- 5) 1 B6X(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 SETA o,,HM, REFL Z.8742 IN 
REFB 4 9798 IN 
ELVA TR 0.00a RUDDER 0).000 XMRP 4:9786 IN 
I 001,U45) 0 COMST 304-0 1348 IALFHAV 0) 8SX(ALPFHA=- 5) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 5.000 









EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6














°1 8 0 40 20 a - 0 --40 Go so -100 -190 -140 -160 -180 -20U 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET

-0.0~SAL __035____ 0.___ 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I OA046) 0 GH$ 304-6 1349(ALFHA= 0) BSX(ALFHA=-Ig) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 SG IN 
(OQA048) GDHST 30d-O 2398(ALP1HA=- 51 . SX(ALPHA=-lU) MACH 1.600 BETA O.Og REFL 2.8742 IN 










EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON ORBITER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.6
 












c 60 40 20 0 -80 -40 -G0 - 8D -100 -120 -140 -260 -200s -10o 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 




























REPS 4.9798 IN 
ELVATR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XNRP 4.978a IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.4550 IN 
GAF Z 51.380 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 551 












ol ' o 60, 4a 20 a - 0 40 So a"--8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -Eaga 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 






























I'll 4.9798 IN 
Y*RP 0.6000 IN 
Z-R. 0 4550 IN 
OA;F Z 41380 
SCALE 0]:0035 
PAGE 552 
















u, 	 . ., . * , * E)J a~. ew , Ir . 
-. 0 
-0.8F 
-10 80 60 40 20 0 -- 0 - 40 - so - 80 -$00 -120 -140 -160 '-180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET,
 
CATA SET aCNAIGATE0 .TION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUE REFERENCE rNRMA IPNSYMS.Tsu- D SCRI 
EOCAOAG6) C GLST5304-0l 1548(ALPflAr 01 - 68X(ALPMA=-10) ALPAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 SQ IN 
(08 0 GOST S04-0 134B(ALfPA=- 51 + BOX(ALPHA=-10) ACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 R£F 2.6742 INM 
 REFS 4.9798 IN
 
ELVATR 0.000 RUDOGR 





















-I 2" "--5 
-10 
-5 aD 552 
$fyc xv 
















REFS 5.4400 So IN 
REFL 1.1302 INREFS 5,z1u IN 
0.000 XNRP 4:5255 1 , 
..00 YHRP 0 . 000 IN 




IORA02) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 554 












•ORBITER'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO, C)EGREES
 
SYMCC .xw : PARAMETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
[2 16U.090 GAP Z 4.360 'ALPHAS - 0.o90 REFS 5. 4400 so IN 
90.000oo MAHA 1.600 OETA 01o000 REFL ",1o13oz IN -
REFS 5.2150 IN 
0 -v ago MIZTL 0.00 XMRF 4.52557 IN 
d% 0:00a. YHRP • 0.0000 IN 
50.000 OATA MIST. COD *rVMMAMI SA£ 0
 
CORAO;2).'"23 FEB 71 AGE_ -555 












-0~1 Is 2v_______ 
-0 -15 -10 -. 0 5 ±0 15 20 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL xw EARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
Q -, 60.000 GAP Z 54.380 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS 5.4400 $0 IN 













4.000 ZHRP 0.6510 IN 
t s0.. " DATA MIST. C Co *EVHMUI SCALE 0.0035 
(OKA012) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 558
 
CLI 












__ _ _ _ _ _ 
U 
- ^-15 -10 a $10t is 20 


























REFS 5.440U SQ IN 
REFL 1.13oz IN 
REFS 5.2160 INX H R P 4 5 $ I N 
YMRP 0:0000 IN 
ZKRP 0.6510 10 
SCLE 0.0050 
COKAOI2) 23 FE2 71 PAGE 557 
1%
 












w 50 -G 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO, DEGREES
 
51"DOL _xw PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 -60.1100 GAP Z A,3Sq ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 10.7320 SO IN 
0 - ao.vaa MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2.8742 IN 










$0.090 DATA HIST. COD *EVMHHMI SCALE 0.0035 
CORA038) 23 FEB 71 PAGE 558
 
DELTA-WING ORBITER CHARAC. VS ALPHA AT M=.I.G,WITH DELTA BOOSTER ALPHA=-1O.
 












ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO, DEGREES
 
symol xw PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFQR ATION 
r) - 60 00 GAP Z A.390 ALFHAD" 10l.000 REFS 10.7320 soS N 
III - 00.000 HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 2 , 74Z IN 
0 - 0O.000 
U.0090.0000 









40. 0 ZMNF 0.4550' -IN 
- . 005 ATA M.'T. Cocr VMH I- CL : 0Q 3 
CORA038) 23 FEB 71 :-PAGE' 559 
0.7 








U. 0. 0 . . . 
ORBITER'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO, DEGREES
 
srms - w PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















XMRF 4 .978S IN 
L O.Oiv ZHRP 0.i550 IN 
cl 50.00D DATA MIST. CODE *EVgmmm SCALE U.0035 
COKA038) 23 FEB 71. PAGE 560 







0 -0. M1 BA 
CLAT 0.00 RUGER 0.0 .78 I 
0. 0R A.9700 IN 
- 0 0 .000.000 
50.90 VAA IS.*EHMKISCALE CCE 
(OKA038) 
Y14KPZ4RF 
























.016 s 60 40 20 -20 -40 -6D -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -10 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
CATA SET SYHB CCNFGURATION cEscRiprio PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
,lOAUOl') 0 GCHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA= 01 + 13OG ALPHA 5) MACH 1. 60CI 6ETA O.OaU REFL 10.0380 
(C0 111) 0 GCHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA=-10) - 13U2(LPHA=+ 51 LVN .0 REFS 1.4700 IN 
180AV19) 0 GDHST 304-0 89JALFHA=- 5) . 13OG(ALPHA= + 5) ALPHAS 6.000 ALPHA& IN 




ZMRP 0 .8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
 
CAP Z 4.350 
PAGE 562
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=i.G
 
1*















so co 40 20. 0 20 4 -40 60 Ba8 -IUD - -190 -140 -160. -180 -200 
SLONC7-TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI'ONXW.FEET
 
C TA SET SYMBOL CCNH'1URATION ESCRIPTION. PARAMETRIC VALUES .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BA009) 0 GGHST 304-0 S9J(ALFHA=+ 5) 1 300(ALPHA= 5) ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAU 5.000 REFS" la.6740 SQ IN 
=
 
CC0AD08) 0 GVHST 304-0 99J(ALFHA= 0) . 1300 ALPHA . 6) MACH 1.600 BETA D.ODU REFL 10.0380 IN
 
OAOI2) 0 GOUST 304-0 99J(ALPHA=-10) - 13M6ALPHA= 5) REFD 1 4700 IN
 
EL5VON 3.00a XmRP 6.:4000 10 
Z0RP 0.8610 IN 
PAGE 563
 
















-%.Sa so 'a 0 go a - 20 40O 60 8as -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYH CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES. .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I a0A19 ) 0 GOHST 304-0 0JALPHA=. )} . 13OG(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 1Z.6740 so IN 
.008)B 0 GCHST 3DA-0 89J(ALPHA= 0) + 13OG(ALPHA=+ 5) MACH 1.600 BETA O.Ogo REFL 10.0380 IN
 
(SOA012) 0 GONST 394-0 09J(ALFHA=-10) - 13OG(ALPHA=+ 5) EVO *DoREFB 1 4700 IN
 
ELV 	 XHRP ;N

























-100 8 60 40 20 0 - 0 - 40 - 60 - s0 -±00 -±20 -140 -100 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION EscRiPrroN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 6 M09,ST 304-0 BOJ(ALPHA=+ 5) + 130G(ALPHA=+ 5) ALFHAO 5.O00 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.G740 SQ IN(6A0*00 0 GODHST 304-0 S9JCALFHA= 0) + 130G(ALPHA=. 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REL 10.0380 IN 
IO Z|1 GBST 304-0 69J(ALPHA=-10) . 13OG(ALPHA=+ 5) .uoREFB S.4700 IN 
-ELEVON 
 0.000 	 XNRP 6.4000 IN 
YMRP O.00DD IN 
ZHRP 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
GAP Z 54.380 
PAGE 565
 

















so 60 a0 a -go 40 -60' - 0 -100 -120 -±40 -160 .±8U -2000 40 

LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 






&C$ST 304-0GQHST 304-0 
99JALFHA= 0) . 130G(ALFHA- 0) 






















YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
CAP Z 4.380 
PAGE 566 
EFFECT OF.BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER.CHARACTERISTCSAT M=1.6
 













'to so d 40 zo a - 0 40 Go6 - an0 100 -120' -140 -L60' -180 -20C 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,,XW,FEET
 
CIT SET SYMUCL C FIGUUATION ESCRIPTION" FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(80AV03) Q GOHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA= 0) - 1300(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 sa IN 
B051)Z 0 GDOST 304-0 a9J(ALFHA=- 5) . 1300(ALPHA= 0) HACH 1.600 BETA . 0.000 REFL 18.0360 IN
 






CAP A $4.3.0" 
 CL 0.0035 
PAGE 567 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
J1.0 ,1- 1 ,- rr1 -nr -- r --- -rr -rr -rr rr- ,n - -rr 
0.4 









-I6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' _ 
'_ __'___ ' i ___' ___ 
U 
so so 40 20 a 20O 40 -0 -oso -12 -140 -1 S 10 -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED'POSJTIONXWFEET
 
CATA SET 5YMSC COFIGURATICU ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSCOV31 0 GCOST 304-0 B9JCALPMA 0) - 130G(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12 6740 so in 
ISOA5513 0 OD14ST 304-0 09J(ALFHAV- 5) - 13OG(ALPHA-- 0) U.00BEA REFL 10:0380 INH1 C 0 

(SOAQ53) 0 COMST 304-0 69J(ALFHAI-10) - 13OG(ALPHA= 0) MAH 1.0 3EARFS 1.4700 IN
 ELEVON 0.0U0 	 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
YBRP 0,O00 INZMRP 0 860 INSCALE 1.0035B 	 a













-,-oo o --6-,1 o0 20 t 0 40 s s 0 19 10 10 10 1 
LONGiTUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT ION, XW FEET
 
DATA SET'SYMBO CONIGURATION DESCRI PTION . PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 80,003) a GCH5 r 30'-,0 889JALFHA= 01 . 13VG(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAO U.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 19.6740 -so IN 
J 'C $51 GcHSr 304- a J ALPHA=- 5) + 13OG(ALFHA= 0) HACH 1 .60D $ETA D.ao REFL 10.0380" IN 
= 

IZOAV53) ODHST 304-0 SgJ{AcPHA=-IU) - 13OG(ALPHA 0) REFS 1.4700 IN
 
ELEVON 0.00 






























--° a so so 40 20 a - 40 -60 So8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 




































YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRFSCALE 0.86100.003 IN 
GAP Z 4.380 
PAGE 570 
















-. 05 ____ 
I -. cc__ __ 
80a 0 0 0 2 ) 4a 60 so8 -10' -110 -140 -160 -100 -200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DfSCRIFTrc;N FARAMET iIC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BOAO13) 0 ODMST 304-0 BgJ(ALPFHA--- 5) - 130r(ALFHAZ- 5) 'A4PHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - S.000 REFS Z26740 SO IN 
ISOA114) 0 OCHST 301-0" 8gJiALPHA=-10) - 130G(ALFHA=- 3) MACH 1.600 BETA RF '0O0 IN.03$0

-0065) 0 ODHST 304-0 S9J{ALFHAw-IS) - 13VGiALPHA=- 5) REFS 1.4700 IN
 
£ V XHRF IN
OoO 6.4000 

YMRF 0 DODO IN
 
ZMRP 0:8610 IN
OAF Z 54.380 SCALE . 0035 
PAGE 571 










-1.010 5) so 40 20 a - g - 40 --60 -- O -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
OAT SET SYNEX C cFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALDES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






&Hs T 30 -0 
99J(ALPHA-10) + 130G ALPHA=- 5) 




















GAP z 4.30 
PAGE 572 








"a, ..aN . _ .. _._ _ 
E Do 
t.6 
o F---------- - ---- _ 
-J0. 
- 00 60 40 20, - 20 - 40 - G0, -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -Z03 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM'MATEO POSJTIN,Xw.FEET
 
DATA.-S ETSf5B CC*FWIURATICt ESCRIPTI& .- PARAMETRIC VALUtS REFERENCE INFCOHATION 
100A0$) C G0$ST 304-0 69S(ALFHA=- 53 - 130&(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.gO REt'S 12.6740 SQ IN 
t(3$) GODHST 304-0 B9J(ALPFA=-I0J + 13OG(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380. IN 
1BC A051 0 6OST 304-0 O9J(ALPHA -1S) - i30G(ALPHAI- 5) ELEVON 0.000 "E IN-1.4700 
XHRF 6.4000 IN 
"YMRP oo.o0 IN 
2NRF 0.8610 iN 
GP 2 54.380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 573
 




















-. 07 __ 
-.095,- . . . . . . . . . f - L I. 
g0 s0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 10 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CtFIGURATICti OESCRIFTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aEA00) 0 GOHST 304-0 9J(ALFHA=-i0) + 130G(ALFHA=-0) ALPHAO ­ 10.000 ALPHAB - 10.000 REFS ±2.6740 SQ IN 
EBOA017) 0 GCNST 304-0 593(ALFHAZ-15) - 130G(ALmA=-C) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 






YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.610 IN 
CAP Z 4.380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 574
 












-. 02 rS -°03 
IEF.0538 IN-_______ 
.010 so s 40 21; 0 20 -40 -- Go 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -Ron 
LONGJ-TUOINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
UOA016) C) GCHST 304-0 89JCALPHA=--1) . 130G(ALPHA=-10) ALPHAO - 10.000 ALP14AB 40l.00U REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
= A017 ) 0 GHST 304-0 BJ(ALPHA=-5-+ 13G(ALFHA=-10} HACH 1.600 BETA .000 URE 1:47080 IN. 










EFFECT-OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
1 .0 -,r-r-r- rr-r rrr rrr -,--r, -T--r -r--,- -r--- -,rr -rrr -rrr -,rr -mjl 

0.0 1_ j 1 .. _ _II1 
0.2
u 0.4
u D.00.2 --- a 
Liu 
0 
'0 S 60 40 20 a - 20 --40 -60 a0 Ice 12 -149 -160 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED ,POSLTIONXWFEET
 
CAT SET SYMBOL CC,FIGURATIONDESCRIPTION PARAME RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BOA016 
( AV?7 0 

























YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 in 

















00 80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60. -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
- LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS-ITION.XW,,FEET 







19JALPHA=-10) + 130G(ALPHA=-10J 
0gJ(ALPHA=-15) - 130G(ALPHA=-I0) 
ALPHAO.-
HACH 














ELEVON 0.000 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
YMRF OO00 IN 




EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER.CHARACTERISTICS AT Mz1.6
 














So so 40 20 a 2- -00 so -120 -140 -160 -tan -200 
L-ONGITUOINALDISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.,XW,FEET
 
'DATA SET SYMBOL CONWFIGURATION CE$CRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 01.31; 0 OIJST 304-0 99J(ALFHA 0) + 1340(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAS, 0.000 REFS 1 .9740 so to 
BOA 0Z [3 ODST 304-0 BgJ(ALFHA-- 5) . 134S(ALFHA= 0) MACH 1.600 BETA O000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
( ,033) BHT304-0 8gJ(ALPHAZ-10) I 1340(ALFHA= .REFS 1.4700 IN- 0)
a 0 BOTELEVON 0.000 XPRF 40OU
. IN
 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALEZ Rp ..0.9610 IN























-. 05 - - -__-_ ___ 
1008  60 40 2' 0 -20B --40 - 60 -so -100 -12Q -140 -L60' -180 -00 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM 'MATEO'-POSIT ION. XWFEET 
CATA SET SYNSL CCWFIGURATION CESCRIPTIa4 . PARAMETRIC-VALUES REFERENCE IFQRHATION 
IoOA031) 6OHSI 304-0 09J(ALPHA= 0) - 134S(ALPHA 0) ALPHAQ 0.000 ALPHAB - 0.000- REFS 12.6740 so IN 
I 0.3.) 0 0085T 304-0 B9J(ALPHAz- 5) 4 134C(ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL. 1..0380 IN ­
(5Z 0A3) 0 GHST 3a4-0 BOU(ALFHA-10) + 13484ALPHA= 0) -REFS" '1.4700 IN 
ELEVON 0.000 XKRP* 6.4000 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0.8610 IN 




EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 









-0.6 ___ ___ 
Ica S0 6 40 20 a - 20 - 40, - 6a - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -210 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
PATA SET SYMBOL CCJFIGURATICH CESCRIFTIC0 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(00A031) r GPST 504-0 BSJ(ALPHA= 0) . 1348(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
(BOA032 0 GCST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) . X34(ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0300 IN 
OO33) 0 OHST 304-0 S9J(AL0HA=-IO) . %34B(ALFHA= 0) REFS 1.4700 IN 
























0 .4 3 
0o 80 60 - 40 - - 20 -40 60 -8 -100 -- 120 -14a -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM'MATED POSLTI'ON XWFEET
 
,AlA SET SYMBSl. CONFIGURATIN CESCRIPTICN - PARAMETRIC VALUES. REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
LCOA31 C GDHST 30-0 BSJ(ALFHA= 0) - I54B,(AFHA=, 0) - ALPHAO U.0001 ALPHAB "t.000REFS 12.6740 SQ It
 
(00.,0 2 {]DMST B9JIALFHA=- 5) + 1348 (ALPHA= 0) MACH ft:600 BETA 0.000 . REFL 0 IN
0- 304-0 7.0 
CJ(ALFHA=-I0) .
(0 .03) 0 GDHST 304-0 9 134B(ALPHA= 0) ELEVON 0.000 YXRP 6.4000 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN, 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 




EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON-BOOSTER-CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.G 
-r-n-1 -r-*-w -rr-r-i * 1 i J ll , J =l 
.0S 













20 a go0806 0 40 -60 so8 -100 -120 -.140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITI'ON,XW,.FEET
 
DATA $ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I SOA135) - 0-DST 304-0 SgJ(ALFHA - 5) . 1348(ALPHA=+ 5) ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
fao *36) 0. GONST 304-0 89J(ALPHA-" 0) + 134B(A(.FHA=+ 3) " MACH 1.600 BETA 0.0SU REFL 10.0380 IN 
(BOA38) 0 GPMST 304-0 SJ(ALPHA=-I0} + 1348(ALFHA=+ 5) ELVN U00REFS 1.4700 ' IN 
ELECO.OOXNRF 6.4000 IN 
YRF 0.0000 IN 
Z-RF 0 -810IN 
FJ
AF Z L.38 A SCALE 0.D035 
-PAGE 582
 












-. 05 	 ___ 
-. 05 
E-.07 
. too I) o 40 o -2020 -40 -6D 80 -100 -120 - -140 -16D -180 -2002 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
C17k SET SYHCA CflFIGURATICN DESCRIFTICM 	 PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BOAl035) - GHST 304-0 S9J(ALFHA=+ 5) * 1346(ALPHA= 5) ALFHAO 5.000. ALFHAB " 5.D00 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
C.OOAf6) 0 0*H T 304:-0 09JALPHAa_ 0), 1340(ALFHA=J 5) MACH 1.60V BETA oU oo RCFL 10.0350 ZN 
(3,QAQS) 0 GDH5T -04-0S9JCALPFHA=-10' * 1346CALPHA-- 5) REFS 1.4700 rN 







AP Z 54.00" 
PAGE 583
 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.6
 









to s s 40 20 a 20 40 60 -i -100 -12a -140 -160 -180 __0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
VITA SET S .SO- ¢ FJGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAM9TRrC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(COA035) Q OCHST 304-0 09J(ALPHA=+ 5) 1TASCALFHAZ+ 5) ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
:COA'136J1 Z5 CHST 304-0 09J(ALPHA= 0) 3ABftLPMA=+ 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.00D REFL 10.0380 IN 
(BOA030) 0 OCHST 304-0 0gJ(ALPHA=-10) 13AS ALPHA=+ 5) REFa 1.4700 IN 











EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OFATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS-AT.M=1.6
 












_ _ _ _ 
C-D 
-0.4 ______ 
£v so 60 40 20 0 - 2D - 40 - 60 - 80 -I00, -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
:LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI-TION'.XW. FEET
 
AiA'SET SY C.X CcJpIGuhArJctJtESCPIPTOt4 pARMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
= I 6AD353 0 GOHST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=- 5) * 1348(ALPHA - 5) ALPHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS . -12.640 SQ IN 
18QAn36) 0 GOHSI 304-0 BSJCALPHA= 0) + 134B(ALPHA=+ 53 HACH 1.600 -BETA B.099 REFL 10.0380 IN 
teO0301 0 146(LPHzl RFS IN89fA4HA=I0)-
GDHST 04- ) 1.47000LEVON 0.000 XHRF - 6.4000 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.8610 IN 
6F Z 54.3g SCALE 0.0035
 
PAGE . 585 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 

















80 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 - -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
SET SYMBOL CtrIGURATlctJ DESCRIPTION VALUES SCALE 0.003INFORMATIONCATA FARANETRIC REFERENCE 
c80A0393 C ODHST 304-0 B9J(ALFNA'- 5) IS14BCALFNA=- 5) ALFHAO - 5.000 ALFHAB - 5.000 REF$ 12.6740 SQ IN 
-. G.L.A Z.tL.4.38C60A04) U ODHST 304-V 6gJ(ALPflA=-10) + 1348(ALFHA:" 5} NACH 1.600 BETA o. ou REFL 10.0380 IN
 




YMRP 0.00 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
GA SCALE 0,005 
PAGE 588
 












go do s 40 go - 20 --4D so so -Ica -120 -140' -160 -18D-O 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMOBt CONFIGURATION.6SCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{OAD391 C) GINST 304-0 0gJ(ALPHA=- 5) . 134B(ALPHA=- 5) ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
(00AGAV; 0 GCHST 304-9 a9J(ALPHA=-10) + 134G(ALP"A=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA g.000 REFL 1u 0380 IN 
(DIA04 1 0 *CS,0- 89J(ALFHA=-15) + 1340(ALPHA=- 5) REFS 1.4700 INGD $ 4 PELE V . 000 X RP 6.40 0 IN 
YHRP 0 .0000 IN
 
ZMRP 0, 1 IN
 
GAP Z 54.380 SAE 003
 
PAGE 567 











--"00 a 6 0 0 - 0 - 60 -S -100 -M) -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET YHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
le 039, 0 GDST 34-0 49J(ALPHA=-5) , 134(ALPA=- 5) ALPHAS ­ 5.000 ALPHAB ­ 5.000 REFS 1 .6740 S -IN 













YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
GF Z 4.180 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 588 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE 	OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=.L6.
 





GHI0" 	 AH 160 BT 
60AO41) 0 COST 314-0 89J(ALFHA=-15) . 1348(ALPHA:- 5) A HO- ,0 L AB- 5 O REFS 12 47400 IN 
•ELEVON 	 V.Dou XMRF 6 4000 IN 
YHRP U.9000 INZRP 0.3 0 IN 
CAP Z 54.50 SCAL 10.035 
SCAL- 58903 
EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 





















CIA SET SYMB,. C CHFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
, SO-013) 0 GONST 3GA-0 BSX(ALPHA= 0) - 1348(ALFHA= 0) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 0.000 REFS 12 674G so IN 
(SOA045) 0 GIMST 304-0 SSX(ALPMA=- 5) - 1346(ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.690 BETA .0 REFL 10.0380 IN 
(DOAV16J 0 ICHST 304-0 VSX(ALPHA=-1fN - 134P(ALFHA= 0) 	 REFS 1.4700 IN 
ELEVON 0,voo 	 XMRP 6.2920 IN
 
Y.RP 0 0000 IN
 
ZRF 0:8686 rN
























'a SO 20 --20 40 60 -0 -100 -19D -14040 a So -ISO -180 -200, 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
CATA SET Svmg CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONt
 
EBOA043) 0 GVHST 304-0' OSX(ALPHA= 0) - 134B(ALPHA= 0) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.67411 S IN
 
(00.) 0 6OHST 304-0 OSX(ALPHA=- 5) * $349(ALPHA= 01 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 10
 
eBOA046) 0 GONST 304-0 B8X(ALFHA=-10) . 1340(ALPHA= 11) ELVN 00REFS 1.4700 IN
 
ELV DXMRP 6.2920 .0
D. 


















-1. Do so' Go' 40 - -8 too,0 -120' -140 -160, -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SETSYMBOL C FIGURAJICN DESCRIPION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 0A0 3; 0 GcH5T 304-0 USX(ALPHA= 0; 1345(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.674U so IN 
(80AII45) 0 GOM57 304-0 BOX(ALFHA=- 5) 1348(ALFHA= 01 MACH 1.600 BETA G.800 REFL 10.0580 IN 
'BOA'.. 0 'CHST 304-0 ESX(ALPHA=-Ig) +L349(A4PMA= 0) REFS 1 4700 IN 
EL5VON 0.000 XMRF 6:2920 IN 




GAP Z 4.360 
PAGE 592
 

















...,.,.. q.[..  1 , 1 . ,.I, ,, ,. .,So
 
go o 60 40 20 a 21; - 4D ' -B -100 -120 -140 -160 -lea -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
',-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION aESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, O04R31 r) GONST 304-0 06X(ALFHA= 0) f34S(ALPMA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0,000 REFS 12.6740 So IN
 
teOA-5)I E GCHST 304-0 OSX(ALPHA=- 5) . 1340(ALFHA= 0) MACH 1.R00 BETA 0°UO REFL 10.0380 IN
 
CZIIAO-61 0 GHST 304-0 SOX(ALPHA=-10) . 1348(ALPHA= 0) ELVR 000REFS 1.4700 in
 









EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.6
 













-~~CL .02____0 	 ____
-.07
 
,a 80 60 40 20 a - 2 - 40 -60 -80 -100 -12a -140 -160 -180 -20aQ 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
-lATA SET SYMBOL COFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BOA917) 0 GCHST 304-0 VSX(ALFHA=- 5) 1340(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740- SG IN 
E0,018) 0 OCHST 304-0 eSXfALPMA=-10) SASCALFHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 6ETA U.000 REFL 10.03an in 
REFS 1.4700 IN
 
5LEVON 01000 	 XHRP 6.2920 10
 
YMPF a 0000 IN
 




















-. 05"-. 7 
____ 
-8D00 so s0 40 20 0 -4' -s e2 8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCJFIGURATICM DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIaO 
B0441 0 GHST 304-0 BX(ALPHA:- 5) . 134S(ALPHA=- 5) ALFHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 













YMRP a.OOD IN 
ZNRP 0.8680 IN 
GP 2 54.380 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 595
 







" - - ' - - - - ­oL- r ___"____ __ 
-0. 
- 1 . . I 






-'-Sa 'a Go 'a g 0 -20 -40 -60 --8 -100 -120 -149 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSfTIONXW,FEET
 
CATA SET Syms CcFjGURATICN DESCRIP/ION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
=-
( 00A47) 0 GDOST 304-0 SSX(ALFHA 5) 1349(ALPFA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAB - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
(CIA915) 0 OONST 30-0 B8X(ALPHA=-10) 1348(ALFHA=- 5) R4ACH 1.600 BETA O.a,, REVL 10.0380 IN 
1.4700 IN
vUUREFS











EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.6
 










S 80 G 40 20 0 -0 40 -0 so -10 -12 -140 -160 -180 -zoa 
LONGI'TUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
CATA SET SYHS CCWFIGURATICN CESCRIFTICH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI C 
frC'AS7) 0 GaHST 304-0 8SX(ALPHfA=- 5) - 1340(ALPHA=- 5) ALPHAO - 5.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 50 IN 
ta"04) 0 OCHST 304-0 BOXCALPHA=-10) - 1340(ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.UoV REFL 1ola3so IN 
RlEFS 1,4700 IN 










EFFECT OF BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
.*0± ,. . . . .- - .r .. .J .r .t- - ­, -r .I., l- ­


















so 40 --40 -100 -140 -,,a080ov G go a - 20 --60 - 0 -120 -160 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION,XWFEET
 




























E-V.0 0.000 REFBXMRP 1 47006.zzu IN 
YMRF a 0000 IN 
ZHR P 
SCALE 
0.8680 0.0035 IN 
PAGE 598
 























.010 0 60 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - so - 80 -10 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
"LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 







































GAP Z 54-380 SCALE 0.0035 
-PAGE-
 599 







1.10 so 40 20 a SO0 40 so 8" -,60 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 






























F.LEVON 0.000 REFS XMRF 1,4700 6:20ZU IN IN 
Y4RF 0,COOD IN 
ZMRP 0:868, IN 
OAP Z 1.380 CL 0 3 
PAGE 600
 











£00 s0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 4a - 60 - 0 -100 -120 -140 -160 -lo -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
CATA SET SY5I CC4FIGURATICW CESCRIFTIC. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE'INFORMATION 
CS:009I 0 GanSi 404-0 BX(ALPHA= 0j + 130G(ALFHNA 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS U.U0 REFS IZ.6140 SQ IN 
(BQAOso) 0 COAST 3040 6OX(ALPHA=- 5) + 130G(ALPHA= 0) HACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
ELEVOM P.000 
 XHRP 6.2920 IN 
YNRF a.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8600 IN 
























20 - 40 - 60 so8 -Lou -120 -140 - ao-18
-0,0 o So AS 20 a 203 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 






































YMRP 6.1000 IN 
ZMRP 0:8610 1N 



















zoo so G 40 go a - 20 - 40 so -8so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -zOO 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION;XWFEET
 
CATA SET SYMSC CCO'FIGURATIC0 CE{SCRIPTICV PARAMETRXC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ISOA019) 0 GCHST 304-0 69J(ALFHA= 0) . 13OG(ALPHA= 0) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN
 
I COAaza) 0 GONSf 304-0 09J(ALPHA:- 5) 130 (ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
IROA0211 0 OCHST 304-0 9g1(ALPHA=-10) - 13,G(ALPHA= 0) REFS 1.4700 IN
 


















-1.Iv s 6 	 40 20 a - 0 40 -6D so8 -100 -12a -140 -60 -Za -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
CATA SET Symec' CCIFIOURATICI DE5¢RIPTIC, PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
= 
I BOA019) -- OCHST 304-0 69J(ALFHA = - 0) 13OG(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 12.6740 Sa IN ISOA920) 0 GCHST 04-0 69J(ALFHA 5) . 1300 (ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.100 65TA a.g00 REFL 10.0390 IN 
cgaogzlj * GCHST 304-0 69J(ALFHAZ-10) I 130,(ALPHA= 0) ELVW 000REFB 1.4700 IN 
ELV 0XMRP 	 IN
0. 	 6.4000 





CAP Z 4 .380 AL . 0 5
 
PAGE G04 







Li 0.4 	 -___ 
z 
L­






, , ,~~~ ~ ~ I, I I, , , , i , *, ,, , , * so 	 , , 
80-00a 60 20 - 20 - 40 60 - -100 -14040 0 	 - 80 -120 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW.FEET
 
DATA SET SYMSOt COFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
luoA019) a GH51 304-0 B9J(A.PHA= 0) . 1 0G(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAQ 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 REFS 1Z.6740 Se IN 
(OA020) 0 GDHST 304-0 69JALFHAX- 5) * 1300(ALPHA= 0) MACH 1.100 SETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN (BOAD21) 0 ODHST 304-0 * l30G(ALPHA=f9J(AuFiA=-i) 	 REFS 1.4700 IN0 



























Z)4a 20 0 40 -- O -10a -120 -140 -180 -200go0.- So8 -160 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIMTON FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EOADZ3) GCHST 304-0 B9J{ALFHA=+ 1) . 1300(ALFHA=+ 5) ALFHAO 5.000 ALPHAB 5.000, REFS 12.6740 $Q IN 
= + 

(COA024) GONST 304-0 69J(ALPHA= 0) - 1300 ALPHA 5) 14ACH 1.100 BETA U.,,o REFL" 10.0380 IN
 


























--- 1 a so 60' 40 20 2 --40 so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT]ON.XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUgS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BO0AC23) 0 GDHST 304-0 BGJ(ALPHA=+ 5) t 13OG(ALPHA=+ 51 ALVHAO 5.000 ALPHAS 5.000 REFS 12.6749 SO IN 
aOA024) 13 GDHST 304-0 SgJ (ALPHA= 0) . 13OG(ALPHA= 5) MACH 1,100 BETA 0,000 2EFL 10.0380 TN 






Z*RP 0 .8610 IN
 
SCALE 0 .EN3S










O 0.4 ___ ______ 
w
-0.8 --E3----- -­
os 6 40 go a -0 -40 60 - 80 _100-1a0 -140 -60 -180 -zoo 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1ZOA023) Q GONST 304-0 B9J(ALFHA=+ 5; . I3VGfALHA= 5) ALFHAO 5.000 ALFHAB 5.000 REFS IZ.6740 SQ IN 
IBOAVZdj r] GIHSr 304-0 69J(ALPHA= O) - 1300(ALFHA=+ 5) MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN
 






















0 G 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 -s o -100 -20 -140 -160 a180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
CAT, SET SYMBOL CC*FIGURATIOC DESCRrFTIC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALFHAO 5.000 ALFMAB 5.000 REFS 12.6740 so IN 
'0A0'2l 0 GCHST 304-0 S9J(ALPHA= 0) + 130(Aft HA=+ 5) MACN 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
foOOz) 0 GHT 304-0 '09J(ALFHA=-lV) 1 ELEVON 0.0m REF 1.4700 iN 
I SOAOCS) C GCHST 304-0 89J(ALFHA=# 5) 13IZOCALPHA#- 5) 
300(ALFHA=+ 51 
 ELV XmRP IN
OoD 6 4000 

YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0: IN.0 
SCALE 1,0035


























8-liv 6 go a - 20 -40 --60 so -100 -190 -140 160 - 8 -- oas 40 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXWFEET
 
D T A ET Y MOO C OFI URATI CNDE CRIPT IC PARAMETRIC VALUE S REFERENCE INF OHATI CV 
C027;
I O D Z8S 
00 
GUMST 304-0 
0 H ST 3 9 -0 
B9J(ALFHA=
S J (A &FA=-
01 - 1348(ALPHA=


















(60 029) 0 OOHST-301-0 89J(ALPHAZ-10) - 134B(ALPHA= 01 0.00 XRF 1,4700 IN 
Y.R P ,:. 0 0 0 _ IN 

















too so Go a 0 - 0 -40 -- 0 -- o8 -11, -120 -140 -160 -100 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSiTION,XW.FEET
 









6J(ALFHA= 0) . 1345(ALPHA=
09J(ALPPA=- 5) . 1346(ALFHA-






















YHRF OBB IN 
ZMRPSCALE 0:86 100.0035 1N 
PAGE 611
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- 00 so so 40 20 0 -20 - 40.- 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -10 -20 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
,ATA SET $YMBC CONFIURATIC 0SCRIFTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I BIA027)
voAozal 
16 129 1 
00 
0 
































YMRF 0:0000 IN 
ZPRPCALE 0.8610 -. 0035 IN 
0 F Z 9135, 
PAGE 612 










0-0.2 ... . 
-1.100 o so 40 
- - 40 - 60 80 -100 420 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
DATA SET SYMCO4O CCNFI0URATICN DESCRIFTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
I CIA027) 0 *DHST 304-0 89J(ALFHA= 0) . 1348(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAB 0.000 REFS . 12.6740 SO IN 
LSQA028 E1 0HST 304-0 BgJ(ALHA=- 5) . 1348(ALPHA= 0) HACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
(COA029) * COUST 304-0 89J[ALFHA:-l0) - 134flALFHA= 0 REFS 1.4700 IN
ELEVON 0.000 












EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.1
 


















.0,0 s 20 -20 so -18060 4a a " 40 -60 80 -oa 120 -140 -160 -2 0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 

































ELE0 0XMRP 6.4000 10 







EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLEOF ATTACK.ON-BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M:l.l
 










EL SEYMO CNIUAIN ­
tEI09 ORS 30- 40LPH 0130(LFA - ALFA ,000 ALHA 0-0 R-EFS 1674 so8 IN -E.0 

CBQAVZ4) 0 GUHST JO.-O "69J(ALPHA= -0) IJO3G(ALP"A=+ 5) HACH 1,1CU BETA 0.000 RZFL ip.0380 IN
 




ZMRP a 8610 IN
 
SCALE 0:0035
CAP Z 54,380 

PAGE 1l'5 














o 00 so__ Go__ 40 2 a 2 4 o 80 -00 -2 -4 -6 
-0.2l 	 I I I I 1 1 1 1 _____ii ___ __ l ______Il1 	 _l I
 
L:ONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, XW,FEET
 
ATA SET 5YHSC CCWFIGURATIC0 DESCRIP/IC0 	 FARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
011A 19) 0 GDHST 304-0 69J(ALPHA= 01 - 130G(ALFHIA= 01 ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAD 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 Be IN. 
B sz 1 0 GINST 304-0 5gJ(ALPHA= 0) .1300{ALPHA=- 5) MACH 1.100 BETA .0.000 	REFL 10.0380 IN 









380	 E G 1. 
PAGE 616
 












+G * a 4 0 - 0 a 7 20 - 40 Go -7 so 100 -12 0 140 -160 1 - O 
LONGI'TOD-INAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET 
CATA SET SYMSO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(COAC1g1 GCHST 304-0 a9J(ALFHA= 0)' 13O (ALPHA= 0) ALPHAQ 0.000 ALPMA5 Ey.000 REFS 12,6740 S IN 
(BOACZ4) GC14ST 304-0 69J(ALPHAz 0) 16ID ALFHA=+ 5), MACH 1.100 - BETA,* ...... REFL ,1D.0380 IN 
ELEVCN 0.000 REFS XMRPF 1,47006,4000 
IN 
IN 
-¥RP a .000 IN 
ZMRP 0.8610 IN 
PAGE 17 ­
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.l
 



















-. 02£ 0.003 
-. 0z 550 
LGUN S 
PAGE00) 
"00P AGE 618 

















.oll SO 60 40 20 a - 20 - 40 - 60 - SO -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
PAGE 6 1ION,_XW,F ET
 
- LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED POSIT 

DATA SET SYMSOL CON FIGURATION VESCRIPTICA PARAH TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
190AD2 1] 0 601ST 594-D' S9JfALPMA=-10) + 136&(ALPHA= 0) -ALFRAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.674D SO IN 














EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON-BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT NEI:.1
 
- - _0.aI _ I _ I_ - ~ - 1_ . 1 - . ­











an. O0 60 41 20 a 'a 40 - a -0 2120 -140 -160 -:80 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION..WFEET 
CATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICM DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION­
(50AVC13 - GGHST 504-0 B9J(ALPHA=-I0) + 13OG(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 - SQ IN 
COOAC2ZS 0 600ST 394-0 J41JALPHA-t0I30G(ALPHA= 5) MAC" 1:100 CETA - 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
ELEVCW 0.000 








GAP Z .AE0 
PAGE 620
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT N=I.l
 




"U 0 "0 s 'a 20 a ad 40 - - an 100 -120 -140 -160 -i85 -za 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E-, vz 1) 0 22HST 304-0 69J(ALFHA=-10) . 1300(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAD - LO.000 REFS IZ.6740 so IN 
SgOA06) 0 OCHST 304-9 0gJ(ALPHA= 101 * 2300{ALP iA= 51 MACH 1o00 BETA 0.00" REFL 10.0sso IN 
ELYN 1.47DO ]N
 
-2RP 0000 IN 



















u .02Us__ so 6 L 0 60 0 10 1 -40 - a -IOa 
(BA80 0 DS 3040, 40(APH= 5) -10G AL - 5 -- MAC 1.680 T 00 O. D REFL. -160,0380 IN 0 
IGOA013) 0 GPHST 304-0 
CAP Z 4.380 

















EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
J 6 -r-rr- -r-- ­.10,1 rrr -i---rwrr-r-611l -ri-i -rr- -- rr -ir- -c-i i-i­





























"lo a 6s 40 20 11 -20 40 -- - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -tea -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS[TION,.XW,FEET
 
DATA SET SYMH6Y. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERNCE INFORMATION 
81.a051) 0 GORST 304-U 09J(ALPHA=- 51 - 13UG(ALPHAz 0) ALPHAS D.0UO ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS IZ.5740 so IN 
00,010)} 0 CCHST 3DA-D 89J(ALPHA:- 51 - 1300(ALPHAZ+ 5) MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 1U.U3SO IN 
IBO01#3) 0 GVHST 304-0 89JIALFHA=- 5) + 1300(ALPHA=- S) REFS 1.4700IE YV 0.000 XMRP 6.4000 ININ 
Y-RP 0.0000 IN 
U.0035 in
SCALE 0 8610




EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLEOF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT N=IL 6
 
- -1 












-0.2 :___,__ - . --­
--I s Q •3 5 
lo so 40 20 a 20 4 _____ a-10 -
I ' 
DAT SE SO, COFGRTC ECITO - AAERCVLE EEEC NOMTC 
0. .0- ,9(LH= 1.0 810" 0 GII[ ) AH ,)-10(LH= EA 000 INRF 
-OO0.i C 041340 B J(AP -5' I 0 L'~ .0 [30AeA LHS- 500 RF 264 QI 
£0- 0 - , I
-LV
-0.8.000 000 - .4 0 1I 











VC) 80 61) 40 2 0 20 -40 60 so8 -100 -120 -140 -160 -lau -900 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,FEET
 
CATA SETSYM60. CONFGURATIO ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
( 1)0 GCHST 394-0 SJ(ALFHA-- SI . 1306(ALFHA=+ 5) MACR $.600 BETA V.UBD REFL 10.0380 IN 
O13 - JALHA-5)• 3G(L -A- 5) REFS 1.4700 IN 
I C- A051 1 GCMST 304:0 39JCALFHA - 5) . 130&(ALHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFRAB 
GHS





































.0 so 60 40 20 a -20 -40 -60 -s0 -1oa -1 go -140 -160 -±80 -2000 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXW.,FEET
 










0OJ(ALFH-t?.) . 130G(ALFHA= 02 
89J(ALFHAZ-10) 4 I3(GALFHA=+ 3) 
























YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.8610 IN 
GAP Z 4.380 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 626 

















'10 sa G 40 90 a -- 0 413 60 an -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONXWFEET
 
-lATA SET SYMSIX CCWFIGVRATION DESCRIPION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fa 053) - GCOST 354-11 S9J(ALFHA=-IE)) - IZK)G(ALFHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 1UI0J REFS 12.6740 so IN 
DOA51fl 0 60"ST 304-0 0gJ(ALFHA=-10) - 13OG(ALPHA=+ 5) MACH 1.600OEBTA U,UM, REFL 10 0380 IN 
{ ao01 0 PHST 504-0 09J(ALFHA=-tVY 130(i(ALFHA=-10) EL N 000XRF, 6.4000 IN
 















O 0.4 __ 
u­




LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
CIA SET SYMBO- CiDFIGURATIO DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
12 A553; .0 GONS T 3VA-0 SOj(ALPHA=-J0I 001ALPHAI 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.9740 SQ IN (90A112) 0 GONST 304-0 09J(ALPHA=-10) +130G(ALPHAZ+ 5) MACH 1.600 BETA V.0US REFL 10.0380 IN 
C110.016) 0 GCMST 3,14-0 CgJ(ALFHA=-I0) +13OG(ALPMA -10) REFS 1.4700 la 
















u- S0.2 	 _ _ - _ _ 
0.0~ - -- -- -- -- ___0 
20 6 60 40 o a - 20 -40 Go so -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITIONXW,F5ET
 
CATA SET SY"SC CONF1URATION DZSCRIPTI t 	 PARAMETRIC VALUEs REFERENC9 iNrOaMATION 
, aOA053) 0 GOHST 304-0 39J(ALPHA=-10) 4 130G(ALFHA= 0) AVPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 8Q IN 
(BOA012) 0 GONST 304-0 S9J(ALPffA=-IV) + 306(ALPHA=+ 5) " HACH 1.6al) BETA 0. 000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
,90AO161 0 COOST 304-0 99J(ALPHA=-101 1300(ALPHAm-ID) REFS 1.4700 IN 
























so 6r 4v zo a z - 4 - 60 so -100' -lza -140 -Z60 -10 -900 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED PQSITION,.XWFEET 
DATA SET SYMSC CceFIGURATION DESCRIPTIoN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMkTION" 








89 1 ALPHA=- 5) 
- 1348(ALFHA=. 5) 
.1346(ALPHA=- 5)T 
MACH .600 
ELEV- .. 000 






YHRP 00000 IN 
,.ZHR PSCALE a .86100.0035 IN 
PAGE 630 



















,'AT. SET SYHa C FIGURATI 
(DIA03e) 0 GOMST 304-0 
UDOA037) 0 OCHST 304-0 
=A1,39) 0 4UHST 304-0 
GAP Z 54.380 

0a4 -100 -lea _40 __1___0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW.FEET
 
tA CkSRIPTICIN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFC MATIO 
BDJ(ALPHA=- 5) - 134B(ALPHA= 0) ALFHAO C.000 "ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS 1Z.6740 So It. 
89J(ALPHA=- 5) - 1348{ALPHA=+ 5) MACH 1.600 $ETA 0°0an REFL 10.0380 IN 
59JCALFHA " 5) - 134StALPHA=- 5) EVIM .0 REFB 1 4700 IN 
ELVO.DOXMRP 6:4000 IN 
YMRP a ODO0 IN 




EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=I.6
 
0.84 










1.10 so G 40 zo a 20 40 - 60 80 -100 -120 -t40 -160 -OB -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW,FEET
 
CATA SET SYHaM CO4FIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONI BOA032) 0O CHST 304-0 69JfALFHA=-- 5) + 134EI(ALPHA=
-1537 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - 5.000 REFS IZ 67400 Sa INGV ST 304-0 89J(ALPHA=- 5) - 134U(ALFHA= +5) MACH 1.600 BETA .B RE 1 .3 0 N
(SOA933: * CDHST 304-0 5J(ALFHA- 5) +1348(ALPHA=- 5) 
 REFS 1.4700 IN



















Sao so 40 0 S 40 60 10 -140 -160 -180 -2006 2D a 	 ISO -120 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
CAIA SET SYMBOL C FIGUgATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, BQA03Z) 0 GcHST 304-069 JLALFHA=- 5) 348(ALPHA 13) ALPHAO U.000 ALPHAS 5.0110 REFS 12 674U so IN 
(ZOA'3?j GCHST 304-0 1 0AH.000 1061380DS9JfALFHA=- 51 J348(ALPHA=+ 5) 160B REFL IN
 
(ZO039) 0 DPHST 304 13 69J(ALFHA=- 5) + ;346(ALPHA=- 5) AH 169BT REFS 1 4700 IN
 
ELEVN D.Dov 	 XMR p 6:4000 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 







EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 


















-. 06 	 ___ 
* -. 07 	 __ 
40 20 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -2001oo s0 60' 
"LONG-ITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
EC[tA033) C GHST 304-0 89J(ALPHA= 10) f 134(ALPHA= 0) ALFHAO 0.000 ALPHAB - I0000 REFS 12.6740 SG IN 
(CCA030) 0 6C0ST 304-0 B9J(ALPHA=-10) - 134B(ALFHA=+ 5) MACH 1.600 BETA °OCOo REFL 10.0380 IN 
CBOACZi 0 CONS? 304-0 S9J(ALPflA=-0) . 1348(ALFNA=-) REFS 1.4700 IN 
aATA SET SYMOL CFIGVRTIONc ESCRIFTION 

- ELEVON 0.000, 	 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
YNRe 0.0000 IN 
ZMR - 0.5610 IN 
.EE - 00035
 
i PAGE 634 


















100 80 60 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -60 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200
 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XW.FEET
 
OATA SET StY40,t Cd"FI0UfATICV DESCRIPTICG PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(O0o33) C GONST 304-5 B9JCALFHA=-L0) + 134S(ALFHA 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALFHAB - 10.000 REFS 12.674U SQ IN 
(18035) 0 GDHST 304-0 69J(ALPHA=-I0) + 134B(ALPHA=+ 5) MACH . 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
(60192) 0 00857 304-0 &9J(ALFHAZ-I0) 4 1346(ALFHA=-10) REFS 1.4700 IN 












EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6
 
0.8 


























LONGITDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION!XW FEET 
0 
SYXS Bt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I BOAO3 330 GDHST 309-0 69J(ALPHA=-10) PARAMETRIC VALUES'G 0 0 ; 6 0 1348(ALPHA=GO THS3E;4 0 Ell o-a - S9J {AL I0 ALFHAO 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONao F M A=­0 CONST-309-0 # }1 3 4 13(A LPHA= AL RHAD- 10.000ff9J(ALFHA=-I0) 5 ) REFS 
- 1348(ALPMA MAC H I.6a BETA 12.6740 SO IN
:-Y 0 .00 0
LV REFL

.U 10 8,030 I N
 40 0 -4 -8 -0 -10 -80GAP Z0 6.30 2 -20 -6 -10 R -6 20
EL V N .400IN
0 0 0XR 
 YRPPF 1.4 00 IN 









EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.8 
0.8 














U 0 .0 .- .--. . .. . . . . . 
100 s0 60 40 20 0 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.XWFEET
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






GPHIST 304- 0 
89JCALPHA -10) + 1348[ALFHA=+ 5) 














YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.8610 IN 
GAP Z 54.380 SCALE 0*OOS5 
PAGE 637 





















a80 6 40 20 0 -0 -40 -60 -80 -- oo "-120 -140 -160 . -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITIONIXWFEET
 





6BX(ALFHA=- 5) + 134B(ALFHA= 0) 























YIRF 0.0000 IN 
ZKRF 0,8680 IN 




















1* -. 03 
-,o 
w.05 
0941 so Go 40 20 -0 2 40 DO so -100 -120 - 140 -160 -180 -200 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED0 POSIT]-ON,XW,FEET
 
CAT SET SYMBOt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES RiFERENCE INFORMATION 
feoO4) 0 GOHST 3C404- 0 (ALPHA=- 5) . 1346(ALPHA= D) ALFHAO 0.009 ALPHAD - 5.000 REFS 12.6740 SO IN 
17AO? 0 GOMST 304-0 "BX ALPHA=- $1 . 134DCALFHA=- 5)0C .6DBT .000 REFL 1u0390 IN 
MAC 1.0REAEF5 1.4700 IN 
ELEVON 0.000 XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRP 0ODO9 IN 
CAP- 54,380 ZHRPSCALE 0.8660.. "35 ;0 
PAGE 639
 








71 10 so 6 4 0 20 a - 2 0 - 4 0 6 0 -- 05 - 10 -120 -140 -160 10 -20a 
LNGITDINAL OISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.
XW,FEET
 
ATA 5 E T Sy 
fOAV45 
(BOAD ly, 
MO L C OFI GURA T I ON E C RI P T I O N 
0 GD ST 304-0 SX(ALPHA=- 5) 
0 G OST 304-0 B X(A PHA­ 5) 
134 (AL FHA z ) 
- 34(AL HA - 5) 
ALPHAO 
ACH 
ARA 4ET R I C VALUE S 
.000 ALPHA -
.00 B TA 
ELVO000REFS£LE* 0 "X 
RE FERE C E INFOR A TIO N 
5.0 00 REFS Z.6740 S IN 
.Oog REF l 1.0380 IN 
1.47DO INRP 6. 9 20 in 
, 
YMRF 0. 000 IN 
,ZHR ".68a IN 
GAF Z 4.380 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 640 













-1.0109 s 611 40 20 0 - a -40 --"60 --8D -IUD -120 -140 -160 -18W" -200 
LONGr'TUDIN6L DISPLACEMEfNT FROM MATED POSITION,XW,FEET
 
CAT& SET SYHBO 
1 . 5 ) C) 
CONFIGURATION DE$¢rIPTION 
o"HST 304-LI aX(ALFHA=- $1 + 1348(ALFHA= 0) "ALPHAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAR - 5.OVO 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 






YHRP 6:OPO I 
ZMRFSCALE 0.86800.0035 IN 
PAGE 641
 


















00 - 60 40. 0 20 - 4 L4 60 - -10 -120 -140 -160 - 80 -200 





































YHRP 0.0000L IN 
ZHRP 08660 IN 
4AP-Z 4.380 SCALE 0.0035 
-PAGE 642
 




















00 so 60 4 0 2a - 20O - 40 - 60 B -loci -120 7140 -$60 -180, -200an 
L6NGITUDINAL D'ISPLACEMENT FROMMATED POSITION.MXFEET
 
OIA 5T Y .OL OGF[GURA IO N DES M I T I C0 -PARAME TRIC VALUES 
 R F R NCE 'INFORMATION " 
I DOAD46) 0 GDHST, 304-0 8SX(ALPA-10) * 134(*LPHA= 0) ALPFAQ 0.000 ALPHAS 10J.000 REFS 12.6740 Sa IN 















EFFECT OF ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOOSTER CHARACTERISTICS AT M=1.6 
1.0 ,I I . I iI 1,1 .1, 1 1 1 , A, 
0.8 






Q10 Zi -10 18 -0 
-0.8 
too 80 Go 4a go 2 0 40 -60 so8 -100 10 -6 1D -0 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,XWFEET
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOURATI DESCRIPTI t PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE14CE INFORMATION 
(BOAD.61 0 GBHST 304-0 BOX(ALFHA=-10) - 1340(ALPHA= 0) ALPHAO 0.000 ALPHAS - ILI.OUD REFS 12.6740 so IN 
( a0A08 3 0 GC ST 04-0 BSX AL HA=- 10) . 3 4(A L HA=- 5) A H 1 . 00 BE TA .000 U PSL 1 .4730 IN 





















-02 	 .000 "--RP S.2-10 --
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSI TION.XW, FEET
 
-0SCAL __ .__0__5 
CATA SET SMB C uFIGVUAh1IJ DESCRITTO# PARANETflC -VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSOAOCG) C oonsr 504-0 SOXCALPNAZ-IV) * IS4SIALPI4At 0) ALPHAO .00*0 ALFUAS - 10.0(20 REFs Ia.6740 Se IN 
(BcA04s, D GONST 504-0 8SXCALFlA-10) * 1348(ALPHA:- 5} 	 MACH 1.600 BETA 0.000 REFL 10.0500 IN
 
ELE" -000-REFO 1.4'00 IN
 
1KRP •0.8600 IN 
CAP Z 5430 	 SCALE 0,005 
.PAGE :645
 
BOOSTER CHARAC. VS ALPHA AT M=1.6 WITH CONSTANT ORBITER ALPHA
 













.0 - -15 -0- 5 _ 0is 20 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyH OL CONFIOURATICV DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALU5S REFERENCE INFORMATION 






4.36 XW=0.0 69J 
GAP Z=54.35 XW=0.0 B9J 
GAP Z 
= 


















EVAA004) a GAP Z=54.39 XW -60. i39J 1300 XNRP 6.4000 IN 
(04A,05) t ODOST 354-0 DELTA NN FREE AIR 07WS ¥HRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF -SCALE 0.6610 -.. 035 IN 
AA CH 1.*600 
PAGE 64 













- - -5 5__5_-_ 0_52
 
-0. 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY830 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 31A001) OAF Z= 4."8 XW ,G 091 + 1300 ALPHAO 0.00D SETA 0.000 REFS 12.6740 SQ IN 
(aAA002) GAP Z=54.38 XW=E;,D 89J + 130D ELEVON 0.000 REFL 10,0380 IN 
{oAA003) 0 GAP Z= 9.36 XW:--S, S9J . 130D REFS 1.4700 IN 
(SAA904) A OAF Z=54.38 XW--80. SeJ - 1300 XHRP 6.4000 IN 
( hA055) GVHST 304-0 CcLTA WING FREE AIR BTW5 YHRF O.ODoc in 
ZRP- a 8610 IN 
(A A .A1.6L0 SCALE 0s0035 
PAGE 647 



















-. 081 I 
-.0
 
20-15 -10 l 5Z 20 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL C tVIGURATI h DESCRIPTI t 
(BAA005) 0 GAP Z = 4.36 XW=0.0 691 + 130G0 
leAlOIS) 0 GAP Z=54.36 XW= oO 69J - 130, 
8AA007) 0 GAP 7= 9-38 XW=-Sg. 89J ­ 130G 
CAA008) A OAF Z=54.38 XW=-80. SSJ - 13OG 




0.000 ELEVON 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 SG in 
REFL 10DTSD IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.4000 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZmRF 0.8610 INSCALE -0035 
PAGE 648 
BOOSTER CHARC. VS ALPHA AT M=1.G WITH ORBITER AT SAME ALPHA AS BOOSTER
 






- 20"- -15 -to- oE 10 is 2j 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES 
C TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RETA 000 ELEVON 0.000- REFS 1Z.6740 Se IN IDAA0053 0 CAP Z= 4.38 xwzUU 89J . 1300 I 'AA56) 0 GAP Z=54.38 XW:O.O IC9J - 1300 REFL 10.O380 IN
 
,,"50 7) 0 OAF Z: A.38 XW=-50. 09J . 230a Reps 1 :4700 IN
 
ICAAUS05 6 AP Z=SA.38 XW--80, 09J + 130G X9RP 6.4000 IN
 






















-'Ozt)-1 -10 5 s la0 5Z 
"-BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
-D.T.SET SYMCOL C tiFTGURATICN VESCRIPTICtN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
= 
 0.000 REFS 1Z.6740 so IN 
1-1AA0.0 0 GAP Z=54 ." xw:ol 59J 1340 ELEYVOI 0.000 RCFL 10 *0380 inI aA l9) C GAP Z 4.36 XW=0.0 69J 1346 
ALPHAO 0.00 SE TA 
= 

, EAA, 11 0 GAP Z 4.38 XW=-80* 89J +1340 REFS 1.4700 10
 
(.A 012J A GAP Z=59.38 XW=-80. 09J + 1340 XMRF 6.4000 1 ,
 
(SN1J 55) : GDMST 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR DIW5 YMRP 010000 IN
 

















BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUaATICN" OCSCRIPTICN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ZAA009 c GAP Z= 4.38 kwo.0 agJ 1348 ALPHAO 0.000 OETA 0.000 REFS 12.6740 $0 IN 
'DAAOIU) 0 GAP Z-54.38 XW=D.o 89J 1348 ELEVON 0.000 REFL 10 0380 IN 
DSAA9113 * GAP Z= 4.38 XW=-SD. 89J 1348- REF8 1,.4700 in |GAA9.91 A GAP Z=54.36 XW=-00, "J 134B XHRP 6.400 1 N 
s"'A155)I GOST 304-0 DELTA WING FREE AIR 0TW5 YHRF 0.000 ZN 
Z0R. 0.8610 IN
 















.05 -10 -5 0 10 is 2 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5 1 023) 0 GAP Z= 4.38 XW=0.0 89J 1348 OETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 12.6740 Sa IN 
CAACII; Ej GAP Z=54 38 XW=O.u agJ - 1340 kEFL 10.0380 IN 
( AA115) 0 CAP ZZ 4:38 XW=-81, 69J 1340 REFS 1.4700 IN
 
IDAA016) a GAP Z=54.38 XU=-SIJ. 89J + 1340 XMRP 6.4000 IN
 







BOOSTER CHARAC. VS ALPHA AT M=1.6 WITH-ORBITER AT SAME ALPHA AS BOOSTER
 






BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AI-PHAB, DEGREES
 
aAT SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
PDO 12,674D
9J BETA 0.000LVO REFS SO IN
 OTA93, a GAP Z%: .6 xw=O B4 
CAAG14; AP ZZ5*B a W=E.Oa a j 1348 R FI- 10.0380 IN
 
(CAA 5B 0 GAP Z= 4.3B xw_-Sa. B9J + 1348 REFS 1.4700 IN
 
laAA016) A GAP Z=51.38 XW=-81). 59J . 1348 XHRF 6.4000 IN
 
(ItN.Os) t' GONST 304; CELTA WING FREE AIR SINS YHRP 0.0000 IN
 
z-0P 0.86.2 IN
 
0.00554CALE 
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